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Page Dr. Freud!

The scene is laid in a study. As the curtain rises we see a student

sitting at a desk putting the finishing touches on a thesis. On the desk

are many books, among them volumes on "The Cartesian Doubt," and
handbooks oj composition. The student finishes his work, and looking

at his watch, perceii<es that there are still five minutes bejore his next class.

He seals himselj in an armchair, takes up a copy oJ "Alice in Wonder-

land," and begins to read. In a Jew minutes, he nods and then Jalls asleep.

The room gradually becomes darker, and then lighter. Seated around the

room are various characters.

THE BELLMAN. In Writing a serious essay, one must never be serious.

Leave that to editors of humorous magazines and vaudeville artists.

Then, one must never begin an essay with anything that has the least

connection with the topic under discussion. Above all, never let the

title give the reader any hint as to the contents of the article. For

example, a discourse entitled Parallel Lines would draw few flies. But
if the title were changed to Parted Forever or Unbending Fate, and if the

essay were written as a novel, with the main characters AB and CD
each yearning to meet the other, but kept apart by stern Father Euclid,

and finally united by Einstein, who comes dashing up on his good steed

Relativity with a reprieve, why, the essay might even become a best

seller. {He excitedly tingles his bell.)

THE CARPENTER. I doubt it.

THE BUTCHER. Why couldn't it work out? And for that matter,

why stop at parallel lines? Think of all the fine plots shut up in the

five books of geometry. We have the eternal triangle, with its three

angles to the case, only one of which can be right; F. Scott Fitzgerald

could write a good flapper story on the Theory of Limits; and all Soci-

ologists would find the locus of a point about a point the perfect example

of the Vicious Circle. Lewis Carrol might have done it, but he's dead.

THE GRYPHON. Yes, he's dead. {The Alock Turtle says nothing,

but sobs bitterly.)

THE CARPENTER. I doubt it.

THE WALRUS. Oh, shut up. You always doubt everything.

THE CARPENTER. I doubt, therefore I am; I am, therefore I doubt.

THE DORMOUSE {who awoke Just in time to hear the last speech). Non-

sense, that's just as logical as saying: "I live, therefore I sleep; I sleep,

therefore I live."
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THE HATTER. It is for you. (Tlie Dormouse jails asleep again.)

THE DUCHESS. And the moral of that is

A VOICE. Art, not morals! (Z/je Duchess subsides.)

THE BUTCHER. Besides, we needn't stop with geometry. We could

have an Imagist picture of the Binomial Theorem, a symphony written

about a repeating decimal, and a sonnet sequence of chemical formulae,

THE CARPENTER. I d

THE HERALD. Order in the court, the trial is about to begin.

The room widens and lengthens. At one end, we see the King of

Hearts seated upon a dais. The Carpenter is in chains before him. Other

characters appear from time to time.

THE KING. Herald, read the accusation.

THE HERALD {first blows three blasts upon his trumpet, then unfolds

a piece of parchment).

The Queen of Hearts once had much faith

Until thatfatal day.

When the Carpenter came with all his doubts

And took herfaith away.

THE KING {to the jury). Consider your verdict.

THE HERALD. Not yet, not yet, we must hear the evidence first.

First witness!

The Hatter enters. Has ei'idently just come jroni a tea, jor in one hand
he has a cocktail, in the other, a cigarette. He says nothing, but fidgets

from one joot to the other.

THE KING. Well?

The Hatter says nothing, but nert'ously tries to puff at his highball,

and inhales a quantity oj liquor into his lungs. He chokes, and is remoi'ed.

THE HERALD. Next witness!

THE HERALD. Please, your majesty, someone has left this here.

{"Ihis" is a piece oj paper, jolded.)

THE KING. Aha! This is the most important piece of evidence
we have gotten yet.

THE CARPENTER. I doubt it.

THE KING. Order in the court. {To the Herald) Is this paper in

the prisoner's handwriting?

THE HERALD No, your majesty', it is typewritten .

THE KING. That makes it worse. If he hadn't wanted to conceal
his hand, he would have written it.
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THE CARPENTER. But, your majesty, I don't own a typewriter.

THE KING. That proves you were up to some mischief.

THE BELLMAN (sn^erlngly). Nonsense, you don't even know what

is written on the paper.

THE KING. Herald, read the paper.

The Herald blows three blasts on his trumpet, and then unjolds the

paper.

THE HERALD.

They said that I had doubled all,

And lost hisjailh in Iheni.

She said that I was at the ball.

But spelled it with an "m"

.

He sent them word you did not doubt.

We know it to be true.

IJ she should cast the mailer out,

What would become oj you?

IJ I or she should chance to see

Some faith in this affair.

He trusts to you to set it free

And leave all doubters there.

IJ things were only as they were,

' 2 were better there than here.

"I doubt it," said the Carpenter,

And shed a bitter tear.

THE KING. That certainly settles the case if anything does.

THE BELLMAN. What rot! Why you don't have the slightest notion

what they are all about.

THE KING {reading). "They said that I had doubted all." {To

the Carpenter) You doubt everything, don't you?

THE CARPENTER.

Yes, I am a doubter and scoffer bold.

And a learner oJ all things true,

A sneerer light and a skeptic bright.

And a seeker oJ knowledge, loo.

{He shakes hisjisls and tears his hair.

And everyone Jeels afraid;
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And Ihey couldn't help thinking the man had been

drinking.

So the Bellman simply said) :

THE BELLMAN.

Oh, Carpenter, it's little I know,

0/ the manners oj scholars you see.

So r II eat my hand if I understand

How you can possibly be

At once a doubter and scoffer bold,

And learner oJ all things true,

A sneerer tight and a skeptic bright.

And a seeker oj knowledge, too.

THE CARPENTER.

3ly doubts are not as others' doubts.

For I but doubt to learn.

Since perfect truth is my desire.

For knowledge I do yearn.

You may seek it with candles, and seek it with hair.

You may hunt it with storks and hope;

You may threaten its lije with a railway share,

You may charm it with smiles and soap.

I said it in Hebrew, I said it in Dutch,

I said it in German and Greek,

That in order your perject knowledge to touch.

Great doubts are the means you must seek.

THE BUTCHER.

The thing can be done (he ponders), I think.

The thing must be done, I am sure.

The thing shall be done! Bring me paper and ink.

The best there is time to procure.

(So engrossed was the Butcher, he heeded them not,

As he wrote with a pen in each hand.

And explained all the while in a popular style

Which thejury could well understand.)

Taking doubt as the subject to reason about,

A convenient subject to state,
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We add knowledge and truth and then multiply out

By a skeptic'^ opinion oj Fate.

The result we proceed to divide, as you see,

By wisdom and certainty too.

Then subtract all your Jaith, and the answer must be

Exactly and perjectly true.

THE KING. The jury will now retire and consider the verdict.

The jury, consisting oj the Walrus and a multitude oj oysters, jile

out into an anteroom. In a jew minutes the JFalrus comes out alone, and
hands a paper to the Herald.

THE HERALD {turns to the King jor permission, then reads).

The Walrus and the oysters sat

JVithin the jury room.

And there they deeply pondered

About the Carpenter's doom.

And in this mighty project

Much time they did consume.

" Oysters," said the JFalrus,

'"Tis time our work is done.

Shall we return our verdict?"

But answer came there none

And this was scarcely odd, because

He'd eaten every one.

THE KING. Off with his head! Off with his headl

THE BELLMAN. Seize him. {He excitedly tingles his bell. Gradually

the Bellman vanishes, but the bell continues tingling.)

THE BUTCHER. I've seen many a bell without a tingle, but this is the

first tingle I've heard without a bell.

The bell continues tingling, the characters jade out, until the original

room reappears. Again the student is seen, still sleeping. The class bell

is ringing. The student awakes, seizes his thesis and rushes jor class.

Irvin Heyne, '23.



Peter Porcupine

BEFORE the little town of Farnham, nestled among the green hills

and hop farms of Surrey, spread out across the River Wey, one

of the few scattered houses behind the trees that lined the farther bank

was the quaint "Jolly Farmer" tavern, which faced the end of the old

stone bridge. Its landlord was George Cobbett, a well-to-do farmer

and a man better educated than was usual with those of his humble

calling, who boasted that his four boys could do as much work as any

three men in the parish. The third son, William, born in 1762 and

destined to become famous in the history of English and American

journalism, was early blessed with an ambition to outshine his brothers

and rise above his father. To this worthy man, an ardent though

minority supporter of the American Revolution in taproom politics,

he owed what little schooling he received.

At the tender age of eleven, William, who had but recently ob-

tained employment in the garden of the Bishop of Winchester, heard

described the royal gardens at Kew and on the next morning, telling

no one, started thither, "in my blue smock-frock and my red garters

tied under my knees." On the way, he sa3's, he spent his last three-

pence for Swift's Tale oj a Tub, whose title excited his curiosity and
which, so far as he could understand it, "delighted me beyond de-

scription and produced what I have always considered a sort of birth

of intellect." Thereafter he felt an increasing interest in books—though

he never found one more to his liking than the Tale of a Tub—and read

all that were lent him, by the head gardener at Kew while he was em-
ployed there.

William Cobbett, however, soon aspired to even higher things than

Kew, where the "King and two of his brothers laughed at the oddness

of my dress while I was sweeping the grass plot round the foot of the

pagoda." He shortly returned home, but was still far from satisfied.

At one time he tried to enroll in the navy, but the kindly compassion
which had admitted him to Kew here turned him down. After this,

he was "spoiled for a farmer." At the age of twenty-one, on the spur

of the moment, he mounted the London coach, not to return for seventeen
years.

In London, he was sheltered by a kindly hop merchant, a friend

of his father, but steadfastly refused to return home. For a while he
became a clerk in a lawyer's office, but the "roguery of this earthly hell"

disgusted him (he was, as he tells us, "constitutionally virtuous"),

and, chancing to read a recruiting poster promising glory and riches to

all loyal young men, he enlisted in what he thought was His Majesty's
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Marine Service of the poster. "By Jases, my lad," said the Irish re-

cruiting officer, "and you have had a narrow escape." So Cobbett

vi'as sent to that "fine, flourishing and plentiful country of Nova Scotia"

to join the "oldest and boldest" regiment in the army.

As a soldier, he avoided the dissipations of his comrades and gave

himself chiefly to reading, the study of grammar and of the French

language. He gradually rose to the position of sergeant-major and

clerk to the regiment. If his own account be correct, it must have been

here that his long-developed vanity became an established characteristic.

He even taught his officers, from the colonel down, how to drill, and

corrected their grammar. He acquired a strong sense of his own capacity.

"As I advanced in experience," he says, "I felt less and less respect

for those whom I was compelled to obey. From nineteen to twenty-

seven is not much of an age for moderation, especially with those who
must necessarily despise all around them. But the fame of my services

and talents ran through the whole country." He still found time,

however, diligently to continue his self-education.

Cobbett's low opinion of his superiors was not unfounded. He
had detected widespread peculation of government funds, and with a

view to prosecuting the offenders, he obtained his discharge when the

regiment returned to England in 1791, although he had some reason

to hope for a commission without purchase. Shortly after, he married

a soldier's daughter, then employed as a chambermaid, whose cleanli-

ness and honesty had pleased him ever since he first met her in Nova
Scotia, at the age of thirteen, scrubbing out a wash tub.

When he first came to London, Cobbett was a Tory, but since then

had adopted more liberal principles. He was too proud of his origin

and too sensible of the needs of the laboring class not to have done so.

He became a disciple of Thomas Paine, "the heathen philosopher,"

and in other respects a strong republican, although he had always too

much independence of judgment to belong entirely to one party. In

London he wrote. The Soldier's Friend, a pamphlet decrying the

abuses he had witnessed in the army. While this brought him a reputa-

tion for radicalism, no one was more ready to turn back to the good

old days than he. He believed in the superiority of the feudal system

and that degeneration had set in with the Protestant Reformation,

causing the decline of the agricultural laborer, whom he loyally sup-

ported throughout life. He bewailed the substitution of shops for the

good old fairs; and later, when engaged in English politics, he opposed

the monarch's relinquishing his title of "King of France," and even

schemes of popular education, on the ground that children were better

unacquainted with the unv/holesome literature of the day.
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The prosecution of the officers was a failure. Their system of

fraud was too widespread in both miHtary and civil service, and Cobbett

was hindered and plagued at every turn until success seemed impos-

sible and he fled to France. As a rule, he had absolute confidence in

himself, but here the odds had grown so great that he was willing to

compromise his reputation rather than risk financial ruin. He was

scarcely settled in France than the revolution seriously broke out and

he took ship at once for America. He lived for a time at Wilmington,

where he was joined by his wife, and then removed to Philadelphia,

supporting himself by teaching English to French refugees at six dollars

a month. He also compiled his Tuteur Anglais which was good enough

to remain a standard text in France for fifty years.

Cobbett was a tall man, somewhat stout, with a complacent sun-

burned face surmounted by thick yellow hair, brushed back, and sup-

ported by one small superfluous chin. He had "a bright smile and an

air compounded of the soldier and the farmer, to which his habit of

wearing an eternal red waistcoat contributed not a little." His bearing

was erect, his manner as cheerful and vigorous as his style of writing.

It was impossible for Cobbett to remain outside of American poli-

tics, then so bitterly contested. He was nowhere happier than in political

conflicts and his life was one long round of them. He was intensely

awake to all about him; nothing was below his praise or blame. He had

pugnacity, resource and a serious eagerness to bring everyone to his

own opinions, coupled with a clear style and polemic powers admirably

suited to "the hurly-burly of a newspaper campaign." Although at

times his honesty was doubtful, Cobbett himself was never one of the

doubters; convinced of his own integrity he tenaciously supported what-

ever impressed him as right with invincible energy, courage, and ignor-

ance. "I wrote for fame," he said in after years, "and was spurred

forward by ill treatment."

In Philadelphia, the Democrats outnumbered the Federalists,

w'hose stronghold was in New England. Great public celebrations

were held with every new triumph of the French revolutionists, whose

praises were sung in the papers as extravagantly as everything English

was damned; a constant fire of pamphlets was maintained by hot-

headed Tickleloby or Sim Sanscullotle, while only occasionally there

appeared a staid rebuke to all this wildness from the pen of Scipio or

Publicus.

When William Cobbett came among the rabid Republicans of

Philadelphia, however, all his Republican tenets deserted him. Their

support of the French and hatred for Old England, whose empire was
then commonly believed to be on the wane, aroused his patriotism,

as well as did their blatant national pride, for no one, I think, of Cob-
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bett's self-esteem, can long endure the same quality in others. "Hear-

ing my country attacked," he says, "I became her defender through

thick and thin." So he deserted "that ragamuffin Deist," "Tom"
Paine, and opened his career with a pamphlet entitled. The Tarluffe

Delected, or, Obsen'alions on the Emigration of Dr. Priestly. Joseph

Priestly, the object of this attack, was an English theologian and scientist

whose house at Birmingham had been burned by a mob because of his

Republican leanings. He fled with his family to America where he was

immensely popular. Matthew Carey, the leading bookseller in Phila-

delphia, refused to publish the pamphlet and grossly insulted Cobbett

by addressing him as "my lad." So our author brought his work to

Thomas Bradford, Carey's rival, who accepted it, but asked that its

virulence be modified. This Cobbett would not do and Bradford con-

tented himself with suppressing The Tarluffe Delected from the title,

for the safety of his windows. Here follows an example of Cobbett's

argumentation

:

Either Priestly foresaw the consequences of the French Revolution or he did not

foresee them. If he did not, he must confess that his penetration was far inferior to

that of his antagonists, and even to that of the multitude of his countrymen; for they

all foresaw them. If he did foresee them he ought to blush at being called "the friend

of human happiness"; for to foresee such dreadful calamities, and to form a deliberate

plan for bringing them upon his country, he must have a disposition truly diabolical.

If he did not foresee them, he must have an understanding little superior to that of an

idiot; if he did, he must have the heart of a Marat. Let him choose.

Cobbett's attack on the "Theologi- Metaphysi- Philosophi- Politi- cal

Unitarian Doctor" won him fame both in America and England where

the pamphlet was republished. He became affiliated with the Federalists,

although they could never depend on his support. He had no equal

among the Democratic pamphleteers. In spite of occasional fallacies

of argum.ent, as in the above passage, where he begs the whole question

by the phrase "consequences of the French Revolution," he far out-

stripped his antagonists, many of whom could only resort to threats

and abuse. His style had an "honest bluntness" which, while appar-

ently carelessly expressed, carried force and an exact meaning, an honest

bluntness which frequently became as coarse as his humor. In sarcasm

and satire, though keen and effective, he never equalled his model.

Swift.

Cobbett's next work was more purely political. His Bone to Gnaw
Jor the Democrats came in answer to The Political Progress oj Britain,

an Impartial History oJ Abuses in the British Empire, which had been

burned by the hangman in England and its author, James Thomson
Callender, imprisoned. He had escaped, however, and fled to America
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where he republished his work. Unfortunately, Cobbett knew so little

about the political progress of Britain that The Bone to Gnaw consists

largely of personal opprobrium on "Newgate Callender," or "Tom the

Tinker"—Cobbett had a faculty for inventing suggestive nicknames

—and on the follies of the Democrats and their revolutionary ideal.

Cobbett's next publication was A Kick for a Bile, an unfavorable

criticism of an unfavorable criticism of the Bone to Gnaw which had

appeared in the American Monthly Review; here he largely devoted him-

self to discussing the faults in his reviewer's grammar. He also wrote

a second part to the Bone to Gnaw, first using the famous pseudonym
of Peter Porcupine, having been compared to that animal by one of his

enemies, because, according to common belief, the porcupine discharged

its quills as weapons of offense. Here he ridiculed the proceedings of

The United Irishmen of Dubhn and upbraided the Democrats generally,

concluding with an intimate view of French atrocities. "At the very

name of Democrat, Humanity shudders and Modesty hides its head."

Early in 1796 he began Porcupine's Political Censor, a monthly

newspaper in opposition to the Democratic Aurora, which, however,

like his pamphlets, was the size of a small magazine. It had developed

from another periodical, A Prospect jroni the Congress Gallery; both

contained news interspersed with the comments of Cobbett. Dis-

covering that Bradford was trying to mollify the Prospect to suit his

customers, a violent quarrel had ensued, and Cobbett became his own
publisher. He opened a print shop opposite Christ Church, exhibiting

in his window portraits of George HI, coupling Franklin and Marat
together, with a large view of "Lord Howe's decisive Victory over the

French fleet" nearby, and "every picture that I thought likely to excite

rage in the enemies of Great Britain." He practically abandoned his

anonymous character and Peter Porcupine became more a standard

than disguise. He was famous and happy, the object of numberless

attacks by the infuriated Democrats. They poured upon him their

vilest vituperation, especially devoting themselves to elaborate accounts

of Imaginary floggings he had received In the army. Even, in the e.x-

haustiveness of abuse, his wife was not spared. The accusation which

he most resented, however, was that of being a paid British agent.

Yet he constantly boasted of his English birth and as constantly refused

to be naturalized, and no doubt our people were largely justified In their

resentment to being lectured on their own affairs by a foreigner, especially

when he did it so well.

He says, beginning an answer to a number of attacks,

'Dear Father: When you used to set me off to work in the morning, dressed

in my blue smock-frock and my woolen spatterdashes, with my bag of bread and cheese
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and bottle of small-beer swung over my shoulder on the little crook that my grand-

father Boxall gave me, little did you imagine that I should one day become so great

a man as to have my picture stuck in the windows, and have four whole books pub-

lished about me in the course of one week." Thus begins a letter which I wrote to my
father yesterday morning, and which, if it reaches him, will make the old man drink

an extraordinary pot of ale to my health. Heaven bless him! I think I see him now,

by his old-fashioned fire-side, reading the letter to his neighbors. "Ay, ay," says he,

" Jf'i// will stand his ground wherever he goes." And so I will, father, in spite of all the

hell of democracy.

When I had the honor to serve King George, I was elated enough at putting on

my worsted shoulder-knot, and, afterwards, my silver-laced coat; what must my feel-

ings be then, upon seeing half-a-dozen authors, all Doctors or the devil knows what,

writing about me at one time, and ten times that number of printers, bookbinders and

booksellers, bustling, running and flj'ing about in all directions to announce my fame

to the impatient public? What must I feel upon seeing the newspapers filled from top

to bottom, and the windows and corners of the houses placarded with a Blue Shop Jor

Peter Porcupine, a Pill Jor Peter Porcupine, Peter Porcupine Delected, a Roaster jor

Peter Porcupine, a History oj Peter Porcupine, a Picture oj Peter Porcupine? The public

will certainly excuse me, if after all this, I should begin to think myself a person of

some importance.

At the very moment that I am writing, these sorry fellows are hugging them-

selves in the thought that they have silenced me, cut me up, as they call it. It would

require other pens than theirs to silence me. I shall keep plodding on in my old way,

as I used to do at plough; and I think it will not be looked upon as any very extra-

ordinary trait of vanity to say that the Political Censor will be read when the very names

of their bungling pamphlets will be forgotten.

He received innumerable blasphemous and threatening letters;

these he published, with notes and comments, as.

Cat-throat Letter.— I yesterday received the following cut-throat letter through the

penny post; and I lay it before the world that they may judge the temper and char-

acter of my enemies.

"A friend to America but an enemy to bloody England.

"Porcupine.

"You infernal ruffian, it is my full intention, when or wherever I meet you, to

give you one of the greatest lambastings you ever got, etc., etc.

"Believe me, you infernal ruffian, it is my full intention to give you a damned

whipping when I meet you.

"When you publish this, take care of the streets and alleys you walk in.

"This is to inform this infamously /ree man, that I know he is a base scoundrel'

and that he no more dares attack me than he dares go to any country where there is a

gallows."

One letter, he published in a separate pamphlet. The Scare Crow,

with notes on the grammar and morality of its author.
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In answer to several "histories" of himself, Cobbett wrote an auto-

biography, The Lije and Adventures of Peter Porcupine, under the mis-

quoted motto, "Now, you lying varlets, you shall see how a plain tale

will put you down." When in the summer of 1796, "Mad Tom" broke

forth into another violent attack on Washington and the administration,

Cobbett devoted his whole September Censor to republishing George

Chalmer's scurrilous Lije oj Paine with "remarks and reflections."

Shortly before had come a Bloody Buoy Thrown Out as a Warning to

the Political Pilots oj America, more detailed horrors of the French

Revolution. The Censor was later renamed Porcupine's Gazette.

The imaginative biography was a favorite method of proving one's

enemy a rascal. In 1797 Cobbett parodied the efforts of his opponents

in The Confession and Dying Speech oJ Peter Porcupine, with an Account

oj His Dissection, beginning with his infancy, when
such was my propensity to vice that I could not resist the temptation to pdjer even

from my grandmother. In this I discovered a baseness and a depravity which rogues

disallow; for they make it a point of honor not to steal from each other.

There follows an amusing relation of his subsequent execution and dis-

section, together with a Will and Testament, in the following vein:

lUm, To F. A. Mughlenburg, Esq., Speaker of a late house of Representatives

of the United States, I leave a most superblj' finished statue of Janus.

lUm, To "Tom the Tinker," I leave a Hberty cap, a tri-colored cockade, a wheel-

barrow full of oysters, and a hogshead of grog. . . .

lUm, To Thomas Lord Bradford (otherwise called "Goosy Tom"), Bookseller,

Printer, News-man, and member of the Philosophical Society of Philadelphia,

I will and bequeath a copy of the Peerage of Great Britain, in order that the

said Lord Thomas may the more exactly ascertain what probability there is

of his succeeding to the seat which his noble relation now fills in the House of

Lords.

Cobbett had an annoying way of attacking the very liberty which

made his attacks possible. When his opponents resorted to opening his

mail and other underhand means to ruin him, he ascribed it to this same
liberty and laughed at the doctrine of the rights of man and the demo-
cratic equality of all men and the constitution of the United States.

At one time they thought they had him, when he was sued for libel by
de Yru;o, the Spanish ambassador; they had the case transferred from

the Federal to the State Court, presided over by Judge M'Kean, a

strong Democrat and de Yrujo's father-in-law. He narrowly escaped

conviction, and improved the occasion in The Republican Judge, a

pamphlet after his usual style.
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A libel suit seemed the only way to silence hun, and Cobbett's

reckless daring soon involved him in another. It was brought by Dr.

Benjamin Rush, a Democratic physician who had gained prominence

during the yellow fever epidemics of 1793 and 1797. He was a Quaker

and a friend of Paine, and so Cobbett ridiculed him unmercifully. Rush
called his treatment for the fever, which consisted of calomel and bleed-

ing on a large scale, the "Samson of Medicine," and Cobbett declared

nothing more fitting, for his quackery had killed more Americans than

ever Samson did Philistines. Rush he compared to Dr. Sangrado of

Gil Bias and published parallel passages comparing their opinions;

he nowhere tried to refute Rush's theories and his scurrility "would

have been contemptible had it been less happily pointed." After a

delay of two years, due, as Cobbett observed, to the difficulties of pack-

ing a jury, his trial began. Not only was popular prejudice, but a clear

case against him. The damages were assessed at five thousand dollars,

a far greater sum than that demanded by Rush. Cobbett moved to

New York, where he started The Rush-light, a paper devoted entirely to

"the American Sangrado." After five numbers had appeared, in June,

1800, he sailed for his "native land, where neither the moth of Democracy

nor the rust of Federalism doth corrupt, and where thieves do not, with

impunity, break through and steal five thousand dollars at a time."

When Cobbett landed in England he was warmly welcomed as

one of the most powerful political writers in the world. He was a Tory

now, and he founded a newspaper. The Porcupine, which upheld the

true Tory principles for a year and then failed. Again his versatile

mind was changing. Although he believed that the sinking fortunes

of the agricultural laborer might be raised by a return to better days,

he had too much common sense not to see that this rise could only be

accomplished by reforms through the Whig party. Moreover, the

Tories had concluded the Treaty of Amiens, in 1802, while Cobbett

sided with the Whigs in desiring to continue the war, for, though he

could speak kindly of the French as a whole, he had an unconquerable

prejudice against those "blasted with the principles of the accursed

revolution."

He shortly established the Political Register, another periodical,

after the design of the Censor, which he successfully continued for over

thirty years. It appeared weekly during this time, with all the news and

Cobbett's remarks thereon. He bought a little country place at Botley

on the River Hamble, in Hampshire, with a pretty farm house and a

garden, where he made agricultural experiments. He wrote histories,

a Cottage Economy, Woodlands, a treatise on trees and planting, Advice

to Young Alen, which, like other of his works, gives his own biography
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as the safe example to follow, Rural Rides, a journal of political tours

through England, containing the best of his many famous and in-

imitable descriptions of country life and scenery, and many more, in-

cluding the indefatigable Register with its message of reform. Here

he opposed the War of 1812—his attempts to prove it unsuccessful

were republished in America, under the title. The Pride of Brilannica

Humbled, or llie Queen oj the Ocean Unqueened, etc., and involved him-

self in two years' imprisonment for libel. In 1817 he again fled to the

United States to avoid another sentence.

Cobbett's humor and common sense generally kept him from

making a fool of himself. There is one known exception. After spend-

ing two more or less peaceful years in America, where he rejoiced "to

see a free country again," he returned, bringing with him the now sacred

bones of Tom Paine, which had been poked away in some "little

hole" in New York. In the custom house at Liverpool he arose and

dramatically announced, "Here are the bones of the late Thomas
Paine," and the crowd rushed forward to stare over the inspector's

shoulders at the noisesome remains. The officer poked around among
them a little in search of contrabands and then closed the box. "Great

indeed," said Cobbett, "must that man have been whose very bones

attract such attention." In London, he tried to sell rings containing

locks of the corpse's hair, to raise a monument to Paine. All this in-

jured his reputation and exposed him to endless ridicule.

In later life he was assisted with The Register by his eldest son,

William, born at Philadelphia; he had six other children. In 1833 he

entered Parliament for Oldham, after two defeats in Coventry and

Preston. His popularity increased as his enemies; his war against all

that he believed wrong he continued with unabated vigor until the

summer of 1835, when he died quietly at Normandy Farm, in Surrey,

where he had moved a few years before. His heirs continued the tradi-

tion by fighting over their legacies. Tom Paine, whom he had affec-

tionately kept by him all these years, lay idle until 1844, when he was
donated to Mr. Tilly, of 13 Bedford Square, East, London, and has not

been heard of since.

Cobbett was buried in the churchyard at Farnham, where an

elegant altar-tomb with a cast-iron railing was set up. A committee

was formed to erect a memorial monument, and one of his old friends.

Sir Francis Burdett, subscribed a bond for £2,000 which he had lent to

Cobbett and which Cobbett had ignobly claimed to be a gift. The
memorial was never realized.

C. C. Sellers, '25.



A Threat

When you rejoin me in the Outer Dark,

And I, a spectral ghost, and you, a wraith,

Aleet in the silence of the sphere's i>oid arc,

Voiceless and shadowy, I' II still have jaith

That you will remember, and place a hand

With phantom lightness on my phantom-wrist.

Together, we will haunt the shadow-land

Andflit on aimless wings across the mist.

But ij you pass me by on soundlessjeet

Without remembrance oj me, I shall know

Love, too, is dead. Then softly T II retreat.

Laughing in ghostly silence as I go,

And pass across Death's portal to the earth

To resurrect my love within new birth.

John Reich, '24.
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On Snowbirds

Mr. Rejector:

There hath come upon me of late that all is not as it should be with

our world. My friend, the Student, has recently borne in upon me
that in the present winter season the chronic hallucination that such a

one is a snowbird has broken out as virulently as before, a situation

which he deplores, and which he thought might be a topic suitable for

dissertation in j-our pages. Now by "snowbirds" he means all those

who disport themselves in the snow, polluting it with the tracks of their

bare feet, and anon the shod feet of the photographer in their pursuit.

For these snowbirds, saith he, inhabit visibly only the back page pictorial

section of the Evening Public Account Book and the E^>ening Notice,

stalked thither by wary camera men who follow, as I have already said,

the tracks of their bare feet, or as my sinful Student friend is wont to

express it, their tootsies. In the literature subjoined to these represen-

tations, the individuals to whom my friend refers as "snowbirds" are more
inelegantly designated, I frequently find, as "polar bears," which, sir,

I think a reflection upon the intelligence of the constituency of those

journals. Perhaps if a pun, the lowest form of wit, never excusable,

and in my own mind fit cause for the immediate execution of the punster

—

perhaps, I say, if a pun were intended, "polar bares" might be taken as

the alternate meaning, but I hardly suppose this gaucherie, as our Gallic

cousins say, would be permitted in even the daily press, which, as I

read it, I hold in ever diminishing esteem. But snowbirds, returning

to my friend's words, are generally found sitting in the snow or perched

upon the deep-covered bank of some secluded bourne, provided it be

within easy reach of the Kodak, at other times flying high into the air

and turning swiftly toward the surface of the brook, immersing them-

selves completely, then hastily betaking themselves to the bank again

for the warmth of their fellows' company in the drifts. For such occupa-

tions they wear the conventional summer bathing garments, vying

amongst themselves for who can expose the most of his or her body.

For know, Mr. Rejector, that not only do men indulge in this sport, but

likewise to as great as extent, young females. And to no less a degree

do these unregenerate individuals share the shameful practice of dis-

playing their persons to the physical eyes of their companions and the

photographer, and through the instrumentation of the latter, the race

at large. In the event of a member of the supposedly weaker sex having

her picture brazenly cast abroad, the title may read, "Mermaid disporteth

in dead of New Jersey winter," or eke, "Mermaids and Polar Bears

celebrating King Winter's Carnival in Fairmount Park."

17
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Such an aberralio mentis occurs in but few persons, I am happy to

te able to say, and indeed to do these people justice, they generally select

some wild location not unbefitting their savage instincts, perhaps the

beach at Atlantic City, removed from the direct public gaze, crawling out

of their wintry lairs at irregular times, without warning except to such

journalists as they may desire, but once they have cut the cake of cus-

tom, their summum desideratum seems to be the attraction of observation.

Mr. Rejector, I have a confession and a request to make. I am
at present most philosophically minded—may I then use your valuable

space for a few reflexions on what impels our brothers—for we are all

descended from Eve, and more immediately our common forefather who
built him an ark to preserve the animal kingdom from annihilation—-what

impels them to behave this way in deepest winter? ... I interpret

your silence to mean that my proposal meets with your approbation.

Well, then, have you ever observed the fundamental difference

between masculine and feminine styles? Just as females are ever eager

for novelty and difference from the dress and show of those with whom
they come into contact, ever seeking to be distinguished by their con-

spicuous appearance, so men on the contrary attempt to become less

noticeable by conforming to what the rest of the male kind doth. In

this way, a female may attract favourable comment if she appear in a

red bonnet when all others wear blue, but if a man display himself in a

pair of red "plus fours" or a Paisley-made cravat, the volume of sound

emitted by his attire would subject him to unfriendly notice. Let me
then state my first conclusion, that it was not the sterner sex which first

took to am.phibious hibernation, but rather the fairer. Sir, I hesitate

to apply to Le Sexe the adjective "gentler" or "weaker, " realizing though

I do that custom and literary tradition alike countenance the usage,

for I always strive never to misrepresent the facts, and at the risk of

incurring the ladies' most serene displeasure, I beg to set myself on record

as cordially believing that physically they are no gentler than their

brothers, and more especially their consorts, and in any other way than

physically, no weaker. For with your implied permission I will elaborate

on this proposition. If a female have set her heart on anything and

find her husband obdurate in its refusal, if she be wise she will not seek

physical strife with him unless her aim with any missile be surer tnan

his, but will rather adopt the attitude of one deeply injured, marring

her fair face, and making swollen her lustrous eyes, with tears;—she will

soon find herself in the arms of her spouse, who with many endearments

promises her anything she would have, will she dry her eyes and smile

on him again. This eternal drama, as surely as it happens, leaves the

weaker (forsooth!) bearing away the palm, and her lord confounded at

wherefore he had opened his purse strings. But there be others not so
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wise whose lack of consideration leads them to violent encounter even

though they have no hope of immediate victory, but by a constant study

of Xantippe, whom we have no choice but to consider their tutelary

saint, they hope ultimately to subjugate, and often are successful. The
most homely example coming to mind is my own wife, a veritable female

Termigisto, a scold, vixen, minx, eternally making the most exorbitant

and vigorous demands on my poor finances. Since she has no taste for

literature of the better kind, I feel reasonably certain that these words

shall never meet her eyes. I mentioned the use of the word "fair" as

applied to females—in perfect frankness I must also add that my wife

is a notable exception to the rule of feminine beauty, those charms for

which I married her having fled under the sustained onslaughts of age

.

1 would never counsel a young man to marry a beautiful face, nay rather

an ugly one, that his disillusionment may be less, for if he hath taken

the weaker and temporarily more expedient course, he is certain of dis-

appointment when his sweetheart, now his wife, shall take unto herself

all manner of artificial ringlets and shall attempt, with what poor success

only those who have witnessed it may know, to renew the blush of sweet

ard twenty. Nevertheless, I should incline to say that of the three

characteristics, gentleness, weakness and beauty, the most truly de-

scriptive of these is beauty. I must again ask your indulgence, Mr. Editor,

for the insertion of my views on this matter.

M3' first deduction Is that, as we saw, the females found portrayed

in \\ inter swimming attire (such Is their inconsistency that these identical

same persons wear furs in summer) are the ones who have commenced
the style, my second Is that the men follow them to their haunts. "A
woman tempted me" will never be a justification for evil nor foolhardi-

ness, and while I confess niyself In no wise tempted by a shivering, blue-

fleshed Siren ensconced in a snow bank, 'tis but too obvious that there

are those to whom this kind of conduct makes its shameless appeal.

Neither can I believe that the participants In these polar aquatic orgies

are really edified by their occupation, but Indeed run out only In order to

have their portrait made, and hasten back once their notoriety is achieved,

the women first, the men In pursuit. Unless the pictures definitely show
a person submerged, I would still be, as my Student friend would say,

from the Missouri.

Mr. Rejector, I have now proven to my own satisfaction the folly

of snowbirds, with a digression or two which I hope may not be out of

place. I hesitate to subscribe myself knowing the strength of the weaker

sex.

Your most obt., etc., etc.,

Criticus

Howard Coinjorl, '24.



Editorial Comment
We do not intend to Inform you that we enter upon the task of

editing the forty-third volume of The Haverfordian with trepidation.

Even if we are painfully aware of our shortcomings, we are not going to

advertise them beforehand. Nor do we intend to point out the ex-

cellence of our predecessors; that has been obvious. We do express

our desire, however, for an even more active support from you, the college

body. If you would trouble yourselves to turn to the cover of this

magazine, you may be surprised to notice that this is your own maga-

zine, not ours. This is The Haverfordian, and Is composed of your

own literary productions. Be they good or bad, they are Haverford's

best, and for the highest standard of comparison, we have the volume

which has just been closed. May we add that we are not attempting

to establish an alibi?

* * *

English professors are not the only people who write. The Ofiice,

on occasion, has been known to issue brief and pointed articles to indi-

viduals, and even Freshmen are sometimes bitten by the literary bug.

Perhaps, with the return of warm weather and the season when insects

are in their element, several of the Class of 1926 may be stung into

penmanship. It is not expected that any ambitious Freshman will be

able to trace conclusively Einstein's Theory of Relativity through

"Alice in Wonderland," but The Haverfordian would appreciate any

small contribution for destructive criticism. The new Board needs

practice.

Editorial elections are based entirely upon the merit of the articles

submitted but it Is expected for an Individual to have at least three

such contributions accepted before consideration. The earlier one

begins to submit one's work, therefore, the greater Is the chance to be

one of the two Sophomore editors who are be to elected next year.

The editors will be glad to go over anything submitted and even

if it is not accepted the first time, the next attempt may be of such ex-

cellence as to be taken without question.

* * *

Truly the new board of The Haverfordian has been born under

a lucky star. The establishment of the honorary Senior literary and

journalistic n Society at the time of our induction augurs well for us.

We hope that the assistance The Haverfordian may be able to give

the newly-formed society will be reciprocated.
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To all Alumni who were active in literary work when at Haverford,

a welcome is extended by the new organization. It is not often that the

Alumni are called upon to offer moral support solely and the 11 Society

hopes that the opportunity will be taken by literary graduates to help

the society by their membership. Howard Comfort, the society's

secretary- treasurer, is anxious to get in touch with former members of

The Haverfordian and the Haverjord News. The first annual meet-

ing will be held on Parliament Day and your presence will be appreciated.

* * *

The Haverfordian takes pleasure in announcing the election of

Benjamin Brenckenridge Warfield of the Class of 1925 to the Editorial

Board.

The Haverfordian regrets to announce the resignation of Walter

Ames Johnston of the Class of 1925 from the Editorial Board.

TschaIkowsky—Overture 1812

JIaster of music, sweep the sleeping string,

Command the brazen trumpets sound afar

Around the world the martial notes which ring

Oj clashing arms on blood-soakedfields oj war!

Crash through the flimsy veil oj hailing speech

And lash our craven spirits till they rise

To heights oJ ecstasy beyond the reach

OJ earth-bound thoughts or clouded earth-bound eyes!

Tschaikowsky , music frees the shackled mind.

Let Freedom find her voice in symphony.

As Garibaldi, rising jrom the grind

OJ serjdom, quelled the tyrants' injamy.

Burst thou the binding Jetters oJ the brain

Andflood our souls with liberty again!

John Reich, '24.



YggdrasilFs Ymp
{A Saga Jrom the Norse)

A LONE wolf slunk through the edge of the deep woods looking

'' *• for something to eat. It was near spring and the bare ground

showed in patches, but there was nothing to eat. The ribs of the wolf

were outlined against his hide. He was hungry. The tread of a horse's

hoofs in the snow came to his ears, and he crouched behind the gray

bole of a tree. A horseman was coming through the deep woods; the

wolf saw the sun glance off his steel head-gear. The wolf was hungry;

he did not see the javelins in the horseman's fist—three of them, long

and sharp. He waited for the horseman. He would eat now. The
horseman was whistling to himself. The wolf crouched and leaped at

the horse's throat.

"Yipl Yi ip!"

"Ho, thou filthy evil one! Thou may'st eat dirt now 'stead of us!"

said the horseman to the writhing wolf pinned to the ground by a thick,

quivering staff of ash. "Rot thy foul bones where my good shaft has

slain thee!"

He rode on, but did not whistle any more.

The wolf lay there many days staring at the sky. The birds came

and ate some of him, and the flies and ants carried bits away. The
worms burrowed into his skin. But none of them touched the ashen

javelin; the worms went around it and the birds never roosted on its

slanted length; even the flies never touched it. The spring rains rinsed

the clotted blood from it. It always slanted toward the rising sun,

and just before twilight if anyone had been there, he would have seen

it leaning toward the setting sun. No one ever came that way, though.

One day, when the wolf was almost nothing but bones, the ashen

javelin stopped following the sun and stood up straight out of the ground.

The trees of the deep woods were even more astonished than before.

A big fir tree spoke to the javelin and said, "Why hast thou left

thy friend the sun, O little ash twig? Canst thou do without him now?"

"Yea, in truth, only for twelve times seven days must I follow the

sun through heaven. Now I need not follow him." Even as the thick

ash staff' spoke, three leaves burst from its top, and each leaf bore nine

leaflets. "Three roots have gone into the earth from me, O mighty

fir tree."

The fir tree said nothing. Day by day the trees around saw the

little ash twig wa.x taller and taller. It got thicker and more leaves

came out, and when the fall came, the leaves fell and the wind took

22
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them swirling away among the great trunks of the deep woods. The
snow came and froze fast to its little limbs. Year after year the ash

tree lived on through winter, spring, summer, and fall; and it grew to

be a mighty tree with many limbs and a host of great leaves; and every

leaf had nine leaflets. The birds built their nests in the trees of the

deep woods, and gray-tailed squirrels scampered up and down their

hardy trunks, but no squirrels or birds ever touched the comely ash

tree. The wind bent its boughs and the rain washed its leaves, yet

living things never came to it. The other trees felt sorry for the mighty

tree and thought how lonesome it must be without the merry scrambling

of toe nails up and down its sides and along its limbs, and how it must

yearn for the bright feathers and sweet songs of the birds; but none

of the trees said anything to the great ash for fear he might hurt its

feelings.

After many years, one day in the month of springtime, the trees

were astonished to see a huge eagle sitting in the topmost boughs of

the ash tree. No eagle so huge had they ever seen before. The feathers

of its legs came clear down to its toes, which were the color of burnished

gold. The trees watched for a long time. The eagle did not stir; he

sat there on a topmost bough with his feathers all ruffed and his eyes

closed. Although they watched for days, not one of the trees saw him

move, and they were afraid to ask the ash tree about him.

In the same year the tramp of a horse's hoofs sounded again in the

deep woods. It was at noon on a sunny day in the blossom-month.

A warrior was coming through the trees, his harness glinting, his fair

long hair and beard shining in the sunlight. He was not alone. From
afar the hoary fir tree saw two hands clasped around his body; and

when the horse came nearer the f:r tree saw a woman riding behind

the warrior. She had long and lovely hair that shimmered on her thick

black cloak like threads of red gold. The warrior's gear was bright

like silver, but his helm was raven black. His hard, white arms were

bare to the shoulder and mighty in their muscles. When the horse saw

the mellow grass under the ash tree he slowed his pace. When the

man saw the soft and shady greensward he drew up. He and the woman
stood on the ground, glad to be able to stretch their legs after a long

morning's ride. The woman was tall and lithe like a young willow tree.

The man took the thick leathern pad from the horse's back and the

horse fell to cropping the grass around the ash tree.

The man and woman came hand in hand very close to the ash tree

and sat down on the turf. They did not talk much, but looked at each

other eagerly. The warrior took off his helm and shook out his fair

hair like a dog just come out of the water; and the girl leaned back
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braced with her hands on the ground and smiled at her lover. Her
shining hair touched the ash's bark. As she leaned back and touched

the great tree, all the watching trees around saw the eagle, as if by
magic, straighten up, with his feathers smooth, his tail spread out. His

eyes glowed like hot coals. The man put his strong arms around the

waist of his loved one, touched his eager mouth to her lips, and her

head leaned back against the trunk of the ash tree. As their lips pressed

together a shriek like the scream of a tortured child tore into their ears.

Their bodies stiffened as if turned to stone. It was the eagle. He stood

on a topmost limb with his crest standing up, his wide wings raised,

his claws biting into the bark. He had screamed, and the horror of

his cry echoed in the deep woods. The man and his loved one got onto

their horse and rode on their way, chilled in their hearts.

The trees of the deep woods felt cold; they had heard the eagle

speak. He was sitting again with sleepy eyes and ruffed feathers.

A month later a little, lively squirrel came running through the

woods straight for the great ash tree. He ran across the grass and

like an arrow, straight up the side of the tree to where the eagle was
sitting. The eagle saw him, but too late, the Little squirrel bit one of

his toes, turned, and ran straight down again and popped into a hole

near one of the great roots. The eagle croaked. The great ash shivered;

every bough and leaf shook as though a mighty storm were blowing.

Four times the great ash shivered; then it drooped as if tired out.

The old and hoary fir tree was sad.

"What is the matter, my son?" said he.

"The son of Ratatosk has come," was all the unhappy ash tree

said. It puzzled the old fir more than ever but he said no more.

The next day some deer wandered into the deep woods. Many
herds of deer had come and gone since the budding of the ash twig,

and they had never come near it. This time, four big harts came out

of the herd and made for the great ash. They started to eat the buds

from the lower boughs. The tree moaned. The son of Ratatosk

scampered up to the eagle and back into his hole many times, scarcely

stopping to take breath, and every fifth time the eagle croaked. The
moaning of the mighty ash grieved the old fir more and more. At last

he spoke again.

"Do not moan, my son," he said. "The harts bite our buds, too."

The ash still moaned. He seemed to the old fir to be saying some-

thing in the moaning, and at last he caught it:
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"Yggdraslll's ash

Jlore hardship bears

Than men imagine;

The hart biles aboi'e,

Al Lhe side age rots,

Below gnaws Nidhogg."

The old fir was still more puzzled. The melancholy of the great

ash was a sadness for his heart. After two days' waiting he spoke again

to his friend the ash.

"Why art thou so doleful? Are we not happy here in the deep

woods? Tell me thy woes, my son, and I will help thee."

"Thou knowest not what thou sayest, O wise and hoary father.

None can help me," said the ash.

"Unburden thyself to me then, that I may sorrow with thee. I

have watched thee grow from a twig to the mightiest tree of the deep

woods, yet never before have I heard thee moan. My heart bleeds."

And the old fir moaned, himself.

The ash tree hesitated and then, stopping its moaning, began to

talk.

"I am an ymp of Yggdrasill. That ash is the greatest and best

of all trees. Its limbs spread over the whole world, and even reach

above heaven. The gods gather there every day in council. Loki

cut three splinters from it to make javelins one day. I am one of them.

I am an ymp of Yggdrasill; its sorrows are mine."

"Ho! but so great and good a tree must be indeed happy. Why,
then, art thou so sad? Thy mighty father will help thee. Sorrow not,

my friend."

The ash moaned again,

"Yggdrasill's ash

Alone hardship bears

Than men imagine.

"Father, I will tell thee the wonderful woes of the world-ash,

my sire. There is an eagle perched upon its boughs who knows many
things. The squirrel named Ratatosk runs up and down the ash, and

seeks to make strife between the eagle and Nidhogg, who gnaws steadily

its third root. It has three roots very wide asunder. One of them goes

out to heaven, another to the frost-giants, and the third stands over the

fog-home. Four harts run across the boughs of the tree, and bite the

buds. They are called North-wind. South-wind, East-wind. West-wind.

But there are so many snakes with Nidhogg that no tongue can recount

them."
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Again the great ash moaned,

" Jlore serpents lie

Under Yggdras'ill's ash

Than simpletons think of;

Golnn and Jlolnn,

The sons oj Grajvltnir,

Grabak and Grafjollud,

Ofnlr and Svajnlr,

JIlist for aye, melhlnks.

Gnaw the roots oj that tree."

Both trees moaned; the eagle lifted its wings and the unearthly

shriek of a d^'ing child shivered through the leaves of the deep woods.

"Woe! Woe! Let us sorrow together. Together, my son, let us

mourn the sorrows of thy father, the bearer of Odin, the World-ash.

Let us be sad, sad for the world-sorrows."

The old fir fell to weeping.

Ames Johnston, '25.

Rondeau

Ij love were all, my sweet Pierrette,

And I could all but thee Jorget,

Ij summer days were alwaysjair.

Then thou and I alone would share

A happiness without regret.

Then lije would be a coronet

With wondrous sparkling jewels set,

A crown jor thee alone to wear—
Ij love were all/

Ij love were all, romance might yet

Return to earth, and thou, Pierrette,

JFouldst hitherfly on wings oj aii—
Immediate answer to my prayer.

Lije would be one tense pirouette,

Ij love were all!

B. B. Warfield. '25.



The New Drama of Expressionism

ONE of those many terms, which, when we enter the field of Art,

must of necessity be left loose and indefinite because of its many
interpretations, is that latest of ambiguities, "The expressionistic drama."

The custom of defining phrases which stand for movements and de-

velopments has long been recognized as a vicious one, but in this new
confusion of ideas, two opinions stand out as being worthy of con-

sideration, between which there may be some gleam of truth.

Kenneth Macgowan, in his Continental Stagecrajt, sees Expres-

sionism as an escape for the artists of the theater from that cramp upon

art. Realism. He admits that some people regard Expressionism as

a narrow, neurotic, formless art which shows itself in the plays on the

new German writers like Georg Kaiser, but he is prepared to defend

even this sort of Expressionism against the Realism of Augustus Thomas
or John Galsworthy. Acknowledging the treachery of definitions, he

informs us that Expressionism is the whole movement against Realism,

;ust as Romanticism is applied to the whole tendency against Classicism,

and leaves us to infer that the' Moscow Art Theater's production of

The Cherry Orchard is its modern pinnacle of success. This play, how-

ever, exhibits none of the characteristics which are found in the other

so-called Expressionistic dramas of today. It is, as Mr. Macgowan
shows, glorified Reahsm. Let us turn, then, to the other theory, which

may be a little less confused.

Recently there have been several plays distinctly labeled Expres-

sionistic, among which were Johannes Krelsler, the Theater Guild's

Peer Gynl, the Equity Players' Roger Bloomer, and last and least.

The Adding /Machine. From these plays it has been gathered that

Expressionism is an attempt to show the naked soul of the characters

without having them do it themselves. This theory turns the actor

into a mere automaton, his moods and even his deepest thoughts being

indicated by the lights and the new stage machinery. Gordon White

has pointed out that in Expressionism the author need not bother

much with character development, he need not contrive situations,

and he need not have his play either coherent or logical. All he needs

to do, when his logical dramatic brain forsakes him. Is to let his mind

wander, then the psychoanalysts will find a profound meaning In the

characters' disjointed utterances, and the more pointless the remarks,

the more meaning will they find In them.

An example of this Is The Adding Machine, In which dramatic

Intelligence seems entirely lacking, yet this is the latest word in Expres-

sionism as conceived by the Theater Guild. The hero, Mr. Zero, Is a
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crabbed individual who possesses such a standardized mind and sordid

soul that even his pseudo-heaven overwhelms him because there are

no rules. The mental processes of this unsuccessful "Babbitt" (for

he had been a bookkeeper in the same office for twenty-five years)

are forcefully hurled at the audience. He is discharged by his employer

and immediately we see a cross-section of Mr. Zero's mind: digits

revolve around the walls, the desk and employer whirl dizzily, and a

splash of red light on the rear wall tells us that murder has been done

with a bill file! We follow Mr. Zero through the courtroom, the grave-

yard, the Elysium fields, and finally his heaven. There he reaches a

state of bliss by being allowed to punch a titanic adding machine, and,

to his dismay, finds that he has to begin his round of life on earth all

over again. The plot is discouragingly inconsistent, and we cordially

agree with the Inspector of the Celestial Adding Machine who says,

"Yes, this certainly is a hell of a lousy ;ob!"

Joseph Schildkraut once told us that he would a thousand times

rather play before an Impressionistic black drop and a perpendicular

shadow, which he could change at will into a lamp-post or a tree, than

be hindered in his work by the narrowing claptrap of the Expressionists.

Thus, too, he accounts for the mediocrity of the new Peer Gynl.

F. C. Earing, '24.

Bubbles of Gold
By

Arthur Crew Inman, '17

l_j"'LITTING through a web of lyric witchery, the Immortal Lovers,

-- Harlequin, Pierrot and Columbine, laugh, sigh and love in the

pages of Bubbles of Gold. With fairy grace they captivate the reader

and lure him away to a golden Land of Make-believe. All facts of

existence are lost in the intangible gossamer of romance, and with delight

comes the reminder:

Reader, i/ou are Harleijuin

Or maybe. Columbine.

Nay, do not smile so cynically.

Howei'er grey and monotone your lije.

The inimitable, scarlet wine oj loi'e

Has touched, one time at least.

Your mocking lips with flame unjorgettable.
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Perhaps it is folly to attempt to draw a parable from the volume,

or to burden the flying music of the poems with a weighty purpose. In

spite of the invocation, there are few readers who can honestly claim

citizenship to the fairyland of Harlequin and Columbine. Those

haunts are too sacred to admit all, and the few happy mortals who have

learned the magic password would be rightfully jealous if the profane

were admitted.

We are happy, however, to be able to peer with the poet's eyes into

the fairy realm and that must suffice us. Mr. Inman reveals a wondrous

vista through which:

The willows drop a greeny lattice,

Enclosing Jor me this Iwilighl resting place.

Between gently swaying branches

I look abroad upon an outer world

JFhere water ruffles bluely to the breeze;

Where clouds drijtfleecily across the sky;

And where tn solitary idleness,

A single swan preensJeathers whiter than the driven snow.

At times, the poet does tear himself away from his fairy paradise

to sing of genuine mortal love decorously cloaked with Harlequin's

variegated garments. It is not only Columbine who has created such

a quandary-

—

Columbine's lips command me nay:

Columbine's eyes beseech me yea.

Reddest oj lips, bluest oj eyes—
How may I know where javor lies?

And Harlequin is not the only one to ask:

Why Sinks the Moon
Columbine,

Why sinks the summer moon so soon—
Into the sea?

Columbine,

Ajar I hear the white cock crow the dawn;

Oi'er the sleeping fields

The morning mists begin to rise—
Soon is the day!

Columbine,

The night—our night—is passing!

Columbine,
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Are you not sad?

It is so long, alas,

Unto another night!

Nor is he the only one to find:

The Love of Columbine
My love Is like the wind

Upon a summer's night:

Seek not to stay i',
—

Possess it in itsflight.

3ly love is like the song

The wood-thrush sings at dawn:

Seek but to capture it,
—

The song becomesforlorn!

It would be cruel to press a critic pen too deeply into the airy struc-

ture of the verses. Delicate and fairy-like as Columbine herself, they

fade when plucked from their setting. To analyse the golden bubbles

would be to destroy them for there is a touch of magic in them. It is

not so much what the poems say as it is the voice in which they are

whispered. They are like the moonlight on water:

A witchery oj black and white

Unrolls the sea;

A witchery

That enwraps me
JFith sheer delight—
A witchery

OJ black and white.

Mr. Inman brings no lesson to his readers. With Stevenson, Mr.

Walter de la Mare, Sir James Barrie and our other happy fanciful writers,

he bears a message of cheer and happiness, and seeks to woo them away
from their external surroundings to a delightful land of make-beheve.

To the young, he cries:

"Bubbles oJ gold.

Emblems oJ youth,—
Grasp them! Clasp them!

Jllagic are tliey!"

And to the old. Harlequin admits, through him:

"It's lost, my land of make-believe.

I've sought it high and low:

But, somehow, it's lost, my wonderjul land.

And, oh,—/ loved it so!'

'

J. F. R.. '24.



Contributors' Column

{Editor's Note.—We regret space prohibits the publication of all

the correspondence received but take pleasure in printing several

passages omitted from the collected poems as published. We appreciate

the evidence submitted by Mr. Cope in vindication of the poet's char-

acter and are pleased to present it to our Haverfordian public.)

To THE Editor of The Haverfordian:

For many years I have been a great admirer of the poems and

plays written by my old friend and college-mate, Nathaniel Wither-

spoon. So, it is with peculiar pleasure that I read the review of his

"Collected Works" in the April Haverfordian, and then the book

itself, feeling as I do that this poet should meet the recognition that is

due him. I well recall what Professor Chase said about "Nate" Wither-

spoon, or "Withers" as we used to call him. It was at a tea held in

"Bill" Peabody's room, and besides "Nate" and myself, there were

"Tom" Yarnall, "Scads" Sharpless and "Bill" Moore, but I fear I

am getting prolix, as is the custom of us old men.

What I started out to say was that in reading over the new edition,

I was struck with several errors, both in the biographical introduction

and in the text.

To begin with, the Prudential Insurance scandal, which seems to

trouble our friend Dr. Barker so much, has turned out to be the work

of some one else, and was attributed to Witherspoon by Alfred Hopper,

who was the defeated rival for the hand of Miss Emily Godgcon. After

the death of Witherspoon, Hopper confessed his part in the crime and

completely vindicated Witherspoon. I cannot imagine why Dr. Barker

has omitted to put that fact into his "Life," unless we are to suppose

that he is one of the many literary ghouls who love to batten on the

corpses of long-dead scandal without troubling to sift the matter to the

bottom.

What especially grieved me was the complete omission of his consider-

able epic fragment Elonora. I have one of the few copies of it and

will be glad to furnish it for a future edition. However, I include a por-

tion of it here:

"From out hU ancient city came a Seer

And with him, Elonora, l>eauteous queen

JP'ho, gossip said was daughter, others, wije,

A damsel oj high lineage, and a brow

Alay-blossom, and a cheek oj apple bloom.

And she wasjeared, and shuddered in her Jrighl.
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To comfort her, then spake the ancient Seer,

' The clouds and darkness dose on CameLot,

And yetJrom out oj darkness comes a gleam

Of hope, and one clear call has come to me.

To live and wreak my vengeance on the field.'

Then thought the maid, ' Lol They have set him on,

To play upon me,' and bow d her head, nor spake

Just as the discerning critic has called Lorenzo oj Lucca a work

worthy of the hand of Shakespeare, so one who reads this carefully

will say: "Why, this is Tennyson himself!"

Your obedient servant,

Isaac Collins Hollingsworth.

The Editor of the Haverfordian.

Sir:

It is a matter of sincere regret to a great admirer of Witherspoon's

poetry that in Mr. Harker's otherwise admirable essay, in the April

issue of the Haverfordian, no account has been taken of Wither-

spoon's most intimate poem of Haverford life. Mr. Harker's omission

is perhaps pardonable because the poem in question has been omitted

from even the new Collected Poems oJ Nathaniel Witherspoon, edited

by Professor Barker. The original MS. in Witherspoon's characteristic

hand, has been in my possession for many years. In fact the MS. was

once offered to the library for what was generally thought to be a fair

price.

Brief as the poem is, it shows several tendencies of great literary

interest—an acrostic value worthy of Poe, a form of verse suggestive of

Gray's Elegy, and in the last line a vigor of language pleasantly reminis-

cent of the great Elizabethan dramatists. For the benefit of those who
may not be familiar with it, I am happy to give you a copy from the

original

:

Yor every time Tve cut my hardest class

hnd slept till nine or even—bliss!—//// ten,

Knowing I really couldn't hope to pass,

Y,cod! Fve sworn to cut again.

Very truly yours,

E. N. Ergy.
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Nearly Every Haverford
College Student

wants to know all about Radio—and in The
Bulletin you will find the latest developments,
as they come out day by day.

Radiophans" can find splendid bargains
in used or new sets and equipment by reading
the "Radio" want ads in The Bulletin daily.

In addition to Radio Broadcast programs
and complete Radio news. The Bulletin leads
in all the popular comics, big league, school
and college sporting news, and all the news
of the world.

Philadelphia's Newspaper

The Bullelin'a daily circulation of half a million
copies is larger than that of any other newspaper

published in Philadelphia or Penn-
sylvania, and is one of the largest in

America
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When you want work, to or wish buy, sell or exchange any thing, use Bulletin Want Ads



Teachers for Schools—Schools for Teachers

NATIONAL TEACHEKS' AGENCY, Inc.

D. H. Cook, Manager
326-27-28 Perry Bldg.,1530 Chestnut St..Phila.

BRANCHEs:-Pittsburgh, Indianapolis. Syracuse
Northampton. Teachers wanted every day.

Should you desire ic teach

consult

The Fisk Teachers' Agency
1420 Chestnut St.. Phil,idelphia

Jeannett'8 Brfn Mawr and Wayne
Flower Shops

CUT FLOWERS AND PLANTS

WEDDING BOUQUETS AND FUNERAL DESIGNS

114 Aberdeen Ave. 807 Lancaster Ave.,

Wayne, Pa. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

ARTHUR LAWS
Caterer

236 S. Fortieth Street
Philadelphia

School and College Diplomas a Specially

PECKHAM, LITTLE & CO.
Sehool and College Supplies

Commercial Stationers

57-59 East Uth St., New York City
Telephone, Sluyvesant 2453, 2454

SMEDLEY & MEHL
Lumber and Coal

Building Material
Phone 8 Ardmore

y^
Ask your dealer for

YARNALL'S PAINTS
and Household Specialties

Made in Philadelphia

1026-1028 Race Street

CompUmentari/

Bryn Mawr 252
CALLS

CONNELLY'S
The Main Line Florists

1226 Lancaster Avenue Rosemont, Pa.

Pocono Manor
Winter Inn

American Plan Moderate Rates
References Required

The happy land of winter sports and

healthgiving rest. Skiing, skating,

tobogganing and snowshoeing. Brac-

ing climate, excellent food, comfortable

rooms, personal attention.

The Ideal Week-end Trip

Less than three hours from New
York via the D. L. & W. R. R. It is

suggested that reservations be made
at once.

GARRETT S. HOAG, Manager
Pocono Manor, Pa.

**Peunsylvania*s Most Healthful

Resort"

W. B. Kerrigan & Sons
ICE

Ice Manufactured by
BRYN MAWR ICE CO.

Phone Br>'n Mawr 29 R

ON THE BRIDGE
You will receive personal attention

to optical work of every description.

Prompt Service

MULLEN and WOLF
Broad Street Station Bridge

Commercial Trust Building

Films Philadelphia Printing

Developing Spruce 9355 Enlarging

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers
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MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET
NEW VORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Dress or Sporting Garments for Spring
Riding Suits and Odd Breeches

Norfolk Suits and Odd Knickers

English Hats, Shoes, Haberdashery & Leather Goods

Homespun Coats, Mackintoshes, Polo Ulsters

Send for "Comparisons"

BOSTON NEWPORT
TRCMOHTCOR COVLKTON «20 BsllCVUI AVSMU*

Comfortable Old Age
You can novv' do what your father

wishes he had done—take an Endow-
ment Policy payable at 65.

It is easy to do. It is good insurance,

good investment and good sense.

Provident Mutual Life

Insurance Company
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Fourth and Chestnut Streets

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adi'ertisers



SKILLKRAFTERS
Incorporated

HONOR QUALITY
Engraved Invitations, Die-Stamped
Stationery, Rings, Pins and Insignias,

Menus, Dance Programs.

BALDWIN & HALSTEAD
College Agents

Samples on request

1 723 Ranstead St. Philadelphia

Edw. K. Tryon Co.
Sporting Goods

912 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Eopresented by

HaTerford Co-operative Store

Henry B. Wallace
Suppers and Luncheons

Caterer end Confectioner

Bryn Mawr, Pa.

Telephone, Bryn Mawr 758

Thomas J. Flaherty

Teamster and Contractor

931 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Phone, Bryn Mawr 640-W

College Graduates

WANTED
for

Paying Teaching Positions

FREE ENROLLMENT

Modem Teachers' Bureau
1002 Market Street

Philadelphia

Get hlanlisfrom C. Becan Strayer. 1923

iC SUPPLIES
^J«irr.r«.i!i4-^..ini.JLH.iU^*^

RH I k. A OCLP

Wm. Stalker
SHOEMAKER

to particular people

937 LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR

College Agent, Lord, 22 Founders

Howley & Son
Painters and
Paperhangers

Haverford, Pa.

Bell Phone - - Bryn Mawr 156

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers



New York University School of

Retailing

A Graduate School

Retailing is a field of opportunity for the trained mind. The School

of Retailing trains for executive positions.

MERCHANDISING TRAINING
ADVERTISING SERVICE
PERSONNEL FINANCE AND CONTROL

are attractive fields

SERVICE FELLOWSHIPS

Classroom and the store are closely linked together

Illustrated booklet upon application

For further information write

DR. NORRIS A. BRISCO, Director

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF RETAILING
100 Washington Square, New York City

MIGHELLS
SEEDS

MarketSi
PHILADELPHIA

Everytkins for Lawn, Farm and
Garden. Get a Catalog.

MiCHEirS ^EIIe

We are Publishers,

Importers and Dealers

in Good Books.

New catalog describ-

ing briefly many titles

now ready. Send for

free copy. We have

the fullest line of Qua-

ker books on this Con-

tinent.

Friends* Book Store
302 Arch Street

Philadelphia

Please mention The Haverfordian when palronizin// adcerttsers
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OnOwnRoots. IVx/lJJLjlJOnOwnRoots.

Potgrown rose bushes, on own
roots, for every one anywhere.
Plant any time. Old favorites

and new and rare sorts, the cream of

the world's productions. "Dingee
Roses" known as the best for 72

years. Safe delivery guaranteed
anywhere in U. S. Write for copy of

Our "New Guide to Rose Culture"

for 1923. It's Free

Illustrates wonderful "Dingee Roses"
in natural colors. It's more than a

catalog— it's the lifetime experience

of the Oldest and Leading Rose
Growers in America. A practical

work on rose and flower culture for

the amateur. Offers over 500 varie-

ties of Roses and other plants, bulbs
and seeds, and tells how to grow
them. Edition limited.

THE DINGEE & CONARD CO.

Box H, West Grove, Pa.

Established ISSO 10 Greenhouses

^rbmore
printing Company 1

PRINTERS
and

PUBLISHERS

Cricket and Lancaster Avenues

Ardmore

College and School

Periodicals

OUR EXCLUSIVE PttODUCT

The Norm. . . .Philadelphia Normal School

The Haverfordian Haverford College

-Blue and Gray Friends' Central, Phila.

Town Scientific Journal. , .Univ. of Penna.

The Princeton Tiger. .Princeton University

The Lyre ... . Lafayette College

The Purple Book Wellesley College

The American Art Student New York

Horace Mann Quarterly New York

The Lantern University of Penna.

U. G. L Circle Philadelphia

The best work and service, for the money,

obtainable.

WESTBROOK PUBLISHING CO.

R. G. BARNES & SONS

1217 Market St., Philadelphia

THERE is in Phila-

delphia a print-shop

which supplements the

technical excellence of

its equipment with im

agination. The chances

are you have seen some

of its work —and liked

it. Do you remember

for instance the various

circulars which helped

Haverford secure its

Endowment Fund?
They were typical
Holmes Press Products.

THE HOLMES PRESS
Printers

1315-19 CHERRY STREET
PHILADELPHIA

Please mtntion The Haverfordian when patronizing adaerlisen



Pyle & Innes

TAILORS
^ FOR. -^

HEN AMD SOVa

:i

41ia WALNUT ST.
PHILADELPHIA,^

Custom Garments

Fit better—Lool^ better—Are
better because of the finer

materials andhandworl^ used.

They are real economy
too because they will last

twice as long as a ready-
made article.

Right here is the largest

selection for young men at

prices to suit your purse
and your personality.

|

Leading College Tailors
|

ilors

Suits and Overcoats
For College Men

$29.50 to $34.50

Buy them direct!

Topcoats, Norfolks, Tuxedos, in three and four

button Collegiate models at a considerable saving

in money. When in town, remember the name.

NAT LUXENBERG
40 East 14th St. Fourth Floor

See Ed. Kingsbury, the college agent.

Watch for date of our showing at the college

Please mention The Haverfordian whtn patronizing advtrtiurt



The Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital
OF PHILADELPHIA

had over nine hundred applications for matriculation

last year. Each class is limited to fifty and students

are given exceptional advantages. Students from
Haverford have so conclusively proved their ex-

cellent preparation for medicine that they will be

accepted when possible. Write for Catalog.

222 North Broad Street

PUBLIC SALES
We have purchased 122,000 pairs U. S. Army Munson last shoes, sizes 53^ to 12 which was the
entire surplus stock of one of the largest U. S. Government shoe contractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred per cent, solid leather, color dark tan, bellows tongue,
dirt and waterproof. The actual value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing to this tremendous buy
we can offer same to the public at S2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on delivery or send money order. If shoes are not as repre-

sented we will cheerfully refund your money promptly upon request.

National Bay State Shoe Company
396 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. T.

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adi>erlisert



Haverford Tea Room
NEAR HAVERFORD STATION

Breakfasts, Lunches

and Dinners

MISS ELIZABETH NUNAN
Phone. Ardmore 1946
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The Stein-Bloch

Smart Clothes

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Clothing

Alco and Wickham
Suits and Overcoats

for Men and Young Men

Sold iiv Philadelphia exclusively by

Strawbridge & Clothier

Headquarters for
Everything that Men Wear

Everything forAthletic Sports

SitvurSOultt^

^alionsra

PHILADELPHIA

QUALITY

This establishment has been

awarded the contract for Class-

Rings for Twenty-five of the

Thirty Classes graduating from

West Point and Annapolis the

past fifteen years.

CLASS RINGS PINS
MEDALS TROPHIES

PRIZE CUPS
COLLEGE AND SCHOOL

STATIONERY, ETC.

Correspondence InMed
Montfort Melchior. "26

t'oIlegC'Agent

Mehl & Latta

Lumber

Goal

and

Building Materials

Wall Board

ROSEMONT, PA.

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers



HAMMOND
The Typewriter thai has prooen itself

to college men and professors

Any width of paper
Cards written without bending
Perfect alignment at all times

Uniform impression
All styles of type
All Languages

No matter what course you are studying,
we have your special symbols on our type.
Two types in machine at one time.
Just turn knob to change from one style

of type to another.

Write for Infonnation

HAMMOND TYPEWRITER CORP.
69tli Street and East Biver, New York
821 Chestnut Street, PbUadelphia

SHOP AT WARNER'S

THE

Corner Drug Store
HAVERFORD, PA.

Bring your friends to
Warner's fountain, the
most popular place in

town. We can supply
all your needs: cakes,
candies, tobacco.

College supplies of every
description.

Call us up

We deliver anything, anywhere,
anytime

^1372
Phone Ardmore< 1388

(1389

..^Ei
MEATS

X203 FSI^BEMT STREET

Printed by Westbrook Publishing Co., 1217 Market St., PiiUa., Pa.
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COLUMBUS set out to

go to India, the land of

pepper; instead he discov-

ered America, the land of

pep. He would never have
gotten anywhere if he
hadn't made a start.

YOU would like to have a

bank account—why not
make the start? There's
no telling what opportuni-
ties it will open up.

W\)t Mttion^itlt

Sc Wxmt Co.
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The Hibberd Garrett Memorial

Prize Poems

nn HE Haverfordian takes great pleasure in announcing and print-

-'- ing the following winning poems of the Hibberd Garrett Memorial

Prize for Verse, for the year of 1923. These two prizes are awarded for

the best verse written by Haverford undergraduates, and submitted,

through the Registrar, under an assumed name.

Honorable Mention was also awarded to Tschaikowsky—Overture

1812, by John Frederick Reich of the Class of 1924, which appeared

in the May, 1923, issue of The Haverfordian, and to The Sack oj

Nineveh by Norman Eby Rutt of the Class of 1923, which appeared In

the February, 1923, issue of The Haverfordian.

Flnlandla

{First Prize: Hibberd Garrett Memorial Prize Jor Verse, 192J.)

sea! flood-high all night and sweeping strong,—
Exultant sky whose tattered rack JoretelLr

The tempest!—hurricane that breaks and swells,—
Welcome my heart to your triumphant throng.

The passing night has not endured too long:

Salute with me this daybreak which dispells

A waste oJ darkness—beat the pealing bells,

And drums that throb beneath the bugles' song.

Each spattering roller, each giu-t bearing down

Carries me closer, carries me closer home.

The dawn breaks palely—soon, soon I shall see

The dark hills locking in the harbor town,—
The sea wall smothered in perpetualJoam,—
Exult with hie! heart, wind, sea.

Norman Eby Rutt, '23.
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The Blind
{Second Prize: Hibberd Garrett Alemorial Prize for Verse, 1921.)

All summer in this garden

Among myflowers I go,—
The warm noon sun swings westward,

The colors shijl and glow;

And in the restless shadows

That ripple andJade and slide

Blossom after blossom

I pick and toss aside.

What use to me my beauty

That you rejused to prize.

This consciousness of power.

These eager lips and eyes,—
All talents duly given

I duly here avow,

But how shall they appease me
Though you admire them, now!

For I remember moments

UpUjling on blue seas,—
A whirl oj exultation

That took sweet pride in these.

Before their brai>e perjection,

Alade timid by rebuff,

From caring all too greatly

Grew not to care enough.

Spring broke with mists and sunshine,

Sojt glows and shallow gleams;

Spring set the trees to singing

Andfilled the land with streams;

From hilltop over hilltop

The jaunty March wind blew.

Gossiping oJ the impulse

In buds that swelled anew.

Spring sluiced the dikes oj reason

And ridiculed restraint.

Spring hinted to astonish

And whispered to acquaint,

'Til heart and brain and spirit

And lije in mejound tongue,

Laughing with exultation

That you and I were young.
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For you the eager breathing.

The glow in Jace and eyes.

The ecstasy of meeting.

The confident surprise,—
For you the gijt surpassing

All thought and speech and view-

T II whisper it,
—my loi>ei

—
"For you, /or you, for you

.

"

But you and I remember

That you no more than smiled.

You could not see the woman
In me so late the child.

You thought the springtime foolish.

The colors sure to shijt,—
You mocked at me, the gii>er.

And would not lake the gijt.

You said with bitter coolness

And too exceeding truth,

" Such fancying soon passes,

It's love'sfirstflush in youth."—
Oflush before the day-dawn

That never brought day-light.

For me a dawn of darkness.

For you a day of night.

And I who came in springtime

To you whom springtime chose.

With heart that sang a love song

And love's own tripping toes,

All summer through my garden

Go weary, empty-eyed.

And blossom after blossom

I break and toss aside.

Your grief to see me listless

I give what scorn it earns.

And smile not too sincerely

At your absurd concerns.—
All blessings duly given

I duly here avow,—
So how dare you reprove me.

How dare advise me now?
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I<or merry words unspoken.

Fair hopes all disabused,

For comradeship and courage,

Thai you loo long rejused,

For Jubilant devolion

Thai now can never be.

For Ihese how shall you ever

Repay yourself and me?

It irked your independence

To give my longing heed.

And now your independence

Has made you free indeed;

For when your zealous interest

So promptly shunned my eye

The freedom that I offered

Passed you by.

All day these fading shadows

Swing eastward on the grass,

I smell the purple bergamot

In all the winds that pass.

A summertime of silence

On lawn and path and bed

Mimics among my flowers

The silence of my dead.

Contented am I always

To see the sunlight climb.

To hear my life's eternity

Tick endlessly through time,—
Too unconcerned to wonder,

Too careless to recall

Why, caring now so little,

I ever cared at all.

you, the blind, forget me.

Forget my lack of aim;

1 am sufficed by idlesse

And count it little shame,—
All counsel duly given

I duly here avow,

But do not talk of purpose,

I do not love you now.

Norman Eby Rutt. '25.



The Siege and Defense of Philadelphia

1764

'TpO understand the circumstances of this famous campaign, one must
-'- remember that at this time the Quakers, controlling the provincial

Assembly, were chiefly settled in Eastern Pennsylvania, and that the

Western section, the frontier, was inhabited by Scotch-Irish Presby-

terians who had long been bearing the brunt of the bloody and destruc-

tive French and Indian wars. The Presbyterians, whose losses in life

and property had been terrible, heartily cursed the Quakers for their

pacifism and benevolent attitude toward the Indians, while the Quakers,

undoubtedly backward in providing for defense, accused the frontiers-

men of having brought their troubles on themselves by maltreatment

of the savages. The savages, in turn, were harassing the borders in

small war-parties, mostly coming from a large camp on the upper Sus-

quehanna, which was too strong to be attacked by the settlers alone.

Once, after a massacre, the exasperation of the helpless white men carried

them so far as to send a wagon to Philadelphia, loaded with the mangled,

bleeding bodies of the victims.

Best known of the frontier districts was the township and village

of Paxton, for there lived a notorious company of Indian fighters, under

their loved pastor, the aged John Elder, who held a colonel's commission

and preached a militant Christianity that pleased them, and vainly

but persistently pleaded their cause to the legislature and everyone in

authority. Twice the Indians had come to attack his congregation while

at worship, and, finding them armed and ready, had once retreated and

once been defeated in a bloody skirmish.

One of the grievances of the "Paxton Boys" and other frontiersmen

was that certain Indians—whom they wrongly suspected of connivance

with the enemy—should be allowed to live within their borders. There

were small camps of Moravian converts to Christianity at Wyalusing,

Nain and Wecquetank, to the North, and the remnant of the once

powerful Conestoga nation, living by ancient grant at their little town

near Lancaster. These were then reduced to twenty persons—men,

women and children, who, like the Moravians, subsisted in a meagre

basket- and broom-making state, despicable to both races.

The settlers' determination to be rid of the friendly Indians, born

of prejudice and the thirst for revenge, was nursed by suspicion and
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The Siege and Defense of Philadelphia: 1764 39

excused by religion, for "when the Lord the God shall deliver them

before thee, thou shalt smite them and utterly destroy them; thou

shalt make no covenant with them, nor show mercy unto them." On
a dark night in December, 1763, the Paxton men rode down to Cones-

toga and murdered the six Indians whom they found there. Then they

fired the cabins and moved away, stopping on a hill where the first

yellow gleams of the dull winter dawn were glistening on the snow, to

watch the fires, the smoke of which rolled high above the sombre valley.

The raiders wore fur caps or battered hats on their shaggy heads, rough

blanket coats, with breeches, leggins and moccasins of leather. Their

rifles were slung on their backs, blood-stained tomahawks swinging

from their saddles, and some carried spoil they had taken from the

dead. At last headed by, their leader, Matthew Smith, they galloped

away, spreading the news as they passed.

The fourteen Indians whose absence had saved them, fled to Lan-

caster where they were placed for security in the jail. Thither the bor-

derers, one day, set out. John Elder rode with them, vainly protesting,

and finally set his horse across the path and commanded them to go

back, but they forced him aside at the rifle's point, galloped into Lan-

caster, broke into the jail, slaughtered the helpless fugitives and were

gone before anything could be done. This success inspired them with a

desire to repeat it. Shortly before, the Moravians had removed their

proteges to Philadelphia, "to maintain them through the winter that

they may scalp and butcher us in the spring."

The strength of the Presbyterian party in Philadelphia was shown

by their reception of the one hundred and forty unfortunate Moravian
Indians. Stoned and hooted by a surging mob, cowering behind a

friendly cordon of Quakers, the terrified savages were marched through

the streets to the barracks, where the angry soldiery refused to admit

them, in open defiance of the order of Governor John Penn. For

five hours they remained in the square before the barracks, protected

and encouraged by their Quaker body-guard, until lodgings were finally

found.

Hard upon the news of the Lancaster massacre came word that the

Paxton Boys were already gathering to advance on Philadelphia. A
detachment of Highlanders was at that time passing through the city

on their way to New York and it was decided that they should conduct

the unhappy converts to Sir William Johnson, the Superintendent of

Indian affairs. This peaceful solution failed, however, when the Gover-

nor of New York refused to receive them, and they were returned with

Captain Schlosser and three companies of Royal] Americans, under
orders to guard them until spring. They were now admitted to the

barracks, where "they first met to render thanks to God for the bless-
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ing and support, experienced from him during this singular peregrina-

tion, and especially, that he had preserved their souls from harm in

conversing with the soldiers, some of whom were inconsiderate and wild."

In the meantime, Franklin had written a pamphlet, more pathetic

than accurate, describing the massacre at Lancaster, and public opinion

was turning more and more against the invaders, especially as it was

rumored that they contemplated the death of certain white men as

well as red, and possibly a sack of the city and political revolution.

The Paxton men, having taken Sacrament at their church, set out,

and their numbers swelled, as they marched, to somewhere between five

and fifteen hundred. Their leaders, if any, were Matthew Smith and

James Gibson. Their advance was incredibly slow, for they were con-

stantly foraging about the country, stopping at every farmhouse to

shoot some chickens or a pig, or poke their guns through a window and

give a warwhoop that would frighten the goodwife into prostrations;

then they would rush in and drag her husband and children through the

mud and pretend to scalp and mangle them before her eyes.

The Quaker City was scarcely in a posture for defense. Certainly

the few soldiers on guard at the barracks had no chance against the

statistics that were bandied about among the honest citizens, who seemed

to have a morbid propensity for the cultivation of marvelous reports

as to the numbers, strength and marksmanship of the rioters. Some

—

less honest—favored the killing of the Indians, provided that no one else

were molested.

Expresses were arriving night and day with news of the enemy's

approach. The Assembly passed an act extending the English riot act

to the province and the Governor called the citizens to the State House
and proposed the formation of a regiment of gentlemen to assist the

soldiers. Under the ever practical and energetic Franklin, six companies

of infantry, two of cavalry and one of artillery were formed and thou-

sands of others pledged to be ready at a moment's notice. Trenches were

dug around the barracks and eight cannon were placed to sweep the ad-

jacent streets. All the boats were brought over to the East bank of the

Schuylkill, and every householder was to burn a candle in his window
at night, that the streets might be illuminated for the military operations.

It is a source of infinite regret that history has not recorded the

names and deeds of all the heroes, who stood so nobly between their

loved ones and grim Death in this desperate state when women and

children were in danger of being "barbarously butchered by a set of

Rufiians, whose audacious cruelty is checked by no sentiment ofHumanity,

and by no regard to the Laws of their Country." But we know that,

besides brave Captain Schlosser and his regulars in the barracks. Cap-

tain Wood, Captain Mifflin and Captain Joseph Wharton were famous
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for their public-spirited endeavor, that Captain Coultas, because of his

valor and assiduity in mustering and drilling a company of horse, was

rumored to have been proscribed by the enemy—^yet even in this appall-

ing situation, only doubled his activity and bustle, and, finally, that

dauntless Captain Torbet Frances, one of the most popular of the mili-

tary leaders, had. the invincible idea of an all-consuming sortie in his

mind, and never got It out. Moreover, the artillery was commanded
by Captain Loxley, a steady old veteran. Lieutenant under Braddock,

and, says Graydon, "a very honest, though little dingy-looking man,

with regimentals, considerably war-worn or tarnished ; a very salamander

or fire drake in the public estimation, whose vital air was deemed the

fume of sulphurlous explosion, and who, by whatever means he had

acquired his science, was always put foremost when great guns were in

question."

All business was now suspended, and even, to the delight of the

younger generation, the schools were closed. The city was ransacked

for arms, and every loyal citizen appeared with a rusty flintlock or ancient

halbert on his shoulder, a belt stuck full of massy pistols or a sword

clattering about his legs. Courier after courier, on foam-flecked horses,

thundered up to the Governor's house with news of the approaching

foe.

On the cold and stormy night of February the fourth, in the year

of Grace, Seventeen hundred and sixty-four, the first action of the siege

took place. "For my part," says an anonymous Quaker gentleman,

"I went to bed as free from any apprehensions of danger as ever I did

In my life and slept very soundly till after midnight, when all of a sudden

I was alarmed by the ringing of the bells. I listened to know the cause,

(being loath to get out of bed, as I had a bad cold) expecting it was a

fire, but no cry, no rattling of engines was to be heard; I then laid my-
self down with a resolution to go to sleep again, when one of the neigh-

bors thundered at the door, and called to us to put out the lights for the

Paxton Boys were coming. Up I jumped immediately, whipped on my
clothes, and ran to the door, which I had no sooner opened, then I heard

the old militia drums with solemn dubb beating to arms, and saw the

inhabitants running from all quarters to obey the summons." All

night. In a dismal, drenching rain, a mob of citizen soldiers and the

regulars stood on guard. "By sunrise," he continues, "they had got

themselves officers and brought forth those ensigns which were once

displayed with such terror at the glorious battle of New Market." The
attack, however, having proved a false alarm. Captain Loxley discharged

his pieces as a warning to the invaders, while the poor Indians in the

barracks screamed and shook with fear. Although startled by this un-

usual outburst, yet they still bore the terrors of their situation with
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true Christian fortitude, while a number of Moravian divines were con-

stantly at hand to encourage and hold them firm in their faith.

At about noon, a small party sallied out to secure the boats on the

upper Schuylkill and to cut the ferry ropes. Scarcely were they back

in the city than they recalled having forgotten the ferry at the Swede's

Ford, near Norristown. When this intelligence was received, the mili-

tary chieftains conferred, and decided that a second force must venture

forth to secure this strategic point; but hardly had they arrived at this

decision, than an express galloped up with the news that the "Pax-

toneers" had already crossed at the Swede's Ford and were advancing

on their deadly errand. Again, from every steeple, the solemn call to

arms was rung, and all was uproar and confusion. "They are coming]

They are coming! Where, where? Down Second Street! Down Second

Street!" Such of the company as had grounded their firelocks, flew to

arms and began to prime; the artillery men threw themselves into order,

and the people ran to get out of the way, for a troop of armed men on

horseback appeared in reality coming down the street." A cannon was
aimed, the gunner stepped forward with flaring linstock in his hand,

when a bystander suddenly dashed his hat upon the touch-hole. The
horsemen halted, and, with a flourish of sabres, clamored for admittance

to the square. They were Captain Hoffman's mounted company of

German butchers and carters, and were received as friends.

Captain Hoffman's gallant troop had no sooner left Germantown
in their charge upon the barracks, than the Paxton Boys marched in.

Having heard of the war-like preparations in the city, they were not en-

couraged to attempt an immediate attack. Indeed, their attitude grew

much more complacent than it had been, so that many curious souls

ventured forth to inspect them, and found only a set of happy-go-lucky

fellows, dressed no better than "back country wagoners, all armed with

rifles and tomahawks, and some with pistols stuck in their belts." They
denied all pretensions, except to the lynching of the Indians; on this

they were still firm; one, we learn, modestly admitted, speaking of a

well-known member of the Conestoga band, " I am the man who killed

Will Sock. This is the arm that stabbed him to the heart, and I glory

in it."

The authorities now decided that their military successes were

sufficient to warrant a peaceful settlement without loss of honor, and

appointed Benjamin Franklin and three other great men to parley with

the enemy on the following day. At dawn, however, the alarm was again

sounded and the staunch defenders mustered with the speed of e.xperience,

but soon retreated to adjacent houses before the onslaught of a shower

of rain. The summons, of course, was soon found to be groundless.

At this, the citizen soldiery, exasperated by useless trouble and
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loss of sleep, demanded to be led out against the enemy. But they were

finally, by many reminders of the frontiersmen's bruited skill with the

rifle, persuaded to abandon this valorous aspiration. "Gentlemen,"

they said, "we are ready to go wherever you may command us; and

we would much rather you would let us treat with them without guns."

There was, however, no difficulty in negotiating with the rioters,

already dwindled to less than two hundred men,who, having authorized

Gibson and Smith to draw up a memorial and statement of grievances

of the Assembly, agreed to depart. Mr. Chew then harangued the

soldiery, excusing the Paxton Boys, as the misguided victims of Indian

brutality, all of which those war-worn veterans received with very bad

grace.

On the morrow, shops, stores and schools were reopened, and there

was a general resumption of peaceful activity. Shortly before noon,

nevertheless, a horseman dashed in with the news that the Paxton Boys
had broken the treaty and had entered the city. Once more the iron

tongue of the State House bell tolled forth its message of awful war, and
amid the wildest tumult the people flew to arms. They had indeed come;

there were about thirty of them and they were sight-seeing. Some asked

to see the Indians, that they might point out certain notorious murderers,

and when the request was granted they said that the Quakers had sur-

reptitiously removed the culprits.

And so the Paxton Men departed, and the whole affair, which had

been largely gossip and garble between sects from the beginning, became

entirely so, and the air was filled with oratory and pamphlets and dog-

gerel verse.

The Moravian Indians dwelt for almost a year at the barracks,

where above fifty of them died of the smallpox. The survivors eventually

departed for Machelusing, on the upper Susquehanna, with these words

of gratitude to the Governor:

"We think it is our first Duty to take a friendly leave of you by
presenting our hearty Thanks for your great Goodness to us. We do

not come with a String or Belt of Wampum agreeable to the custom

among Indians, and as we cannot speak your tongue we must endeavor

to express our grateful hearts by this writing. . . . These words come
from us who have subscribed this address & from all the Indian Men,
Women, & Children now at the Barracks, and we are your true and faith-

full friends."

As for the memorial of the Paxton Boys, the Assembly ignored

their petition for better representation and their other demands, grant-

ing only rewards for the scalps of male and female Indians, lack of which,

had "damped the spirits of many brave men."
C. C. Sellers, '25



The King of the Moon

THE Great Transcontinental Express ground itself to a top at as

metropolis of some half dozen frame houses and a dirt road. Wilmar
Mason, a little irritated at the delay, sat up in his Pullman seat and,

frowning over the newspaper that he was reading, peered through the

window.

"Mighty uninteresting country," he thought. "I don't see how
people can bear to live in it. I wonder what we are stopping here for."

His frown was deepened by the sudden entrance of sundry youthful

cries and infant screams as the colored porter, overloaded with bags

and suitcases, brushed past and deposited his burdens two seats ahead.

The cries and screams materialized into a horde of small boys and girls

and one baby, kicking frantically in the arms of a large but cheerful

German-looking mother. A little man, the father evidently, also over-

loaded with suitcases, brought up the rear of the procession as they filed

past into their seats.

"Jiml Jim! don't run about like that. Come here this minutel

Jim! Come here! Miriam, go bring Jim back . . . Hans, wave good-

bye to Grandma out the window. That's a good boy."

Mason, feeling very much annoyed at this onslaught of noise, was
half inclined to go into the smoking compartment, but, realizing that

it would be crowded and filled with smoke, resolved to stay, and buried

himself the more deeply in his paper.

Humanity, humanity, all about him, and he, Wilmar Mason, could

find no interest in it. This was not as it should be, for he was a writer,

a student of humanity, supposedly. That complex, very complex mech-
anism which men call life in cross-section,was his means of livelihood,

his instrument, his tool. A few months before he had imagined that he

liked it, but now this collection of frame houses and a dirt road was
merely a very dull place to live in, and people who made unnecessary

noises were a nuisance. Possibly he had made a mistake as to his calling,

possibly he was not the great artist that he had hoped and thought he

was. If so, he most certainly should not have left Janet. Things could

surely have been patched up between them. But as an artist he could

not have her or anyone else binding his spirit in. There could be no

mistake; he had been too successful for that. The world had hailed

him as an artist and he must accept himself as such.

Five years before, when he had graduated from college as a very

young man, he had felt the call of writing and had met phenomenal suc-

cess in his first attempts. Publishers had claimed him as a new discovery,

and almost before he knew it himself he was financially on his feet, with
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an assured demand for anything he might turn out. Then he married.

Janet had been so much interested in his work, so much the incarnation,

the embodiment of that Hfe which he was studying, that he felt he must
have her always. Yes, he loved her, and she had thought him wonder-

ful. He could well remember the inspiration his love and marriage had

given his work. Story after story was written with such spirit, such

feeling, that critics turned and said, "Here is a man with a soul, a man
worth watching. He has done wonderful things and will do more won-

derful things." Truly Janet had been this inspiration to him. She had

watched him work, and, loving him, had moved him to loftier heights

and greater depths of artistry, until . . . well, his own thoughts had

explained it.

"A woman has no place in art, except as a good subject for artists

to handle. A woman's not creative, she's absorptive. She will take, and

take, and take, and give absolutely nothing. She is a beautiful subject

for man to reproduce in art, but a man will soon exhaust her value and

strive for something beyond. As for creating beauty herself, she is

hopeless. It all boils itself down to the fact that women have no souls."

He first realized this one day after they had gone to a symphony
concert together in the afternoon. She could not understand why he did

not want to go to the Malory's card party and dance in the evening, but

preferred rather to stay at home in the parlor silently gazing into the

open fire. And later when she began to sense that something was going

wrong, she made a desperate attempt to keep his love, haunting him
with her presence constantly, when he wished to be alone with his work.

To be sure he had enjoyed her helping him once, but. . . well, the fact

was that women have no imagination; they live in the body, alone.

How he accomplished the separation was a mystery to him. He
had pointed out to her that he had a mission on earth, and must fulfil

it, wife or no wife. They still loved each other, but he could not let

love stand in the way of duty. She took it much better than did the

world at large. He glanced down at his paper and smiled cyncally.

It was a Sunday edition, opened at the "Scandal Sheet." A great

headline stared him in the face:

HOW WILMAR MASON'S LOVE CASTLES CRUMBLED

It seemed a pity to have one's dirty linen aired thus. But how
could he help it? Why couldn't the newspapers understand as she had

and let it go at that?

After the separation she had lived on in the same way at the same

old place. He took apartments. He gave her plenty to live on and called

on her occasionally. She was still his wife, but he had to live his own
life to be able to get the results he wanted from his work. The new life.
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the freedom was intoxicating. He joined the ranks of the men of letters;

he dined at writers' clubs; he went on fishing trips with world-famous

critics. But somehow he turned out very little work himself. He had

no feeling, no desire; he could think of nothing to write about. There

was Dixon, no older than he himself, who was turning out bushels of

stuff, good stuff, too; and Dixon had never been married. Dixon had

not met such immediate success as had he, Wilmar Mason, but had

spent the first few years after college in shifting about the world. His

stories were now full of an exotic atmosphere. Even now he was to be

found in New York but seldom. He was a rolling stone, a true O. Henry

type. So it was that Wilmar Mason found out what was wrong.

"I've exhausted New York and metropolitan civilization. I've

run to seed here. I must get out and find new experiences, new subjects

to work on. I'm free, I have money, and the whole world is before me.

The West is a new country with a new life. It should give me a new

field of activity. Go west, young man, go west!"

He bade good-bye to Janet who took his departure very calmly, mak-
ing preparations the while for prospective balls and fStes, for she was

an acknowledged society leader.

"She lives in the body too much," he thought. "Like all other

women she has no soul."

Now he was on his way to California, planning first to visit San

Francisco and then the moving-picture country. His brain hummed with

new sensations. The first sight of the prairies brought him the feeling

of innumerable Bret Harte stories. He felt young again, young as he

really was, young and creative. Plans of masterpieces surged through

his imagination. But it was only in his imagination. He had dream-

pictures, not actualities. He was strangely lonely, and as the train sped

on he silently cursed humanity for not being more pleasant, and the

newspapers for not forgetting him, or at least, for not understanding

him. "How Wilmar Mason's Love Castles Crumbled," indeed! What
did they know about it? He knew what he was about. He didn't want

any love castles anyway. People should rather have hailed him as one

who could give up mundane enjoyment for his art

Two soft little hands were placed firmly over his eyes, and the feel-

ing of warm breath tickled the back of his neck. For a moment he could

not understand.

"Guess who! Guess who!" A small childish voice broke into the

noise of the moving train.

He pulled himself away and turned sharply, frowning slightly at

the Interruption. Two little chubby arms and a cherubic face, all

smiles, appeared above the back of the seat.

"Jimmie! Jimmiel Come here this moment," and the fat German-
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looking mother dashed past him to retrieve her small son who had been

standing on the seat behind him. "He is so naughty. You must for-

give him. I can do nothing with him. Now, Jimmie, you must not

bother the gentleman any more."

Mason grunted indistinctly and buried himself in his newspaper.

Why should they have to bother hlin of all people? He had enough on

his mind now without having to be bothered by some dozen howling

infants. He must get to work on that outline for a new story. The plot

had come an hour or so before—a plot which he felt sure would make as

gripping a work of art as he had written in his earliest glory. If he

could only nail his characters, nail them down in his mind so that they

could not get away from him, he was sure that the thing would write

easily enough. An outline must be made. The story all hinged in a

squatter's grief over the loss of his pal. The squatter, the pal in absentia,

the girl, the neighbor

"Mister, who gave you that pitty wing?" A small girl of five was
standing before him gazing intently at a ring he had on a finger of his

left hand. It was a ring Janet had given him one year after they had

been married.

He tried to ignore her, pretending to be most absorbed in the Sunday

Supplement. It was queer how five years of youthful humanity could so

effectively embarrass him. She stood there with her eyes wide open

apparently expecting an answer. A shriek from the other end of the

car drew first her attention and then her person away from him, to his

vast relief. How could parents be so neglectful as to allow their children

to run about in such a manner?

He must return to the story. Let's see—the squatter, the neighbor,

the girl, the partner . . . children, children in the prairies, children on

farms driving the cows home, children in Central Park playing with

dogs—children . . . children . . . Where was his story? Gone! Drat

the children!

He looked up with a start to find three pairs of blue eyes, wide

open and staring intently at him, three mouths pleasantly and wonder-

inglv half open, three pairs of feet firmly set in a semicircle about his

seat. To flee to the smoking compartment was his first impulse. But

no, that was cowardly. He would face it out. He looked about for the

rest and was surprised to find that his horde of bawling infant ragga-

muffins of a few moments past was in reality a family of but three small

and neatly dressed children, two boys, four and seven years of age pos-

sibly and a girl between them of about five. He knew that he had made
the acquaintance of two of them before.

"Now children, really I must ..."
"Do you belong to this train?"
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A spirit prompted him. Children might not be such frightful things

after all. They might even be interesting.

"Where are you going?" He addressed the youngest as the one

nearest the level of his eyes. The little boy blinked and closed his mouth.

"Where are you going on this train, to Denver, perhaps? Come on,

tell me. You've asked your questions, allow me to ask mine. Where is

daddy taking you?"
The boy blinked again, and opened his mouth.

"Sampumsco."
"Where?"
"Sampumsco."
" Jimmie means San Fwancisco." The girl volunteered the informa-

tion. "We're going to San Fwancisco and daddy is going to get us a dog

and an automobile and Aunt Mawy lives out there and we had to leave

Gwandma behind and I cwied when I said good-bye to Gwandma."
"What's your name?" he asked her.

"Mwiam, and this is Jimmie and this is Hans and what's your name?"
"Do you know my daddy?" Hans asked.

"Why no. I'm sorry but I haven't had the pleasure."

The children took him at his word and stood silent for a moment
absorbing it.

"What's your name?" Miriam repeated.

"I'm the king of the moon. Don't you know me?" He wondered

how much imagination children had.

"Ohl" said Jimmie. Hans looked scornful, but Miriam began to

laugh pleasantly.

"Tell us about it. Tell us about it," she cried, clapping her hands.

"Well once upon a time there lived a beautiful princess, way up
in one of the stars. She lived in the brightest star that ever shone in

the sky, and there she would sit all day and smile so sweetly—^just as

you do, Miriam." The compliment was not at all lost on Miriam.

He hadn't the slightest idea how the story was to proceed, but trusted

in a blind sort of way that his present audience was no more critical than

the world at large had been. The plot seemed to come fairly easily,

almost to unravel itself of its own accord. He was surprised to find that

he was enjoying himself, finding it pleasant to forget the squatter and

his pal for the time being. Semi-silence reigned, fellow travelers blessed

the kind gentleman, and Hans forgot his disdain for the "king of the

moon" in his enthusiasm for the story.

"... But the king of the moon had to leave the beautiful princess,

although he loved her, because . . . because Hans and Jimmie and

Miriam wanted him to come down and see them; and there she sits on

her star, where once she had smiled, weeping, weeping."
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"Isn't the king ever going back to her?" Miriam asked.

"I'm afraid not, Miriam."

"Tell us another story. Tell us another story. " Even Hans joined

in the demand.

The whole experience had been too unusual for his nerves and he

fled to the smoking compartment, where he found relief in discussing

the Japanese situation with a salesman from an eastern canned-goods

concern. Men and women may work and think and talk, but the children

are the rulers of the universe.

Two cigars did Wilmar Mason consume that afternoon in the smok-

ing compartment, two cigars and twice as many hours, cussing, for tak-

ing up his time and his thoughts, the travelling salesman, whom he had

first sought out joyfully in his need. But when he realized that a colored

gentleman in a white coat was making his "last call for supper" and that

to get to the dining car he had to pass through his Pullman, he felt a

great disinclination to stir. The courage to meet little children was

lacking and that is a courage which even the bravest often do not have.

When he did pull himself together and go back through the car, passing

them—almost falling over them in the aisle—he assumed the air of one

requiring a formal introduction before familiarity, and when they de-

manded that he "Tell another story," he merely smiled distantly and

passed on.

Conscience, with which the gods endowed us, pricked a little at

supper, but at that he thanked those same gods that the travelling

salesman was not at his table to give him relief. When he returned to

his car three little friends came piling around him in their nighties to

say "good-night." "Shocking freedom," said the too-prosaic passengers,

but in some peculiar way Wilmar Mason's conscience was clear and most

uncommonly comfortable. Then, after a while, the porter put him also

to bed.

Miriam on the morrow made herself known by looking in on him
even before he had risen. She conveyed the information that Jimmie

was reading and Hans was having his ears washed by mother, but the

baby himself was informing the whole car that he was not being very

eflectively entertained by father.

That day Wilmar Mason forgot all about the squatter and his pal,

forgot Janet, almost. . . almost, but sometimes the children wondered

why the big man, the "king of the moon" was so silent. It was not until

the night that he had a chance to think.

The Rockies, then California, and he prepared to say good-bye to

his friends. He wasn't happy. Queer thing! Two days before he would

have smiled had anyone told him that he would be sorry to reach Cali-
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fornia and begin the life of his plans, begin that collecting of fiction

material which he had anticipated. But now, he knew that he would

never be the "king of the moon" again, that he would never be able

again to forget the necessity of existence and ambition, that he must

be serious again. And that loneliness would return, most surely return.

The children were his friends but they must go. If only. . . . If only. . . .

At Oakland he helped the family disembark, carrying the baby

down on to the platform himself. At Oakland also he was to meet

Harry Hamilton, an old friend, who lived there for his health.

"Wilmar Mason, himself! But where did you get the attachments?

Whose orphanage did you pick up?"
"Harry, meet my friends—Miriam, Hans, Jimmie, father, mother,

and the baby."

It was hard for him to say good-bye, but somehow he did, and they

all passed out of his existence as dramatically as they had entered it,

for the baby was far from being satisfied and the other three children

were voluble in their excitement. He hated to see them go, passing on

down toward the ferry out of sight. They were gone and he was lonely,

even with Harry Hamilton at his elbow. If only. ... If only. . . .

Good God! Why not? Resolution never came quicker in his life.

"Harry, when's the next train back? I've got to get back to New
York right away.

"

"What's the matter? Are you sick? Why, man, you're out here

to stay for months."

"No, I'm going back right away. I've got to. I've got to."

To be sure he had to stay a week to rest and during that time he

never made explanation. Harry was a little hurt when at last Wilmar
took a train to go back over those three thousand miles to New York
City. On board, fellow passengers wondered who was this mysterious

man, who seemed so pleasant and yet so silent.

"He's in love," said one old lady to another. "I know the signs."

But Wilmar Mason lived in the future and was happy.

Five days later he was standing on the steps of what he had once

called home. The maid answered his ring. She was a new maid and

did not recognize him. Mrs. Mason was out, but would he wait? She

might be expected at any moment. Yes, he would wait. She led him

into the parlor, and, depriving him of his coat and hat, left him to his

own devices. He looked about and saw the same old room, the same

furniture, the same pictures on the walls. He remembered the thrill of

joy he had had when he had entered that room for the first time and had

realized that here was his own home, all his own. He remembered the

joy which in some way had not seemed perfect when he bid farewell to

the room and the house and the street to go away and be free again.
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What was his feeUng now? It could hardly be joy. He was too frightened

for that. Often in his stories had he analyzed the feelings of a young
lover about to propose to his sweetheart. He felt exactly that way.

But his sweetheart was his wife. What was he to say? How would he

say it? Throughout the trip from San Francisco back he had planned

speeches for himself on this momentous occasion which was about to

take place, and now they all seemed to have vanished. Janet would be

there in a minute; then he must speak, if they were alone together.

Perhaps someone might be coming with her. He half wished that she

might not come alone. It would be so much easier merely to pay a call

and go again. If he spoke she would not understand anyway. Perhaps

he had better not. But no, he wanted her to understand. She must

understand.

Then he heard Janet in the hallway.

" Au revoir. Baron. Thank you ever so much for seeing me home."

She entered the parlor. "Oh, Wilmarl You back? I am very

glad to see you. I thought you were going to stay out West for some

months."

All the resolves, all the speeches, vanished. Fear remained. Wihnar
Mason was a coward.

"I was called back on business. I thought I'd call around and see

how you were getting along. You seem pretty busy these days."

"Yes, social duties are pretty pressing. Do you know Baron An-

driche? A rather interesting fellow. He brought me back from the

horse show."

Janet seemed pleasant enough but very distant. He wondered

whether she could still love him. At any rate he could not find the words

to speak to her. What was the use anyway. She would just laugh at

him. Then he thought of Miriam and Hans and Jimmie.

"Janet, business did not bring me back to New York. You brought

me back. I came to see you."

"So? Well, well, that's surprising. Why spoil all your plans for

me. I'm just a woman. You have your art to think of."

What was the use. She would not understand. But she must
understand.

Out of the window he could see across the street into a park with a

small artificial lake and some little boys sailing boats. She noticed where

his attention was attracted. She had always been quick at following

thoughts.

"Aren't they the dearest things," she said. "I often go out and

play with them. They say such funny things."

They both went to the window and looked out. She seemed to him

a little less distant.
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"Oh, Janet! If only. ... If only. . . . Why not, Janet, why
not?" She was silent for a long time. He could bear it no longer.

"Speak, Janet, speak."

"Where did you find that out, Wilmar?"
"Out West. We learn such things out there."

"We learn them here too, Wilmar. I knew it all the time. But
of course you had to find it out too."

Alone, that evening, in his own room—that room which he had

not occupied for a long, long, time—he wondered to himself. Out of

the window a piece of the moon could be seen.

"It's queer. The 'king of the moon' exists again. What was it

I used to say? A woman's not creative, she's absorptive. . . beautiful

subject for art . . . gives absolutely nothing. . . No place in the world

of art and life . . . Bosh!"

Dudley Pruilt, '23.

Spring Song
Like quick winds many-minded on a slope oj running green.

Like waters laughing where before ha^'e waters never been,

Aly spirit chases shadows over brakes oj springing fern

Unconcerned by groves that hinder.

Saying, "Linger,"

Praying, "Linger."

Till the evening shadows turn.

All day my heartfinds melodies, all night my ears hear bells;

I know the songs oj rivulets that thread secluded delis.

Words speak to me new wonder in meanings known long,

31y lije is set to music,

Always growing.

Overflowing,

And insatiate oj song.

The triumph oj the flowers sets a tumult in my mind
Like a blare oj winds about me and a sea oj light behind.

For spring has come to stir me with a glorious unease,

I am joyjul as the sunlight

Drijting brightly,

Shijting lightly,

Through the tops oj screening trees.

Norman Eby Rutt, '25.



Fox Fire

Through dusk that wistfully conceals

Just as the sun is going down,

By unfrequented paths she steals

Beyond the gardens oj the town.

Aboi>e stone walls she sees the blur

OJ crumbling apple blossom gloom;

In long festoons the lavender

OJ bright wisteria in bloom.

And where the lastjence row divides,

She waits beneath constraining trees

Whose shadow sorrowjully hides

Herjoy in what she hears and sees.

A velvetJield oJ violets

Slants over brows oJ windy grass.

Which the last daylight half regrets

To leave, and the light wind to pass,

Down to a hollow under hills

Whose woodlands shine with bluish light.

The haunt oJ wailing whip-poor-wills

And Jire-JliesJlashing through the night.

And down that last slope she keeps tryst

With an elfin vistant who calls

To her up from the evening mist

On laurel-darkened waterjallr.

Then back to town—but all the trees.

The vines, the Jlowers around her know

Her longing nothing can appease,

That sometime, sometime she will go

Through shadows Jailing thick and black;

She will go down and not come back.

Norman Eby Rult, '1
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Editorial Comment
The Haverfordian has much in common with an ocean hner when

the tugs cast off their cables and she is left alone to face her maiden

voyage. With this issue, departs a staunch group of Seniors who have

put so much into the magazine within the last several years that it is

fitting that The Haverfordian should thank them for their services

before they go. So far as possible we have endeavored to devote this

issue particularly to their contributions, and would inform them that

we still consider them as active members of the college's literary organ.

In other words. The Haverfordian wishes to make it known that

an Alumni Issue will be presented to its readers next year, and, it is

hoped, the precedent will be established of producing such a number
annually. To those Alumni who are interested or active in literary pur-

suits is extended an invitation to send articles for this number. It is

hoped that some Alumnus will be found whose interest carries him so

far as to induce him to give his services as Issue Editor.

For subject matter, "everything that's fit to print" will be accept-

able. Essays, formal or otherwise, stories, poetry, literary and dramatic

reviews, and articles of particular interest to Haverford, will all find an

appreciative reception. Furthermore, all manuscript, whether printed

in the issue or not, will be promptly returned. In regard to the length

of articles, it will probably be necessary to limit them to less than

five thousand words, but let that be no barrier; paper is cheap.

Now we can take a sigh of relief! This is the first opportunity we
have had of successfully "passing the buck," and we take delight in

doing so. The responsibility of the Alumni Issue will be entirely that

of the Alumni themselves. If it is a success, theirs will be the credit;

if it fails, theirs the—but we will not discuss that. Haverford has so

long stood for literary distinction and so many of her graduates have

succeeded in the field of letters that we expect this coming issue to prove

not only of unusual interest to all Haverfordians but also of unusual

literary value.
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The Study of English at Haverford

THE unique position to which Haverford College has risen among
institutions of higher learning in both America and England has not

been attained by chance or by widespread advertising, but by the high

scholarship of her faculty and students. The best possible way for Haver-

ford to make sure of her future position is for each individual depart-

ment in the college to look to the completeness of the instruction it is

now giving, and to the opportunities it is offering for personal contact

between the students and professors. The purpose of this essay is to

bring out more clearly a recent step which has recently been taken in

this direction by the English department at Haverford.

As the number of students has been steadily increasing, several

difficulties have arisen which, in the past, needed no consideration.

It has been on the English Department in particular that the burden

has fallen of maintaining its traditional intimate relations with the

students and, at the same time, its excellence of instruction. That the

department has succeeded in meeting the increased demands made upon
it is fully answered by the unusually large enrollment in the English

courses. Nevertheless, in looking to the future, it has done well in re-

organizing and enlarging its field of instruction, and in greatly increasing

the number of its conference courses for advanced students.

All students, whether intending to specialize in English or not, will

be required to take the general Freshman course, and will be advised

to take the regular Sophomore and Junior courses as essential to a

liberal education. In addition to these, which constitute three full

years of English, alone enough to give the student a minor, there are

available fourteen half-year courses from which he can select his special-

ized field of stvidy. This includes the possibility of taking Adi'anced

Composdlon twice, and the course in Greek Literature.. In all, Haverford

is therefore now offering ten full-year courses in Enghsh, over one- half

of which are given in small groups limited to twelve students each. It

is doubtful whether any American college or university today offers a

better opportunity for undergraduate specialization in English.

As to the practical working value of these new conference courses

in comparison to the ordinary lecture course of large enrollment, this

has already been established in the case of two of the courses to be given

in that manner, and the results point very promisingly to a genuine

success. Obviously enough, some subjects lend themselves very well

to popular lecture treatment, for example, a general survey of any strik-

ing period of poetry or drama. But the more detailed study of either

of these, or any considerable study at all of straight prose writing, be-
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comes an encumbrance to both professor and students when treated in

lecture style. Two conference courses with which I happen to be familiar,

Advanced Dramatic Crllicism and Nineteenth Century Prose, are both

highly successful from the students' and the professor's point

of view. As some one said, in a lecture course the student may read the

assignment or he may not, but in a small conference course, where he

does part of the lecturing himself, he is pretty sure to be familiar with the

subject. Great success has been obtained in these two courses this year

with student lectures, and this should be a valuable feature of all these

conference courses in the future. All the students agree that they work

harder, get more good out of and have more real interest in, these small

classes than in the larger lecture class.

I shall first give a brief explanation of the courses which are to be

offered, and then follow that up with an outline of the plans of study

which have been worked out for students who are either specializing

or not specializing in English. It is of distinct advantage that the plans

in these two cases are practically identical for the first two years, which

makes it unnecessary for the student to decide until his Junior year

whether or not he desires to specialize in English.

Course 1 is Freshman English, which includes an introduction to

the study of English literature, surveying the subject briefly from Chaucer

to Tennyson. This course is required of all Freshmen. An Honor
Course in outside reading, to supplement the limited amount of reading

which can be required in the course itself, it offered to those who antici-

pate specialization.

Course 3 is Elizabethan Literature, with a special study of Shakspere.

This course is elective for Sophomores only, who are urged to avail them-

selves of the opportunity. Courses 5a and 6b are Argumentation and
Debating and Advanced Composition respectively. Both are open as

electives for Sophomores and Juniors. Course 6b may be taken a second

time for full credit, and is intended only for those having a distinct

literary ability. The regular Junior English will be composed of two

important half-year courses, 13a, which is Nineteenth Century Poets,

and 15b, which is Contemporary Drama. The former deals with inter-

pretative analysis of poems selected from the works of Coleridge, Words-

worth, Shelley, Byron, Keats and Tennyson, while the latter gives a

valuable study of the technique and practice of the modern drama as

illustrated by the best works of Ibsen, Shaw, Barrie, Wilde, Pinero and

others. After next year, these two courses will be open to Juniors only.

That completes the list of fundamental courses and leaves ten half-

3'ear conference courses to be considered. It is in these that Haverford

has her hope of giving her students an unsurpassed opportunity to make

more detailed and careful study of the particular fields in which they are
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interested than is possible in the larger general courses. These courses

will be conducted on the seminar plan, and will be limited to twelve

members each. They will be open only to Seniors who are taking English

as a major or minor; and also, with the consent of the instructor, to

Juniors who are taking English as a major. The purpose of such courses

is to afford an opportunity for small groups of students to confer three

times a week with the instructor, and to discuss informally the reports

made by members of the conference on the topics assigned for special

study.

Two of the most important among these limited conference courses

will be offered every year; Course 8b, Chaucer, and Course 17a, Ad-

vanced Dramatic Criticism. After next year, this latter course will have

as its prerequisite course 15b, Dramatic Criticism, and the applicant for

the advanced course will probably have to make at least an eighty per

cent, average in 15b. Course 17a takes up critical estimates of the drama
of different periods and countries—the drama of Greece, Rome, Spain,

France, Italy, Germany, Denmark, Norway, England and America

—

and its general development, tracing, at the same time, the interwoven

effects of the drama of each country on that of the others. Courses

3, 12a, 15b and 17a together will give the student an extraordinary oppor-

tunity for becoming acquainted with the whole history, development,

and present status of the drama, which is today probably the most living

type of literature.

Of the remaining eight conference courses, four will be given each

alternate year. In 1923-24, the following four will be offered: 4b, Nine-

teenth Century Prose, which is a rapid reading course in the works of the

masters of modern English prose, specializing on the great novelists such

as Jane Austen, Scott, Dickens and Thackeray; Course 7a, Anglo-

Saxon, which will require one year of German of all candidates; Course

20a, Poetry and Philosophy, another innovation of this plan which should

prove to be one of the best and most valuable of these conference courses,

and which Includes a survey of English poetry, (1) as influenced by phil-

osophers, especially Plato and Rousseau, (2) as influencing ethics, relig-

ion, etc., with special reference to Wordsworth and Shelley, and a brief

study of Dante's Dh'ine Comedy and Goethe's Faust. The remaining

course offered next year is 21b, Special Topics in Poetry, which is a more

detailed study of the work begun in Course 13a, with a special reference

to Browning. Course 13a will be a prerequisite to this course.

In the following year the above four will be omitted and four more

substituted for them. Course 12a, Eighteenth Century Essay and Drama
will offer the student still further opportunities to study English prose,

and a more specific study of the great drama of that period than is

available in other courses; 12b, Eighteenth Century No^rl and Poetry,
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will continue the detailed study of that period in the second half-year;

Course 16b, American Literature, will give a brief survey of American

poetry and prose from Colonial days to the present time, emphasizing

the works of Emerson, Longfellow, Whittier, Lowell, Hawthorne, and

Pee; and finally. Course 11a, Milton, will cover the literature of the

period in which he lived. In addition to these courses given by the

English department, the Greek department is offering Greek Literature in

English Translation, a most useful course for those who have not been

able to study this material in the original. This course will count

toward a minor or major in English.

A trifle must now be said as to how this plan will work out when put

into operation next fall. Owing to the fact that it is new, all the pre-

requisites cannot be adhered to the first year. Courses 5a and 6b, elec-

tive in the future for Sophomores and Juniors only, will be open next

year to Seniors also, since some may have planned to take these courses

next year under the former system. Similarly, the regular Junior Eng-

lish courses, 13a and 15b, will be open next year to Seniors, but closed

the following years to all but Juniors. In the conference courses, 17a

will be open next year and the following years to Seniors only, but next

year this course will be practically identical with Course 15b, and will

have no prerequisite. This is due to the fact that 15b is not given this

year so that there will be no students prepared for advanced work in

dramatic criticism.

Haverford College has so many other happy features which will

work together to bring success to this reorganized schedule of English

courses that the college's literary prestige of the past may be expected

with confidence to be upheld in the future. When one considers that the

Haverford College Library is one of the best in the country in which

undergraduates have free access to all the shelves; that the college is

still small enough to allow students working for honors to have virtually

unlimited opportunity for conference with the professors of English and

Foreign Languages; when one considers the peculiar merit of certain

courses given at Haverford essential as a background to the study of

English—Philosophy and English History for example; and finally, when
one considers the opportunity afforded in these numerous conference

courses for the intimate discussion of great books one has reason to look

with pardonable pride on the present opportunity for the study of English

at Haverford College.

Franklin C. Jlorss, Jr., '23.



Found Out

I
AWOKE bathed in a cold sweat. All my sleeping had been like this

since Marguerite had left. I had dreamed, too, as usual, and this

time there was a distinctness about my dream characters which startled

me to wakefulness, paralyzed with fear. They seemed to be the same

characters as those in the story I was writing, and yet, they varied,

changed, metamorphosed, keeping only enough of the personality with

which I had endowed them to let me readily recognize their true selves.

Some lost eyes; some, noses; some, hair; but all were hideously ugly,

and all were driven by emotions among which stood out the predominant

master—fear.

It was from this contorted dream that I awoke to feel in myself

the motive which had stirred those products of my own imagination;

it was fear. Perhaps it was the sound of the eery wind, moaning and

shrieking through the empty apartments below. Perhaps it was the

throbbing of my aching head, or the parching of my burning throat,

even worse than last night, with no one to help or soothe. Perhaps it

was the persistent darkness which followed my vain attempts to turn

on the lights by the switch at my side. Perhaps it was these, but I

think it was partly fear of Glenn.

I turned restlessly, impatiently, and tried to sleep. It was useless;

my mind constantly reverted to the affairs of the last week, and my
physical torment added to my wakefulness. I thought of Marguerite,

and how sweet she had been when she left me. It was last Monday that

she had left me. Glenn had sworn if his wife came to see me again, he

would return; and his tone had implied that he knew all of our guilty

love, and meant to have his revenge. I felt that he must have found

out about her visit, for she had not been here since, although I needed

her most.

On Tuesday I had a sore throat, on Wednesday it was worse, on

Thursday I was helpless. These last two days were the worst. Not a

soul had come to see me, and I had steadily grown weaker and weaker.

I did not attempt to get up on Saturday morning, but tried to make up
in the daytime the sleep which I could not secure at night.

It was writing my story which sustained me. It was not a long

story, but it was difficult to conceive, and I wrote but a little each day,

adding only a paragraph or two. When I had first taken these apart-

ments there had been other tenants in the floors below, but now there

was no one in all the four stories between me and the pavement. I had
certainly found the quietness of atmosphere in which I had sought to

continue my journalism.
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Before tonight—this was Saturday—the silence of my surroundings

had bothered me not at all, but now it was oppressive and chilling. Try
as I might, sleep would not come again. I tossed myself about, despite

my throbbing head, and swore dismally. Without, great gusts were

tearing and rending the branches of denuded oaks. Within, the mel-

ancholy wind played its frightful music through crack and crevice,

whining, whining lugubriously. I felt my painful arms and legs. At
times they seemed absent altogether. My whole body was stricken

by my malady. My swelling head was jumping in some weird, dismal

rhythm, its acute distress only emulated by the tension in my throat.

That's what it was, tension. It eased my pain a trifle to find that it

corresponded to some human term: I had thought it peculiar to myself.

Hark! What noise was that? I sat bolt upright, shivering in spite

ofmy fever. Suppose it should be Glenn Keppler? Dismayed, I dropped

back and groaned with the wind, mercilessly beating against my window.

The noise sounded like the gleeful patter of elfin feet. I listened for

weary minutes, ever hearing this elfin patter during the ghastly lulls

in the storm without. Could the outer door have opened, which led

into the front room from the stairs? My tortured brain dwelt on those

stairs, those long flights of dreary stairs, that separated me fromhu-

anity and life. I could not descend them now. I could not even

make myself heard on the street below. I must wait for succor—unless

Glenn got here first. I trembled, and shuddered at the tiny feet.

What was that creak? It was only a little noise, so faint that my
ordinary waking senses would never have reported it at all. My tense

nerves were alert in an instant, and I gasped in trying to shriek aloud.

The slight movement in the outer room was followed by a hurrying and

scurrying of the elfin feet as a fresh burst of wind slammed a shutter

against the wall with a resounding smack.

I knew at once what caused the scurrying; it was rats. Simply

rats! I felt that I should laugh at my terror, but I could not laugh.

My terror was too real—it had not been dispelled upon finding out the

cause of its existence. The unknown still had its horror, and the un-

known was in the next room.

I felt It—I do not know why. Something had caused that creak.

It might have been the wind, it might have been the rats, it might have

been some dried-out chair responding audibly to the elements. It might

have been, but I felt that it was not.

My bedroom was not very large, and the head of my bed faced

the door with the footboard approaching it. So near was bed to door

that a man who stood between them could have touched both with no

trouble. Yet I was so weak that I doubted my ability to bridge that

distance with my feeble steps. Like a magnet, some unseen force tempted
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me to make the effort, to open the door, to look into the other room and

dissipate my terrors in discovering their emptiness. And yet I dared

not if I could.

It could not be Glenn, I argued. He would not steal upon me in

the dead of night, and torture a sick man in his bed. No, Glenn was too

much of a Christian for that. He was too kind. Kind? No, Glenn

wasn't kind, he was just quiet. He was cruel, and I knew he would

take revenge.

If only the lights were on. What could be the matter with them,

on this night of all nights? Oh, yes, it was the storm. The wires had

been broken down. I reached out for my manuscript, and would have

liked to write, even in the dark. I did not dare to write, though, for

throughout my whole being there dwelt that groundless terror of the

Nameless Thing in the room in front. I eyed the door with fascination.

Rats, rats, rats—their dancing kept good time to the throbbing in my
head. I trembled, shook, groped about me in the dark, and swore de-

spairingly. I was growing madl No longer could I control my fear.

With terror thrusting its spectral hands into my very soul, with no

help from man and no hope from Heaven, I decided to see into that

north room, if it should be the last act of my sinful life. Better to make
an end, in peace, than to suffer long, in desperation. I raised myself to

my feet, though it took all my strength to do it, and holding to the bed

for support, tottered across the narrow passage-way between it and the

door of my bedroom. If there had been anyone without, he must have

heard my clumsy, crazy efforts to walk, to reach the door, and turn the

stony knob.

Now I had turned it, and now I looked without. All was black,

save for two lighter spots at the windows. Not a sound did I hear,

save the creaking of the sashes and the rustling of the curtains. Even
the rats were awed by my stumbling approach. Silence! Dead, yet

alive; comforting, and yet foreboding.

Half reassured, at length, I turned and shut the door. Things

seemed quite dizzy; I fell forward, luckily landing upon my bed, into

which I climbed as soon as full consciousness returned, and as soon

as the throbbing of fevered blood in my head permitted me to do else

but groan. Well, I had reached the door and back! That was something.

But what a price! Throb, throb, throb—the counting of the seconds

which separated me from eternity. My teeth were chattering again.

How long their sepulchral rattle had maintained, I had no recollection.

I closed them with an effort, and held them fast, while I gasped for water

to cool my burning throat.

But let the rats scamper, they could not bother me now. I did not

fear the disease, or rats, or death, or retribution. Glenn Keppler had
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not comel I dared not face that calm, holy smile, with its abundance

of pleading, and its hardness of revenge. Fear? I was the incarnation

of fear, and yet it was not so much the physical torment that I feared as

the words of bitter reproach.

Thinking again. Oh Marguerite! What sorrow would I not endure,

what torment brave, for you?

But my story; I wished to finish it. There in the dark I seized

my paper and pen, and impeded by weakness, and darkness, and dread

,

I scribbled out a word at a time, the story which I should finish before

death overtook me.

For such had been my desperation, that I was fully resigned to die

.

To die, to leave Marguerite? Ah, I should never see Marguerite again.

I had felt it when she had left me, but she, darling that she was, had

pinched my wan cheek, and kissed me, called me her life, her breath,

her existence. Without me, she could not live. No, I should see her

often, she said. She would steal down to see me in a day or two—and

this was nearly a week. But she would have come; it was Glenn, I

knew, who held her back. And I—I faced my end serenely. But I

might not see Marguerite!

Scratch, scratch, scratch—an eternity of scratching, pen on paper.

Lost on the dilemmas of my inky characters I forgot Glenn, forgot the

gnawing rats, forgot e'en Marguerite. My bodily torture was lost in

my frenzy of composition.

Softly at first, then suddenly as if in a blast, cold air struck me on

the temples. I know not how long I had been writing there before this

phenomenon occurred. It startled me, and I was appalled at once by
something which I could not describe. Tremblingly I put down my
pen and paper, and strained, strained my blinded, aching eyes in the

direction of the door.

The door to the north room was open! Smitten with the realiza-

tion of my fear, I collapsed.

It was daylight, Sunday morning. I awoke bathed in perspiration,

yet clammy and shivering. Instantly, the awful events of the night

before flooded my memory, and I turned to the open door in alarm.

Sure enough, there was a paper fastened to it.

I turned over and hid my face in my pillow. How could I get that

paper? I did not know, nor did I care. I did not want the paper, I

Ihoughl I did not want the paper. But the more Impossible it seemed to

me to get it, the more impossible it became to do without it. I knew it

was a message from Glenn. In my childish, beating brain the morbid

craving grew and grew. I must see that paper, at any hazard. I fought
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off the idea as fanciful, I, who could not scream loud enough to be heard

on the street. How could I get to the door again?

I slipped the covers off my body and rolled off the bed to the floor

.

Slowly and painfully, resting after every advance of a foot, I crawled

my hopeless way to the door, and seizing it, rose until I could pull down
the paper. Once having secured it, I fell in a heap, and although well-

nigh overcome by the shivering which claimed me, I opened the letter.

It read as follows:

Early Sunday Morning.

Vernon:

I trusted you, and trusted Marguerite, but trusted once too often. Did you

think I did not know of your guilty, lustful love? I said I would come to you the

next time she visited you, and I have kept my word.

But I do not reproach, now. Vengeance is not mine—it is not mine to repay.

Be sure your sins will find you out. Do you know what it is that is devouring your

body, and sending your soul to its maker? It is diphtheria. It reached you

from Marguerite, who got it on one of her hypocritical errands of mercy in the

slums. She, too, lies dying and praying for water. Perhaps I may take her your

love?

I saw you last night as you tottered to the door, dreadfully looking for me.

Later, I saw you start when I opened the door of your bedroom, and I saw you

faint in your guilty fear. I shall take no revenge; my revenge is in this: Be sure

your sins will find you out!

Glenn Keppler.

As I finished reading the gruesome message, I fancied I heard a

mad, weird chuckle in the big room. I turned my head, but I could see

no one—it was fever.

My story, though; I should have finished it. My characters had

not yet come to their ends, nor was the moral told. There needed a

touch of fulfillment to the tale; there lacked a just and necessary con-

summation to the plot. Once again on all fours, I made my toilsome

way to the bedside.

I was dying—I am dying, I mean. I must delay no longer. I write,

feverishly, before my soul passes before its Creator and its judge. I

must hurry.

This, my friends, which you read, is my manuscript, my dying tale

.

I take up the thread of the story where I left it off last night, interrupted

by the warning of my last great Interruption. And this is the sentence

with which I am ushered into the Eternal Beyond, with its certain trial

and its certain judgment:

"Be sure your sins will find 3'ou out."

NeUon A. While, '23.



Abelard
"C^ULL of the exoticism of the Middle Ages and the romance of mo-
-'- nastic life is the recent translation by Henry Adams Bellows of the

Hisloria Calamilaluni, the autobiography of Pierre Abelard. This

dialectitian and theologian was born in Palets, a Breton town not far

from Nantes, in the year 1079, and the Hisloria Calamilatum tells the

story of his life from his youth up to his fifty- third or fifty-fourth year.

Concerning his standing among his contemporaries, it must be said that

he was much more than a name. He was a master of dialectics, no mean
constructive philosopher, a voluminous writer, and, as was even admitted

by his enemies, a scholarly teacher and a superlative logician. Most
of the many hardships which he endured were the direct result of his

uncompromising rationalistic philosophy. The great interest in the

autobiography is the picture it gives of the man himself and the Intriguing

background of early twelfth century France.

From his father, although a soldier, Abelard had a heritage of letters,

and, himself very partial to logical reasoning, he set out from Palets,

in the manner of the Peripatetics, to find where the study of his chosen

art was most flourishing. Thus it was that he arrived at Paris, met with

and studied under William of Champeaux, the most renowned and meri-

torious teacher of dialectics of his age. Short-lived, however, was this

arrangement, for so brilliant was Abelard that within a short time he

set up a school of his own at Melun, soon moving to Corbeil, near Paris,

so that he might more easily attack the logic of his master. This he

did with no little success, since William was constrained to change his

whole philosophy, or, to be more exact, his theory of unlversals, in which

his philosophy was bound up. From this achievement, Abelard gained

both fame and following. Going then to the school of William's teacher,

Anselm of Laon, he again incurred the wrath and envy of his master,

by the brilliance of his interpretations of the Scriptures. Thus, charac-

teristically, Abelard describes Anselm:

He had a miraculous flow of words, but they were contemptible in meaning and

quite devoid of reason. When he kindled a fire, he fdled his house with smoke and

illumined it not at all. He was a tree which seemed noble to those who gazed upon

its leaves from afar, but to those who came nearer and examined it more closely

was revealed its barrenness. When, therefore, I had come to this tree that I might

pluck the fruit thereof, I discovered that it was indeed the fig tree which Our Lord

cursed (Matthew .\xi, 19; Mark xi, 15), or that ancient oak to which Lucan likened

Pompey saying:

"... he slantis, the shade oj a name once mighty.

Like to the towering oak in the midst oJ the Jriiitjul field."

(Lucan, Pharsatia, IV, 135.)
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This brought him back to Paris, where he directed the school he had

formerly set up there. Then, too, he continued his glosses on Ezekiel

which he had begun at Laon. Through this work he proved that he

was no less of a theologian than a philosopher, for, as his school increased

in size, so also did his reputation and his pocketbook.

Then, in the midst of the narrative, comes a story of love and in-

trigue which might easily have flown from the pen of one of the eighteenth

century playwrights or novelists. Heloise, the clever and attractive

maiden, is strictly guarded by her uncle, "whose love for her was only

equalled by his desire that she should have the best education which

he could possibly procure for her." The gallant and prepossessing

youth, Abelard, enflamed by her beauty, becomes her tutor, under which

cover he has all opportunity to consummate his desire, and, with thoughts

little different from those of the present generation, he says:

"In measure as this passionate rapture absorbed me more and more, I devoted

ever less time to philosophy and to the work of the school. Indeed it became loath-

some to me to go to the school or to linger there; the labor, moreover, was very

burdensome, since my nights were vigils of love and my days of study. My lec-

turing became utterly careless and lukewarm; I did nothing because of inspiration,

but everything as a matter of habit. I had become nothing more than a reciter

of my former discoveries, and though I still wrote peoms, they dealt with love,

not with the secrets of philosophy. Of these songs you yourself well know how

some have become widely known and have been sung in many lands, chiefly, me-

thinks, by those who delighted in the things of this world. As for the sorrow, the

groans, the lamentations of my students when they perceived the preoccupation,

naj', rather the chaos, of my mind, it is hard even to imagine them."

There is an elopement. The ardent lover falls from grace, and, wounded
m both body and soul, is forced to marry the girl. What more could one

ask of any romance?

Disgraced before the world because of this adventure, he was driven

to seek the seclusion of a monastic cloister, the abbey of St. Denis,

while H61oise took the veil in the convent of Argenteuil. At St. Denis,

Abelard soon came into disfavor because of the soundness of his preach

-

mgs. For his students, he wrote a tract on the unity and trinity of God,
greatly incensing his rivals since it so clearly answered those questions

concerning religion which were considered the most difficult of all.

Seizing the tract with avidity, his various enemies took it before the papal

legate of France, with their criticisms, and Abelard suffered the igno-

miny of having to cast the book himself into the flames. He was con-

fined to boot, but no sooner had he returned to St. Denis than he was
again attacked so severely that he left for a secluded spot in the region

of Troyes, to live as a hermit. To him again flocked all the scholars.
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leaving their towns and castles to live with him in the wilderness, and,

again, slanderous, but this time, unavailing, tongues were set in motion

by his teachings in theology. By elective choice of the brethren of the

abbey of St. Gildas at Ruits, he was called there as their head, trying

to avoid the plottings of his enemies. But this was no sinecure, for

shortly after his arrival, the monks, who were notorious for their vile

and untameable way of living, soon tried all methods of doing away with

him, even to poisoning and bodily assaults. To add to his misery at

this time, the nuns of the convent of Argenteuil were expelled. Here

Abelard saw the opportunity for more service, and, as a result, with his

own money he had them safely installed in his retreat near Troyes.

So, with scandal still talking, Abelard ends his account.

For all its preachings and theological debates, the Historia Calam-

ilalu/n might have been written within the last decade. The story is,

as Mr. Bellows has pointed out, "one of those human documents, out

of the very heart of the Middle Ages, that illuminates by the glow of

its ardor a shadowy period that has been made even more dusky and

incomprehensible by unsympathetic commentators and ill-digested

matter of 'source books.' Like the Conjesslons of St. Augustine it is an

authentic revelation of personality and, like the latter, it seems to show

how unchangeable is man, how consistent unto himself whether he is

of the sixth century or the twelfth—or indeed of the twentieth century."

Forrest C. Harlng, '24.

I

A Successful Calamity

A COMEDY
By Clare Kummer

AFTER a lapse of several years, William Gillette recently reappeared

in the leading role of "A Successful Calamity." As the guest actor

of the newly-formed Philadelphia Theatre Guild in their first produc-

tion, he played opposite Lola Fisher while the other parts were ably

filled by members of the Guild, among whom were many finished per-

formers. By happy coincidence, this same play was produced by the Cap
and Bells Club this season, and it is interesting to compare the two.

In the first place, the play itself, "A Successful Calamity", is a

two-act comedy of manners by Clare Kummer. The taking powers of

the piece depend much more upon the characterization and the exceed-

ingly brilliant repartee than upon the plot. As a matter of fact, the ever-
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present sarcasm and altogether witty conversation are done, or per-

haps overdone, to the point of boredom when the play is read ; although

when it is acted, the audience, always less observant, enjoys this all the

way through.

The plot is the fairly common one of the society-tired millionaire

who, in this case, pretends to be ruined in order to "spend a quiet even-

ing at home." There are many minor complications such as the trials

and tribulations of a reckless son and a spoiled daughter, each with var-

ious fiances and fiancees. Finally, the play works up to a climax when

the young wife is supposed to have eloped with an Italian painter. It

turns out, however, that the hypothetical villain was only helping her

to pawn her jewels for her husband; and, of course, judging from the

curtain pose, they all live happily ever after.

William Gillette, as Air. Wilton, actually was Jflr. IFillon. The part

seemed to have been made for him, so perfectly did he step into it; and

those who had not seen him in "Sherlock Holmes," as the ever cool

and calculating detective, will undoubtedly remember him as the T. B. M.
par excellence. As a matter of fact, it would be an insult to call his acting

an interpretation of the part; rather, it was Mr. JFillon, living his natural

life as he always had and always would continue to live it. Mr. Gillette,

it must be admitted, took large liberties with the text of the play. But

very rarely did this tampering have an ill effect; and, for the most part,

he added to the dry humor of JFillon the dry humor of the character's

counterpart, William Gillette. Moreover, the fine shadings and nuances

of the great actor's representation were nothing short of marvelous.

As the plot developed in his hand, the alternating combination of slighs

hesitation and cool decision changed to a whimsical pathos, in which

the actor never lost control over himself.

Compared with the professional performance, the Haverford pro-

duction showed up quite favorably. It is gratifying to note in how many
general ideas and particulars, the splendid, one might safely say perfect,

characterization of Mr. Gillette's resembled the interpretation of that

part in the Cap and Bells play. Here too, the calmness and slow de-

liberation of Jlr. JFillon were well brought out; here also, was stressed

that quality of smile-provoking jesting which underlies the entire play.

Of course it would be absolutely pointless to compare the female charac-

ters of the two productions. The difficulties and disadvantages of using

men in these parts are too obvious and too pronounced. Regarding,

however, the professional showing, it would hardly be fair to omit the

praise due to saucy Ann Winslow whose performance as jflarguerite

the daughter, was a close second to that of the leading lady.

In the two interpretations of each of the other members of the cast,

as much can be said on one side as on the other. In the Theatre Guild
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production, Eddy was more care-free, but not quite so impulsive nor

so boyishly enthusiastic; Connors was older, quieter, more sedate, and
less impressionable; Rajaelo was more dashing and gay, probably

younger, and certainly not so gushing and flowery in his speech; Beidon

was older and not so level-minded; Dr. Broody was much older, more
easily excited, and less methodical; and the two suitors oi JIarguerite—
George and Clarence were, among other things, far older—in fact,

noticeably too old.

Fred Roedelheim, '26.

Alumni Notes
1856

Campion & Co., Philadelphia,

have recently published a poem
entitled, "Twentieth Century

Comedy," by Edward R. Wood.

1897

Edward Thomas has an article

in the Atlantic Monthly for May
entitled "The Call to Adventure—
The Quaker View."

1902

The February St. Nicholas con-

tains "Two Singers," poems by
Charles Wharton Stork.

1908

T. Morris Longstreth has a

poem, "Hour of Solitude," in the

Munsey for February. He has

also published a story entitled,

"As We Forgive Those," in the

February St. Nicholas.

1917

There are two articles by William

Henry Chamberlin, "The Emerg-

ing Factory in Russia," and

"Working-class Aristocracy," in

The Freeman for February 7th

and 14th respectively.

We are Publishers, Importers and Dealers

in Good Books,

New catalog describing briefly many
titles now ready. Send for free copy.

We have the fullest line of Quaker

books5 on this Continent.

Friends* Book Store
302 Arch Street Philadelphia



THE BULLETIN'S COMIC CLUB
PUTS ON A NEW COMEDY SHOW DAILY

A splendid aggregation of popular comedians

MUTT & JEFF
Mirth Provokers Extraordinary

BRINGING UP FATHER
Maggie and Jiggs cut loose in Domestic Comedy

KEG'LAS FELLERS
in the side-splitting antics of school days.

WINNIE WINKLE
Dainty Flapper in new and popular offerings.

DICKY DIPPY

Presenting an animated diary of the world's cham-
pion "dumb-bell."

JOE'S CAR
If you drive your own car, or have a Dad or a
friend who drives, you'll double up with laughter

at the realistic take-offs.

INDOOR SPORTS
Popular male and female comedians in newest im-

personations, with an up-to-date line of chatter.

YOU KNOW ME, AL
I-'unniest character that baseball ever produced.

CAN YOU BEAT IT?

Exceptional cast in farce-comedy of everyday life.

MINUTE MOVIES
Big daily feature film offerings with popular Hazel
Dearie, Dick Dare, Ralph McSneer, Blanche
Rouge, Fuller Fun, Archie the Cop, Rags, the

ten cent dog, and other stars of the silver screen.

CHANGE OF PROGRAM INCLUDING EXTRA ATTRACTIONS EVERY DAY

Don't miss this AU-Slar Production playing to capacity audiences daily in

PHILADELPHIA
Half a million copies of The Bulletin are sold every day



Teachers for Schools—Schools for Teachers

NATIONAL TEACHERS' AGENCY, Inc.

D. H. Cook, Manager
326-27-28 Perry Bldg..l530 Chestnut St.,Phila.

BRANCHES:-Pittsburgli, Indianapolis, Syracuse
Northampton. Teachers wanted every day.

Should you desire to leach

consult
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Plant any time. Old favorites
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years. Safe delivery guaranteed
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in natural colors. It's more than a

catalog—it's the lifetime experience
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work on rose and flower culture for
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Box H, West Grove, Pa.
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Custom Garments

Fit better—Look better—Are
better because of the finer
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twice as long as a ready-
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Suits and Overcoats
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Theodore of Corsica

IT
IS said that when Anthony Baron von NeuhofF ("descended from

one of the most noble and illustrious houses in the county of La
Marck") married the daughter of a superannuated linen merchant,

he so incurred the contempt and displeasure of his illustrious family and

neighbors, that he was obliged to seek peace at the court of France,

where, moreover, he was cordially received by "the coarse old Duchess

of Orleans." His estate, if he had any, yielded no revenue, but his

fortunate romance brought him a son, a daughter, and eleven thousand

florins on the timely passing of the linen merchant.

At Paris, he contrived to live as well as Seventeenth Century

standards demanded. By a natural aptitude for politics and intrigue

he made himself useful to various political agents with whom he came

in contact, and was rewarded for these dangerous and delicate services

"in such a manner as, if he could have concealed their favors and set

any bounds to his expenses, might have enabled him to live both easily

and decently." He soon entered the career of a soldier of fortune and

was eventually killed in the assault of the Brandenburg forces on Namur.
His widow consoled herself by marrying again and returned to

Paris. Here she won the heart of a susceptible nobleman, who took

her son, Theodore, from school and made him a page at the court of

the Regent, her daughter a lady-in-waiting.

It is probable that Theodore early intended to trust to his wits

for a living, for in that age of careless morals and slow communication,

professional adventurers flourished throughout Europe. He was an

intelligent youth, quick to learn, with an especial gift for languages,

so that at fifteen he spoke German, French and Italian fluently. The
court, too, was a school in the intricacies of politics, intrigue and the

adroit manipulation of cards. He was ingenious, resourceful, courageous

and troubled by no conscience whatever. He developed, moreover, a

convincing manner of talking, which won him friends and adherents

wherever he passed. Thus endowed, the young Baron von Neuhoff

began his career.

He went first to the Court of Sweden, possibly as a French spy. Here

his qualities were recognized and he was employed in various dark

negotiations between Gortz, a Swedish minister, and Alberoni, a Spaniard,

concerning their conspiracy to place the Pretender on the throne of

England. This gave him many years of profitable and instructive

employment, and took him through Spain, England and Holland

—

all ending in failure for the plot and narrow escapes for Theodore.

80
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He next repaired to Madrid, where his fortunes were easily restored.

Acting as a spy for two wealthy patrons, he received almost as much
money as he could spend. Here he married one of the Queen's maids-

of-honor, the daughter of an Irish Jacobite exile, and was made Colonel

of a regiment of German mercenaries. This regiment he was also com-

missioned to raise, but having devoted the funds supplied him for that

purpose to other uses, he found an abrupt departure necessary. His

marriage had also been financially disappointing, and he forsook his wife.

Having now lost all oiFicial standing, Theodore was obliged to

trust entirely to his own talents. He traveled much, under various

names and appearances. He was obliged to leave Paris to avoid insistent

debtors. In 1727 he turned up in London, craftily eluded the inquisitive

police, and left suddenly after having defrauded a number of unwary

merchant adventurers. At Rome his genius readily found employment,

and three attempts were made to poison him. He cleverly contrived

his release from the prison at Leghorn, where he had been confined

for defrauding a banker, and began negotiations with certain Corsican

leaders, emissaries to the Republic of Genoa, from whose misrule the

people of Corsica had rebelled.

The results of their mission had not been satisfactory and they

were ready to listen to the proposals of the adventurer. Theodore cun-

ningly compared the manifest superiority of the wealthy Genoese to

the hopeless exhaustion of the Corsicans, and his own power and heart-

felt eagerness to join the cause of liberty to the signal dangers of doing

so. Thus the deputies were ultimately persuaded that their last hope

lay in the Baron von Neuhoff. They promised that if he could provide

the arms, money and supplies for continuing the war, they could assure

him the crown of Corsica. "I am willing," he replied after some hesita-

tion, "to run all the risks that so dangerous an enterprise is liable to,

to free so brave a people from slavery; and if I fail therein I shall at

least have the glory of leaving a noble example to posterity."

Intermittently through many years, the people of Corsica had

stood in revolt against the tyranny of the Genoese. The Island had

always been the recruiting ground for the fortunes of bankrupt Genoese

politicians, and a vast beaurocracy of every conceivable office, military,

civil or ecclesiastic, had been created for these urgent potentates. They
were settled in various fortified towns along the coast, notably the citadel

of Bastia. They had taken over the valuable marble quarries, and applied

monopolies and taxes till there was scarcely a native artisan or trader

remaining. Perhaps most burdensome was the high levy on guns, an

arlicle which every islander carries "to this hour, as though it were a

walking stick." The people, reduced almost to savagery, eked a meagre
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living from the forest soil. They were cut down on every side by famine,

disease and the slave raids of the Moorish pirates, the fierce vendetta

and the still fiercer war for liberty; and almost nightly the silence of the

mountains was broken by the wild keening and howling of the mourners

around their dead.

Although the rebel chieftains had established a government, under

their "Royal Highnesses" Hyacinth Paoli and Giafferi, the Primates

of the Kingdom, with a General Diet composed of the "Most Serene,"

and vaiious other nicely adjusted grades of nobility, from the "Ex-

cellencies" and "Most Illustrious" down—although their wild soldiery

had been frequently victorious, and Genoa was beginning to feel the

burden of her expensive German mercenaries, they were too im-

poverished to resist much longer without assistance. One party had

offered the island to certain European powers; all were ready to accept

the rule of an independent benefactor. Only the chiefs, however, knew
the secret of Theodore's expected coming.

Thus, while the Corsican soldier, "with his umber-colored face, his

scarlet Phrygian cap of liberty, the brown jerkin, the bottle slung behind

and the rude native gun," was busy sacking the palace of the Genoese

Bishop who had excommunicated him, the German adventurer was

far across the pirate-infested seas, in urgent consultation with speculative

Jews, interesting the powers of the Turkish Empire in schemes for the

conquest of Italy—with Corsica as its base and starting point.

While in March, 1736, Giaferri's forces lay quartered in the harbor

town of Aleria, which they had recently stormed and won, a sail was

made out across the dazzling waters, and neared, until the eager watchers

saw a great ship, flying the English colors, and attended by two smaller

craft sail boldly into the harbor and drop anchor. A blue flag with a

white stripe was run up, the signal to the chiefs; boats were put oS,

and the wondering people watched their leaders ceremoniously wel-

come ashore a tall and majestic personage, respectfully followed by «

glittering retinue. He was "grave and dignified, dressed in a flowing

scarlet robe trimmed with rich fur, with Moorish trousers and yellow

shoes. His face was full, with a small beard and moustache; on his

head was a flowing periwig and a large three-cornered cocked hat; by his

side a long Spanish rapier, and in his hand a 'crowbill' cane; in his sash

of yellow silk was a pair of richly inlaid pistols. This picturesque figure,

dressed "d la Franque," or in the garb worn by Christians in Turkey,

was indeed likely to impress the rude natives, who saw their chiefs

receive him obsequiously, and with prodigious marks of respect." This,

then, was their miraculous deliverer, this, they learned, was no other

than The Lord Theodore, Grandee oj Spain, Lord of England, Peer of
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trance. Count of the Roman Empire and Prince of Ike Holy Seel

Through the shouting, exultant mob, the chiefs led the mighty

stranger away to the principal residence of the town, followed by his

colorful train of officers, secretaries. Chaplain, Steward, Lord High

Steward, Head Cook, lackeys, waiters and coal-black Moorish slaves.

Then Captain Dick set his English tars to the task of unloading their

cargo: brazen cannon and barrels of ammunition were brought on

shore, great stacks of muskets, clothing and uniforms, grain and stores

of provisions, and heavy iron-bound treasure chests.

Theodore next invited all the chiefs to a conference. "If you
choose me as your king," he said, "I ask only the power to alter one

law amongst you, namely to grant liberty of conscience to men of other

nationalities and other creeds who may come here to assist us," a neces-

sary provision, since all his substance depended on Jews and Turks.

The chiefs were suspicious of it, but gladly accepted the invitation.

Theodore received them in the most impressive manner he could

assume, and in the evening entertained them with an elaborate and

exotic banquet, after which he succeeded in delivering a speech to

the crowd outside, who fired their guns and shouted "Long live Theodore,

our King!" In the morning, he received his ministers in bed, and

graciously discussed their problems, while sipping his chocolate "flavored

with rosolio."

The next few days he spent in inspecting his new dominions, and

in mobilizing and drilling his army. He had also to pacify the Giafferi

and Paoli clans, who had flown at each others' throats over a very small

matter of precedence.

In a convent at Alesani, the royal party assembled for the corona-

tion. But the chiefs first forced the unwilling Theodore to agree to a

list of conditions greatly limiting his power and frustrating his designs

for religious freedom and trade privileges for his pagan auxiliaries.

May the second had been set as the Coronation Day. The morning

began with High Mass, after which the conditions were read to the

multitude, and Theodore presented himself on a balcony, amid en-

thusiastic cheers. Then followed another great banquet, when, "accord-

ing to national custom, poetical improvisations were given—on this

occasion in honor of the new King—Paoli winding up with a special

outburst, which he and Garchi recited together, glass in hand, to raptur-

ous applause." The feasting over, Theodore was conducted by his

generals to a raised platform in the center of the flower-strewn piazza,

where he sat, Paoli at his right hand, Giafferi at his left, and his swarthy,

resplendent court arrayed about him—while a crown of woven oak

and laurel was set upon his head, and with shouts and the thundering
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of cannon they acclaimed the old rogue Theodore the First, by the Grace

oj God and the Most Holy and Undivided Trinity, King oj Corsica.

Next followed an oration by Paoli, the re-reading of the conditions

and the monarch's solemn vows thereto. Then his subjects approached,

and in due order of their rank, knelt to do homage, after which "the

Te Deum was intoned by two choirs, and amid much ecclesiastical

pomp and ceremony, the celebrant gave the Benedictus amid an infinite

number of shots."

On the morning after, the King lay in bed, with the aristocracy of

the realm about him, and appointed his government. Paoli and Giafferi

were Prime Ministers, and there was a Grand Chancellor and Keeper

of the Royal Seal, a Secretary of War and many others of lesser degree.

Thus established, King Theodore the First wrote to his family in

Germany, with whom he was thoroughly in disgrace, and told them

where he was and how he did.

His generals, notably Paoli, were continuously subject to violent

outbreaks over small matters, which Theodore frequently used some

violence to subdue; and he was Incessantly hampered by the propensity

of the various noble families for sudden bloody brawls about nothing.

Only shortly after his coronation, an Italian ship arrived with further

munitions of war, the rival clans found an exact division difficult, and

while they were shooting at one another, a Genoese galley swept in and

carried away the prize. He therefore assembled all the tribes and made
them swear to an eternal truce, broken on pain of death, which two

chiefs promptly did break and were as promptly hanged.

With patience and skill, the King soon formed the savage native

bands Into a drilled and disciplined army. Chiefs were made colonels,

and knighthoods and dignities were lavished on every useful subject.

One officer, accused of treason, was summarily seized and shot as an

example. This done, the royal forces marched on Bastla.

That stronghold was closely Invested and fiercely attacked, and

although It held, and privations within were so great that Theodore

formed a regiment of deserting soldiers and escaped galley slaves, a

potpourri of Germans, French, Spaniards and Turks. He even com-

missioned a fleet of privateers, which scoured the coast, flying the

royal flag of green and gold, with the Inscription. "In te, Domine,

Speravi." All this while, however, he was desperately negotiating

for the foreign aid which the people expected. Under cover of his

military successes, he broke the conditions and offered land and free

worship to all settlers, which resulted In the Incursion of a vast multitude

of Greeks and Jews. Yet nowhere could he find offers of material as-

sistance; even Turkey was too Involved with Russia to consider the

conquest of Italy. His fickle subjects, moreover, were beginning to
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grumble and to listen to the hostile gossip of the Genoese, and of course

the coming of the Jews was an offense to the Blessed Virgin, Patroness

of their cause. And so his troubles grew.

Defection broke out on every hand; the royalist party became
almost a minority. The vendetta was out against him. The Genoese

put a high price on his head. He bravely attacked a strongly defended

town in person, and failed solely through the jealousies of his generals.

In these straits, he executed three noble conspirators who had made an

attempt upon his life, raised a strange flag before one of the seacoast

towns, told the people it was a signal for the fleet coming to their relief

and called a parliament. To this body he appeared in all his grandeur

and boldly harangued it. But the chiefs replied that that was an old

story, and unless the long-prophesied aid arrived within two months,

he was expected to abdicate.

His Majesty had already coined a little money, which sold at a high

rate to collectors on the continent. As another resource to fill the

royal treasury, he instituted The Order of Deliverance. Members
were required to swear eternal fealty to their Grand Master, the King.

They were to be addressed as "Most Illustrious," and they were to wear

a sky-blue mantle with a green ribbon and a star of fourteen points,

seven gold and seven black. "The star was to show on one side a naked

figure of Justice holding in one hand a sword, in the other a balance

in one scale of which there was a drop of blood and in the other a leaden

ball; underneath the balance was a triangle enclosing the letter T; on
the other side were Theodore's own royal arms, a Moor's head and a

broken chain, an allusion to his escape from the Algerine corsairs." Each
knight was to repeat daily, "In te Domine, Speravl" and "Deus nosier

rejugium el virlus," and was to pay to the King about a thousand dollars,

for which would receive ten per cent, interest.

It was brilliantly conceived and admirably suited to the tastes

of the islanders. Almost four hundred knights were created with all

the pomp and pageantry that the impoverished land could muster.

But the time allowed him by the chiefs had elapsed, without other

incident and it seemed that his turbulent reign of barely six months
was about to close. Theodore, however, was not disposed meekiy to

resign his power. He published a proclamation, setting forth the benefits

of his rule and stating his intention to go himself to bring assistance

from abroad. He then made a speech to his assembled government

—

who broke into tears of repentance and filial loyalty—and quietly set sail.

The King landed in disguise, and continued so, wandering furtively

from court to court, making golden offers of land and privilege to minis-

ters and merchants. He was ordered out of Turin and Paris and was
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finally imprisoned for debt at Amsterdam, whence he dispatched con-

fident messages of hope to Corsica.

The islanders "received with satisfaction the commands of his

majesty." They renewed their oaths of allegiance and their armies

returned with fresh vigor to the siege of Bastia. The despairing Genoese

made a sally, were ambushed and cut to pieces; alluring offers of peace

were advanced, on which the victors, who had been thus fooled before,

only shouted "Long live our Prince! Long live our Parent! Long live

Theodore the First, King of Corsica!" and dashing under the very

walls of the citadel, they yelled, "We will have no king but Theodore!

We will never return to the government of the Genoese!"

Meanwhile Theodore, with his usual skill in intrigue and persua-

sion, had extracted himself from prison and succeeded in interesting some

of the merchant adventurers of Amsterdam. Meanwhile Genoa, well-

nigh ruined by the war, had besought the help of France, which was

eagerly granted. The French troops soon began to arrive at Bastia,

whereupon the chiefs issued a spirited app>eal to the nations, "cheer-

fully and unanimously" proclaiming their allegiance to Theodore, "our

lawful King and Sovereign, and, in consequence, submit our person,

lives and fortunes to the disposal of our King Theodore, whom God
preserve!"

Shortly after, a Dutch ship arrived with ammunition and pro-

visions, and the news that Theodore himself was on his way. Later,

still more supplies were brought in a great galley of eighteen guns.

Then a third vessel put in at Aleria with the King's nephew and more

munitions of war. And finally, the great ship of all, the Jesus Maria
Joseph and the Souls in Purgatory, bristling with guns and attended by
one smaller vessel, swept down from the cloudless horizon, and, with

a thundering salute, announced the arrival of King Theodore.

He was enthusiastically welcomed; but unfortunately the wary

Dutchmen would land no cargos till paid for them. Theodore stormed

and fumed and hanged the captain of the Jesus Maria Joseph and
the Souls in Purgatory, but to no purpose. Then the French cruisers

seized four of his vessels; the loyalty of the fickle population began to ebb,

and he was obliged to depart again with the returning Dutchmen.

It was not long after a decisive victory had been won over the

French, that Theodore returned. Realizing the admiration of the

English for "the brave Corsicans" and their growing hostility to France,

he had gone to London, where quite a sum was raised through private

contribution, and British warships permitted to supply his transporta-

tion. Once more there was the joyful landing, the salutes of mu.sketry,

the shouts of "Long live Theodore, our King!" To celebrate the oc-
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casion, he issued a general pardon to all his subjects, "given at Balagna,

in Santa Reparata, January 30th, 1743, and in the seventh year of our

reign, which God render happy and exalted."

Theodore at once made use of the presence of the British men-
of-war by ordering the nearest Genoese forts to surrender. The Genoese

issued a remonstrance and England proclaimed her neutrality. At
the same time, French reinforcements were pouring in, and the chiefs

grew more and more disaffected, until finally the clever adventurer

realized that his position was untenable. So he left the French to their

own devices for acquiring the island, which they ultimately succeeded

in doing, and for the last time sailed out of sight of Corsica.

The unhappy monarch made his way to London, where he was
well received, as a curiosity. He lived fashionably to the usual climax

of being arrested for debt. He was confined in the King's Bench prison

for seven years, visited by many, a standing subject for the lively humor
to the wits, notably Horace Walpole. As his son wrote, "he sometimes

found assistance in the compassion of the humane; but oftentimes

they made a barbarous sport by insulting his fortunes, and accompany-

ing their benefits with abusive jests." He grew sour, crabbed, assumed an

exaggerated air of dignity and importance, and when he received any
especially generous testimonial, would solemnly dub the giver Knight of

the Order of Deliverance, with shaky hand and rusty sword, as he sat

in state in his dingy little cell.

When he died he was magnanimously buried with mourners and

all the most elegant funeral equipage, at the expense of a certain "opulent

oilman," and Walpole, having written this clever epitaph, set up a

marble tablet to commemorate it:

Near This Place Is Interred

THEODORE, KING OF CORSICA,
Who Died in This Parish December 11, 1756

Immediately After Leaving The King's Bench Prison

By The Benefit of The Act of Insolvency;

In Consequence of Which He Registered

His Kingdom of Corsica

For The Use of His Creditors

The grave, great teacher, to a level brings

Heroes and beggars, galley-slaves and kings.

But THEODORE his moral learn d ere dead;

Fate pour'd its lessons on his living head,

Bestow'd a kingdom, and denied him bread.

Charles Coleman Sellers, '25.



The Present

Today the beauty of the world is swelled

By all ojgood the long past years have held.

Nothing is dead—the dust and crumbling stone

Are shadows oJ realities alone.

TheJorm and color oJ the artist mind

Were only roughly on the stone defined.

The great ideals oJ beauty given birth

Live onjorever to enrich the earth.

The golden age oJ Greece has passed away

While its rich spirit spreads abroad today.

Each empire in its dying took its wrongs

And lejt to live its beauties and its songs.

Each corner oj the world gives rich bequest

Through every passing year to all the rest.

So that a unity oJ being grows

And walls oJ time and distance overthrows.

Donald Jlessenger, G.S.
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The Second Smile

MR. SMITH was plunged In the abysmal depths of despair.

He had a most consuming sense of his own futility combined

with a vindictiveness quite foreign to his usual good nature,

but none the less intense, all rolled into an ugly kind of kalzenjammer.

Oh for a chance to catch that girl again! Mr. Smith seethed inwardly.

Oh just let him find her, just once! And if the story ever got around

—

well, everyone knows how tongues will wag in a summer community.

Marianne! Mary Anne! d'Obrian! O'Brien! That was the crown-

ing insult. No use denying, though, that she had it all over anybody

else for looks! And Lord! how that girl could dance! (He pinched

himself regretfully and with deliberation, to assure his awakedness.)

And she'd gotten away with practically every red cent that he possessed.

What a royal laugh he would get when he arrived home! He didn't

dare show his face abroad on the beach or in any of his old haunts.

The head waiter at the cabaret had suppressed a smile last night, and

now he felt sure why it was. (Damn that fellow! Why couldn't he

have tipped him off! Probably leagued with her. Then that was why
he put them at that table and probably doped the ice tea.) Well, there

wasn't any use crying over it, he reflected, as he rose from his bed,

where he had been sitting. Probably better get out of here as quickly

as possible.

He commenced to pack, with neither his usual care nor deliberation.

Socks and shirts followed each other into his suitcase in complete dis-

order, and then he hastily jammed the lid and slapped his straw hat

upon his head. Should he notify the police? Of course that was the

obvious thing to do. But then it would get in the papers. Sure as

shooting. Wouldn't do at all. Couldn't afford the publicity. He
could see the account now. "Mr. Smith, a World War veteran, and

prominent in legal circles, was relieved of practically all possessions

by a young woman. ..." Worse and more of it! Just when he was

hoping for a substantial raise on the way to partnership in the law

firm of Smith & Wheeler. The Old Man, what would he say? No, the

police were out of the question.

He slammed out of his room, paid his bill, and sought the station.

Nothing for an hour. He might as well eat first. . . .

Mr. Smith had done his bit with the cavalry, had returned home
to find his position waiting for him, and had been rather fortunate

with it. He was traveling the legal road to success, and along this highway

had accumulated a small flat and a machine. He had survived the

89
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attempts upon his liberty made by match-making mothers, and was
consequently enjoying life immensely until he went shoreward on his

vacation. Patrolling the Boardwalk in the evening (what resort does

not boast a Boardwalk since Atlantic City's rise to fame?), he encountered

Mr. Lipstein, a former buddy, and Mr. Lipstein, telling him "where
to get it," had acted as his cicerone through the evening. In the course

of their perambulations they met two ladies, unescorted, known to

Mr. Lipstein, and the two parties joined forces without further pre-

liminaries. Presently drawing up before a smart cabaret, Messrs.

Smith and Lipstein, with their ladies, entered. Mr. Smith had man-
aged to remember the name of the Marianne d'Obrian, but had failed

to hear the name of the other lady. He deduced that her origins, like

those of Mr. Lipstein, were Semitic. However, here they all were

together, and seemed all set to have a good time, so Mr. Sm.ith ac-

cepted the situation without reservations. He sat with Miss d' Obrian,

danced with her, talked with her, ate with her, drank with her, found

they knew the same Parisian haunts, and in short, he was quite capti-

vated by the charm of Miss d'Obrian. Verging toward the bibulouslj

unconscious, he learned somehow, probably from Miss d'Obrian her-

self, that she had no intentions of matrimony, with him nor anyone else,

but that she considered him a very good friend. She gave his hand a

confirmatory squeeze, and set his heart to pumping overtime. So
he resolved to defer further inquiry until the next evening, and to that

end made an engagement to call for Miss d'Obrian at that time at

her hotel. The quartette parted on good terms. Mr. Smith could

only vaguely reconstruct what happened thereafter, but concluded

that Mr. Lipstein had deposited him at home and in bed.

Punctual to his promise, Mr. Smith called for Miss d'Obrian,

and found her more ravlshingly beautiful than before. It just didn't

seem right for any girl to have a corner on all the good looks in the

world—and yet here she was!

At the same cabaret, that same night, Mr. Smith saw fit to reopen

the question. It seemed that Miss d'Obrian had not changed her mind
to change her name since last night, but she still considered him among
her very best friends.

"And that's why I've decided," she said In a very embarrassed

manner, "to ask ^-ou If you'd do something for me."

Naturally, Mr. Smith was very eager to do anything for Miss

d'Obrian

And then she explained that she had just fallen Into a legacy of a

good many thousand dollars, but that It was not yet transferred to

her account ("You, of course, know all about the legal red tape. ')

and that It would be more than kind of him If he could help her along
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until the knots in the tape were loosed. She explained that she was
"about twenty-five thousand in the hole." Mr. Smith whistled, and

made some remark about "lettin' yourshelf shlip so far."

Then feeling awesomely self-righteous, he delivered a little lecture

on how a woman should administer her affairs, with side references to

the Federal Inheritance Tax. Twenty-five thousand was entirely too

much for her to spend or for him to lend her. However—well, she

would only want it for a month at the outside, or until the will was

probated, or whatever the word was, and that would amply cover the

entire sum. But still—no, the figure was entirely too large, even for

Marianne, for whose smile he would willingly have sold his soul. But he

said he'd think it over.

Apparently it was Marianne who did the thinking over. Her
gay mien was clouded, she sniffed once or twice, dabbed her eyes once

or twice, let her attention wander continuously, and quite confounded

Mr. Smith's good humor by her wistful sadness.

She successfully touched Mr. Smith's heart, and he had a sneaking

feeling that she would soon duplicate the operation with his pocket-

book, particularly when she dropped some reference to her invalid mother

and a 3'ounger brother who wanted to go to the University. Beside

this, Mr. Smith disliked seeing a lady cry. It spoiled his good time

and ruined her good looks—quite annihilated them. So Mr. Smith

brought the topic back, and in the following wise.

"Now dearie, you need twenty-five thousand, and I can't con-

veniently let you have but fifteen, even for a month. But I'll tell you
what we'll do." Here he produced a coin inscribed "Republique Fran-

caise—50 centimes." "This is my lucky coin. I'll toss it and you call.

If you win, you get the whole thing, if you don't, you don't get any."

Marianne nodded, and half murmured, "Mary, help me!" At this

Mr. Smith's heart melted, and his finger joints turned to water, so

much so that when Marianne called "Heads" and he flipped the coin,

he failed to catch it, and it rolled under the table. A passing waiter

stepped on it and kicked it. Did he turn it over in the process? Mr.
Smith felt sure he had, for the head was unmistakably up. But, like a

gentleman, and a slightly below-sea-level gentleman at that, he drew

a blank check from his pocket and filled it out to the order of Miss

Marianne d'Obrian for $25,000, and signed his name. She wrote a

receipt on the back of a menu, included a promise to repay, and signed

her name.

Mr. Smith was ecstatic. Normally hard-headed and business-like

he had shown a streak of kindness and nobleness which he almost failed

to recognize in himself, and he was indulgently proud of himself. True,

he felt a kind of vacancy in his wits, corresponding perhaps to a vacancy
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in his purse, but she was a perfectly nice girl, and as safe as the Bank
of England with the British Fleet on the steps. What a funny idea!

He laughed aloud and said he had ;ust thought of something. Evidently

Marianne thought of something too, for she smiled to herself, and looked

too bewitching for words. A French girl—and black-haired—and bob-

haired—and just slightly made up—and that black lace dress—with

the scarlet flower at the waist—it was too much!
(Hence small wonder that Mr. Smith should think "This is too

much!" as he slammed his last half dollar on the counter as he finished

eating lunch. Thank fortune he had bought a round-trip ticket! He
rambled toward the station again, thinking unkind thoughts, and

turning over in his mind how to recover that $25,000.)

They danced some more, and had finally departed. He took her

to her hotel, and there—oh, joy! oh, bliss!—she kissed him impulsively

and without invitation. Then she squeezed his hand again and mur-

mured, "For being so nice to me." (The most expensive kiss he'd

ever had, he reflected bitterly.) This morning he had called her up
to see if she wished to sail, and the clerk had plead guiltless of the ac-

quaintance of any Marianne d'Obrian. Her room number? Oh yes,

he probably meant Miss O'Brien, Miss Mary A. O'Brien. Yes, she

fitted the description. Yes, left on the Owl to Philadelphia last night.

No, no address. No, didn't know anything about her, except what

everybody did. ("Here, gimme the General Manager!") The manager

was affable and glad to help, but could suggest nothing except the

police, which Mr. Smith was unwilling to try. He furnished the wel-

come news that Miss O'Brien was the season's most sensational and

beautiful divorcee, that her season on the Riviera had been a distinct

financial success, that she had arrived at the shore about the same

time as Mr. Smith, and that she had departed some few hours pre-

vious. And further, that if Mr. Smith wanted additional information,

he could find it, with embroiderings, in the Saturday edition of a famous

big-city daily.

Mr. Smith attacked the local office of this paper and in a few minutes

saw all that he wished, and more. With his curiosity but not his anger

well satisfied, he hastened to his hotel and instituted a vain search

for the menu bearing the receipt. His only conclusion was that when

she had embraced him the night before, she had removed the receipt

from his pocket. By luck he reached Mr. Lipstein over the telephone,

but Mr. Lipstein had no suggestions to ofl"er. Mr. Lipstein was sym-

pathetic to the point of boredom, and offered tangible temporary financial

assistance, while Mr. Smith fumed that what he wanted was a flat

$25,000. Mr. Smith's altruism, you see, had entirely disappeared, and

he was profanely himself. Mr. Lipstein continued sympathetic, but as
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the barometer of Mr. Smith's temper was rising, he broke the connection,

then left his receiver off. And these incidents bring us to the point

where Mr. Smith was packing his bag, most informally, as we have seen.

During his trip home, Mr. Smith hit upon a plan of employing a

private detective, a friend of his. Thomas Cassidy was the man for

the job—no question about it. Hence, arrived at his office, to the

expressed surprise of Smith plre, he got Tom on the wire, and explained

his predicament. Tom expressed sympathy, which was becoming a

monotonous experience for Mr. Smith, but in addition said he'd like

a week to make his final report.

And sure enough, after a silent week, Tom presented his full-fed

form inside the door of Mr. Smith's office and jovially said, "What
next?"

Mr. Smith considered. "Where is she now?"
It seemed that she was awaiting his pleasure outside. Did he

want her brought in? Perish the thought! Where was the cash? Tom
produced a small satchel from which he extracted $23,500. He ex-

plained that she needed $1,500 a week to live on. Mr. Smith counted

the bills and replaced one of four figures in the satchel. The others

he put in his safe. Then he swung round in his chair to Tom and asked,

"How come?"
Tom helped himself from Mr. Smith's cigar box on the top of the

desk, and bit off the end of his selection. He directed the bitten morsel

past Mr. Smith's nose out the open window, whence it disappeared.

Then he seated himself, and commenced, while lighting his cigar, to

speak with great deliberation. "Me boy {puff), ye know {puff) there's

no virtue like that av modesty in yer own exploits {puff). These are

dommed fine cigars ye give yer friends. {Two long reflective puffs.) She

wint from the shore to Philly, and managed to cash the check, though

I understand it was quite a nuisance for her to identify herself. She
finally convinced the man who does the payin' that she was hersilf

and no one else, and he came across, which naturally was what she

wanted, before you had a chance to have the check stopped. I learned

all that when I went to your bank and saw the check punched 'Paid,'

and traced it backwards. The question was, what did she do with your

money? {Puff.) Now, thinks I, if she's wise, she'll pry loose from

the coin so fast as she can, whin, be Sain' Patrick, that's just what she

does! She sint all but $1,500 to her husband. (Here Mr. Smith registered

surprise.) Oh, didn't I tell you? She's married, all right. Ye see, she

had this one all along, but nobody knowed anything about him, and
keeps him going by what she makes on marrying other men. Well, I

happened to see me friend Crompton, and he gave me an earful, which

I naturally liked to hear, because it's a break from running down these
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fool second-story jobs. It seems {puff!) that Crompie had chased her

once himself, and she gave him a mean trip after her, and he learned

quite a lot about her. Well, he told me all that stuff, and all I had

to do was find out where she had sent the money, which she did by
money order to some place in Pittsburgh. Then I went out there and

told the old boy in a little heart to heart what it meant for him to be

caught with that stolen stuff of his wife's, and it got him pretty worried

over the prospect, and he saw reason and came across, which was luckj

for us. What about her? Oh well, naturally she had better sense than

go out there too, and she did the wisest thing she could have, namely,

she went (j)uff) back to the Shore! The old boy was kind enough to

tell me that.

"What, without any persuasion?" exclaimed Mr. Smith.

"Oh, just this," explained Tom, taking a wicked looking short-

barrelled gun from his pocket, and laying it on the blotter. "Pick it

up ... it won't bite . . . see, it's pretty good imitation, ain't it?

I can't afford to take any chances of hurting the poor dears and killin'

all me evidence, so I use this. Only wood. Well, it feels like steel

between the ribs, and 'tis grand stuff to loosen the tongue-tied. So I

pretends I'm going to the shore, but I really takes up me lodgings under

the man's doorstep, so I'll know when the Missus comes in. He tele-

graphs come home like hail the cops is after yez, and last night in she

walks into me arms on her own front porch. I snapped on the bracelets

before she knew, and wit' me imitation Persuader, there ain't nothing

for her to do but come along. She naturally felt a little peeved at first,

but I believe she's quite herself now. Wouldn't ye like to see her? I

brought her all the way so ye could."

On second thought, Mr. Smith elected to have her brought in.

She stepped into the office with the grace of a queen, and forced a

little smile. Mr. Smith thought that was real sporting of her, particularly

when she said, "Well, I guess you win."

"Say, if I'd been as game as you, I'd be king of the world." His

good humor was reasserting itself. He became positively magnanimous.

"Come here, Mary Anne," said Mr. Smith. Hoping for lenience, per-

haps, Mary Anne came and Mr. Smith fished in his pocket for a little

coin: "Republique Francaise—50 centimes." "A lucky coin to remem-

ber me by. No hard feelings." And Mr. Smith, being now quite sure

of himself, bent to kiss her. Tom strolled to the window and whistled

a bar or two. The ceremony completed, he turned about to receive

instructions to deliver Mary Anne at the Pittsburgh train, and stick with

her until she left.

Captor and captive departed and Mr. Smith put on his hat and

went out. The following day's paper contained this item:
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"Mr. Alfred Smith, of Smith & Wheeler, attorneys-at-law, was robbed of his

watch yesterday afternoon in his office by a young woman who came to consult him.

She removed the watch from his vest pocket while his attention was otherwise engaged,

and he did not notice its absence until after she had left. Efforts to recover the time-

piece, valued at fifty dollars, were unsuccessful because the young lady had left town.

Howard Comjorl, '24

The Last Crusader

I am the last of the captives, the last of the hosts oj Crusaders,

Doomed to perpetual wandering, worse than campaigning and wai—
From the cool, haunted courts oJ the Caliph, to Cairo, a sUn>e oJ the traders,

I have trodden the curves oJ the Crescent, and dyed with my blood the

White Star.

J have known the seduction of gardens whose poisonous perjumes allure me.

Where golden-voiced nightingales whisper to Persia's proud crimson-

dyed rose;

But the beryline moon could not charm, nor the olive-toned twilight assure /nc.

Nor the exquisite Gardens oJ Allah where everything beautijul grows.

bor I carved in Gethsemane's garden the symbol oj Christ, and I wore it

Through terrible tortures and anguish, in perilous sieges and strije.

And I vowed to keep true to the jaith—on the city of David I swore it—
With this as my talisman braving the manijold templings oj lije.

I am old, and my jootsteps are jailing, but God the Avenger had heard me,

I pray jor the vengeance that waits me, and long jor my sword and my
lance;

I am old, but my strength will return, with the vigor and lije that once stirred

me.

When I was a youth in the vineyards and lily-jilled valleys oj France.

B. B. Warfield, '25.
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Jameg l^ijeobore Robertson

lapril 4, 1904

October 20, X923

In publishing the following two selections from the

manuscript of James Theodore Robertson, whose recent

death has removed from the Class of 1924 one of its most

versatile literary members, the editors of The Haver-
FORDIAN wish to thank his family for the opportunity to

present to Haverfordians what they believe to be charac-

teristic of the best of his work.

Feel the sharp hiss of April storms,

Fierce in Ihe jragranl night!

Walk with the blue quick lightningflash

Feeling its livid light!

Steal with thin Death across the mead,

Sensing hisfiendish delight!

Glide with cool evening in summer's gloam.

Drenched with the moon's pale light!

Plunge into darkness with innocence,

Smelling Jresh dews oj Right!

Do this!. . . . I dejy you. Jell Atheist

To sag that Death is nighU

I
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Have you ever stopped to think how often the implicating little

copulative but introduced clauses into our speech which purport to

be complimentary to someone, but are really crammed full of the

meanest sort of aspersion? With a wealth of unconscious censure
behind them, they are introduced into this recriminating world by
the Uriah Heap of all copulatives; and we half-apologetically round
off a bit of gossip with a "hut he loved his mother dearly," or a "but
he really cared for the girl."

There we have one of those sly persistent adversatives which
outstrips all others in the race to:

Damn uitlhjaint praise, assent with civil leer

/ind, without sneering, teach the rest to sneer.

It applies to every class of every nation and to every member thereof.

It applies to the college student in particular, his ideals and his failures.

His particular sneer is "but he means well."

He means well! Who? Not a specific student, but many, many
students. This type of college youth is a procrastlnator. He is the
man who goes to the first show at the movies so that he can come back
to study later in the evening, the man who goes to bed early so that he
can get up to assail his tasks when he is fresh with the morning, the
man who lies abed to the last moment so that he shall not be indicted

by loss of sleep. Nights before examinations he burns the midnight
oil; other nights he burns the midnight gasoline.

He confesses moral obligations, but he is resigned to the fate

that all flesh is weak. He does not support the Y. M. C. A. because he
gets enough religion in Meeting; he sleeps in Meeting because it is

inequitable to require attendance there. Morally he is insolvent, yet
his intentions are unimpugnable.

He has a certain amount of college spirit. At times, principally

before the big game, he is in almost demoniac fervor; but this is only
a flood tide; his dryness soon reappears. In the fall and spring he
does not go out for any team, for he is no athlete or he had some physi-
cal debility. He plays tennis or goes to the movies instead of doing
his bit in the grandstand, for he must look to his own recreation, and
besides (this sullenly) the teams would lose anyway. He regrets that
athletic finances are so fretted, and wishes he were in a position to better
things.

He is an economist, wasting little on candy and letter paper that
he may have a better outlay for the shows ana dinner parties. He is

quixotic, doing deliberate hurt to no one; and is it not noble to be
tactful? He is a man of his word, unless it conflicts with his personal
desires, in which case there is always a broad avenue of escape. Though
himself sensitive and easily inflamed, he delights in making caustic
comments. When he should be silent, he talks; when he should talk,

he is silent.

A source of annoyance to others, disappointment to his friends,

and discouragement to himself, he realizes full well that he is faulty,

but the powers that be—are they not supreme?
He has the possibilities of the Good Samaritan, but has played

the role of Judas.
He is a jolly old sarcophagus.
He is a part of you, a part of me.
He is a failure.

But he means well I



Gray Green Hills

An Idyl

I
AM sitting alone in the middle of a sheep pasture. Before me
stretches a vast valley filled with little wooded hills and rimmed

around with gray green mountains. It is like lying in bed and

looking toward my feet over a patchwork quilt. The fields and woods

are all jumbled together in a puzzling order of rectangles and triangles

colored green and gray. It is time for the fields of buckwheat to turn

their damp green colors into white faintly tinged with the prevailing

green, like the color of milk in the early spring, when the cows have

been first turned out into the tender lusciousness of new pastures.

Fields of buckwheat are the last farewell of a departed spring. In

the midst of August they bloom out amid the dark green of the hills

to remind the farmers harvesting their oats and barley that spring

will come again and that their drills will have to shake off the dust and

cobwebs of the wagon shed and go rolling over the damp earth of the

harrowed fields. There are many milky green fields in the valley,

scattered among the woods and peeping around the corners of little

hills. One lies on the very top of a swelling hill at my feet. I can just

see it gleaming in the sunlight through the gaps in the trees. None
of the fields is big, but they are all guarded, and guarded well by the

old and wise sages of the mountains, the great trees. There is a little

field, far off in a ravine, that has five great elms around its fences. I can

see them well, for they are tall and graceful, and seem to invite birds

to nest in their snug crotches.

Deep under me—so deep that I cannot see it—is a village of white

houses, drowsing away the sunny morning. The breeze brings the

faint ring of an anvil up over the silence of the gray hills. It is almost

as full of melody as the tinkling of the little bell on an old ewe far off

in the corner of the pasture, or the cawing of crows deep in the nearby

woods.

As I walk away over the mountain, the valley with its hills fades

into the gray air, seeming as flat as the patchwork quilt on a made bed.

Ames Johnston, '25.
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The Celtic Revival in English Literature

By Professor E. D. Snyder

PROFESSOR SNYDER wUl pardon us if we say that we are not

going to rest content with his recent volume. The Celtic Revival

in English Literature. In the words of Macbeth (himself a Celtic

hero) we say that "The greatest is behind." This present book affords

us a tantalizing glimpse into an untraveled byway of English literature,

and one day we expect to hear what Professor Snyder would tell us it

he had four hundred pages at his disposal instead of only two hundred.

Brief as the glimpse is, it has opened up vistas into a land of misty

and primeval romance, where we can faintly discern eighteenth century

poets and scholars floundering about helplessly among Druids and

Bards and old Irish Gods. Out of this struggle emerge five figures some-

what breathless and bewildered, with the powder gone out of their wigs,

but more or less triumphant. Three of these gentlemen are bonA fide

Celts—the early Celtic scholar, Lewis Morris, the Welsh poet, Evan
Evans, and Mr. James Macpherson, who came within an inch of being

thrashed by Dr. Johnson for writing Ossian. The other two are sober

Englishmen—Thomas Gray, the poet, and his "elegant" friend, Mr.
William Mason.

It is around these five that Professor Snyder weaves his tale. Each
contributed his share to the Celtic Revival. Lewis Morris, the scholar

and antiquary, performed the spade-work by amassing a little information

about old Celtic religion and ritual as it survived in his own native country

of Wales, and Evan Evans continued the good work by introducing the

English public to the Lays of Owen, Hoel, and Caradoc In an English

dress. Mason and Macpherson served as excellent publicity agents

and adapters of the new wares to the current taste, the one In his Bardic

tragedy of Caractacus, the other in his world-famous Ossian. But

—

and this Is Professor Sn3'der's chief discovery—It is Thomas Gray who
turns out to be the hero of the whole clan. He brought scholarship and

a sound critical taste to the movement and was able to temper some

of the wilder absurdities of his friend. Mason, in his tragedy oi Caractacus.

In fact, any poetic or Celtic merits that that forgotten tragedy ever

possessed, as Professor Snyder shows, are due to Gray's revision. But
he was not content with criticism; unconsciously he became a creative

force in the movement. If in his Churchyard Elegy he wound up the

old style of eighteenth century poetry for good and all, in his Bard
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he inaugurated the new style. Every minor poet in the Three Kingdoms
was haunted by that poem; even a Welsh poet like Evan Evans imitated

it, and it crops up as the basis for a scene in a dozen dismal, forgotten

tragedies.

The Bard stimulated a taste for Celticry (if we may be allowed to

coin the word). Macpherson gloriously exploited it and adapted it to

the sentiment of the hour. The growth of scholarship in recent years

has exposed Macpherson as rather a clumsy forger. He apparently had
some first-hand material, but his Ossian is nine-tenths his own imagi-

nation. His wild mountain scenery is always vague and misty, and

his prevailing tone is discreetly mournful rather than stern and tragic,

as we should expect in a primitive poem. His one real contribution to

literature was the use of rhythmic prose, which, if printed in verse-form,

as Professor Snyder shows us, is fully as effective and about as mild

and innocuous in effect as most of our modern vers Libre. As for instance:

// bends like a wai'e near a rock;

Like the golden mist oj the healh.

Its sides are embossed with stones,

And sparkle like the sea round the boat oJ night.

Of polished yew is its beam,

And its seat of the smoothest stone.

The sides are replenished with spears

And the bottom is the Jool-stool oj heroes.

The last point raised by Professor Snyder is. What did the Celtic

Revival do fcr English poetry? In answer, he shows that it emancipated

the poets from their tedious appeals to the Classical mythology for

inspiration and gave them a new set of divinities to play with. Druids

and Bards and old Irish heroes were so little known that they were

bound to be romantic, and the poets could do what they liked with them.

With the intention, therefore, of appealing to the sentiment of the

hour when people were melancholy after a mode of fashion rather than

because they felt so, these long-forgotten heroes were resurrected and

garbed in mournful trappings which never were theirs. It was at this

point when poets were writing sentimental epics about melancholy

heroes that the age was ripe for all the fervours of the Romantic Revolt.

J. F. R., '24.



The Fascinating Stranger

By Booth Tarkington

IN the Fascinating Stranger, Booth Tarkington has written some
short stories of which he may well be proud, and also a few which

we receive with more tempered enthusiasm. Perhaps the less

said of these the better. But of the stories entitled The Fascinating

Stranger, The Spring Concert, Maytime in Marlow, and Alary Smith

no praise need be spared.

The first of these is a picturesque and vaitly entertaining story cati-

cerned with the adventures of a tramp and his Hamatic interlocutor,

Bojus. No mind except Tarkington's could imagine anything so funny,

and no pen except his could put it into words. There is nothing as

humorous as Tarkington's Northern negro dialect, and we find plenty

in this tale. The next two are interrelated, and have the distinctly

bucolic atmosphere of a Middle West small town. They are charming

stories, because of their leisurely action but withal there is more than

the mere atmosphere. Indeed there is action and plenty of it when
the children in Alaytime in Marlow come into possession of a paint pot.

The altogether gracefully aging personality of Mr. Lucius Brutus Allen

dominates both stories, while the background is filled in with the un-

hurried badinage and sometimes rather pointed humor of the bourgeoisie.

Here again, the author is at his best, though in a different field from

in The Fascinating Stranger.

The last of these four stories, Mary Smith, can perhaps be best ap-

preciated by those whose years do not hang heavily. It is bitter satire

on our young people, among other things, and yet even when the shoe

pinches hardest, we must laugh at the antics of Henry Millick Chester

in the presence of his chance acquaintance of the Pullman car. Tarking-

ton is again at his best.

The remaining stories are very much what all readers of Booth

Tarkington have already seen, and they need no comment.

H. C, '24.
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Vigil

When I am dead and these clean limbs are clay,

When dust is in my eyes, and I am cold

Within a sodden grave, I shall unjold

My stiff, crossed arms and push the earth away.

Then, rising as a whispered prayer at night,

On unseen wings F II haunt your dwelling-place.

Unseen, F II kiss your lips and touch your face.

And you willjeel my presence, out oj sight.

You may Jorget in lime that I am near.

Patiently wailing Jor your great release.

But, shadowy, hovering, I shall never cease

My vigilJor your coming till I hear

The rush oJ homing wings, loud-clarion d

Across the friendly silences beyond.

John Reich, '24.
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Two Dramatic Criticisms

WINDOWS
{A Comedy)

By John Galsworthy

THE Theatre Guild opened its sixth subscription season with

excellent production of John Galsworthy's new play, "Windows,"

a delightfully British comedy. Add to anything British the name
Galsworthy and it will go anywhere. Not that we mean to imply that

the play goes on that alone, for it doesn't, but the combination is almost

irresistible. Galsworthy's genius for matching his deep insight with

his broad expositions, his human introspection and perspective, here

go to make a comedy which will again whet the jaded appetite of the

modern theater-goer.

The play commences by disclosing the family March, composed of

female realists and male idealists. The father is a writer of psycho-

logical novels; the son, a poet with a patriotic vein. The mother is

greatly different, a mere practical woman, and the daughter, like her, is

just a plain and wholesome type. Completing the household is the cook,

combining all these traits, romantic and idealistic, stupid and practical.

Into this group comes the bi-weekly window washer, a Galsworthy

philosopher in his way, satirically epitomizing the low, hypocritical and

thieving poor, about whom we, in more comfortable and less happy condi-

tions, sympathize and theorize. He, reminding us very much of the

old cabby in "The Pigeon," becomes the spokesman of the piece. He
tells the good people that his daughter, just come out after having

served two years for strangling an illegitimate child, needs a position.

Since the family needs a parlor maid, the idealizing father and the

sentimental son prevail against the sensible mother and the proper

daughter, and the girl is given her chance to make good

Her advent causes the roof temporarily to be raised, much to the

enjoyment of the audience. Systematically she goes to work to catch

the son and shocks everyone in the house by howling for freedom instead

of respectability. The play sustains wonderfully considering that

there is only one kiss—but then, Ye gods, what a kiss! Of course, the

wayward thing is discharged in one great explosion, and the family is

left exactly where it had started. However, not so with those out front,

who, although they leave the theater just as unenlightened and just

as unelevated as before, have had at least a keen evening out of it all.
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The acting, under the direction of Moffat Johnson, who plays the

pater JamiUas, is so truly fine and natural that it resembles nothing

often seen over the footlights. The Guild production of " John Ferguson"

is the best comparison that we can make. Phyllis Povah as the "lost"

girl is a rare combination of fire and guile, just as she was in a lesser role

in Mr. Pirn." Henry Travers as the window washer does exceedingly

well, while, as usual, Helen Westley, who started as a straight, prim

mother, stole a march in the last few minutes, turning idealist herself

under the warming influence of a few drinks of brandy.

Casanova

{A Biographical Romance)

Translated by Sidney Howard from the Italian of Lorenzo de

Azertis, "Casanova" is a play that has many distinctive points. Al-

though a half a dozen men worked on the various parts, the settings,

the acting, the ballet and the beauty of the lines, each has contributed

his expert little mite to fashion a cloth of rare weave. Miller had a

remarkable play, and Wood a remarkable star (Lowell Sherman), and

between the two producers, the piece has been done full justice.

Ihe. Chevalier deSeingall, better known as Giacomo Casanova, was a

gay Lothario who held full sway in the middle of the eighteenth century.

Everyone knows that his famous memoirs told of his countless con-

quests, but even though the play admits only of three hundred mis-

tresses, he didn't do badly as a roue. However, the Italian original

of the play does not profess to be a faithful adaptation of the memoirs,

but merely a dramatization of its central character, so that although

the lady-killing gallant may have lived to see eighty (in the play he

expires about thirty years sooner) it really matters little.

The production itself will draw the crowds if the play doesn't.

All who see it will talk about the colorful sartorial display and the quaint

costumes. Of course, Casanova's only true love of his wasteful career,

which is the backbone of the story, has an appeal all its own. His adora-

tion and complete loss of mind for Henrielte (Katherine Cornell) leads

him to give up a happiness never before known by him, when, at the

end of three months of luxurious squandering, he faces the world a

debtor.

Rather than confess his poverty, his lips are sealed as Henrielte

is sent away, back to her forgiving relations and a contrite husband
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who was the cause of her desertion, rather than assume the strict existence

of the convent hfe which her sire intended for her. Immediately after

her departure, the French ambassador makes possible an affluence

Ccuanova lacked to keep Henrtelte as he wished. He dispatches four

postilions to scour the highways for Henrielte, and after an hour three

return with as many Henrietles. One is a seductive governess, another

a dancer from Milan, and the third a courtesan, all of whom are not

unfamiliar with the reputation of Casanova. The fourth postilion re-

ports that he just missed the real Henrielte as she was crossing the border.

The last act, twenty-two years later, finds Casanoi,'a a broken-down

old man, but in spite of this and the vagaries of his fortunes, he is still

the same woman-chaser, albeit his taste has degenerated to two kitchen

maids. His daughter enters, the illegitimate offspring of Henrielte,

the very likeness of the sweetheart the man knew years before. The
daughter, ignorant of the truth, explains that her mother and she had

been coming to this hostelry, the scene of a lovers' parting twenty-two

years before, once a year at this time. The libertine looks out of the

window and sees that his Henrielte has suffered much under the strain

of tears and long separation, although the daughter is as fresh and

fetching as the mother ever was. Casanofa, sickened and weary, falls

to the floor kissing the footprints of his daughter. Even the kitchen

maids who have returned for the clandestine tryst with the roue shudder

at the sight of him outstretched on the floor.

It was a full part that had been written for Sherman and he does

it well, too, first as the youthful, irresistible swain, and later as the

spent old man who well shows the signs of his existence as paramour

to three hundred mistresses. Katherine Cornell, also, carved an enviable

niche for herself with the role of Henrielte.

Mrs. Grundy has it that a great deal of novel publicity for the

piece has come to the newspapers in the reports of the suppression of

Thomas Seltzer's publication of the Arthur Schnitzler Casanova .r

Homecoming. However, it is needless to say that the play and the book

have no great connection.

F. C. H, '24.

The Haverfordian takes pleasure in announcing the election to

the Editorial Board of Forrest Chapman Haring, of the Class of 1924,

formerly Circulation Manager.

The Haverfordian also takes pleasure in announcing the election

to the Managerial Board of Edward Foulke, of the Class of 1924, who
assumes the position of Circulation Manager.





To Students and Alumni of

Haverford College
HOW MANY OF THESE QUESTIONS

CAN YOU ANSWER?

I—When Philadelphia newspapers are mentioned,
which one do you think of first?

2—What Philadelphia newspaper has the most reliable

and complete news reports?

3—What Philadelphia newspaper has the most accu-

rate and impartial sporting news?

4—What Philadelphia newspaper has a circulation

larger than that of any other daily or Sunday
newspaper published in Pennsylvania?

5—What Philadelphia newspaper has the most popu-
lar comics?

6—^What Philadelphia newspaper has the largest

printing plant in the U. S.?

7—What Philadelphia newspaper has the best radio

articles and programs?

8—^What newspaper goes daily into most Phila-

delphia homes?

9—What Philadelphia newspaper prints the most
college and school news?

10—^What Philadelphia newspaper is read by "nearly

everybody"?

1 1
—^What Philadelphia newspaper prints the most
Help Wanted Ads?

12—What Philadelphia newspaper do you and your
family prefer?

PUajt^rruntionJYHE Haverfordian when palroniiinn adverlinn



Teachers for Schools—Schools for Teachers

NATIONAL TEACHERS' AGENCY, Inc.

D. H. Cook, Manager
326-27-28 Perry Bldg..lS30 Chestnut St..Phila.

BRANCHES:-Pittsburgh, Indianapolis. Syracuse
Northampton. Teachers wanted every day.

Should you desire to leach
consult

The Fisk Teachers' Agency
1420 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia

Jeannett'8 Bryn Mawr and Wajrne
Flower Sbops

CUT FLOWERS AND PLANTS

WEDDING BOUQUETS AND FUNERAL DESIGNS

111 Aberdeen Aye. 807 Lancaster Atc,

Wayne, Pa. Bryn Mawr, Pa.

School and College Diplomas a Specially

PECKHAM, LITTLE & CO.
School and College Supplies

Commercial Stationers

57-59 East Uth St., New York City
Telephone, Sluyvesant 2453, 2454

.ARTS
I

^Optician^

SMEDLEY & MEHL
Lumber and Coal

Building Material
Phone 8 Ardn

ARTHUR LAWS
Caterer

lid S. Fortieth Street
Philadelphia i5

A sk your dealer for

yaknall's paints
and Bousebold Specialties

Made in Philadelphia

1026-1028 Race Street

KAPLAN BROTHERS
.-. TAILORS AND CLOTHIERS .-.

CLEANING AND DYEING
Lancaster and Ardmore Ares., Ardmore
We Call and Deliver— Call Ardmore 2075

Brvn Mawr 252
CALLS

CONNELLY'S
The Main Line Florists

1226 Lancaster Avenue Roaemont, Pa.

Pocono Manor
Winter Inn

American Plan Moderate Rates
References Required

The happy land of winter sports and

healthgiving rest. Skiing, skating,

tobogganing and snowshoeing. Brac-

ing climate, excellent food, comfortable

rooms, personal attention.

The Ideal Week-end Trip

Less than three hours from New
York via the D. L. & W. R. R. It is

suggested that reservations be made
at once.

GARRETT S. HOAG. Manager
Pocono Manor. Pa.

"Pennsylvania's Most Healtbful

Resort"

W. B. Kerrigan & Sons
ICE

Ice Manufactured by
BRVN MAWR ICE CO.

Phone Bryn Mawr 29 R

ON THE BRIDGE
You will receive personal attention

to optical work of every description.

Prompt Service

MULLEN and WOLF
Broad Street Station Bridge

Commercial Trust Building

Films Philadelphia Printing

Developing Spruce 9355 Enlarging

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adiiertitert



CSTABLISHEO ISIS

HAOISON AVENUE COR. FORTV>FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Clothing Ready made or to Measure
for Autumn

Evening Clothes, Cutaways, Sack Suits

Sporting Clothes and Medium-weight Overcoats
English and Domestic Hats & Furnishings

Boots and Shoes for Dress, Street and Outdoor Sport
Trunks, Bags & Leather Goods

Send for "Comparisons"

BOSTON NEWPORT
TncMOMTCon. bovi^^om Z20 bellcvui awknuI

Comfortable Old Age
You can now do what your father

wishes he had done—take an Endow-
ment PoHcy payable at 65.

It is easy to do. It is good insurance,

good investment and good sense.

Provident Mutual Life

Insurance Company
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Fourth and Chestnut Streets

PlethK menlion The Haverfordian when patronizing adveriuerf



INSURANCE
Fire or Burglary Insurance on Students' per-
sonal effects while at College or elsewhere.

Tourists' Floating Insurance on personal
effects against all risks in transit, in hotels,
etc.. both in this country and abroad.

Automobile Insurance covering damage to
car and liability for damage to property or
for injuries to persons.

LONGACRE & EWING
Bullitt BIdg., Ul S. 4tb St., PhUadelphIa

Edw. K. Tryon Co.
Sporting Goods

912 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Represented by

Baverford Co-operative Store

Howley & Son
Painters and
Paperhangerj

Haverford, Pa.

Bell Phone - - Bryn Mawr 156

College Graduates

WANTED
(or

Paying Teaching Positions

FREE ENROLLMENT

Modem Teachers' Bureau
1002 Market Street

Philadelphia

Get blank.!from C. Beoan Strayer, 1923

Wm. Stalker
SHOEMAKER

to particular people

937 LANCASTER AVENUE
BRYN MAWR

College Agent, Lord, 22 Founders

Complimentary

Please menlion The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers



The Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital
OF PHILADELPHIA

had over nine hundred applications for matriculation
last year. Each class is limited to fifty and students
are given exceptional advantages. Students from
Haverford have so conclusively proved their ex-

cellent preparation for medicine that they will be
accepted when pxDssible. Write for Catalog.

222 North Broad Street

We are Publishers, Importers and Dealers

in Good Books.
New catalog describing briefly many
titles now ready. Send for free copy.
We have the fullest line of Quaker
books on this Continent.

Friends* Book Store
302 Arch Street Philadelphia

PUase mention The Haverfordian whtn palrontzing advtrUtert



MIGHELLS

MarketSi
PHILADELPHIA

Everything for Lawn, Farm and
Garden. Get a Catalog.

MICHELL S HousiHOUSE

College and School

Periodicals

OUB EXCLUSIVE PBODUCT

The Haverfordian Haverford College

The Norm. . . .Philadelphia Normal School

Blue and Gray Friends' Central, Phila.

Town Scientific Journal. . . Univ. of Penna.

The Princeton Tiger. .Princeton University

The Lyre Lafayette College

The Purple Book Wellesley College

The American Art Student New York

Horace Mann Quarterly New York

The Lantern University of Penna.

U.G.I. Circle Philadelphia

The best work and service, for the money,

obtainable.

WESTBROOK PUBLISHING CO.

R. G. BARNES & SONS

1217 Market St.. Philadelphia

^Printing Company

PRINTERS
and

PUBLISHERS

Cricket and Lancaster Avenues

Ardmore

'T^HERE is always a

balance between
beauty and service in both

printing and direct-adver-

tising that makes either

produce the returns de-

sired. Striking that bal-

ance is not guesswork, but

the result of careful plan-

ning.

THE HOLMES PRESS—/'r/nfer.r

1315-29 Cherry St.

Philadelphia

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers



l^/\ ORE college men every day

are appreciating the ex-

clusiveness of our "stuff" and

recognizing the advantages oi'

dealing with a shop that "caters"

to Haverford students.

Clothing, haberdashery, golf equipment, etc.

IFe Specialize in Sport Apparel

Golf Specialty Shop
40 S. 17th Street Philadelphi.\

Please note that

NAT LUXENBERG & Bros.

have mof^ed to

841 BROADWAY
New York City

Please mention The H.werfordian when patronizing ad^'erlisers



(iAdi^ertlsers

Ardmore Printing Co.

Autocar Co.

Bailey. Banks & Biddle Co.

Brooks Brothers

Connelly's

Evening Bulletin.

Ferguson. Joseph

Fisk Teachers' Agency

Friends' Book Store

Golf Specialty Shop

Guilford's

Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital

Haverford Tea Room
Holmes Press

Howley & Son

Jeannett's Flower Shops

Kaplan Brothers

Kerrigan. W. B. & Sons

Laws. Arthur

Longacre & Ewing
Luxenburg, Nat and Bros.

Mehl & Latta

Merion Title & Trust Co.

Michell's Seeds

Modem Teachers' Bureau

Mullen & Wolf

Muller & Fenton

National Teachers' Agency. Inc.

Peckham. Little & Co.

Pocono Meinor Winter Inn

Provident Mutual Life Ins. Co.

Reed's. Jacob, Sons

Reese. H. D.

Smedley & Mehl
Stalker. Wm.
Strawbridge & Clothier

Tryon, Edw. K.. Co.

Westbrook Publishing Co.

Yamall, Wm. S.

Yamall's Paints

Yorkshire Insurance Co.

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adi'ertisers
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Haverford Tea Room
NEAR HAVERFORD STATION

Breakfasts, Lunches

and Dinners

MISS ELIZABETH NUNAN
riinne. Ardmore 1946

The sturdy

Autocar
Wherever there's a road

The motor truck with

short wheelbase handiness
mechanical superiority

economy
dependability

direct factory branch service

in 44 cities

A complete line of Autocar trucks

('apacifies. 1 to 6 ton«

Manufactured since 1897 by

The Autocar Company
Ardmore, Pa.

A JnenUh; tifi^hbor of Havtrforti Cf)fUf,r

^ Q)^SiKvrnulIu

stationer*

PHILADELPHIA

QlK-tLITY

This establishment has l>een

awarded the contract for Class-

Rings for Twenty-five of the

Thirty Classes graduating from

West Point and Annapolis the

l)ast fifteen ^-ears.

CLASS RINGS PINS
.MEDALS TROPHIES

PRIZE CUPS
COLLEGE AND SCHOOL

STATIONERY, ETC.

Correspondence ln\Hied

Montfort Melchior. '26

College Agt*nt

Mehl & Latta

Lumber

Coal

and

Building Materials

Wall Board

ROSEMONT, PA.

Please mfniion TllF Havrrfordian when palronizing adt'ertl.ters
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A Legend of Germany

COUNT SIEGFRIED VON VORGALSTEIN was vastly rejoiced

at heart when he heard of the beating which the Baron von

Lotharwald had received from two of his own vassals; and so

also were his men, for now they expected fair fighting and rich plunder.

Sir Siegfried was himself a vassal to Lotharwald, and when his overlord,

grown godly in old age, had set out with the Bishop of Heiligkeit's

Army of the Peace, to punish two illegally combative noblemen, and

had been met and routed by their united powers, it meant that he might

safely attempt to establish a free county in his own right, and perhaps

seize a little of the baronial territory to embellish it.

Many years before. Count Siegfried's father had taken Castle Vor-

galstein, slaughtered its inmates and settled himself therein. He lived

comfortably enough in his mighty keep, then famous for the strength

of its walls and the height of its great round tower, although one of the

three remaining towers was half ruinous and the breach in the south

wall by which he had entered still remained. Sir Siegfried, having

obtained full possession by stabbing his father and pitching his brother

into the moat, was diligently endeavoring to remedy these defects. He
had indefatigably taxed his village and his manors, and many a time

had gone out of his way to rob a merchant caravan, so that now the

new defenses, glistening behind their scaffolding, rose almost to com-

pletion.

The news of the defeat was brought to Vorgalstein by Baron von
Lotharwald himself. On the evening of the day after the battle he had

emerged from the forest and slowly crossed the meadows to the castle

gate, with a dozen tired troopers jogging along behind him. His men
were splashed with mud from boot to breastplate, and carried long

lances slung across their backs and broad shields swinging from their

saddles. In the courtyard they stiffly dismounted their drooping nags

and crowded about the well mouth, drinking eagerly from their steel

caps, and turning one by one, with dripping beards, to their horses.

Meanwhile the Baron sat erect upon his richly harnessed roan. A
scarlet surcoat covered his mail, polished plate armor protected his

arms and legs and the hilt of his long sword was studded with garnets;

his hair and beard were white and fine, his face a sun-burned brown and

his forehead worn bare by the casque that hung at his saddle bow.

Having already failed to crush two over-powerful vassals, he had

recklesslv come to demand the allegiance of the unwilling Count, or to
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force him into immediate conflict before the remnant of the Army of

the Peace was disbanded; for, in his mixture of desperation and devo-

tion, he had given all his lands in fief to the wealthy Bishop of Heiligkeit.

Sir Siegfried received him with a gruff, uneasy welcome, but be-

came more cordial when he learned that their new overlord would follow

as soon as his men were gathered and rested. He stood in vivid con-

trast beside the easy neatness of the proud suzerain. He was long of

limb and round-shouldered and broad-chested. His red hair hung down
about his neck, his beard was bushy and his mustache extremely long.

Amid this fiery growth appeared a stout round nose, itself of a scarlet

tint toward the end, his thick under-lip and his fierce blue eyes. He
was an indefatigable drinker and fighter, endowed with a raw, loud-

voiced wit, a crude cunning and unbounded ferocity. Dubious as to

the wisest step, he now loudly called his seneschal and ordered royal

entertainment for their noble guest.

So that night there was feasting and drinking in the great hall.

On the dais sat Sir Siegfried and the Baron and the Baron's captain

and the chief men of the castle, including the heir, a lanky lad, con-

spicuous for his jaunty dress of flowing green. At the far end of the

long crowded table below them, the huge fire crackled and roared, and

along the dull walls the flaring torches sent whirling sparks and wreaths

of smoke among the dim rafters above. The dogs barked and fought

and the raucous din of shouting and singing and crashing mugs and

jugs grew louder as the night wore on.

Among the soldiers at the long table sat Heinz Aufschneider, a

handsome, lithe young man with yellow hair and a soft new beard, a

skilful lancer, whose foremost ambition was to be a great captain and

sack just so fine a castle as my Lord of Vorgalstein's. Like the rest of

the company, he became boisterous and unsteady as he drank. A dog

yelped sharply behind him; he turned, and saw among the dirty straw

upon the flags a little white object that glistened and shone like a jewel.

He reached and seized it and fell on his back, and thus lay among the

dogs, with his legs on the bench and a small piece of bone in his hands,

which he fondled and kissed, "For surely," thought he, "this must be

the relic of some holy saint, since it inspires me with such plenary devo-

tion, St. Peter, St. Mark, St. Mary, St. Anthony, St. Ursula. . . ."

But while he was thus contemplating and conjecturing, there arose

a roar of voices from all sides. Sir Siegfried, whom intoxication rendered

extremely frank in the expression of his feelings, had attempted to

stab his guest. But the wary Baron had retained his coat of mail under

the clothes which Hugo Futterbeutal, the fat seneschal, had supplied him,

and moreover, had drunk no more than his usual capacity. He jumped
to his feet, dagger in hand, and as his men unsteadily rallied toward
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him, he fled from the room. Sir Siegfried stood a moment bewildered,

the young heir hurled his heavy tankard after them, and the whole

mob surged madly for the door. Heinz Aufschnelder was dragged to

his feet, and seizing a torch, staggered forward. He stumbled exultantly

through endless winding passages, until finally, winded, bruised and

alone, he stopped to rest on a window sill that gave upon the courtyard.

Below him there were waving torches and shouting and cries and running

to and fro. In the center a heaving mass of armed men surrounded

Baron Wolfram von Lotharwald, who sat erect upon his frightened

horse, with helmet on head and the clothing half torn from his mall,

laying blows about him with his long two-handed sword; in a moment
he had broken through, and with three of his men galloped into the

shadow of the arched gate, beat across the drawbridge and was gone.

"Graf von Vorgalsteinl" shouted Aufschneider as he rushed on

through the darkness, "Mary and the Freiherr von Vorgalsteinl God
for Kaisar Siegfried and Heinz Aufschneider!"

He awoke in a dim little room, littered with old manuscripts and

rubbish, as the cold morning mists were blowing in through a little

window high in the thick wall. A long, lank old man in a shabby black

gown and tall black cap was gazing sourly upon him, and Aufschneider

stared back with sleepy impertinence into the wrinkled face and weak
little eyes on each side of the thin nose. It was old Arnulf, the astrologer,

who spoke thus:

"What favorable omens for the good Count's adventures can I

find when you have so broken my instruments and trampled my books;

lanznecht, RItter Siegfried will have you beaten for this."

"What's that, old maggot?" said the soldier; and rising stiffly, he

kicked the old man from the room.

In one hand he still grasped the miraculous bit of bone, and this

he now put carefully into his wallet. Then the thought occurred that

he might indeed have offended the Count. He picked up a parchment,

blackened where he had struck it with his torch butt, and sat down
on the bed to try to brush away the dirt. After a while he paused to

wonder at the strange characters and diagrams. "Perhaps," thought

he, "these things pertain to sorcery and the black art," as, indeed, they

verily did. An old incantation he had somewhere heard popped un-

wanted into his head and he wonderingly repeated it to himself.

Then, out of nowhere, came a great clap of thunder, and there

before him stood a huge devil, as big as an o.x, its black scaly hide steam-

ing and smoking of brimstone and pitch. Its horrid face was a wrinkled

muzzle, with flaccid purple jowls and long bristly whiskers and protrud-

ing yellow fangs. Its narrow eyes burned like green coals and its ugly

horns stood up awry through the clotted hair between its twitching
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ears. Moreover, it no sooner saw Heinz Aufschneider in the room, than

It stamped its brazen hoofs and lashed its long envenomed tail and hissed

and foamed in fury. Altogether, It was a creature not often to be met
with.

"You called me!" said the devil In a loud hoarse voice, while Auf-

schneider sat trembling and groaning on the bed.

"You called me and, therefore, you are damned!" said the devil

again.

"God help me," said Heinz in a weak little voice.

"You are damned!" said the devil.

"I'm not," said the soldier.

"You are!" said the devil.

"I'm not," said the soldier.

"You are," said the devil.

"I tell you I'm not," replied Heinz, feeling desperately In his wallet.

"You are!" said the devil.

"Go to hell!" said the soldier, and he held up his blessed little relic

before him.

Whereat the great beast vanished with a hiss, all in a wisp of yellow

smoke that curled and melted and left only a bad smell In the room.

Meanwhile old Arnulf had re-entered, banging the door behind him,

and stood gazing at the soldier as he rigidly held his talisman before him,

"Ach, my young wastrel," he said at last, "you are to receive some five

hundred odd lashes. My lord has ordered that you be whipped and

beaten and scourged for all this trouble you have made him." Awed
by his terrifying experience, the young man slunk from the room, fol-

lowed by the harsh taunts of the old astrologer.

But Sir Siegfried, as the soldier very well knew, was not minded
to punish his men for a little drunkenness, especially when men were

so needed. On the contrary, therefore, the Count had told his astrologer.

If he couldn't find an augury In the stars, to go to the devil, which the

astrologer had modestly promised to essay.

On that same day, the panic-stricken peasants with such belongings

as they could carry, began to arrive at the castle with the news that the

village was in the hands of the Army of the Peace. The alarm bell

clanged and horsemen were sent out to drive In the cattle. When, at

evening, the refugees had all come in and the smoke of the burning

houses rolled high above the tree tops, the portcullis was dropped, the

drawbridge raised and the siege begun. That night the Bishop's men
were hard at work, but the castle was dark and silent, except for the

murmurous voices of the crowded peasants In the courtyard and the

dull sound of the sentries clanking slowly to and fro upon the ramparts.

At dawn it appeared that a small mangonel had been drawn up.
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not far from the unfinished south wall, and protected by a palisade of

heavy planks on either side. This was all that had been saved of the

Bishop's siege machinery, but back on the edge of the woods, carts

were arriving with lumber and supplies, and bodies of men were march-

ing in, until Count Siegfried saw that he was far outnumbered, yet

faintly hoped that the two recently victorious vassals—who had imme-

diately renewed their feud—might advance at once and make a diversion.

It was not long before the mangonel was at work, and the scaffold-

ing flew in splinters and the fresh masonry quaked as the sharp boulders

crashed in. On the battlements, the crossbows clicked and twanged,

the bowman behind the palisade replied, and the new wall cracked

and crumbled as stone after stone was hurled against it.

Sir Siegfried, carrying his wonted battle-axe and in full armor,

stepped into the courtyard, shouting orders. His horse was brought,

his men gathered on the far side from that where the stones and debris

were occasionally falling. Up creaked the portcullis to the heaves of

gasping serfs, down fell the drawbridge with rattle and crash, and out

galloped the Count, axe in hand and thirty spearsmen at his back.

A few fell before the volleys of bolts that met them, but they soon

rounded the paUsade, and piked its defenders as they turned to run.

Sir Siegfried then dismounted and discriminately hacked the mangonel

to pieces. This done, they dashed back, hotly pursued by a large body
of horse, who overtook them at the bridge, and whose leader, with a

small escort, galloped recklessly into the courtyard just as the port-

cullis crashed in the faces of the rest. The leader, a fat man, dressed

in a modern and expensive suit of armor, was immediately dragged

from his horse and led to the Count, while his men were speedily stripped

of their comfortable equipment and put to death. The Count was
standing unhelmed by his horse, his sweated hairy face half concealed

beneath a large mug. He jocularly told his prisoner, who haughtily

admitted himself to be no other than Bishop Adalbert of Heiligkeit,

that he should hang if the Baron attacked again, ordered him well

guarded, and sardonically sent Fritz Priest to administer confession and
absolution.

It was shortly after that Heinz Aufschneider met his master on the

walls and tremulously imparted his disclosure of old Arnulf's treacherous

deviltry. The Knight was visibly moved by this harrowing relation,

but saw in it a possible escape from his precarious situation. He sent

Heinz and a number of men to seize Arnulf and—shackled securely—to

bring him and all evidence to the great hall.

Here, with the Bishop seated in state at his side, Graf von Vorgal-

stein held court. First old Arnulf, compactly bundled in ropes and

chains, was carried through the crowd and deposited upon the table
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with his pile of books and instruments heaped up around him. Then
Heinz Aufschneider told his tale, and Fritz Priest, long a rival of the

accused, unburdened himself at length. Other witnesses rapidly pro-

duced themselves, until almost every inhabitant of Castle Vorgalstein

had added his mite of evidence. Bishop Adalbert then examined the

books and found a number of them to deal with the black art. Upon
this, the Count gruffly explained that he had no sooner seen Arnulf

brought in in chains than he had experienced a complete revulsion of

feeling and now desired only to serve, in war or peace, his liege lords.

Bishop Adalbert von Heiligkeit and Baron Wolfram von Lotharwald.

He then cleared his throat, and as chief of the local vehm court, solemnly

pronounced sentence on the squirming figure before him, that he and his

books and black soul be burned to the death immediately after dinner.

A herald was sent for the Baron, who promptly rode In with a

large body of soldiers behind him. While the three were eating. It was
arranged that the Count should pay a hundred dollars to the Diocese

for the good of his soul, so lately enthralled in foul enchantment, should

do homage and swear fealty to his overlords on the following day and

should join the Army of the Peace in a second attack upon its enemies.

Heinz Aufschneider was again brought forward for the benefit of Sir

Wolfram and the Bishop purchased his little relic—later recognized as

an ankle bone of one of the blessed St. Ursula's holy virgins—to put

among the treasures of the cathedral at Heiligkeit.

WTien the company had finally made an end of drinking, it ad-

journed in a body to the courtyard, where a tall post had been set up,

with a pile of sticks and faggots beneath it. The screaming old man
was then dragged out, and stripped and chained to the stake, with his

books of magic hung about his neck; the fire was kindled, and crackled

higher, until its victim was lost in smoke and flame and the triumphant

shouts of the multitude. But the people stayed and gaped, greedy for

every glimpse of the corpse, till sunset gilded the donjon tower, and the

light of the dying fire wavered on the courtyard walls, the brown crowded

faces, and breastplates gleaming red.

Charles Coleman Sellers, '25.



Forces

ASHADOW steals haltingly down a corridor of one of the upper

floors of the Chalmers Building, and to the substance behind the

shadow testifies the faint, slow squeak of a pair of ill-oiled boots.

Soon the squeaks cease and the soft click of key in lock takes their place

;

the heavy door of number 1291 then swings slowly open. Inside the room

the ceaseless murmur of the great city is audible and it helps the thick

Turkish rugs in smothering even the tiny squeak of the shoes. Only the

swish of the curtains and then, after an interval, the sound of the key

again in the lock betray the movements of the shadow. A clock in a

nearby building chimes eleven and there is a tense, listening pause. An
electric switch is pressed, illuminating a square of polished desk surface;

the shadow approaches this and places itself in the heavy swivel chair.

Once more a lock protests as it is forced open—a drawer is heard to open

—and then close—papers rustle—only the occasional splutter of a

fountain pen breaks the long silence.

Mr. Robert Chalmers stepped briskly from his machine, nodded to

his chauffeur, and crossed the sidewalk to enter the building. As he did

so he glanced up at the words carved in the stone over the entrance,

"Chalmers Building." It was his habit thus to glance up as he entered,

for he was proud of his "stone pile" as he called it. He had built it

with money from his three detective stories about Jack Daley, or "The
Red Seal." He had sold them to his own firm, and as manager of the big

publishing house he had seen to it that they were good sellers. Not many
publishers would have been so successful in making such records, even

with his books. But he had wanted his books sold and, well
—

"If you

just put enough force into everything you'll win out," he was accustomed

to say. He was saying it to himself as he entered the building and he

gripped his cane a little harder as he thought of it. People turned to

look at him and the clerk at the news-stand bowed, for his short, broad

figure certainly looked forceful as it pounded across the lobby.

The elevator was slow going up and its effect on Mr. Chalmers was
evident to all the clerks and stenographers as he entered Room 1295,

for he closed the door violently. That, however, was not surprising, for

such actions were characteristic of Mr. Chalmers. He passed by the

rows of desks and typewriters and through the door at the far end. He
usually entered his office this way; he considered it good discipline.

His private office was luxuriously furnished. On the top floor, it

occupied the center of the best suite in the building. From the heavy

velvet curtains on one side to the handsome oil painting of old Bonar,
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the founder of the firm, on the other, the office was a fit setting for Robert

Chalmers.

Having disposed of his hat and cane the chief sat down in his big

swivel chair before the handsome mahogany desk, opened a drawer,

slammed it shut and forcibly called, "Flint!" His secretary silently

appeared, the noise of his footsteps lost in the thick Turkish rugs.

"Flint!" exclaimed Chalmers even more forcibly, "I find my private

office letter paper gone again. Have you found who's taking it?"

"No sir, I haven't," said Flint. "I've asked the stenographers,

but—"
"Stenographers! Bunkum! Send me the head janitor."

It was evident that Mr. Chalmers considered that his secretary

lacked force. Possibly the head janitor disagreed for Mr. Chalmers had

not got very far with his morning mail when that individual appeared.

"You the janitor?"

"Yes, sir."

"Who cleans these rooms?"

"These rooms? Why, a fellow, name of Lewis, sir. I always

thought he was a pretty good man. Ain't they clean?" Chalmers

didn't bother to answer.

"When does he do his work?"
"Why, he does this whole floor and it takes him from about five to

ten. He usually punches out at about ten—kinda slow he is on account

of his being lame. I alius thought he
"

"Where does he live?"

"I dunno sir, but I could look it up."

"Flint! Find him and send him here."

Flint returned in about an hour and ushered into the office one

whom he introduced as Lewis. Lewis presented a queer figure. He was

small of stature and deformed of figure so that he limped as he walked.

His face was sensitive and intelligent but a short beard emphasized

rather than hid a certain weakness about the mouth and chin. He
limped into the office shabbily clad, and as he talked, nervously twisted

an old cap in his fingers.

"Are you the janitor for this floor?" Mr. Chalmers shot at him
before he was fairly in the room.

"Why, yes, I clean out these rooms, if that's what you mean."

His voice was rather high pitched and wavering.

"That's what I mean." Chalmers paused and then growled, "Are

you the one that's been taking my letter paper?"

Lewis looked at the floor and twisted his cap harder.

"Yes, I have," he quavered almost defiantly.

"Why?" Lewis's nervousness was painful.

"Why, I—that is—^you see I'm writing a book. I—I've been
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writing it almost three years." Once started, his high-pitched child-

like voice went on confidingly. "Once I read a book called 'Main Street'

by a man named Lewis, and on account of my name being Lewis I

thought—well, maybe I could. I just live three blocks over there on

East Side and I wrote about Ludd Street because that's where I live.

I had to pay a debt to a man with my money, and so I had to—well,

help myself to the paper. You see—well, you wouldn't read it, would

you?" he quavered. "Maybe tenements would be interesting and—

"

He was interrupted by a roar of laughter and Mr. Chalmers' "Ha!
Ha! Ha!" could certainly be forceful.

"Written another 'Main Street' have you? I haven't read the

first one but your personal story would make a good ad. I'll read it."

"Oh, thank you, sir. Of course it isn't quite finished yet, but
—

"

As he spoke he pulled out of his pockets bundles of paper which all

together made a good sized stack. Chalmers took them.

"That's all!" he said. "Come back tomorrow morning. Flint!"

He turned forcibly back to work.

When Lewis made his appearance in the morning his interview was
brief. In fact his high-pitched "Good morning, sir," seemed to irritate

Mr. Chalmers.

"Morning! I read part of your stuff. It's no good! What the

public wants is a good detective story. Maybe you've seen my Jack

Daley series. No publisher could take this stuff. It's bunk! Rotten!

That's all. Flint!" He did not see how the ill-shapen figure flinched

before each forceful comment. "Oh," he added, "here's ten dollars.

Don't buy paper. Buy shoes. Flint!"

Lewis looked even smaller than before and his cap was twisted

almost in two. He did not take the bill. As he limped to the door he

quavered in his thin voice, "I don't believe I'll need it, sir."

"What's that?" said Chalmers—and then, forcibly, "Oh, Flint!"

As a shadow goes haltingly along the corridor, a faint, irregular

squeak is heard. It goes very slowly, sometimes stopping altogether.

It is a mysterious shadow with no apparent purpose in view. A clock

in a nearby building has chimed two and then three and still the shadow

moves slowly, haltingly along the corridor.

Suddenly, if a listener were present he might hear a high-pitched,

quavering voice ask very faintly, "Oh, what's the use?" Now the

shadow moves a little faster and now lock yields reluctantly to key and

a heavy iron door slides slowly open. It is the elevator door but the car

is not in sight. The shadow steps over the edge. A listener might hear

for a second, above the ceaseless murmur of the city—a high-pitched,

wavering cry. D. H. Alden, '27.



Ships

My silent barque slips down upon the tide,

Meeting the bitter salt windjrom the sea;

Like ghosts the other vessels pass andJade

Hidden by mist and silence close to me.

I cannot touch the lije within them there

Hidden in sombre greyness; cannot see

Kindred emotions; cannot hear their songs

Passing so close but never touching me.

So as we move unceasingly through time,

We grope with half-known words oj common speech;

To touch and understand anotherfire,

And through the darkness to a brother reach.

But the eternal silence closes in.

Wiping awayJrom mind your very name;

The night wind passes moaning through the shrouds.

The mighty tide is ebbing as it came.

You changed your course withflyingflags and songs

To vanish 'neath the dim horizon spread

Across the rim of vision while I turned

In silence to the sunset glow ahead.

—Donald Messenger, G. S.
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The Professor on the Wheel

^ ^^"^ THAT a scandalous thing]" said Professor Stubbs, regarding

^^/vu through his heavy tortoise-shell spectacles, certain features

of the Parisian sidewalk on which he stood. The professor

had arrived in Paris just fourteen hours before in company with his

party of European tourists. He had been violently sick in crossing the

channel from Dover, and had expressed a desire to be left in peace and

in bed the next morning, in spite of the fact that the rest of the party

planned to spend two days on the battlefields of Flanders.

Morning brought complete revival, however, but the discovery of

this fact came too late to allow Mr. Stubbs to join In the day's excursion.

This accounts then, for his presence after a late breakfast, on the Boule-

vard Des Italiens, engaged in his first observations of France and the

French.

In the hotel there had been an alluring little "Plan de Paris" with

maps of the Metro and the arrondissements and lists of theaters,

museums, and historical spots, together with a mine of other miscel-

laneous information. With great care the professor embarked on a

train from the Chatelet station of the Metro and in due time arrived

unharmed at the Place de I'Opera. Here we have him then, promenading

slowly along the Boulevard des Italiens and making the inevitable

comparisons between these novel surroundings and his home town of

Wichita, Kansas, U. S. A.

In the touring party were Mr. Julius Blodge and his daughter, Mary.
Professor Cautious Stubbs was engaged to Mary. They had had many
"dates" for weiner roasts. Christian Endeavor picnics, and even occa-

sional "movies," and eventually—since the passionate devotion of

which they had both dreamed in extreme youth, and came to neither

—

both thought that perhaps this was love after all, and acting on this

assumption yielded to the wishes of their parents for a union in the

church body.

Walking alone in a strange city in the morning sunshine. Cautious

Stubbs felt the need of companionship and wished devoutly that Mary
was not rolling merrily northward In a hired automobile. The more

did he feel this need since against all reason and inclination a certain

sensation of elation and freedom from convention crept upon him un-

awares. He remembered the glowing letters written in Paris by his

brother who had later been wounded and died in a hospital. There had

been a French nurse to whom this brother MUo had been engaged. He
wondered where she was. Why had he not thought to have noted her
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address? But then there had been the prospect of Mary's continual

companionship. Suddenly he found himself giving thanks to be free

from her presence and all the atmosphere of Wichita which they had

carried with them through the beginning of their voyage in England.

Alone, he could enter into the spirit of the place more, and gain a closer

understanding of the psychology of the people. "When in Rome,

do as the Romans do," said Professor Stubbs, head of the departments

of philosophy and psychology in a denominational college of Kansas

—

to himself.

Compared to the restful blankness of the prairie, the hills and

valleys of England and the restlessness of the sea had left a vague feeling

of disturbance in the professor's well-ordered and neatly classified mind.

Now here, in Paris, he found the profuse detail of architecture distinctly

irritating compared to the simple square brick business blocks of Kansas.

He could not help thinking of the inefficiency of a people who would

waste so much time on mere decoration. These buildings must have taken

years of time and millions of dollars to build, when they might have

been much cheaper and just as useful.

Then there was all this open consumption of intoxicating liquor.

How he wished that Carrie Nation with her little hatchet could be loosed

for a while as a righteous scourge in this city of wickedness. But at the

same time a naughty little voice at the back of his mind whispered,

"Why not take this opportunity to test this stuff, perhaps it would be

easier to combat the evil if the illusion of its attraction could be actually

refuted personally."

Lessening his pace Cautious Stubbs passed one cafe, then another,

then a third—he was simply dawdling now. Here came a fourth

—

The temptation was passed. He hesitated, turned back, looked at his

watch, hesitated again—and sat down.

Immediately a white-aproned waiter stood before him. Blushing

painfully he said, "Doo Van, sill voo play." Oh, yes; the professor

knew French. It had been his minor subject for graduation. "Ah,

oui, M'sieu, mais qu'est ce que vous desirez. . . .?" said the waiter.

"Du champagne? Du vin rouge? Du cognac?"

"Wee, sill voo play," said Cautious, vaguely.

"Voila, du cognac!" said the waiter after a moment's absence.

Really, this stuff tasted positively painful, how could anyone

enjoy it, thought the professor, gulping it down while maintaining

a battle with his face which struggled to screw itself into a grimace. Hav-
ing emptied the glass-—he must do as the Romans do—and washed the

taste away as far as possible with luke-warm water, he rose from the

table and passed on along the boulevard.

The feeling of irresponsibility grew upon him, until coming to the
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Opera Comique, he paused and considered. The name suggested some-

thing quite risque, perhaps it would be an excellent place to study the

psychology of the Parisians. With buoyant step and sparkling eye he

entered the vestibule and joined the queue at the ticket office. Not
approving of late evening performances, and remembering that the

party would not return until the next night, he took a ticket for the

matinee performance of "Gismonda," billed for the following afternoon.

Outside again, the "Plan de Paris" came into action once more.

He decided to visit the Louvre, and acting on this idea moved off in

the direction of the nearest Metro station. Suddenly a yellow and

black poster caught his eye. "Mogador Palace," it read, "Dans le

coeur de Paris/' and there below was the advertisement of an American

film. The professor thrilled with the thought of home. He would

go to the "Mogador Palace in the heart of Paris," that very evening,

he decided, and made mental note of the time and place.

The sculpture of the Louvre at once scandalized and thrilled the

senses of Mr. Stubbs. It certainly was very beautiful, but did it not

appeal to the lower senses? Would it not be more discreet to clothe

some of these marble figures? The thought entered the disturbed mind

of the visitor that "to the pure all things are pure" and surely he, if

anyone, had the right to such a designation. Viewed from this stand-

point the undeniable pleasure he derived from the exhibition caused

him less fear for possible hidden sin dwelling in his inner members and

working for moral corruption.

After the Louvre, the Compagnle des Omnibuses de Paris trans-

ported Professor Stubbs to Versailles just in time for the closing of the

gates, which he had not anticipated from his perusal of the guide.

Strolling by the river, later with the temporary enthusiasm of the

cognac quite worn off, he became tiled and was only too glad when the

time came to seek the Mogador Palace. The lady in the ticket office

turned out to be English and agreeably surprised him by enquiring

how he liked the city. "Oh, yes, it's nice, but it's naughty," she said

as he left, leaving a vague perturbation in his mind.

He was a little late and the theater was in darkness, except for the

screen, as he took his seat. In the interval he followed the crowd re-

sistlessly to the foyer where he was offended to find that a dance orchestra

was playing, and that these apparently respectable people were about to

engage in a fox trot. Sipping a cup of coffee, he watched them. In

spite of himself his eyes followed one particular blonde girl whose face

—notable for childish dimples—seemed strangely familiar. He caught

himself thinking that the supple curves of the body beneath its diapha-

nous clothing were probably just as beautiful as those statues in the

Louvre. This was terrible. He rose and moved back toward the audi-
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torium. As soon as the other seats commenced to be filled, he watched

the people with interest, comparing them with the elite of Wichita and

Richmond, Indiana. It might be disloyalty, but it did seem as if these

Parisians had a little the advantage—at least in this artificial light.

Suddenly his heart beat painfully and incomprehensibly. The
blonde lady entered his row of seats. She came closer and closer. An
elderly lady accompanied her, and together they scrutinized the numbers

until the very next seats to his own were reached. She sat next to him.

Strange that he had not noticed her before as they had gone out.

He wished he knew the way to start a conversation, but perhaps

such a procedure would be impolite. The face slowly seemed to con-

nect itself with some forgotten photograph. He wished he could re-

member clearly. The lady raised her hand to signal to a friend a few

seats away. On her finger was a ring. He had seen that ring before,

but where? AH at once he had it! This was his brother's ring. The
photo was one that he had sent of his nurse. Cautious Stubbs addressed

the lady.

The end of the performance found them firm friends. Cautious

was even calling her Clarisse. Was she not almost his sister? Her
mother he found charming too. He wished Mary and the rest of the

touring companions would stay in the Flanders battle-fields for weeks yet.

Clarisse was delighted to find that he would attend the Opera

Comique next day. Was she not dancing in the ballet? Oh, no; it was

a perfectly respectable place. A ripple of delicious laughter greeted

his mistaken impression of this national theater. If he liked beautiful

music and fine staging he would certainly appreciate the piece, "Gis-

monda." She was pleased to hear the professor liked music, but no,

she did not know "I'm Always Chasing Rainbows," or Mr. Rode-

heaver's spiritual songs.

It appeared that dancing at the Opera Comique was at least as

profitable as teaching psychology, for Clarisse took Mr. Stubbs to his

hotel in the Avenue Victoria in her own Renault phaeton at the con-

clusion of the performance. In his dreams soon after, the professor

danced. Danced! And who was his partner? Oh, no! Not Mary
Blodge! What a sad business it is to wake up in the cold light of dawn
sometimes!

This was a nervous affair, this waiting at the stage door. But
it was worth it. Clarisse was wonderful! Her dancing in the ballet

had been a revelation to the professor, prepared emotionally as he had
been by an hour or so of beautiful music. It was no wonder that poor

Milo had fallen in love with her, even though she was only a nurse

when he knew her. She would look beautiful in anything though

—
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even a prim white uniform. He remembered the photo distinctly now,

and it was in just that costume.

At last she came, and in the simplest of dresses. She had left her

car in the garage for she was going to show him the Paris of the people.

He wanted to study their psychology? Very well, she would make
it easy for him. Taking him by the arm she led him off toward the

Metro.

Cautious Stubbs lived in a dream that evening, and the vision

which he contemplated was not at all colored with psychology. Clarisse

gave him every possible assistance in his purported observations, but

had she known it, his every power was actively engaged in the attempted

classification of his own emotions as stimulated by just one other per-

son in the world, and that one Clarisse herself. Perhaps after all she

did know this. You never can tell, you know.

Time and the rest of the world meant nothing to Cautious. He
had taken off his glasses, feeling that under the circumstances his natural

appearance of youth was more becoming than this sign of learning.

Even with their assistance, however, it is extremely doubtful whether

his vision would have extended over a much wider field. In a haze of

pleasure he found himself with her, late in the evening, in one of the

cars of the Great Wheel. They were alone as the huge machine swept

them up into the sky.

"Look, M. Stubbs. The stars above are coming close, and those

below which are in Paris are sinking down, do you see? Down, down,

down, while we go up and up, is it not?" cried Clarisse happily to her

silent companion. This truly was the climax. It was as if his spirit

freed from the world was soaring into a purple starry heaven, while

all the world below moved about their little affairs in the glamour of

distance.

"Did you notice that there was nobody there when we got in, and

no collector for the tickets?" asked Clarisse. "It was strange was it

not?" But her companion had noticed nothing except the droop of her

lashes and those bewitching dimples. After a little while, however,

it did appear strange to him that the lights of the city below were no

longer receding. They had stopped in the same place for at least ten

minutes. The time went on. Clarisse noticed it too. "Something

must have gone wrong," she said. Then suddenly clutching his arm
she asked what the time was. He pulled out his watch and showed it

to her. She gave a little scream. The lights in the car went out.

Toward the cold gray hour before dawn the professor could not

persuade himself to feel sorry that they had entered the Wheel after
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closing time, and were spending the night together hanging between the

earth and heaven. The probable consequences tomorrow did not strike

him. He only knew that Clarisse's head was resting on his shoulder

and that he had wrapped his coat around her to protect her from the

cold. She was sleeping now, peacefully like a little child. His breath

as he leaned over waved little stray wisps of hair around her forehead.

He bent closer and kissed her. She smiled in her sleep but did not

waken.

It was eleven o'clock the next morning. Professor Stubbs sat in

a first-class compartment of a train for the Chatelet, holding the Paris

edition of the New York Herald in his hands. He had just taken Clarisse

home and was now bound for his hotel, and engaged in deliberation

as to the necessity of telling the whole affair to the party who should

have returned the night before.

He was saved the decision. There, before his eyes in this late edi-

tion of the paper, he read a humorous news item which stated that a

Professor Stubbs, of Wichita, Kansas, had inadvertently spent the

night with a notable dancer in the Great Wheel. There was an implied

query after the "inadvertently." The mention of his home town called

him back to earth with a painful shock. He really could not face the

party. To make it worse, just at this moment his eyes caught a late

classified advertisement, over which the signature of the anxious Mr.

Blodge, sought information as to his whereabouts.

He left the train at the next station in a mood of blank despair.

He could never meet his friends again or return to the college after this

scandal. What could he live on in the future then? True, he could

continue to write for certain learned magazines—perhaps. . . . This

train of thought was interrupted by the realization that he stood before

a cafe. He sat at one of the little tables and intrepidly ordered ver-

muth, which he had heard was strong enough to drown any grief or

misfortune. He drank it with a repulsion which was the less noticeable

owing to his powerful emotions. He called for another glass, and then

with legs trembling beneath him and a wave of confidence and affability

sweeping through his mind, moved off unsteadily in the direction of the

river bank.

By the time he arrived on the quai, joy had given place to the

extreme gloom of intoxication. He sat down while tears slowly rolled

down his cheeks. It was unbearable, this trick that fate had played upon
him. His life was ruined, that was all there was to it. Home was far

off; friends were lost. What was there to live for? He would be brave.

He would end it all.

Rising feebly, with the aid of a tree trunk as a support, he advanced
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to the parapet and succeeded in toppling ignominiously over it.

"Yes," said the nurse, "he was picked up lying in a barge of soft

coal into which he had fallen from the quai while drunk."

"We are sure he is in good care/' said Mr. Blodge, "we will have

his trunk sent round this evening. My daughter would like to leave

this little package which is of some value."

Soon after the departure of these visitors, the patient woke from a

refreshing sleep to marvel at his surroundings and at the pain in his

side and leg on attempting to rise to a sitting posture. His gaze centered

on one thing, however, and that was the face of Clarisse bending over

him with a smile. Remembering his condition of the day before a wave

of shame brought a flush to his cheeks.

"Now rest comfortably, mon ami," said Clarisse, "and do not

worry one little bit. Your friends have left for Nice, but I am here

and I understand all about it. . . . Do you know you are so like

your brother, lying there in bed. Cautious."

"Clarisse, do you think I could take his place?" asked the patient

intrepidly. "Do you think you could forget my bad points, and grow

to like me as you did Milo?"

"It is good to humor a patient, is it not?" said the one-time nurse»

smiling.

"Do you mean that you will?" he asked timidly with the sudden

access of courage failing.

She smiled, but did not reply.

Presently, and apparently for lack of a better topic, she said: "There

is a ring here that a certain Mr. Blodge left for you. He said it is some-

thing that you left at the hotel."

Mr. Stubbs took it and the hand that passed it to him at the same
time. Gaining confidence from the fact that the latter remained pas-

sive in his grasp, he slipped the ring upon it.

"I can't sit up," he said smiling, "so would you mind bending

down please?"

"That reminds me of the Great Wheel," he said, kissing her.

"Then my dream up there in the sky was true," she replied.

Donald Messenger, G. S.



Irishmen

Two men dressed in gray tweeds and caps were wheeling their

bicycles up a long stony grade. Both were rather short and

buUt like Irishmen. They were Irishmen. One wore a long

brown beard that covered most of his necktie and the other only a well-

shaped mustache which was beginning to turn gray.

"Let us stop and breathe a minute, M.," said he of the mustache.

"Yes, a minute won't matter much, but we cannot be too slow if

we are to reach Cylochan before sun-down."

"No; that we can't! How bad these Irish roads are! Did you

know they were like this up here?"

"I've been over this road many times and it is always like this.

The last time I came over it was a year ago, about this time In the

autumn, and it was just as it is now. I do not suppose there has ever

been any other bicycle but mine over it until now."

"Nothing but carts, and oxen, and heavy boots," murmured the

other.

They started trudging along again, walking in comfortable silence

for a while.

";E, have you ever thought what a country blessed and cursed by
God this is? The land under our feet is rich and more beautiful than

any other. We love it, you and I, but the sadness of the people—can

it never stop? Answer me, /E, you know the land and the country

better than T."

"My dear George, you magnify the sadness of the people. They
are as happy as the peasants of any country, and we are helping them

every day to better themselves; new creameries and lace factories are

being put up and started."

"Yes, and new churches everywhere."

"They are a very pious people. Would you have them cramped

in their religion? An Irishman without his church is like a boat without

a steersman. It is their church and the priests that keep them from

complaining. Have you ever heard them complain?"

"They don't complain; they leave."

"But they don't all leave, and those who stay are more happy
than those who go to America."

'How do 3'ou know they are?"

"I have talked to some who came back to visit the old folks again.

The hardness of America makes them unhappy. They have more money,

but that is all. Their friends are not like the old friends back home,
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and they have no time to enjoy Hving. Neighbors don't talk over their

gates, for they have no gates to talk over; they Uve in tenements or

rows of blank-faced houses. You have seen them yourself, George."

"Why do those who come back to visit never stay? They always

go back to America.

Silent again, they walked on, wheeling their bicycles. Neither

knew the answer to the question. The subject had verged on sadness.

"We shall be in plenty of time," said R.
"If I don't get tired out before we get there. Isn't there some-

where that we can leave our wheels?"

"Yes, about half a mile ahead we shall leave them at a cottage

at the foot of the last steep climb."

For half a mile more the two men walked without exchanging words.

When they came to the cottage an old woman told them to put their

bicycles in the kitchen while she fetched them a fresh pail of water.

They drank a dipperful each, and started up the steep slope. It was

not a long climb.

"Perhaps we shall see Etain dive into the cool water," said George,

his voice almost in a tremble of eagerness.

"Perhaps."

Each man was busy with his own thoughts. They were conscious

of each other without communicating at all. They expected something

momentous to take place, evidently, for neither slackened his pace, al-

though they were very tired and the grade was steep. On top of the

hill lay a little lake; its waters were bright blue in the still rays of the

afternoon sun. The two men threw themselves on the edge and rested

their elbows on the ground with their feet stretched out behind them.

Neither spoke, but their eyes glistened and they had the expression

on their faces of men who were listening to a beloved piece of music

that they knew by heart. After a long while R began to murmur verses

under his breath. The other moved over to hear them. They were

fragments of Wordsworth, Keats, and "The Cloud," and they poured

from his mouth with scarcely a pause.

Suddenly he stopped. Both men looked intently into the lake a

little way from shore. George clutched his companion's sleeve.

Until the last rays of the sun had died away they lay there on the

edge of the lake in silence, then they arose and started back down the hill.

"Sing one of your own, F£^," said George.

A moment of silence, then—

—

"lis edgesjoamed with amethyst and rose,

Withers once more the old blue flower oj day:

There where the ether like a diamond glows

Its petalsJade away.
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"A shadowy tumult j-lirs the dusky air;

Sparkle the delicate dews, the distant snows;

The great deep thrills, Jor through it ei^erywhere

The breath of Beauty blows.

"I saw how all the trembling ages past

Molded to her by deep and deeper breath,

Neared to the hour when Beauty breathes her last

And knows herself in death.

"

The friends walked on down the hill. It was almost dark when
they reached the cottage where they had left their bicycles. The old

woman gave them each a mug of buttermilk to drink before they started

back. As they stood in the twilight before the cottage door, each with

his mug of buttermilk in his hand, George broke the spell of silence.

"Did you see her arm flash in the blue water?" he said.

"Aye, and her golden hair floating behind," answered iE.

"iE, I shall never forget this day with you."

Ames Johnston, '25.

Rondeau

The poets sing in measures set

A dainty Norman chansonelte

In praise of all the buds oj May,
Or in a gracejul roundelay

OJ hyacinths and mignonette.

While other men repine andjret.

And hope tomorrow willjorget

The sordid leavings oj today,

The poets sing.

But you and I are young, Toinette,

We have no lime Jor vain regret.

We will be always bright and gay.

No matter what the world may say.

What care have we Jor them? So let

The poets sing.

B. B. Warfield, '25.



Battle of Chotusltz

The shrill-voiced bugles sound, as one by one

The Prussian squadrons' even ranks combine

And charge, swords waving, where the morning sun

Shines on the Empress' steady battle line—
And bare white village spire and huddled roojs.

Gray dust clouds whirl above them and conceal

All but the roar oj men and pounding hoofs,

Andflash and gleam oJfiercely wielded steel.

The musketry and cannon crash and storm.

The village burns, the smoke rolls like a sea,

And Prussian infantry, in perfectform.

Advance, deploy, advance to victory.

Thus, one -May morning, seven thousandfell.

And careless Czechs changed masters. Well?

C. C. Sellers, '25.
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Two Dramatic Criticisms

OEDIPUS REX

{J Tragedy)

IIR JOHN MARTIN-HARVEY'S production of the Gilbert

Murray translation of Sophocles' masterpiece is a notable con-

tribution to the modern stage, novel in treatment and remarkable

in its dignity, sincerity, and particularly for the superb acting of Martin-

Harvey himself.

In keeping with the Greek custom, Sir John uses no curtain, but

the stage shows the gloomy portals of Oedipus' palace at Thebes, before

which two soldiers keep guard. Before the altar is a glow of fire, while

to the right and left steps come down the stage apron then over the

footlights to the aisles. The stage is appropriately dark and sombre.

The action starts with a mob of citizens rushing down the aisles

and climbing up to the soldiers, calling for Oedipus. (We might add
that the folds of their Greek costumes made clear to us the necessity

for sculpture in its highest development.) The tyrant comes out and

with majestic calm explains that he will do all he can to avert the pesti-

lence afflicting his people, and that he has sent his brother, Creon, to

the oracle at Delphi to learn the cause. With a flourish of trumpets,

Creon and his bodyguard enter from the audience and report that an
unclean thing is afflicting Thebes. After trying in vain to learn who
it can be, Oedipus curses the guilty person and summons Tiresias, an

old blind seer, to help him. The latter refuses aid, but angered by
Oedipus' persistent demand for the truth, he cries out that Oedipus,

himself, is the unclean thing. Since Oedipus has, as far as he knows,

lived a pure life, he accuses Tiresias of treason, and of a plot to place

Creon on his throne.

The rest of the pla^', one of the most carefully constructed dramas
in all literature, depicts Oedipus' struggles to discover the facts, and,

at the same time, to free himself from the accusation, whose truth is

becoming more and more evident momentarily. At last, after vainly

clutching at straw after straw, he faces the terrible realization that

he has unwittingly killed his father, and married his mother. His wife-

mother hangs herself; Oedipus stabs his eyes out, and then stumbles on

the stage to kiss his children good-bye and to beg Creon to exile him.

The tragedy, considered the consummation of Greek drama, is

the most remorseless portrayal of man's helplessness In the meshes of

destiny ever penned. Caught "in the fell clutch of circumstance,"
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Oedipus in one day falls from supreme happiness to unutterable misery

for no reason whatsoever. The bitter truth of the theme and Its per-

fect handling make the play of absorbing interest. Aside from its in-

trinsic merits and its historical significance, written 2300 years ago.

It is astonishingly fresh. Produced In modern manner, without a chorus.

Its age would never be suspected. This is due to the fact that not merely

is the Athenian drama the source of much of our stage, but It has been

the direct Inspiration of many recent dramatists. To say nothing of

the French classicists, when Ibsen revolutionized the stage, he went

directly to the Greeks, and the resemblance of "Ghosts" to "Oedipus

Rex" Is no coincidence.

Martin-Harvey's work Is beyond praise. In the long, and exacting

role he expressed vocally and physically all the ever-varying shades of

emotion demanded without In the least losing the dignity required by
his part. Gifted with a splendid physique. Sir John was a magnificent

figure as the favorite of fortune and equally as pathetic as the hopeless,

blinded outcast. The rest of the company was also good. The chorus

of eleven old men was least satisfactory, and became ever funnier as

they bleated after each new woe had befallen.

GRAND GUIGNOL

{Three Horrific Playlets)

THE third bill of the Grand Guignol players, direct from Paris,

was recently presented by the Selwyns In New York. There

were three pieces: "On the Slab," a morgue horror with a laugh

at the end by Andre de Lorde and Georges Montignac; "Alcide Peple,"

a farce by Armant Massart and A. Vercourt, both one-act pieces, and

"The Crucified," a grim two-act miracle play of Ireland, by A. P.

Antolne and Charles Poldioue.

Let us say at the outset that practically all the traditional thrills

and shocks of Grand Guignol are lost on Americans who are not very

familiar with French, and even many excellent students find It difficult

to understand the under-world slang. The Moscow Art Theatre players

managed to make themselves fairly comprehensible, but the Guignol

program, unlike the Russian one, is very little help, because, although

It gives the elements of the plot, it omits the climax. Consequently,

the effect is often lost because the hearer doesn't get all the shadows

leading up to the climax, a thing most important In a one-act play.
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The performance starts with "Sur la Dalle" ("On the Slab")>

with a bare setting representing the Paris morgue. An Apache refuses

to confess to the murder of a soldier. The warden tries to put him
through the "third degree." He arranges to put himself on the slab

while the murderer is left alone to fill up on absinthe. After a long

monologue, the Apache loses his mind, and screaming his confession,

crashes the absinthe bottle on the morgue-keeper's head, turning what
might have been a grim episode into a grotesque farce as the keeper

rolls off the slab moaning and holding his wounded head.

(We might here remark that Andre de Lorde, one of the authors of

"On the Slab," has written about a hundred similar plays, and is known
in France as the Prince de la Terreur. Nearly all of his pieces were

striking successes and after having triumphed at the Theatre Antoine,

the Odeon, the The&tre Sarah Bernhardt, the Gymnase and the Vaude-

ville, and above all, at the Grand Guignol, of which de Lorde is the

ofiGcial Journisseur, have been presented in all parts of the world and

translated into many languages.)

"Alcide Pepie" is a farce about a bibulous husband who brings

home an exceedingly drunken friend. The man appears to drop dead

and there are many complications. The wife, in nightgown and curl

papers upbraids her husband because he will have to furnish the funeral.

The situation changes when the supposed dead man comes out of his

drunken slumber.

This play illustrates very well what confusion the innocent American
finds in Grand Guignol. Was the nervous person who first entered

after the supposed death of Alcide intended to be a doctor? We look

in the program and find that there is a doctor mentioned, but this man
is horrified at the sight of the body, so that can't be right. However,

in the end we find out that he's the only one who could be the physician.

In the final piece, "Les Crucifies" ("The Crucified"), we wanted to

know whether Billy Slone had really been murdered by the British or

some other agency. Then, too, who was the patriot's companion on
the night of his death? The action itself doesn't give us any clue.

This last, a two-act play, running about an hour, is the best of the

trio. It has two rather impressive scenes, the first where the revolu-

tionists murder and crucify the royalist, and the second where the last

of the four murderers is terrified to death by a luminous cross on the

door behind which the murdered man has been hidden. This last scene

was very powerful, being led up to by much gesturing and vociferation.

Although we, ourselves, enjoyed Grand Guignol very much as a

novelty, we think that it will not be a popular success in this country

because of the language drawback.

F. C. H., '24.



To Students and Alumni of

HAVERFORD COLLEGE
HOW MANY OF THESE QUESTIONS CAN YOU ANSWER?

1—When Philadelphia newspapers are mentioned, which one do you

think of first?

2—What Philadelphia newspaper has the most reliable and complete

news reports?

3—What Philadelphia newspaper has the most accurate and impartia]

sporting news?

4—What Philadelphia newspaper has a circulation larger than that of

any other daily or Sunday newspaper published in Pennsylvania?

5—What Philadelphia newspaper has the most popular comics?

6—What Philadelphia newspaper has the largest printing plant in the

United States?

7—What Philadelphia newspaper has the best radio articles Eind pro-

grams?

8—What newspaper goes daily into most Philadelphia homes?

9—What Philadelphia newspaper prints the most college and school

news?

10—What Philadelphia newspaper is read by "nearly everybody"?

II—What Philadelphia newspaper prints the most Help Wanted Ads?

12—What Philadelphia newspaper do you and your family prefer?

of course!

Over half a million copies of The Bulletin are sold daily.
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AOISON AVENUE COR. rORTY>FOURTH STREET
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Clothing Ready made or to Measure
for Autumn

Evening Clothes, Cutaways, Sack Suits
Sporting Clothes and Medium-weight Overcoats

English and Domestic Hats & Furnishings
Boots and Shoes for Dress, Street and Outdoor Sport

Trunks, Bags & Leather Goods

Send for "Comparisons"

BOSTON NEWPORT
TBCMOwTCOM.BOvi-rro*) 230 BklxCvuk AvkmuC

Comfortable Old Age
You can now do what your father

wishes he had done—take an Endow-
ment PoHcy payable at 65.

It is easy to do. It is good insurance,

good investment and good sense.

Provident Mutual Life

Insurance Company
OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Fourth and Chestnut Streets

PU(ue mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertixerj



HAVERFORD
Has an

enviable reputation

So does the

Hahnemann
Medical College

PHILADELPHIA

220-228 North Broad Street

Catalogue on request

ON THE BRIDGE
You will receive personal attention
to optical work of every descripion.

Prompt Service

MULLEN and WOLF
Broad Street Station Bridge

Commercial Trust Building

Films Philadelphia Printing

Developing Spruce 9355 Enlarging

College Graduates

WANTED
for

Paying Teaching Positions

FREE ENROLLMENT

Modern Teachers' Bureau
1002 Market Street

Philadelphia

Gel blanksfrom C. Beoan Slrayer, 1923

INSURANCE
Fire or Burglir; Insurance on Students' per-
sonal effects while at College or elsewhere.

Tourists' Floating Insurance on personal
effects against all risks in transit, in hotels,

etc., both in this country and abroad.

Automobile Insurance covering damage to
car and liability for damage to property or
for injuries to persons.

LONGACRE & EWING
BnlUtt BIdg., la S. 4th St., FhUadelphla

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adverlisert



Should you desire to teach

consult

The Fisk Teachers' Agency
1420 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia

School and College Diplomas a Specialty

PECKHAM, LITTLE & CO.
Scbool and College Supplies

Commercial Stationers

57-59 East 11th St., New York City
Telephone, Sluyvesanl 24S3, 2454

ARTHUR LAWS
Caterer

236 S. Fortieth Street
Philadelphia

Teachers for Schools—Schools for Teachers

NATIONAL TEACHEBS' AGENCY, Inc.

D. B. Cook, Manager
326-27-28 Perry Bldg..l530 Chestnut St.,PhiIa.

BRANCHES:-Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Syracuse
Northampton. Teachers wanted every day.

GLASGOW IRON COMPANY
POTTSTOWN, PA.

IRON AND STEEL PLATES, MUCK BAR
AND FLANGED AND PRESSED WORK

Philadelphia Office; 602 to 608 Harrison Building

KAPLAN BROTHERS
.•. TAILORS AND CLOTHIERS .*.

CLEANING AND DYEING
Lancaster and Ardmore Aves., Ardmore
We Call and Deliver— Call Ardmore 2075

Pocono Manor
Winter Inn

American Plan Moderate Rates
References Required

The happy land of winter sports and
healthgiving rest. Skiing, skating,

tobogganing and snowshoeing. Brac-

ing climate, excellent food, comfortable

rooms, personal attention.

The Ideal Week-end Trip
Less than three hours from New

York via the D. L. & VV. R. R. It is

suggested that reservations be made
at once.

GARRETT S. HOAG, Manager
Pocono Manor, Pa.

"Pennsylvania's Most Healttiful

Resort"

Bryn Mawr 252
CALLS

CONNELLY'S
The Main Line Florists

1226 Lancaster Avenue Rosemont, Pa.

W. B. Kerrigan & Sons
ICE

Ice Manufactured by
BRYN MAWR ICE CO.

Phone Bryn Mawr 29 R

Edw. K. Tryon Co.
Sporting Goods

912 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Represented by
Haverford Co-operative Store

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers



MICHELLS

PHILADELPHIA
EverytliiDS for Lawn, Farm and
Garden. Get a CaUlog.

MICHELL'S HOUSE

College and School

Periodicals

OUB EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT

The Haverfordian Havtrford College

The Norm Philadelphia Normal School

Blue and Gray Friends' Central, Phila.

Town Scientific Journal. . . Univ. oj Penna.

The Princeton Tiger. .Princeton University

The Lyre Lafayette College

The Purple Book Wellesley College

The American Art Student New York

Horace Mann Quarterly New York

The Lantern University of Penna.

U. G. I. Circle Philadelphia

The best work and service, for the money,

obtainable.

WESTBROOK PUBLISHING CO.

R. G. BARNES & SONS

1217 Market St., Philadelphia

1

^rbmore
Printing Company

PRINTERS
and

PUBLISHERS

Cricket and Lancaster Avenues

Ardmore

'T'HE.RE is always a

balance between
beauty and service in both

printing and direct-adver-

tising that makes either

produce the returns de-

sired. Striking that bal-

ance is not guesswork, but

the result of careful plan-

ning.

THE HOLMES PRESS—Printers

1315-29 Cherry St.

Philadelphia

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adi>erlisers



l^/i ORE college men every day

are appreciating the ex-

clusiveness of our "stuff" and

recognizing the advantages of

dealing with a shop that "caters"

to Haverford students.

Clothing, haberdashery, golf equipment, etc.

fFe Specialize in Sport Apparel

Golf Specialty Shop
40 S. 17th Street Philadelphia

Please note that

NAT LUXENBERG & Bros.

hai^e moiled to

841 BROADWAY
New York City

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adverlisert
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Ardmore Printing Co.

Autocar Co.

Bailey, Banks & Biddle Co.

Brooks Brothers

Connelly's

Evening Bulletin

Ferguson, Joseph

Fisk Teachers' Agency

Glasgow Iron Company

Golf Specialty Shop
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Hahnemann Medical College and Hospital

Haverford Tea Room

Holmes Press
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Laws, Arthur
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Mehl & Latta
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Mullen & Wolf
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Smedley & Mehl
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Haverford Tea Room
NEAR HAVERFORD STATION

Breakfasts, Lunches

and Dinners

MISS ELIZABETH NUNAN
Phone, Ardmore 1946

The sturdy

Autocar
Wherever there's a road

The motor truck with

short wheelbase handiness
mechanical superiority

economy
dependability

direct factory branch service

in 44 cities

A complete line of Autocar trucks

Capacities, I to 6 tons

Manufactured since 1897 by

The Autocar Company
Ardmore, Pa.
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^y,BANKS6BlDD|.
Jewelers ^Vj
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Q)

THE GIFT SUGGESTION BOOK
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Illustrates and prices Jewels,

Watches, Clocks, Silver, China,

Glass and Novelties. The dis-
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ETIQUETTE OF WEDDING
STATIONERY

A book mailed upon request which

describes in detail the correct use

of Wedding Stationery and Visit-

ing Cards.

Montfort V. Melchlor,

College Agent

26

Mehl & Latta

Lumber

Coal

and

Building Materials

Wall Board

ROSEMONT, PA.

PUate mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertinrt



ARDMORE
NARBERTH BALA-CYNWYD

TOTAL RESOURCES:

$7,000,000

WICKHAM SHOES
For College Men

$8.50
THIRTY-FIVE STYLES AT ONE PRICE

The utmost in style, workman-
ship and quality at the price.

Sold exclusively at this store, and
already established as the shoe
for college men (or all seasons.

Thirty-five styles in a complete
assortment of both tan and black
high and low Shoes for every-day
wear and dress occasions, all

at $8.50.

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER
Eighth & Market Streets

Philadelphia

H. B. MESS!

31203 FI&SS^T B'TSMmT

Printed by Westbrook Publishing Co., 1217 Market St., Ptiila., Pa.
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for MEN

Men s Furnishings : Hats : Smart Clothes

Standard Natlonaily Advertised Merchandise

Hello

HAVERFORD !

Let 's get

acquainted!

We want

to know you I

ADLER
COLLEGIAN «.

CLOTH ES

A MAN just naturally carries himself

better in Adler Collegian Clothea.

It's the exclusive McBedwin Finish of

Adler Collegian Clothes that makes him
"feel"—different.

Go to Guilford's today, jmd try on the
suit or overcoat that strikes your fancy.

You'll be surprised to see how well it

looks on you.

And—you'll find that Guilford's have
priced Adler Collegian Clothes with due
consideration to your pocket book.

ADLER COLLEGIAN SUITS AND OVERCOATS

. 1923, David A<]lei
ftSooaCoxopaay

*30 and upward to '50

*I225 Market Street
1234 Market Street
1305 Market Street
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*I540 Market Street
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On Writing Creative Fiction

HE first broad and general rule for writers who wish to make
I a name for themselves in fiction, is this—Leave life out of it and

trust to your own good sense and imagination to see the thing

through. The word "fiction" presupposes unreality pursued to the

verge of mendacity, and the beginner should, therefore, understand

both the advantages and the limitations of his subject before he sets

to work. I do not say that fiction has no point of contact with life,

but I do say that life exercises no influence over fiction. In fact, the

process is slightly in the opposite direction—fiction, in the shape of a

play or a novel or a film drama or a newspaper record of murder trial,

exercises a most enormous influence over life. Men model themselves,

not on one another, but upon their favorite character in fiction or upon
what they have read about Abraham Lincoln, and the more advanced

women deliberately dress themselves up to look like the disreputable

female characters of popular dime-novels. Let us take a specific instance.

Anyone who has lived in the Middle West can tell 3'ou that in his novel,

Alain Street, Mr. Sinclair Lewis has gone entirely upon his own imagina-

tion. The scenes depicted have, or, at any rate, once had, no counter-

part in actual life. But go to Main Street now and note the change.

Before Mr. Sinclair Lewis wrote his novel, the ladies were quite content

to take Martha Washington and Mary Pickford as their models. Now
they are all behaving like the misguided heroine of Mr. Lewis' imagina-

tive romance. They meet you with a pale smile, and relapse into melan-

choly silence, and then break out into what the best sellers call "a mad
passion of weeping," and request to be taken away from it all—O my
God!—out there. A notable instance of the influence of the work of

fiction upon life.

Very well, let us put life out of the question. The next thing to

realize is that in fiction (not life) there is nothing new under the sun.

There are only thirty-six possible dramatic situations, and twenty seven

of those are improper, and the twenty-eight is unamerican. So the

beginner need not waste his time about thinking out a brand-new plot,

for whatever he may believe himself, it won't be new when he has found

it. Again, let me illustrate. At one time in my life I was anxious to

contribute a really good short story to the Saturday Evening Post.

For weeks I puzzled my brains in an abortive pursuit of a good, startling

plot. At last it came to me with a blinding flash whQst I was in my
bath. It was the storj- of a rich millionaire who was converted to virtuous

living by falling in love with his father's hospital nurse. I wrote this

story up in two days, and sent it off to the Editor. He telegraphed

back, " Alagnlficent! Check jollowlng by malU" Later on, I telegraphed

him, "Change hospital-nurse to stenographer." He replied by telegram,

130
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"Splendid! Bui whal about death-bed scene? Check jollowing by mad."

Eventually we met at dinner and he congratulated me on what he called

"a fine and novel performance." He was so interested in my central

situation that he asked me if I could not work in a minor situation

that had once occurred to him as being unexpected—my millionaire-

father objected to his son's marriage with a stenographer—could I not

make her an heiress in disguise? I could, and did, and the story was

finally printed under the caption Was she right? a Ihoughl-slimulating

novelietle written round an entirely new situation. Read it, you who care

for the Juture oj our race. Would you believe it? A contributor wrote

before the week was over and pointed out that both my situations and

the editor's had already been utilized in a single story, once in the

preceding number of the Saturday Evening Post and twice in the current

issue of the Atlantic Monthly. From this extract from my forthcoming

autobiography, it wiU be clear that plot matters very little in fiction.

I would not, however, counsel the beginner to steal his plots from other

writers. That, by actual experience I have found to lead to constant

friction and misunderstanding with jealous publishers and cantankerous

editors. Rather, he should let his plot grow upon him gradually, here

an incident and there an incident, a page from this author, if he be alive,

and a chapter from that author, if he be dead. This mendacious anecdote

told by a friend after dinner and that appetizing paragraph from the

divorce-and-murder page of his favorite newspaper. And finally, when
you have accumulated enough material, card index it and write away
as if the resultant plot was entirely your own.

It is sometimes a useful thing to use artificial stimulants as a help

towards the concoction of a plot. By artificial stimulants I, of course,

do not mean anything so disgraceful as alcoholic beverages or the in-

discriminate use of drugs like haschish or cocaine. I am afraid that

the psycho-analysts would soon trace the sources of such inspiration

in your use of peculiar metaphors and similes. What I really mean is

that you should trick yourself by degrees into making up a story by
performing certain easy mental gymnastics. For instance, if it is a

short story you are after, first choose your magazine. Or, better stiU,

first choose an arresting title—very often it is the title alone that will

sell the book. The Snows oj Yesteryear, to take an example, is not

sufficiently stimulating either to the creative artist in search of a plot,

or to the general public on its way home from business. It gets you
nowhere, and you don't know how to lead up to it, or away from it, and,

in any case, your readers will think that it stands for something senti-

mental. Nor again is a proverbial title like It's a Long Lane That has
Ao Turning altogether safe—It makes your novel sound tedious before

it has been sampled. Or again, such a title as The Passion Gelid is
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bad because no one, including yourself, can see what it refers to. Mono-
syllabic titles, I would say, are perhaps the most stimulating—quite a

good realistic drama of squalor and crime could be written round the

title of Jluck, tired business men would willingly buy a novel if it was
only called Oil, and any magazine-editor in the country would accept

for publication, without reading, a short story which answered to the

name oi Jazz-Dreams. Sometimes, a touch of the bizarre gives a pleasing

fillip to the jaded fancy

—

The Cream-Faced Loon, or The Dei'il's Dam
or Pig s Eyes, and yet again the trick may be done by something crudely

melodramatic. The Butler s Rei'eniie or Shriek in the Shower-Bath.

I must leave my young beginner to use his own resources on the

compilation of title and pass on to another method of gathering a plot

together. Brief and pithy sentences often have latent possibilities in

them—"a heavy thud, and then a silence as heavy," "The door slammed,

and Ponto howled miserably in the street outside" (Ponto can be a

Pekinese dog or an Italian nobleman, according to taste),
'"—

' he

cried in a blind gust of fury and rushed for the trolley-car"—these and

similar sentences by themselves only conjure up isolated scenes, but

taken together they could furnish forth a whole chapter. Sometimes a

little aid from outside sources will crystallize the whole scene for you,

and here again let me illustrate. Once while I was contemplating a short

story, I was continually haunted by the sentence, "For one minute I

(or he) thought my (or his) last hour had come," which somehow I

felt I must drag into my story, but how I could not see. Then, one

morning my eye fell upon a very learned advertisement for someone's

rubber heels for shoes. The advertiser sought by a mathematical cal-

culation to prove that the shock produced to the nervous system by

walking a hundred yards down Broadway without rubber heels to

your shoes was equivalent in aggregate force to the shock produced by
jumping off the Woolworth Tower and landing on your feet. In proof

of this assertion, his calculations were illustrated by two striking pictures

of the Woolworth Tower. In the first, a well-dressed man in a neat

black coat, with a Derby hat on his head and a suitcase in his hand,

was depicted as stepping serenely and jauntily off the top of the tower

into space, with a bland and benevolent expression on his finely-chiseled

features. In the second picture he was shown as he landed a minute

later at the bottom of the tower on both feet. His Derby hat is still

on his head and his suitcase in his hand, but the expression on his face

is changed for one of intense physical and mental anguish.

My readers can see for themselves how this advertisement helped

me towards visualizing my sentence, "For one minute he (in this case)

thought his last hour had come." Obviously that would be just the sort

of whimsical fancy that would flit into a gentleman's head, if he were
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so careless as to take a walk into space from the top of the Woolworth

Tower, rubbsr heels or no rubber heels. So there I had a hero, a situation

and local color all ready to hand in a single picture and a striking sentence

into the bargain with which to strike my climax. And here I would

like to go on and show how this single advertisement carried me on

further, and eventually contributed to a masterpiece. The fact that

this rash gentleman wore a Derby hat and looked so benevolent made
me realize that he must be a Senator, and so a Senator perforce became

the hero of my tale. The further fact that the advertisement referred

to shoes and rubber heels led me to baptize him Senator Shrubber, and

then for a moment I was at a loss. But it is just at this point that I

must introduce my readers to another chaste principle of creative

writing. If, after you have visualized your grand climax, the imagination

stiU refuses to work, why, then sit down and start your story at once,

always taking care that you start right in the middle, if possible only

a few seconds before your grand climax. In the ensuing paragraphs you

can always go back and fill in the preliminaries. But mark this—^your

opening sentence must be emphatic and startling even to yourseU, and

it should contain within itself the germs of many complications. In this

particular instance, I was unconsciously influenced by the fact that,

according to the advertisement. Senator Shrubber was, except for a

slight ruffling of the temper, little the worse for his rash conduct. Ac-

cordingly I wrote down the title of my story, which I had chosen some

months before,

THE MAN WITH THE TWITCHING NOSE
and started right away as follows:

Little did Senator Shrubber think, when he flung himselfJrom the sum-

mit of the Woolworth Tower, that he would live to regret the day.

There! That, as an opening sentence, is a real gem. It opens up
all sorts of interesting problems, which have to be answered before you

have done with your story. Why, for example, did Senator Shrubber ever

come to fling himself off the Woolworth Tower? How did it happen

that he was not killed? Why didn't he foresee that his conduct would

entail the most unpleasant consequences to himself? and so on and so

forth. And furthermore, remember my title. What did the twitching

of a man's nose have to do with the breaking of Senator Shrubber's fall?

Was it twitching in the Tower when he fell? Did he hit it full in the

middle of the twitch when he fell? Or did it only start twitching after

he fell? And if so, for what reason? But enough 1 I have shown my
readers how I came by my inspiration. If they wish to know the finished

artistic product, I must refer them to the world-famous story of,

THE JIAN WITH THE TWITCHING NOSe".
J. S.



A Few Famous Ku-Shih

Y KU-SHIH is meant old Chinese verses in contra-distinction to

the Confucian Odes which form one of the Five Classics and

which lie outside of the scope of this paper. Probably, the Wes-

tern World was yet inhabited by sixteen-footed tortoises, toothed birds

and various other now extinct creatures when the Chinese poets were

singing their verses to the music of the Kine. At any rate, some of

these verses date back twelve centuries before Orpheus and fifteen be-

fore David and Homer.

All Ku-shlh are short, most of them being six, eight, or perhaps,

ten lines in length with five or seven characters to a line, while many
others are merely inscriptions of from six to twenty-four characters.

The longest poem in the annals of Chinese poetry is a lyrical ballad

written anonymously at the end of the Han Dynasty (206 B. C.-220

A. D.). It has the grand total of one thousand seven hundred

and forty-five characters. The next longest poem is Po Chu-i's (772-846

A. D.) "The Everlasting Grief", a narrative poem of five hundred and

forty-six characters.

Being very short, the verses reveal nothing of the spiritual depth

nor the philosophy of the authors: indeed, one doubts whether

generally the Chinese poet is philosophical at all. Neither do they show

any sign of the Homeric imagination which has made that name immor-

tal. The Chinese are an extremely matter-of-fact people and their

poets prove to be no exceptions. Only in the faculty of reflection do

they seem to have excelled as will be readily seen from the following

translations.

The ear^y inscriptions, like most of the verses, were written to be

sung. Below is one most frequently chanted by the village farmer

during the peaceful reign of Yao the Great (2357-2270 B. C):

Work begins at sunrise;

Rest comes at sunset.

Dig a wellfor a drink;

Till the soiljor our Jood.

What care Ifor the power of Yao?

Many of these ancient inscriptions are still in existence today because

they are usually engraved on the articles for which they are intended.

The following lines can often be found carved and gilted on a girl s

hope-chest:
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Raising silk worms: what a task.

How hard the maiden toils.

When the new dress is made
Throw not away the old;

Lest you be cold.

In the old days the common people were the judges of the acts of

their rulers. The short verse was their most effective method of censor-

ship, or means of commemoration, as the case might be. When Tze

Sang first became |];minister of the state of Sung his innovations called

forth ^the /following^lines from the people:

He makes me pawn my clothes;

He lays waste my Jarms.

I am with him

Who murders Tze Sang.

Three years later when the farsighted minister's reforms began to pro-

duce results, we find a different verse:

/ have children, Tze Sang teaches them;

I have big Jarms, Tze Sang cultivates them.

When Tze Sang dies

Who would not worship him?

At all times and in any country poets are found to voice similar

sentiments. Twenty centuries before Thomas Gray, a disappointed

poet of Han was comforting himself with these lines:

Behold, the wiry weeds oj the wild

Can well a basket be

Through the hands oj man.

But the wiry weeds oJ the wild

OJlen lay decayed on the plain

Without the hands oJ man.

Like the flower that was

"... born to blush unseen.

And waste its sweetness on the desert air,
"

this unknown poet could well be called China's "mute inglorious

MUton."
Love is seldom, if ever, an inspiration to the Chinese poets. It is

something to be cherished at heart and not to be sung about. Hence,
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love-poetry addressed by a man to a woman and vice versa does not exist.

But there are numerous verses and these among the greatest and best

known, that are pitched in the key of sentiment. Most verses deal with

separation and parting, either of friends or husband and wife, while

many others are written to those who are dear but far away.

Of such was Chang Hua of the Chin period (265-419 A. D.). Having

passed the imperial examination, he obtained an appointment as magis-

trate at a place "ten thousand li from home". One sleepless night he

penned the following lines:

A cooling breeze fans my gauze curtain;

The moon's pale beams penetrate my lonely room;

With thejair one soJar away
Never my house seems bright.

Armsjolding, I look into the space;

Lightly clad, I lie on my empty bed-

Perchance together, how short the night would seem;

Being alone, I lament the long, long night.

Burying my head in the pillow, I sigh heavily;

For within, my heart is hurting.

Ho Shun of Liang (502-556 A. D.) on parting from his bosom friend

writes:

We have played and grown up together;

But are now to part company.

Be not like the waters oj Tsu River,

Foreverflowing eastward, never once returning.

At night, rain may Jail on the empty porch;

Within, the lamp will be burning, in waiting.

Oh cease, Jor a moment, our drinking

And think oj our next meeting.

But not all Ku-shih are sad. Some are of a lighter vein and with

not a little wit and humor. Mung Yang of the later Han period, in

speaking of the ignoramus, characterizes him as one who:

Knowing but little, wonders much.

At sight oJ a camel,

Thinks it a hunch-back horse.

Ridiculing the fortune-teller and the quack doctor, one old verse reads:

Could mountains and rivers talk

The Jortune-teller will have naught to eat.

Could our lungs and guts talk

Turns not the doctor while as sheet?

i
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Ts'ao Chih was the youngest brother of the first emperor of Wei
who was himself a poet of no mean ability. But to be excelled by his

youngest brother as a poet was something the emperor could not be

reconciled to. So, one bright morning, he suddenly commanded Chih

to compose a stanza in front of all the courtiers while walking only

seven steps, or, to go to the scaffold. Picking up a brush the gifted

youth dashed off his composition and delivered it to his emperor brother

as he took the seventh step. The famous stanza runs:

Beans are cooked by burning the beanstalks,

And the beans weep in the boiling pot.

Alas. Are not the stalks and the beans of the same root?

Why hurry off the little ones so quick and hot?

Chih is known to all Chinese scholars as "the seven step genius."

Several poetesses also contribute to the richness of Ku-shih. But,

unfortunately, almost invariably, the moment which produced such

poems as attributed to them was the most tragic moment of their lives.

Consequently, we get a great many verses that are full of pathos and

tragedy so typical of the lives of the Oriental women.
The Emperor Kung of Sung has a stableman, Wei Fung by name,

who had a beautiful wife. Just as King David thought Uriah had no

business to possess such a beautiful woman as Bath-Sheba for a wife so

Emperor Kung decreed that it was a crime for a stableman to have a

beautiful wife. Accordingly Wei was thrown into prison. In the mean-

time the Emperor had a magnificent pagoda built for the unfortunate

Wei's wife. But beautiful as she was, she was different from Bath-

Sheba. Before the pagoda was finished she wrote:

When above South Mountain perches a little bird,

The huntsman on North Mountain his net spreads.

Then up flies the bird, soaring into the air;

What use the net?

A pair oj sparrows togetherfly.

Envying naught of the phoenix.

I am but a common woman.

Caring naughtfor the Emperor Kung.

and then hung herself.

Of the Duchess Fong Su of Chi little is known. Having been cap-

tured by the army of the Emperor Tu of Chow (1122-249 B. C), she

became special entertainer to the Emperor, the Duchess being an accom-
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plished player of the guitar. One day while she was playing a string of

the instrument broke. Whereupon she composed impromptu the follow-

ing lines which effected her immediate release:

Though I am fhowered with Javors today,

Still I cling to my love oj old.

Wouldsl know how my poor heart languishes,

Need but look at this broken chord.

Any collection of Ku-shih contains thousands of such verses as

have been translated above. They all deserve a more careful study and

a more skillful treatment. Students of oriental literature will find them

not only interesting and refreshing but also of great literary value.

S. H. Chang, '24.

The Death of Pierrot

Beneath the moon, a garden Jair,

While roses and pink primevtres,

Pierrette all pink, Pierrot all white.

The nightingale weeps to the night

In sad complaint and sobbing prayer.

Pierrette the blithe and debonair

Is dying. Will not Death e'en spare

One pearl to shine with lustrous light,

Beneath the moon?

Now she is dead; in vain to swear,

To kiss her eyes, her lips, her hair.

He whirls away in maddened Jright,

Down by the pool, warm chrysolite.

PlouJ! He is gone to Join her. Where?

Beneath the moon.

B. B. Warfield, '25.

I



Morpheomania

THE poets have thrashed out the physical phenomenon of slumber

with great thoroughness and exactitude—it belongs to the present

culprit neither to summarize their findings nor to invent a lot of

new and original ones. Both would be utterly impossible. If either of

these two attempts were made the reader would be as Pope says "threat-

ened, not in vain, with sleep." If the reader feels like taking a snooze

before finishing this herd of cogitation, very well; if not, so much the

better.

However, credit where credit is due. Coleridge devoted a few lines

to the consideration of sleep, which

is a gentle thing,

Belovedfrom pole to pole; etc.,

and Wordsworth gave it a sonnet all to itself. Not being a Words-

worthian, we can say no more about it. We would gladly print the

sonnet here, but the Editor would want to give it a page to itself, which

can't be spared, and there are plenty of places where it can easily be

found if anyone is really interested. It begins with something about a

flock of sheep.

We always liked that little ditty entitled Come Sleep! O Sleep,

the certain knot oj peace. We have to hand it to Sir Philip for that ex-

pression of his, "certain knot of peace." Only the fear of puny imputa-

tions forces us to refrain from wishing aloud that he had tied it outside.

However, he calls the Psychic State lots of other names beside that.

He calls it "th' indifferent judge," which, I take it, is intended to be

complimentary, because at the end of the sonnet (1. 14) he mentions

his best girl by name. It seems she was called Stella, but he doesn't

tell us her parents' name. Well, anyhow, there are lots of other things

that are hard to understand beside this "indifferent judge" piece, so

there's no use going into the whole thing.

And please don't think I'm going into the question of Hamlet's

sanity merely because I am about to quote his views on something.

But the melancholy Dane (expression not my own) did say

To sleep.

And by a sleep we say to end

The earache and the thousand natural shocks

Thatflesh is heir to, 'tis a consummation

Devoutly to be wished. To sleep, perchance

To dream—aye, there's the rub.
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Regardless of sleep's ear-soothing qualities, to dream—that is

the rub. What good sleep we often lose when we are smitten at mid-

night with the vision of infuriated Orientals whose teeth grin and whose

knives flash, who are tattooed with horrid futurist splotches, and are

all bent upon the extinction of our own corporations and the lubrication

of those knives with our own personal thicker-than-waterl And the

relief we feel at escape In no way overbalances the enthusiasm of our

terror when we wake up and find ourselves grasping the bed-post.

Burn some sticks of joss to Morpheus before retiring tonight, and he

will be pleased to remove the Orientals from your imagination. Because

it is he who is responsible for the morphology of our dreams. The
apparent pun Is more than an accident, according to Dr. Smith's Classi-

cal Dictionary, and he ought to know. And then another learned doctor

rises up to tell us that our liver Is the big factor of determinism, and not

the caprice of any miserable heathen Greek myth named Whatever-he Is.

And so we really don't know what is what until we try by experiment

and by the time we have done that, we are too sick to care. And then

another well-wisher recommends the works of Messrs. Freud and

Jung, and we spend our time wondering what It Is that we want to do

and can't that makes us bite the pillow In two at night and dream of the

unspeakable Turk and the superoriental Hindu flourishing a dhlrk and

menacing us with a gliun.

The most naive and touching verse on sleep we have ever seen is by
Marcellne Desbordes-Valmore, L'OreUUer d'une Petite Fitle. It em-

bodies all the solemn thoughts of little girls and boys just before they

go to sleep, and the little girl is thinking of how lucky she is to have a

douce maman {Donne encore un baiser, douce maman! Bonsoir!) and she

makes her "dear little pillow" the symbol of all the luxuries she has

that are denied to Beaucoup, beaucoup d'enjants pauvres el nus, sans

mire. It Is a poem that the most hardened candidate for mayor must
read with a sigh for the times he has failed to realize his better nature.

The poem we just mentioned, which fortunately Is available for

those who care to read it In the Oxford Book of French Verse, Is one of

the few we know devoted to sleep that don't eventually drag In the old

time-worn and threadbare (though it would be hardly fair not to add

ever new") subject of love. Almost any poet can get erotic without

much invitation, most of them don't wait for any at all. For Instance,

take Sir Philip that we mentioned a while back. The average poet's

apology for going to bed Is generally that he may dream of his lady-

love. And once the poet instead of being "safely stowed," as Shakes-

peare so concisely put it, though in a different connection, catches sight

of the moon, he's up In no time penning outrageous rhymes to his mistress'

eyebrow, and from this it's only too easy a step to her bright eyes.
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"like the stars of nIgKt," and then we know the poet is completely off.

No use jamming on the brakes now, no use tugging the lines, no use shout-

ing Whoa! Any attempt at interruption only causes the skinny hands to

run through the unshorn hair at faster and more furious rate, while the

cold moon pours her indiscriminate light on the black splotched land-

scape below the window. The verse is fairly streaming from the pencil

point (how unromantic is a fountain pen!) and the fool is trying to

ruin his eyes by writing by moonlight and his health by wearing nothing

but a breezy nightshirt through which the nocturnal chill passes quite

unnoticed, while the toes of the Immortal twiddle in mute protest at

the stony cold floor. And he rhymes "love" with all the rotten old

chestnuts we know by heart, and he apostrophizes Delia, Celia, or Ophelia

in the usual impassioned terms, then admits that he is going to bed to

sleep, i)erchance to dream of Her—aye, there's the Dub.

In the morning all this white-hot romance looks pretty rotten, and

the Immortal puts it in the W. P. B., i.e., waste paper basket, whence

it will be, we hope, completely incinerated.

Besides all these pseudo-serious complications of the heart and liver

in going to sleep, there Is the downright humorous feature of Pullman

cars. We buy our ticket for a ride in the Pullman train in an unwar-

ranted spirit of optimism which often leads us to the further Indiscreet

economy of an upper under the mistaken Impression that we can sleep

as well there as downstairs, or vice versa, that we won't sleep any better

below than above. The present exigencies of finance often tend to

make us shortsighted in this respect, and we sacrifice the future good

to present expediency, which Is a mistake. There Is no need to rehearse

the many experiences of night travel In Pullmans, It Is too well known
and too painful to us all. But think of the effect on the uninitiated

Man from Mars. What stories he would have to tell at homt—the

white-coated porter of Erebus and blackest midnight born, emerging

from his Stygian cave forlorn, '"mongst horrid. . . . shrieks and sights

unholy. Oh! what sounds." Inspirational, explratlonal, the wheeze,

the buzz saw, the more modern Instance, the trumpeting elephant, the

trombone, the soft saxophone, the trap drummer—chaos, cacophony.

What stories of the smoking compartment, the baiting place of wit.

What Indictments of the driver, whose iron horse takes the jumps
& loule Vitesse (Idiom No. 27, French A) and without warning changes

direction, as inconstant as the veering flaw! What rhapsody of the

sweet young thing with whom he changed his lower for her upper!

If he Is as enthusiastic as he probably would be. It just proves that the

experience Is unique. It grows tiresome with repetition. What Ironic

suggestion that they change those black signs to "QUIET—Is requested

on the part of those who have retired!" What humor to describe the little
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ladders to scale the heights of the upper! What infamous little cubby-

holes wherein the smallest child cannot move unrestricted, what dearth

(or plethora) of covering, what damnably insignificant mirrors! What
rude awakening by the dusky, "Seven o'clock, suh. Cah goes out to de

yahds in twenty minutes!" With these seemingly apocryphal tales

will our Martian entertain his grandchildren in the aeons to come.

Have you ever met one of these supermen who says, when you tell

him that he looks a little worn, "Steep! Why I don't have time!" We
always are inclined to challenge the statement, being reminded of the

Negro preacher (or was it an Irishman?) wtio put his horse on a hunger

strike. The story is a good one, but everybody has heard it. However,

the horse eventually demised. These gentlemen who fill you up with

this kind of twaddle about not having time to sleep generally don't

have time to shave either, and their hair is turning gray. They generally

are making lots of money, but don't live to enjoy it. Well, all this is

beside the point, which is, don't believe a man when he tells you he

doesn't sleep. He probably does, but isn't awake to himself. He is a

fit subject for the Skeptics' Club and a fit candidate for the Ananias

Association. Ananias is one of the people in the Bible mentioned by

Mark Twain, and he seems to have been an undesirable character.

One more point—never try to sleep double. You'll do a lot better to

be on the floor in the first place than to be kicked there by your friend,

particularly if he has a vicious and athletic nature. If he doesn't actually

plant a foot in the small of your back or midriff and shove, he will try

moral suasion and pull the bedclothes off you or stick the pillow in your

face and you will be forced to go elsewhere. In view of these nocturnal

scuftlings and games of Tag-you're-It, when Sir Philip calls it the "cer-

tain knot of peace," we may say, "Certainly not."

Howard Comfort, '24.



The Galleon of Dreams

From the golden gateway of the dawning

Freighted with golden hope and shining youth.

Breasting the waves with joyous expectation,

Fears and dismays with blazing banners scorning.

Sailsjorlh the ship oj lije, strong with Truth.

Then under blazing suns oJ noonday summer

The'banners oj rich visions parch andjade,

And other ships—companions with us sailing

With cargoes oj ourjriends, like winds are jailing,

And hopes oj Eldorado low are laid.

Then with the dusk come loneliness and longing;

The phantom jorms oj other ships sweep by;

With distant lights and murmurs on the water;

While ail the mind isfilled with wistjul thronging

Bright memories that rise once more to die.

At last when evening closes on the juture

When many long-awaited days have died,

The captain oj the vessel waits expectant.

Hearing again the magic word "Adventure!"

To see the sunset curtain flung aside.

Donald Messenger, G. S.
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'
. . . but I tell you, my lord jool, out oj this nettle, danger, we pluck

thisflower, safely."

IPECTACLES of one color grow dim with use, and literary spectacles

of a new color for looking at life, come seldom to an habitual

reader, to an old reader almost never. Reading K. M.'s stories

is truly to look through glass of a new color. The blase reader takes up
a volume with a feeling that there will be just so many more short stories

added to the number already published. When the stories are K. M.'s,

there is no such thing. Short stories—yes; but as unorthodox as Tristram

Shandy, and done with as full proud strokes as a Monet landscape,

K. M. saw life in full bloom and wanted to reproduce her impression

of it. She reproduced it in short stories, but they are not stories any

more than a Renoir painting is a picture. "Short stories" are con-

venient things to call them. She disregarded all conventions of the

short story with a wisdom that only a free spirit could have had. She

felt that to be untrammeled in her word-painting was her first need.

Words are a prison enough, without imprisoning the very words them-

selves! Her strokes are brilliant and clear. There is no mistaking any

meaning, yet the utmost of subtlety exists. She flooded every canvas

with color, and her own way of writing is the background which

vivifies her characters; her writing is in tune with each character

—

each story is a fugue.

She is not realistic—at least not in the Zola-Moore sense. She

has some of it, but her touch had lightness and deftness and she avoided

the deep, broad strokes of heavy color that they use.

Her dark coat fell open and her white throat—all her soft young body

in the blue dress—was like a flower that is just emerging from its dark bud.

Her people are real ones. She saw them and wrote of them. The
compositor of Prelude took the copy home one day. He told K. M.
that upon reading it his wife had cried: "But these kids are real!"

They are. She kept her eyes open and drank in greedily every fragment

of life that came to her. She saw things through her own spectacles

—

spectacles that she often cleaned. She knew a thing or two. She had

seen people do foolish and wise things. They did not matter to her,

so she made a note of them. If she heard a particle of life, she rejoiced

and it became a part of her consciousness.

She knew when her impression was made and when to stop. Her
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style is like a vase of tinted glass—crystalline and pure, but colorful.

It grew. Her early stories are somewhat clumsy and show too much of

Chekhov; but she wrote, and wrote untiringly. In nine years there

emerged a flower which she called Bliss, and not ill-named either. In

it were those stories which she loved and which are "nothing that is

not simple, open."

She was not afraid. What was there to be afraid of? She wrote

for any one who would take her thoughts, but for the man who did not

like them she cared not one whit. Conventions were nothing to her

—

nothing but expression mattered. She was the custodian of a truth,

and it had to be expressed. She said to herself, "You are—fulfilled in

your own being, in being alive, in loving, in aspiring toward a greater

sense of life and a deeper loving." She was interested in the truth and

not in appearances. She realized, of course, what an amount of tommyrot

everyone talks most of the time, but she was not paying any attention

to that. The best thing to do was to watch eagerly for some hint of the

real. There was reality for her in the dullest unreality:

But why didn't I listen to the old Principal, who lectured on Bible History

twice a week instead of staring at his face that was very round, a dark red color

with a kind of bloom on it and covered all over with little red veins with endless

tiny tributaries that ran even up his forehead and were lost in his bushy white

hair. . . . They told us he was a very learned man, but I could not help seeing

him m a double-breasted frock-coat, a large pseudo-clerical pith helmet, a

large white handkerchief falling over the back of his neck, standing and point-

ing out with an umbrella a probable site of a probable encampment of some

wandering tribe, to his wife. As he lectured I used to sit, building his house

—

and so on.

Beginnings; there are always a great many things to be said about

them. Some cut-and-dried person will probably bring forth some day

a learned thesis on the subject, and for some time afterwards beginnings

will always taste bad; but until then we can love our beginnings. "To
begin my life with the beginning of my life. . ."as David said. The
timid, pretty Esther Waters standing on the platform and watching the

receding train. Old man Shandy forgetting to wind the clock. "Sailor-

men are not good 'ands at saving money as a rule, said the night-watch-

man as he wistfully toyed with a bad shilling on his watch-chain."

"Marley was dead, to begin with."

Beginnings are very important—as important as endings. There is

a magic about them that enthralls a reader. K. M.'s magic is the magic

of a phrase, of a flash of moonlight, of a name, of a flower, of a sensuosity.
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But then quite suddenly, at the bottom of the page, written in green inlc,

I fell on to that stupid, stale little phrase: " Je ne'parle pas frangais."

That is the way to hit the keynote of a story. A phrase—but when
thestory is read the phrase will never be stale or stupid again. There
is even magic in the lighting of the gas, when K. M.'s spectacles are on.

The waiter has touched a spill at the red stove and lighted a bubble of

gas under a spreading shade.

Only a magic word or two.

The clock struct six merry little pings and the fire made a soft flutter.

The dreams and imaginings of idle moments, snugly happy in the

corner a soft, pink-flowered sofa. Refreshing as the breath of cold air

on a balcony outside of a ballroom.

Woman—the very essence of her magic is Woman. She wrote

of women because she knew them and understood. Their follies and

pretensions were open to her because she was one of them. She was

not afraid to expose them, but she did not always expose their follies;

for when she painted their beauties, it was with a proud hand, even

though it was a true one. No one had ever written sympathetically of

true Women, untU Katherine Mansfield did. She was, above all that

can be said of her, a woman. After reading the first paragraph of any

one of her stories, there is no mistaking that it was written by a woman.
The fragrant essence of her sex flowed from her pen. Bliss, the story,

is womanly above all:

Although Bertha Young was thirty she still had moments like this when

she wanted to run instead of walk, to take dancing steps on and off the pave-

ment, to bowl a hoop, to throw something up in the air and catch it again, or

to stand still and laugh at—nothing—at nothing, simply.

But in her bosom there was still that bright glowing place—that shower

of little sparks coming from it. It was almost unbearable. She hardly dared to

breathe for fear of fanning it higher, and yet she breathed deeply, deeply.

At the far end, against the wall, there was a tall, slender pear tree in

fullest, richest bloom; it stood perfect as though becalmed against the jade-

green sky.

.... that Pearl Fulton, stirring the beautiful red soup in the grey

plate. . . .

The pear tree. It would be silver now, in the light of poor dear Eddie's

moon. . . .
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" I must laugh or die."

And the two women stood side by side looking at the slender, flowering tree.

Although it was so still it seemed, like the flame of a candle, to stretch up, to

point, to quiver in the bright air, to grow taller and taller as they gazed

—

almost to touch the rim of the round, silver moon.

From the way he stood in front of her shaking the silver box and saying

abruptly: "Egyptian? Turkish? Virginian? They're all mixed up," Bertha

realized that she not ordy bored him ; he really disliked her.

And she saw. . . Harry with Miss Fulton's coat in his arms and Miss

Fulton with her back turned to him and her head bent. He tossed the coat

away. . . .

Your lovelj- pear tree—pear tree—pear treel

Bertha simply ran over to the long windows.

"Oh, what is going to happen now?" she cried.

But the pear tree was as lovely as ever and as full of flower and as still.

This story. Prelude, Der Lujt Bad, The Doll's House, The Garden

Parly, and A Cup oj Tea, are pictures, of women, that are not easily

forgotten. They are penetrating impressions of actual people. She has

succeeded in these stories and in a few others, in doing what women
seldom can do: in writing subjectively.

She is the first womanly writer that has appeared. She saw Woman,
and not the man's idea of Woman. Jane Austen, George Eliot, Selma

Lagerlof, all saw Woman clearly and depicted her truly, but none of

them interpreted her. Katherine Mansfield interpreted. It is not

hard to see that she was an understanding and passionate woman.
When each of her lovers (and there are many) learned of her death he

felt a vacancy and a sorrow. Some one who saw Life truly and brightly

left filled with it, but she left pieces of it behind. Her touch was the

loving caress of a tender woman. She depicted, interpreted, reproduced

the life of her mind and its subtlety. She was never afraid of the flames

and never burnt.

Artists are rare. Katherine Mansfield was an artist.

Ames Johnslon, '25.

In a German Pension—London. Stephen Swift & Co. 19IL
Bliss—KnoS. 1920.

The Garden Parly—Knopf. 1922.

The Doves' Nesl—(Posthumous) London, Constable. 1923.

Fragments in Adelphi, edited by John Middleton Murry.



Fraulein Grete

I
FIRST made the acquaintance of Fraulein Grete several years ago,

when I foolishly spent a year in the small town ofN , in southern

Bavaria, attracted by the extraordinary natural surroundings of

the village, and the fact that the famous Castle of N was nearby.

When I arrived in the village, on an uncomfortable wagon drawn by two

sophisticated oxen, I forthwith went to the typically Bavarian dwelling

which had been recommended to me by some friends in Munich. The
wrinkled old Hausherr was in the field, so his agreeably fat spouse led me
up to the room which I was to occupy. It was rather plain in every

aspect except that of the wall paper; it had one distinct advantage

however—my door led out onto a small, though convenient balkon,

which overlooked what ever pretensions to a "front yard" my new
home could put up.

The servants' quarters were on the same floor as mine; as a matter

of fact, the small dark room opposite mine was occupied by one of the

female helpers. This was one whom the household, to my surprise,

always called Fraulein Grete—never just Grete. A considerable element

of pity had probably entered into her being hired here, judging from

some rumors which I was unable to corroborate; and as her household

duties were rather vague and undefined, she was able to get away without

doing a considerable amount of work. As far as personal appearance

went, she would hardly have stood exacting scrutiny—her features were

rather coarse, though sympathetic, and a large burn disfigured her

entire left cheek, caused, it seemed, by the carelessness of an older sister

who had dropped her on a stove going full blast, during her infancy.

Partly for this reason, she never attracted suitors. This, strangely enough,

isolated her somewhat from the rest of the female division of the house-

hold force, whose one chief topic of conversation seemed to be the choicer

features and the unrivaled devotion of their suitors. Our fraulein was

always somewhat taciturn on such and similar topics, and the rumor

rose that Fraulein Grete actually had no aspirant!

Once as I was reading on my balkon, my attention was aroused by the

sound of Fraulein Grete's voice in the garden below. Peering over the

edge of the railing, I saw her, to my surprise, sitting on the white garden

bench, conversing with a young man. My surprise was lessened when it

dawned on me that the topic up for discussion was hardly of an amorous

nature—possibly pecuniary. I wasn't anxious to give the matter further

attention, and so I retired Into the safer precincts of my room.

Soon the rumor spread that Fraulein Grete actually had a "knabel"

He had been seen with her in the garden. The Fraulein herself welcomed

the idea, and her longing for society and friendship neared satisfaction
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when she told her colleagues about her Berth He was as yet too poor to

marry her, but his surpassing ability would soon become productive, and

then, of course, he would come and rescue her from the culinary atmos-

phere she was at present living in.

Once Grete asked me to address several envelopes to her own name.

She was sending them along with some letters of hers, it seemed, in

order to make sure that a reply would be forthcoming and she wanted a

clear handwriting to address them.

In the line of substantial support of her theory, which soon came

to be regarded in a sceptical light, Fraulein Grete soon produced a small

package of letters; nobody was allowed to see the contents, naturally.

I never was fortunate enough to see the letters myself.

Several months after my arrival, Fraulein Grete fell sick with a

disease which remained undiagnosed, but which the kitchen force called

anything from lovesickness to dropsy. I was admitted into the sickroom

once, where the poor Fraulein lay on a low, narrow wooden bed, a type

of bed which it is impossible to find anywhere outside of Bavaria and

Tyrol. Her hand lay on a small bundle of letters tied together with a

dirty piece of silk ribbon carefully bound into a bow; and as soon as

she saw me, she pulled it underneath the thick feather quilt. After this

her condition grew steadily worse, and within three weeks Fraulein

Grete passed away. Her last request was that several dirty, much-
fingered letters be buried with her. And after her death, the rest of the

household said what a pity it was that poor Fraulein Grete could never

marry her Bertl, who had so faithfully written all those letters to her!

Frederic Prokosch, '25.

Release

Grimly he shakes the iron bars

And gropes the oozing walLr in vain,

Nor can the coldly watching stars

Assuage his pain.

Grey granite walls and pallet bed

His sole estate; the grate his sky.

In that stark hour he bows his head

And prays to die.

A gust oj wind, the sullen dooi—
A lifetime barred and years untried

While rust's corroding fingers wore—
Slow opened wide!

John Reich, '24.



Lafcadio Hearn: Colorist

and Psychologist

INVIOLABLE is the racial barrier between Occident and Orient, and

to but few has been given the power to transcend it. One of these

few was Lafcadio Hearn—a man so sensitive and melancholy in

temperament, and so independent and reactionary in his views toward

life and religion that he was destined to be unhappy in America and to

find in the Orient the materialization of his ideal; for his was an ideal

of perfect beauty and his a receptiveness to true beauty unusual in

Occidental man. And this ideal, to which he clung through physical

suffering and poverty, he was not to attain till he had seen the little

gardens of Japan, had smelt the fragrance of the cherry trees and of the

burning incense in the shrines of Buddha, and had raised his eyes to the

"inverted, half-open fan," Fuji-no-;ama.

From Japan and from the Japanese, Hearn derived his almost

unrivaled power and delicacy as a colorist. Mr. Mortimer Menpes
tells of a visit to the great Danjur; instead of an entire gallery, the

visitor saw but one superb kakemono—one painting in which the artist

had tried to suggest the full scope of his art. This is typical of the

suggestiveness of restraint which the Japanese embody in the serious

and exact study which they make of art. Just so, Hearn's chief charm

lies in leaving to the mind the thrilling of a something unsaid—his

descriptions are delicately incomplete. "Like the single stroke of a

bell," he explains, "the perfect poem should set murmuring and un-

dulating in the mind of the hearer many a ghostly aftertone of long

duration." His artistic instrument is the power of suggestion through

perfect restraint. And so, in his "word-paintings" he was able to gather

echoes as wide-reaching as love, and as deep as the grave. Here is one,

translated from Japanese folklore

—

Lo, on the topmost pine, a solitary cicada

Vainly attempts lo clasp one last red beam oj sun.

Hearn's descriptions are not descriptions-—they are explanations,

interpretations in terms which his Japanese fastidiousness chooses. It

is because of this that he is able to portray sensations and emotions in

such a way as to almost reproduce them in the mind of the reader.

"Did you ever," he inquires in one of his Fanlastlcs, "did you ever

lay your hand upon a pillow covered with the living supple silk of a

woman's hair? Well, the intoxicating odor of that hair is something

not to be forgotten: if we might try to imagine what the ambrosial

odors of Paradise are, we dare not compare them to anything else—the

odor of youth in its pliancy, flexibility, rounded softness, delicious cool
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ness, dove-daintiness, delightful plasticity—all that suggests slenderness

graceful as a Venetian wine glass, and suppleness as downy-soft as the

neck of swans."

At other times he describes the more material; here he succeeds

only insofar as his words impress one with their expressionistic beauty

—

the picture is lacking, and only a confused and intoxicated vision results;

but then perhaps this is what he aimed at. In this short description

from The Soul of the Great Bell, coloring combines with a skillful use of

metaphor to produce a typically effective though ineffectual impression

—

And the muttering deepened into a roar, like the roar of typhoons ap-

proaching, and the blood-red lake of metal slowly brightened like the vermilion

of a sunrise, and the vermilion was transmuted into a radiant glow of gold, and

the gold whitened blindingly, like the silver face of a full-moon.

These few words hint at one phase of Hearn's sensitivity, his sus-

ceptibility to color. When he was on the sea near New Orleans, it

was the blue of the Gulf-stream that absorbed his attention; when he

was in a Japanese garden, it was the pink of the cherry-blossoms. But
always it was the color of an object that first attracted him, and always

it was the color which he first thought of in his "material" descriptions.

In A Red Sunset, he devotes ten pages to explaining the significant and

psychological emotions underlying the sight. He begins this way

—

The most stupendous apparition of red that I ever saw was a tropical

sunset in a cloudless sky—a sunset such as can be witnessed only during

exceptional conditions of atmosphere. It began with a flaming of orange from

horizon to zenith; and this quickly deepened to a fervid vermilion, through

which the crimson disk glared like the cinder of a burnt-out star. Sea, peak

and palm caught the infernal glow; and I became conscious of a vague,

strange horror within myself—a sense of distress like that which precedes

a nightmare. I could not then explain the feeling—I only knew that the color

had aroused it.

To the aesthetic grace of Japanese art, and color, Hearn adds a touch

of swift exotic poignancy—India's faith. But with the essence of Hindu
Philosophy—the endlessness, the ceaseless change of existence, and the

dissolution of personality in the meaningless flux and reflux of eternity

—

with this he interfuses western scientism, and produces his psychology.

For as Spinoza was a man "drunk with God," as has been aptly said,

Hearn was a man drunk with Spencerian evolution. But he turned

Spencer's speculative philosophy into a kind of mysticism, which to him
became a religion. This psychology of his he does not treat anywhere

systematically; it is only by gleaning scattered passages that one is

able to arrive at it.

It is a matter of surprise, perhaps lament, that Hearn never became
a Buddhist. He made pilgrimages to many shrines, "lived in Buddhist
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temples, worshiped astounding Buddhas," and yet hesitated to profess

himself a follower of Gautama. On his first day in the Orient, he had

gone immediately to a Buddhist temple and made an offering. And
a student in the temple asked him:

"Are you a Christian?"

"No." (Quite truthfully.)

"Are you a Buddhist?"

"Not exactly."

"Why do you make offerings then if you do not believe in Buddha?"
"I revere the beauty of his teachings and the faith of those who

follow it."

From this faith Hearn collected the beliefs which he made theories.

We know, he explained, only the ephemeral sphere of phenomena—the

only permanent reality is the great unknowable. This philosophy of

half reality, this rather troublesome, though doubtless illuminating

mingling of spirit and matter Hearn uses as a foundation on which he

bases his interpretation of our more primitive emotions, for example,

in speaking of music, he says:

He who knows the truth, knows that to every billow of harmony, some

eddying immeasurable of ancient pleasures and pains—forgotten magna-

nimities, expired exultations answer from out the sea of Death and Birth.

Or take this as an example of his conception of the immeasurable-

ness of existence, brought on by a certain sensation:

There came a murmur to his ears; a murmuring ofmany voices, smothering

the utterances of his own, like a tumult of waters. The stars went out before

his sight; the heavens darkened their infinities: all things became viewless,

became blackness; and the great murmur deepened like the murmur of a rising

tide; and the earth seemed to sink from beneath him. His feet no longer

touched the ground ; a sense of supernatural buoyancy pervaded every fibre

of his body; he felt himself floating in obscurity; then sinking softly, slowly,

like a feather dropping from the pinnacle of a temple. Was this death?

If one were to select from the enormous bulk of his work the best

—

Chila, certain of his Japanese studies, such as The Romance of The Milky

Way, and The Dream of Akinosuke, the weird studies in Exotics and

Retrospeclwes, possibly Kwaidan, and, as a representative of his works

on the Orient, Gleanings in Buddha Fields, and judge the author accord-

ing to those, there might be some who would put him in a class with

Sir Thomas Browne and Pater. For Hearn portrayed the human spirit

"caught in the magic web of necessity," and he did it in a way as express

and as exact and as gleaming as the work of a goldsmith, and, after all,

this is the problem which romantic literary art faces today.

Frederic Prokosch, '25.
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Saint Romuald, Abbot and Confessor

"Against thee, unclean world, we cry, that thou hast an intolerable crowd

of the foolish wise, eloquent as regards thee, mute as to God. Wise are thev to

do evil; thev know not how to do good. For behold almost three lustra have

passed since the blessed Romualdus, laying aside the burden of flesh, migrated

to the heavenly realm, and no one has arisen from these wise people to place

upon the page of history even a few of the lessons of that wonderful life."

(O WROTE Peter Damian, that devout and holy man. Enthusiastic

hermit that he was, neglecting, avoiding all lighter joys to meet

alone his religious hopes and fears, he treasured the inspiration of

Romuald, related to him both by blood and the bond of their mutual

aspiration, and in his Vila Romualdi preserved for others the shining

example of "that wonderful life." He wrote, moreover, not only with

the love of a fellow-worker, but with the candid insight and knowledge

of a contemporary. And he, though forced by the insight of Hildebrand

to enter the world with all the dangerous honors of a Cardinal-Bishop,

eventually attained to the holy status without canonization, and, with

the sanction of Pope Leo XII, became a Doctor of the Church.

In about the year 950, Romuald was born into a prosperous and

noble family of Ravenna. He grew to be a healthy, but pious youth,

and although the worldly example of his illustrious father had disposed

his mind against a religious life, yet, it is said, he would often separate

himself from his father's hunting parties in the neighboring forests,

and wander alone through the dim solitude in prayer and holy meditation.

It one day fell out that Sergius Onesti, the father, found his owner-

ship to a certain piece of land questioned by a gentleman remotely

related to his family. A heated quarrel ensued, and Romuald, peaceful

and inoffensive young man, was threatened with disinheritance for his

lack of spirit in the matter. As it was, he was compelled to be present

when the two claimants met upon the disputed meadow to debate

their rights. Two groups of swarthy friends and retainers were gathered

upon the field garrulously discussing the event. Soon the rival emerges

from his party and loudly called deflance. Sergius Onesti then swore

an oath that made the pale young man behind him grasp suddenly the

cross upon his breast, shook the black ringlets from his scowling face

and strode forward, fixing a sure grip upon his sword hilt. The voiced

died, and the crowd gathered silently about the two men, who slowly

closed, eyes intent and weapons swinging free, mail and steel caps

shimmering in the sunlight, till, in a moment they were all fierce action,

swords sweeping, thrusting, with crash and ring and thud—and a shout

from the spectators as the unfortunate relation fell spouting blood,
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and Scrgius Onesti scowled upon the thieves who dared to trespass

in his meadow.

His mere presence at this knightly settlement tortured the young
saint with a sense of contamination. The yearning for perfection, for

escape from the unclean world was strengthening within him. He
entered the monastery of Saint Appolinaris at Classis, to do a forty

days' penance for his father's sin. Here a young lay brother showed

an interest in him and endeavored to persuade him to take orders; but

Romuald persistently objected, possibly because the degraded state

to which contemporary monastic life had sunk did not harmonize with

his program for salvation, perhaps in fear of his father's resentment,

or he may, indeed, have wished to live to be lord in his father's title

and estates. Unable convincingly to refute the arguments of his friend,

he put the matter aside from day to day, until it was at length determined

between them that if the blessed Appolinaris himself should on such and

such a night sanctify the enterprise by his presence, it should be forth-

with carried out.

So the two stayed and watched in the silent monastery church,

kneeling close together in the cool, empty darkness of the tall nave.

Time passed; and by and by they felt a stir in the air above them.

A faint light spread over the high altar; the tall candles burned, and

from far away the sound of the heavenly choirs seemed to float through

the dim aisles, out of time with their fast-beating hearts. The side

alters, too, were lighted, and the bright mosaics sparkled on the walls

above the long colonnade, but the high altar was a white blaze of glory;

for there stood the blessed martyr himself, robed in his priestly vest-

ments of shimmering green and scarlet and gold, a radiant halo about

his soft black hair. In his hand he swung a golden censer, set with

flashing jewels, and the blue smoke moved slowly through the dazzling

brilliance of the scene. Descending, the vision passed around the church

and censed each altar in its turn, and at the high altar faded and vanished,

leaving the place in fragrant darkness, while the two young worshippers

knelt silently, with the light, the vision and the soft music still moving

through their minds.

But in the morning, Romuald still held back. The patient saint was

evoked a second time, but with no better event, and it was not until

God himself had intervened that the soul of Romuald was convinced.

When he asked permission to enter the novitiate, however, the

brethren refused to receive him, for they feared the fires of hell less than

the rage of Sergius Onesti. Romuald, who never, then or later, wavered

in his purpose, sought and gained the protection of the Archbishop of

Ravenna.

Thus installed, he dwelt three years in the monastery at Classis,
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all in the strictest observance of the Benedictine rule, with daily morti-

fication of the flesh and almost incessant prayer, spurred forward, no

doubt, by the example of his fellow devotees, who, in their laxity of

interpretation, irregularity of habits and comfortable living, presented

a clear map of the road to hell. He, when he could spare the time,

mildly exhorted them to turn to the humble obedience to their vows
which he so rigidly practiced before them. As time passed, the dis-

taste of the monks for this exhibition grew to hatred, and they plotted

to murder the blessed saint, to fling him from his dormitory window,

as he prayed in the darkness of the early morning. He was aware of their

design, however, and by the mere power of his prayer, he saved their

unquiet souls.

Shortly after, he abandoned these men and went to live with

Marinus, a hermit whose cell was in the wilderness near Venice. This

was a man of great simplicity, most rigid in his asceticism, and in such a

manner he undertook the training of his pupil, first teaching him to

read, for this he had been unable to learn under the patronage of Saint

Appolinaris. They would roam together on the sunny forest paths,

chanting the psalter to one another, or would sit face to face in the

dull little cell, while Romuald pored over his book and Marinus, wield-

ing a heavy parchment roll in his right hand, struck him smartly on

the head whenever he lagged an instant in his work. One day, unable

to endure the pain, the earnest neophyte pleaded humbly, "Master,

if you please, strike me next time on the right side of my head, for I

am becoming quite deaf in my left ear." Astounded at this marvel

of patience and humility, Marinus somewhat relaxed his severity.

In time the two were joined by Duke Peter of Dalmatia and a

companion, fleeing to the solitary life. Romuald, now able to read,

write and recite the entire psalter, was keeping so far in advance of

his companions in every virtue that he came to be the recognized leader

of the party, and ruled it with unbending austerity. Instead of their

living in a common dwelling, cultivating the same ground, he decreed

that each live apart in his own hut, in chanting, prayer and mortifi-

cation for five days of the week and meet together on Saturday and

Sunday only. In this manner they lived fifteen years.

As an instance of the beneficence of Romuald's government, it is

related that Duke Peter once approached him with the piteous complaint

that he could not possibly subsist on the half-cake of bread which was

their daily ration, while on fast days he became too weak to pray, indi-

cating the extended lines of his corpulent frame as testimony' of the fact;

whereupon Romuald increased his allowance to three-quarters of a cake.

Saint Romuald's biographer describes in another connection the

type of corporeal discipline which he and other holy men were wont to

employ

:
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"Likewise it is his regular and unremitting habit, with a rod in each hand

every day to beat time upon his naked body, and thus scourge out two psalters.

And this even in the slacker season. For in Lent or when he has a penance

to perform (and he often undertakes a penance of a hundred years), each day,

while he plies himself with rods, he pays off at least three psalters repeating

them mentaUy.

"The penance of a hundred years is performed thus: With us three

thousand blows satisfies a year of penance; and the chanting of ten psalms,

as has often been tested, admits one thousand blows. Now, clearly, as the

Psalter consists of one hundred and fifty psalms, any one computing cor-

rectly will see that five years of penance lie in chanting one psalter, with this

discipline. Now, whether you take five times twenty or twenty times five

you have a hundred. Consequently whoever chants twenty psalters, with

this accompanying discipline, may be confident of having performed a hun-

dred years of penance."

A valuable anecdote is related as belonging to this period of

Romuald's career. A peasant farmer of the neighborhood who had

often assisted the hermits in their agricultural experiments, came one

day, loudly bewailing the loss of his cow, stolen by a certain rapacious

count. Romuald at once sent a messenger to this arrogant and un-

scrupulous nobleman to beseech, with all humility, the return of the

cow. But the messenger no sooner reached the castle gate, than he was

bustled back again with an insolent reply. Meanwhile, my lord sat down
to a most sumptuous dinner, consisting almost entirely of cow. The
fragrant steam arose from rosy steaks and piles of brown chops, and

four fat legs; the nose, daintily garnished and smelling as it had never

smelt before; the liver, in all its luscious bulk; the brain, cerebrum

and cerebellum, lying in savory state; and many another smoking

morsel to delight the senses of the eager aristocrats. The Countess,

fat, oily and unintelligent, smacked her greasy lips at the sight of this

repast; the sons and daughters, sallow and greedy, drove their knives

into the table and held a sullen silence; the wide-eyed infants squirmed

impatiently in their chairs; all, from the corners of their eyes, watched

father. The Count, his bloated, drunken face frowning with satisfaction,

reached hither and yon with his long blade, until his plate was heaped

with the very best. Then the others began to help themselves, according

to their fighting ability. The Count's mouth was full in an instant;

at the first swallow he turned pale, the sweat upon his brow; at the

second swallow he rose slowly to his feet, caressing his broad abdomen;
at the third, he sank to the floor, and there lay groaning till he died.

Thus Romuald's reputation was greatly enhanced. It is said

that he induced Doge Pietro Orseolo of Venice, a great sinner, to enter

a monastery in France. For Romuald had visited some of the French
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monasteries and had seen the effects of the Cluny reform, which had

not then penetrated far into Italy; and he later undertook, as one of

his great aims in hfe, the toil and danger of monachal reform.

He left this hermitage after burying the last of his companions,

who had proven unable to withstand the rigors of the holy life. He
returned to Classis, where he built a cell for himself in a neighboring

swamp. "At length the poisonous air and the stench of the marsh
drove him out; and he emerged hairless, with his flesh puffed and

swollen, not looking as if he belonged to the genus homo; for he was as

green as a newt."

He therefore made his abode, with a few disciples, in another fen

of a more sanitary nature. Here, though long settled in his chosen life,

he was severely annoyed by the tempter. Every night came Satan,

knocking at the door of the little hut in the bog.

"Every night for nearly five years," says Peter Damian, "the devil

lay on his feet and legs, and weighted them with the likeness of a phantom

weight, so that Romuald could scarcely turn on his couch. How often did

the devil let loose the raging beasts of the vices! And how often did Romuald

put them to flight by his dire threats! Hence if any of the brethren came

in the silence, knocking at his door, the soldier of Christ, always ready for

battle, taking him for the devil, would threaten and cry out: 'What now,

wretch! what is there for thee in the hermitage, outcast of heaven! Back,

unclean dog! Vanish, old snake!' He declared that with such words as

these he gave battle to malignant spirits; and with the arms of faith would

go out and meet the challenge of the foe."

News of his father induced Romuald to leave this place. Sergius

was not the man to let his son get to Heaven before him, and had,

in his old age, taken orders. The news was to the effect that, missing

his horses and dogs and other worldly conveniences, he was on the

verge of backsliding. When the son was about to depart, however,

the good people of the neighborhood came with a purpose to kill him,

upon the hypothesis that a dead saint is of more value than no saint

at all. Romuald, scenting their design, merely sat down to a square meal,

eating ravenously, and finding him thus engaged, they thought him

crazy and returned to their homes, contented.

He found his father, lean and white-haired, with the scars ofbattle

and dissipation upon his sallow face, tippling with the brethren and

calling himself a fool. Romuald dragged the venerable apostate from

the room, stripped away his gown, fettered him with chains and lashed

and flogged him with the utmost filial devotion. Thus, by daily e.xertions,

he soon subjugated the old sinner's fleshly yearnings and "brought his
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mind back to a state of salvation. Soon after the old man saw a vision

and happily yielded up the ghost."

Romuald's mind was narrow and unchangeable. Unlike many
seekers after holiness, his personality was strong and domineering,

his confidence in his own judgment complete and his moral code as

firm and rigid as his purpose. By his humility and ascetic enormities

—and the greater the suffering, the more serene and cheerful his temper

—he won respect and power; but once in authority, his invincible

personality made him hated by his more lenient associates, and the

attempted murder at Classis was not the last of its kind.

By and by he moved to another desert place where he and the

disciples who always flocked to him, built a monastery in honor of the

Archangel Michael, he living in a cell by himself. It happened, after

they had been living here for almost a year, that an admirer sent him a

present of about one hundred dollars. This he distributed among
certain monks whose monastery had recently burned and among other

charities. To the brethren of Saint Michael's this was the last straw.

They went in a body to their holy abbot's cell, beat and abused him
cruelly and drove him away. All this Romuald endured with the utmost

humility and resignation. With a short prayer for their perverted

souls, he humbly and sadly crept away. That night they celebrated

with a drunken carouse, but the monastery collapsed in the midst of it,

and there was an end to them all.

Romuald returned to Classis at the personal request of the blessed

martyr Appolinaris. The Emperor Otto III was at that time in Italy,

and the abbot of the monastery happening to die, he permitted the

monks to choose one for themselves, and their choice fell upon Romuald.

But Romuald had had enough of such experience and desired nothing

better than to live uncontaminated in his cell in the swamp. It was
not until Otto had come in person to this retreat, and, after argument

had proven vain, threatened "excommunication and anathema from all

the bishops and archbishops and the whole Synod of Council," that

Romuald was persuaded. The Emperor and hermit met in consultation

on other occasions thereafter, for Otto, in spite of his youth, his political

ability and his high ambition to restore the glory of the old Roman
Empire, was zealous for the Church and found comfort in eremitical

austerities and renunciation; he desired to reform the Church, then

under the control of local powers, and bui d a great theocracy with

himself at its head.

Once invested, Romuald brought back an old hermit who had
fled from the unhallowed company in the sanctuary, and did all in his

power to enforce the rule. As usual, however, his unbending severity

and own austere example soon made him hated among the brethren.
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Perceiving that they were not minded to accept his conception of truth,

he went to Ravenna and there, in the presence of the Emperor and Arch-

bishop, formally dissolved the monastery, as iniquitous and incorrigible.

It is related that at about this time, Crescentius, the political boss

of Rome and an opponent of the imperial policy, was obliged to shut

himself in the Castle of Sant' Angelo, on the coming of Otto to the city.

After a short siege, he was persuaded to come out, on a promise of

safety from Thammus, a member of Otto's court. He was then seized

and executed. This piece of treachery soon troubled the consciences

of the two principals, and they both confessed to Romuald, at whose

command Thammus retreated to the wilderness to live in contrite

solitude till death, and Otto undertook a severe penance.

On another occasion it is told how a robber was brought to him,

taken in the act. "Well but, brethren," said he, "I really do not know
what can be done with such a rascal. If we put out his eyes, he won't

be able to see; if we cut off his hands, he won't be able to work; or

his feet—there will be no more walking for him. Bring him in and

give him something to eat while we consider what is to be done with

him." Having ministered to all of this soiled and hairy villain's bodily

wants, he administered a gently Christian reproof and sent him away

in peace.

In 1002, Otto HI died. This was no shock to Romuald, who had

predicted the event shortly before, when the Emperor, forced to fly

from Rome, had rejected his advice to embrace the hermit life. He
soon crossed the Adriatic to the Mark of Istria, which is almost opposite

Ravenna, and there, as disciples gathered, built a monastery, he living

as before, in a cell nearby. Here he suffered from "a great dryness of

spirit, which caused him to long and pray earnestly for the gift of holy

contrition." And one warm afternoon, while busily doing a psalter,

he heard, in his mind, the words: "I will instruct thee and teach thee

in the way wherein thou shalt go, and I will guide thee with Mine Eye."

At this he burst into tears of reverence and joy, for all the trouble had

passed from him.

After two successful years in Istria, he returned to Italy, but not

without working a miracle to find a ship, so anxious was the neighboring

bishop to retain this holy man in his diocese. In Italy, he continued

his work of reform, founding four new monasteries, wandering as ever,

from one region to another. "Whoever hears that this holy man so

often changed his habitation," Damian admonishes us, "must not

ascribe this to the vice of levity. For the cause of these changes was

that wherever he stayed, an almost countless crowd assembled, and

when he saw one place filled with converts he very properly would

appoint a prior and at once hasten to fill another."
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He once set out with a party of monks to assist in the conversion of

the Huns, inspired by the martydom of the missionary Boniface. But
he soon fell ill, and the nearer he approached the borders of Hungary,

the worse his malady became; taking this as an expression of the will

of God, he returned, and was soon recovered.

Romuald's reputation had spread so far by this time that he was
welcomed everywhere in his wanderings. This greatly facihtated the

founding of monasteries, for nobles were willing to grant him land

and devout spirits to commit themselves to his rule. He was feared

and respected by all, save only those stiff and ungovernable men who
regarded him as a miraculous relic rather than a guide and teacher. He
possessed a faculty for bringing men into a sense of their sins. "Not
the Emperor nor any mortal man," said the Marquis of Tuscany, "can

put such fear in me as Romuald's look. Before his face I know not

what to say, nor how to defend myself or find excuses." And, adds

Damian, "of a truth the holy man had this grace from the divine favor,

that sinners, and especially the great of this world, quaked in their

bowels before him as if before the majesty of God."

As soon as he was again able to walk, he went to his old monastery

at Classis, where a false, perjured and simonaical layman had made
himself abbot over a den of wastrels. Romuald, his gray hairs hanging

about his pale and ageing countenance, met this wretch in his own
hall and boldly exhorted him to leave, but he, supported by his minions,

attempted to assassinate his visitor; but Romuald, by the especial grace of

Providence, escaped.

He next settled for a while on the Apennines, where disciples

quickly gathered and built their huts near his. While they were working

here one day, one of the brethren was stricken with a toothache, which

increased until he was unable any longer to wield his spade, and stag-

gered away to his cell, squeezing his poor distorted face with both

hands and groaning piteously. On the way he encountered Romuald,

who, from age and infirmity, was unable to take part in the manual

labor. Romuald asked what had induced him to leave his work, and he,

with sobs and groans and frequent pauses to hug his swollen jaw,

explained. He then opened his mouth for inspection, and the old man
after curiously fingering and examining his dental arrangement, advised

a simple popular remedy. But the man had gone only a few yards farther

on his way, when the pain left him, to his sudden and overwhelming

relief. He returned at once to work, shouting aloud the praises of

Romuald thaumaturglst, until the others had to take extreme measures

to silence him, for they knew the anger of their master, should such

laudatory outbursts infringe upon his necessary humility.

Despite his weakness and age, Romuald was soon trudging the
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road again, founding monasteries and hermitages, everywhere received

with immense enthusiasm. He stopped, for instance, in Styria, to the

northward; here, as disciples gathered to him, they built their huts

and settled down; but many of them, as so often occurred, became
dissatisGed with their condition. There was among them a certain

Romanus, to whom the weaker element looked for leadership. Romuald
attempted to correct the carnal impurities of this wicked man by means
of flogging and horsewhipping, at which he put his aged muscles to much
heavy exertion. Yet this vicious ingrate not only refused to change

his mode of living, but dared to accuse his master of the same offenses.

At this the other disciples, who had manifested their discontent thus

far in covert insults and indignities, openly corroborated the accusation

of Romanus. "In the meanwhile," says the biographer, "the disciples

put a penance on the holy man as If he had been guilty, and deprived

him of the right to celebrate the holy mysteries. He willingly accepted

this false judgment, and took his penance like a culprit, not presuming

to approach the altar for well-nigh six months. At length, as he afterwards

told his disciples, he was divinely commanded to celebrate mass. On
the next day, when proceeding with the sacrifice, he became rapt in ecstasy,

and continued speechless for so long a time that all present marveled.

When afterwards asked the reason of his delay, he replied: 'Carried into

heaven, I was borne before God; and the divine voice commanded
me, that with such intelligence as God had set in me, I should write

and commend for use a Commentary on the Psalms. Overcome with

terror, I could only respond: "So let it be, so let it be." For this reason

the holy man made a Commentary on the whole Psalter; and although

its grammar was bad, its sense was sound and clear."

Romanus afterwards became Bishop of Noceria, through simony,

but had not long to enjoy his Ill-got office, for within a year were "his

books and bells and the rest of his sacred paraphernalia burned; and

In the second year, the divine sentence struck him and he lost both

his dignity and his life."

After this, the hermitage became truly sanctified, and there was

no more doubting. The brethren walked barefoot, ragged and haggard,

living on the most meager allowance of bread and water, engaged In

heavy labor and all holy exercises. Some lived walled up In their cells,

and among the others, penances were exacted for speaking. Thus

was removed one of the greatest causes of discord among the solitary,

for the hermit mind is not at home In the inhabited world, and when
the soul is so earnestly seeking the consummate love of God, it has no

patience with the society of men. Even the peasant yokels In the

neighborhood practiced fasting and mortification.

We are told that "one day some disciples asked him, 'Master, of
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what age does the soul appear, and in what form is it presented for

judgment?' He repHed, 'I know a man in Christ, whose soul is brought

before God shining like snow, and indeed in human form, with the

stature of the perfect time of life.' Asked again who that man might

be, he would not speak for indignation. And the disciples talked it

over and recognized that he was certainly the man."

Romuald is said to have lived in Styria seven years, not moving

from his cell. His hut was overshadowd by a large tree, and this, one

day, the brethren saw fit to fell. But as the tree began to crack and

tremble beneath their blows, it became evident that it would fall on

the master's roof. They therefore loudly begged him to come forth.

He, sitting in squalor and rags within, never raised his eyes from his

book, but made the sign of the cross towards the tree and bade them

proceed. This they did, and the tree swerved widely and fell without

harm. "They all, therefore, thunderstruck at so great a miracle, raised

their voices to Heaven and gave grateful thanks to God."

Romuald returned to the Apennines, and there he dreamed that

he saw a ladder between Heaven and Earth, on which the monks of his

monasteries were ascending, vested in white gowns. Here, also, land

was given him by a nobleman named Maldoli, in a place called campo

maUoli. After a monastery had been built, he ordered the habits of

all his monks changed to white, and the Order of Camaldoli, thus

established, has survived to this day.

Romuald continued this life of restless exertion until death, and

died with all his life-long fears at rest and glorious hopes before. In

the summer of 1027, he lay in one of his monasteries, near the sea,

in the Marches of Ancona, too worn and feeble to rise from his bed.

Gradually his weakness grew, until he was able only to move his lips

in praj'er. Two brothers in white watched by his bedside, and as the

chamber darkened and the shaft of warm sunlight that fell through the

little window moved slowly upwards on the wall, changing to ruddier

and more glorious colors as the sunset deepened, he asked that they

leave him alone. They went out, but waited listening near the door,

and, in a while, hearing no sound, they brought lights and entered.

"There, the blessed soul having been transported to Heaven, they

found the holy corpse supine. It lay as a celestial pearl neglected,

but hereafter to be placed with honor in the treasury of the King."

In the year 1467 it was arranged that his tomb should be opened

and the relics translated to the Church of Saint Blase at Fabri. A
worthy assembly was gathered in the monastery church, with great

numbers of both clergy and lay, for miracles were expected to occur.

Archbishops and Cardinals and Bishops were there, with abbots and
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priests and deacons and nice little boys in white—with all the pomp
and light and color, all the swinging of censers and glittering sweet-

scented vestments and array of golden cross and emblazoned gonfalon

that Holy Church could muster. The rich music swelled through the

tall nave and a thousand voices rose in song as the stone lid was slowly

raised and set upon the floor. And then what exclamations of wonder

and joy! What pushing and fighting to get a peep into the sarcophagus!

For there lay the holy saint's earthly receptacle, fresh and untainted by four

hundred years in a damp tomb, its face with the wrinkles of age, but the

same placid expression of ;oy with which Romuald had taken leave

of life. "The countenance," says the reverend and learned Ribadeneira,

who relates the incident, "was pale and venerable, and the body arrayed

in a hair shirt, over which was a white robe."

The body was laid with all honor in its new resting place, but

its rest was short, for not long thereafter a wretched thief pried open

the tomb, to steal it. No sooner had he flung it over his shoulder and

begun to slink away, however, than it withered and crumbled into

dust, lost forever to this sinful world. So that nowadays, it is only

in a blessed vision that the faithful seeker may behold the lustrous

and celestial countenance of Saint Romuald, Abbot and Confessor.

Charles Coleman Sellers, '25

Venezia

Venice! The glories that the name implies:

Palazzos which time's hand cannot efface;

Dungeons oj stored-up wealth; canals that trace

A thread oJ gold beneath the brilliant eyes

OJ summer suns; banquets where shouts and cries

Float over goblets; rare age-mellowed lace;

And bowls oJ heavy silver that embrace

A thousand stones oJ strange and wond'rous dyes.

These we call glories; but beneath them lies

A crumbling mould that works its unseen curse.

Perhaps those goblets held a poison worse

Than Borgian rings; perhaps low-muffled cries

Were heard by those gay guestsJrom deep below.

Why, City oJ Lagoons, why were you so?

Frederic Prokosck, '25.



Fair Exchange

THE little village of Nicholaevna lies in the midst of vast wheat

fields of the White Russias, known as the Ukraine. Above
the village, on the top of a knob-like hill stands the palace of

Pavel Matveyitch. The doors are of dull and ponderous bronze, and

the windows have iron gratings across them. The place is surrounded

by trees, and a low wall encircles the top of the knoll, like a protecting

ring of magic. But the village below has no trees. The houses, lining

either side of the road, are small and ugly. Each one has a little closed

ground serving as lawn or flower garden between the doorstep and the

street. Behind each one is a barn for storing the wheat.

Why, then, did Pavel Matveyitch, leave the golden cities of the

North to build a palace in Nicholaevna? He came because of the

tulips. The garden on the hilltop was full of them; they grew among
the trees, and on the wall, completely surrounding the house, and

stretching in long beds all the way down the terraced slopes about

the palace. When the spring sun shone over them, they reflected the

light all over the houses of Nicholaevna. Pavel Matveyitch came to

Nicholaevna only in the spring; every year for about six weeks he came

to live with them, and when they died he returned to the far-off city.

But the townsfolk of Nicholaevna never saw Pavel Matveyitch,

except when he rode through the town, with a saddle-cloth of silk,

and sparkling reins set in gold on his horse. He wore a splendid uni-

form, with a flaming jewel in his cap. Then the people would say, "Did

you see the Rich One today? He was wearing an emerald," or, "He
had a ruby in his cap today."

One day, Dmitri Alexandrovitch, the keeper of the inn, was talking

to Feodor Peteroff, of Pavel and his tulips. "He has thousands of

jewels in the palace up there," said Dmitri Alexandrovitch, "there are

diamonds which could buy all the houses in Nicholaevna, and pearls

and rubies any one of which is worth all the wheat crop of a year.

It is said that he killed a man in the Czar's household only to get a

sapphire. What does he do with his jewels? Are they all shut in

from sunlight, hidden in iron chests?"

"How should I be able to answer your questions, neighbor Dmitri?"

Feodor replied. "We do not know what is in the palace. It must be

wonderful to be so rich. How I should like to have just one jewel!

Then I should be richer than any man in Nicholaevna, and my little

Sonia could go to Kiev and learn to be a lady."

They were joined by half a score of the men of the village, as their

conversation continued, each anxious to tell what he thought was in the

great palace, and what he would do with a jewel—only one—if he had it.

"When I was a little boy," Feodor was saying, "my father took me

165
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to Odessa, and I saw the ships from all the countries of the world. If

I but had one of the Rich One's emeralds now, I would take my good

wife, Natalva, to Odessa to see the ships and learn what the world is

like."

"And I," said Petrov Ilyitch, "I would not stay in a town like this,

where the life is nothing but wheat-fields. I would go to the Crimea

and have a cottage with a tulip garden all my own. And when the

Czar comes to his winter palace, I would perhaps see him drive along

in his carriage."

The dreams grew in number and in vividness, and the villagers did

not notice at first when Pavel Matveyitch stepped into the room and

stood hidden by the great porcelain stove.

"Ah, but such good fortune never comes. The Rich One does not

know how miserable we are. He is only here in the spring, when we
work and are happy, and he is happy with his tulips, but he does not see

us in the winter. We will never have a jewel to wear in our caps or

to barter for a thousand rubles to make us happy forever."

Feodor Peteroff thus decided the question as far as he was con-

cerned, but Pavel Matveyitch had heard, and he quietly stepped out

from behind the porcelain stove. "Ah, my good townsmen, what is

this I hear? Are you not always happy, as when the tulips bloom?

Why is it that you have not spoken to me before? When I come into

town, you all bow respectfully, but none gives me a word of greeting.

Am I always to remain a foreigner? Will I see nothing but tulips next

time I come to Nicholaevna, just as before? Nay, that must not be,

for today is the beginning of a new future. You must not teach your

children to run away when the coach comes down from the hill yonder.

I see you smile in the spring, and how could I know that you were

not always happy?"
The Rich One smiled at the poor villagers who were bowing low

before him all the while. His hands played with the handle of his riding

whip, and from time to time he slapped his gold-spurred heel with it.

Dmitri Alexandrovitch at last found his tongue.

"We are your humble slaves, Highness," he stammered. "Your

Highness does us more honor than we deserve by condescending to grow

Your Highness's tulips in Nicholaevna."

"We all admire Your Highness's rubies and pearls from afar,

but we dare not approach the countenance of Your Highness to greet

you." Feodor Peteroff, who had once before spoken to His Highness,

was still thinking of a journey to Kiev and the luxuries which a jewel

would buy.

Pavel Matveyitch laughed. "Come, my children, why do you

think of my rubies and pearls? They are nothing but show. See,
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your grain is growing beneath the sun of springtime, and all the White
Russias are a carpet of green blades. What if the world were only

rubies and pearls—how then would we live? You are all little children,

and do not know the world. But come, tomorrow I must go back to

the city, but before I go, I will give you each a present; then when I

come again, perhaps at harvest time, or before the winds of winter have

ceased to blow from the eastern hills, I will see how you like my gifts."

He laughed again and strode away, mounting his horse outside the door,

and galloping away to the palace among the tulips.

The sun set, a flaming yellow ball, over the vast stretches of wheat

fields that so completely hemmed in the little town from the outside

world. To the vultures, flying high above the towers of the palace on

the hill, the landscape seemed like an unending stretch of gold and

green brocade, with a tiny cluster of colored beads forming a confused

pattern in the middle. The porcelain stove in the inn was quite cold on

these warm spring days, and so Dmitri Alexandrovitch moved his

great carved stool out into the courtyard, stUl faintly lighted by rose-

tinted wisps of cloud which caught the rays of the sun long after

it ceased to shine over the fields. A nightingale was tuning up among
the leaves of the purple clematis. There were few guests at the inn in

those days, and most of the servants had gone to work in the fields, to

return again to the porcelain stove when autumn nights grew cold.

Dmitri Alexandrovitch was quite alone this evening; he smoked his

pipe and watched the clouds and wondered, as everyone else in

Nicholaevna was wondering, what the rich nobleman had meant when
he promised a present to all the men of the town.

Suddenly Feodor Peteroff burst into the inn and out again into the

courtyard. "See, see," he cried, "is it not magnificent? How it sparkles

and glitters! A sapphire, friend Dmitri, a sapphire blue as the sea!"

In truth, he held in his hand a magnificent sapphire, as blue as

ever was the sea. Dmitri gazed in astonishment, as Feodor turned it

over and over in his hand.

"But you—have you nothing?" he exclaimed. "It is the present

of the Rich One in the castle; he has sent his servants with a present

for each of us. Have you received nothing?"

"Nothing at all," was all that Dmitri could reply, still overwhelmed

at the sight of the jewel, his mind unable at first to grasp the signifi-

cance of Feodor's words.

"Never fear, there is one for you. But I doubt that it will be as

splendid as mine. Was ever an^'thing so beautiful? It is worth a million

rubles if it is worth six. But hark, a noise at the door, perhaps it is your

present. Come and see quickly." He seized the innkeeper by the
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arm and bundled him through the doorway. At the same moment there

entered the opposite door Christopher Alenen and his brother, carrying

a cross cut from a bloodstone, and a scintillating inset opal, carefully

wrapped in a linen cloth, which were displayed before the wondering

gaze of the stupefied Dmitri. While he was still admiring them, there

was a knock, and the heavy door swung wide to admit four more neigh-

bors, each with a green gem which they had brought to the inn, well

knowing that there they would be able to show them to the whole

village. They were in no way disappointed, for the next half hour

brought everyone, chattering and stuttering and choking in their excite-

ment, eager to display their gifts to their neighbors. Dmitri Alexandro-

vitch watched the confused hubbub with increasing anxiety. There

before him, around him, on all sides, were priceless emeralds and topazes,

diamonds and pearls, gems of every color, striking off startling rays of

brilliance in the light of the oil lamps suspended from the beams above.

Still no gift had arrived for him. Surely he was not forgotten, he kept

repeating to himself, perhaps—perhaps a special gift was reserved for

him. To this hope he clung, as he sat beside the stove, his half blinded

eyes fixed on the door.

There was a knock on the door which silenced the babbling peasants,

and made Dmitri's heart skip a beat as he rose to open it. Everyone

pressed forward to see what the innkeeper's present was. There entered

two of the Rich One's servants, in their gorgeous knee-breeches of

velvet, between them a large chest.

"A greeting to Dmitri Alexandrovitch, from Pavel, viscount of

Matveyitch, and heir to His Majesty, Ostrans, Duke of Heterinoff.

His Highness sends you health and happiness, greater than the riches

of all the Russias." And at a word from Dmitri the box was brought

in and placed beside the painted stove.

The awestruck peasants made way for them to pass out, and then

crowded close to the old innkeeper with eager expectant faces, dying

to know what the box contained, consumed with jealousy for fear it was

more valuable than their single jewels, and scarcely daring to speak

and urge Dmitri to open it. For several minutes there was a stillness

almost funereal, while the townsmen alternately gazed at Dmitri and

the massive brass-bound box waiting, with its key resting on the lid,

to be opened by its new owner.

Finally the irrepressible Feodor Peteroff burst out
—"What the devil

is wrong with you, friend Dmitri? Don't stand there gaping like a

magpie. Open us the chest, that we may see the present which the

Rich One has sent you."

Then Dmitri seemed to collect his senses, and pouncing on the key,

he opened the chest as rapidly as his quivering fingers allowed. Then
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he raised the heavy lid, assisted by Feodor Peteroff. A shuddering gasp

echoed to the corners of the room.

"Tuhp bulbs!" exclaimed Feodor Peteroff.

"Bulbs!" answered a chorus of astonished voices.

Dmitri Alexandrovitch rubbed his forehead with the back of his

hand, as if to stop his throbbing pulse. He was dazed, dumbfounded,

and could only repeat after them, "Tulip bulbs, only tulips!"—half

questioning, assertive.

Then Feodor laughed, not a friendly laugh, but the roistering

laugh of a drunkard, wherein there lingered a sneer, none so well dis-

guised. It was followed by several more, and soon they all laughed.

"A handsome present enough," exclaimed Petroff Ilyitch, whacking

the innkeeper's back. "Now you can have a respectable flower-garden

in your courtyard when we come to see you wearing our furs and silks."

"Take good care of them friend Dmitri," said another. "They are

probably imported from Holland or Denmark, or maybe from the gardens

of the Czar himself."

Dmitri Alexandrovitch was always slow of action, and stood looking

around helplessly, with a wistful, questioning look that did not at all

express his anger. Then Christopher Alenen reached over and picked

up one of the bulbs as though he were about to appropriate it, or perhaps

to throw it at his brother across the room. Like a flash the hand of

Dmitri Alexandrovitch descended on his wrist, the bulb dropped into the

box, and with a reeling whirl Dmitri swung out his arm toward the door.

"Be gone, you dogs," he shouted, "who knows that my gift is

not worth all yours put together?"

They all laughed louder than ever at this preposterous question,

but Dmitri continued to point toward the door, and slowly they all

departed, leaving each behind him a taunting remark, which stung the

old innkeeper to the depth of his almost broken heart.

Pavel Matve^'itch did not return to Nicholaevna until the tulips

were again commencing to open in the gardens on the hill top. It was
a misty March day when his heavy coach drove in by the road from

the North and stopped in front of the inn. The door of the coach was
open, and Pavel, swathed in a military cloak, stepped out and walked

into the inn. The two servants conversing behind the bar ran at his

bidding to fetch Dmitri Alexandrovitch, who came shuffling and bowing

to welcome the Rich One. Pavel's first questions were for the wheat
crop. "The wheat was bad, this year. Your Excellency," rephed Dmitri.

"The planting was not sufficient in the spring."

"But when I left, the planting had begun so well! What caused

it to slow up? And what of the wheat already planted?"
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"Many of the men thought we should not need the wheat this

winter. Your Excellency. Some of them left us for the city with the

jewels which you gave them, and the others felt they were rich enough
not to need the wheat. They thought to live on furs and gold!" and
the old innkeeper smiled sardonically. "There were not even enough
left to raise the crops which were planted because so many went away.
But they are all returning now; some came before the winter began
and the rest will return soon."

"But not so fast, friend Alexandrovitch, what does all this mean?
Who were these that went away—half the men of the village?"

"Aye, Your Highness, almost half. They went to sell their gems
and make their fortunes in the city. The other half remained here,

but not to work; only to sell their pearls and emeralds, and then drink

the money down their stinking throats!".

The eyes of the innkeeper gleamed coldly and his voice was harsh

and vengeful, despite the veil of respect which half hid emotions that

made his whole body tremble. Pavel Matveyitch watched him closely,

and little by little stirred him up until all the details of the past year

came out. His story was incoherent and punctuated with fits of stifled

anger and fury.

"They laughed at your tulips, your excellency. Your tulips, your

beautiful bulbs. But I said nothing. I only thought, 'Laugh today,

ye wolves, but tomorrow it is I who will laugh. Tomorrow, you will have

the tulips and I the jewels.' And so I let them go their way, and watched

my own affairs. The spring was long and wet, the summer long and

dry. The wheat never had a chance to grow under the scorching sun,

even the little that wasn't washed away. The folk trusted always to

the money which their rings and precious stones would bring. So

half of them went away, and half of them stayed until the winter. And
then they grew cold, and came here for food, and fuel, and wine; but

most of all for wine. There was no violence then, only waiting and sus-

picion, and smouldering hate, for each feared that his neighbor would

have more money than himself. But one day I asked payment for my
wood and my vodka. 'With what could they pay?' they asked me.

How should I know that. Your Excellency? Were they not all rich?

I told them to pay in gold, or with their diamonds and sapphires.

"Christopher Alenen promised to bring his opal to me if I would

give him wood for the winter, but that night as he came to see me he was

stabbed in the back. Then all became terrible. Some of them paid

me gold, or their magnificent gems, but more were killed or ran away.

All were robbers and all were robbed. But they did not dare to come
here with their knives. Who then would give them food and vodka?

The winter was only half over, the snow was very deep.
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"Soon their money was all spent, and the jewels went with the

money, even before the snow had gone. Then the fathers and brothers

began to come back—such as dared—and there was no one to feed

them. Then it was my turn to laugh. Sometimes the men brought

back money, but more often they brought back debts.

"They have the bulbs now. I have given them all to them, on

exchange for the jewels, so that I could laugh in my turn. I have planted

all of them in their own gardens. Soon they will be blossoming gaily.

Will Your Excellency step out and see them? They are all in sight in the

gardens along the street."

Pavel Matveyitch slowly went out through the opened door and

out into the road. There, lining the street on either side, forming a

border to each of the tiny front lawns, were the struggling bulbs, hun-

dreds of them—fair exchange of one present for the others. Had the

Rich One not said that it would be worth all the others?

B. B. JFarfieU. '25.

The Lash

Behold, the author oj earth's histories,

Controller in the councilings oJ men.

The unseen force directing sword and pen,

Insidious weaver oJ dark destinies.

What was it built the scowling Pyramids,

And drove the gruesome galleys oJ the Aloor?

When wielded in the hands oJ hate and war

Man acts according as its power bids.

Behold, ye weary mortals! This is he

Whose searing strokes have scarred thy bloody back—
The minister oJ Fate who guards the track

To death, and pities not thine agony.

The respite oJ a moment in thy pain

Is but a pause until he strikes again.

B. B. Warfield, '25.



A Modest Proposal

E"^ VERY winter the sporting editors and athletes start thrashing

out the outstanding grid contests of the previous fall and re-

hearsing the great victories of the Big Three. In every club we

used to see old men, former star halfbacks and line plungers, the fleet

wingmen, the stocky centers of yesteryear, illustrating over their coffee,

with two olives, a knife, seven pieces of bread, and a butterdish, exactly

how the big game should have been won. We used to, and still do, hear

the confidential, "Now we used this one to score off against Princeton in

'97. That was before the rules were changed. Our wedge worked like

this
—

" then the play is diagrammed on the table cloth with the knife.

And "Old Grad" takes the opportunity of telling the coach on every

occasion how that delayed pass of 1908 worked against the University

of Nebraska, and how the team plucked victory from defeat in the last

three minutes of play with a 90-yard run. Reminiscent editors are likely

to do the same, but for the most part they confine themselves to the

less apocryphal upsets of the season just closed. The great intercollegiate

fall sport is re-lived and re-enacted many times before the following

September, and furnishes a welcome melange to the public uninterested in

girls' basketball and the vicissitudes of the innumerable "Battling Kids."

But football is by no means restricted to our colleges and uni-

versities. Professional teams recognized its possibilities, and we now
have many alleged Ail-American Teams. Other institutions beside the

educational are putting teams in the field under the stress of nation-

wide interest in physical development, and may we not hereby nominate

for the consideration of the public the matter of Interpenitentiary

competition?

This has many features to recommend it. In these days of so much
hypocritical prating of "football ethics" and "athletic scholarships,"

a penitentiary would, we feel sure, be untroubled by the charge of

importing "ringers." The temptation for anyone to accept an athletic

scholarship from, say Atlanta, would be relatively slight. It is possible

that pressure might be brought to bear upon the corrupt judges of our

municipal and federal courts to commit a hardy safe-blower to any

given prison, but to our mind such a contingency is not imminent in

view of the dignity of the robe. Much more subtle is the temptation of a

packed jury of sporting enthusiasts to condemn an athletic-looking fellow

whose implication in a crime is doubtful, without, perhaps, sufficient

causa damnalionis. In answer to this objection, which has actually

been raised, we understand, by the sports writer of a provincial daily

(a Boston Transcript), it is only necessary to point out that until we have

ladies' Rugby teams the fair members of our legal system are likely to

block any such underhanded chicanery of our cheap politicians.

172
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A much more knotty problem than that of undue influencing of

plaj'ers is the question of the eHgibility of those already available. It

seems hardly fair to the mere speedster to make him stand up against a

first degree murderer, even though the latter's intentions may be tem-

porarily quite unimpeachable. The complications of the problem

readily present themselves. Should there, for instance, be a "murderers'

squad" from each prison competing against other teams of its own class

from elsewhere? Or should the "small prison," corresponding perhaps

to our colleges where the masculine enrollment is less than five hundred,

be permitted to play any member of their body in good standing, while

the "University" is required to maintain restricted lines, with a special

"arson" team on the analogy of our Freshman teams? Should con-

victs be permitted to play their first year at all? Should those who have

attempted escape be debarred from further participation? Shall an

embezzler be permitted to be manager? Shall a futurist painter be

allowed to mark out the field? Most important of all, omitting the

fascinating question of the color line and America for the Americans,

what should be the limit of a man's activity? Should it be age or length

of service? A man with a ninety-nine year term is likely to prove at

once an asset and an unfair advantage to the fortunate penitentiary.

Perhaps some such rule as the Intercollegiate four 3'ear rule, though

better enforced, would be a satisfactory solution. Or may we modestly

put forward the suggestion of a graduated scale whereby petty larceny

may have more privileges than for instance grand larceny. Not being

legally minded, we can offer no such scale ourselves, but leave

it to those better qualified on the minutiae of the criminal code.

Then too, there would have to be some regulation about the eligibility

of a party playing in his second place of residence after having filled his

hmit elsewhere. A Central Board on the same lines as the Intercollegiate

Committee would be of great service if appointed, and these problems,

with the necessary legal advice, could be settled by it.

Such a Board would, we feel sure, better have jurisdiction only in

the East. The Western Conference could look after its own. It is

well known that Chicago 3'egg-men far surpass the Atlantic Coast variety,

making them seem comparative tyros and dilettantes. These La Salle

St. bandits require special treatment. The University of Joliet, which

is visible from the main line of the C. B. & O. to Keokuk, la., is a Jesle

burg over which the deities of the State of Illinois watch day and night.

The athletics would tend to become corrupt and rowdy with very little

provocation due to the indiscriminate admission of students. On the

other hand, the standard of requirements usually demands highly

specialized attainment in at least one field of study, which fact must
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give us pause in attacking its right to be considered among the Art,

or rather technical, schools of the East.

Aside from these pleasantries, there are lots of things to think about

seriously in favor of the sport in the spheres referred to. First, the

training season is indefinite, and there is no temptation to eat heavy

cakes and rich foods. Bread and water mix admirably together, the

cost is relatively small, and, as just said, there is no temptation to

break training. With lights out at sundown the big team would get

the necessary eight hours much more healthfully than taking it in the

daytime, as before incarceration. The question of uniforms is easily

settled—the traditional black-and-white striped jersey may be made
to serve at once as dinner suit and football garb, as it was in the beginning.

To distinguish teams, one uniform could easily be black and white,

horizontally; the other might be white or black parallel to the ground.

The lesser details of equipment, such as steel helmets, may be settled

by the Faculty Committee, except that we again suggest with that

modesty so characteristic of us, that the Central Board, and particularly

the Western Conference, debar brass knuckes and bombs, as tending

to give the side exercising them an advantage. However, that is as

may be. The Graduate Manager of Athletics, whose College Spirit

would probably induce him to act as coach also, would care for the

arrangement of schedules. This person must be selected with care so that

his discretion may not be influenced by his personal antipathies.

The matter of officials is not to be considered lightly. To ask a

law-abiding citizen to officiate at a football game played by the most

rabid and dangerous criminals is unfair to the contestants, whose ex-

ploits may have attracted the notice of the press and against whom the

ordinary man could hardly fail to be prejudiced. Nor is it fair to the

official because he would have no opportunity to rectify any errors

of eyesight. Such players cannot be expected to give any second chance.

Perhaps the best solution is for the wardens of a neutral institution

to have the jurisdiction, properly chaperoned, of course, by an armed

guard. It would not be a bad idea for them to wear a steel surtout to

turn any stray bullets from the cheering section. One thing the officials

must insist upon, however, is that all signals and rough talk must be in

English, with the possible exception of the Florence, Arizona, team, with

whom Mexican Spanish or Navajo might be made optional.

Most of the Intercollegiate rules as they now stand would suit,

but there are a few that should be changed and a few more to be added. For

instance, each prison should have a warden actually on the field, pro-

vided he doesn't actually engage In scrimmage. Other changes will

readily occur to the thoughtful reader. Razors of course would be pro-

hibited—pity the man who intercepts a pass! Anything more than a
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twenty-five-yard run had better be forbidden, lest the wardens think

the runner is trying to make a getaway—the penalty for the infraction

of this rule to be a shot from the wardens. Judging from the available

records of results, a fatality is not likely to ensue. A committee from

Congress should be on hand if possible to investigate all casualties, and

after their report, with the minority findings, has been rendered, the

game may be allowed to proceed, by torchlight if necessary. Otherwise

it may be deferred to the following day. The field judge should be a

member of the Supreme Court, if he can be prevailed upon to serve.

If he be also timekeeper, three minutes before the end of each half he

shall warn the referee and both captains by saying several times so as

to be distinctly understood, " Tempus Jugil." The captains shall reply

as they see fit, probably in Chaucerian English. Any Slav knows enough

to do this. Beside these, other emandations will doubtless be suggested.

Once again making our modesty the excuse for advancing our

personal opinions, may we make a few random suggestions to coaches?

If murderers are eligible, put them on the line. It's easier to get away
with dirt on the bottom of the pile than in the backfield, and the Senators

won't know the difference. Use a bigamist as a line-bucker. Boot-

leggers work better in a dry field, and are generally rather shifty and

hard to catch. Don't play on a concrete field lined with broken bottles.

It does not pay in the long run. Remember that an athlete is always

a gentleman, and don't coach your team to play dirty. They probably

won't need it anyhow. Remember the old "lockstep formation" used

by Center College. It may come in handy, and won't need much re-

hearsing. To safeguard against unfair introduction of players (by

the other side), keep an accurate Bertillon record of all opponents'

teams for the last ninety-nine years. Warn your team against disputing

the referee's decision. This course carried to its logical extreme will

land the disputant in the chair. Use retired bank-runners as ends. Use

counterfeiters to carry the ball only occasionally. They don't often

get away with it. Don't allow men in practice to become overheated.

You never know when you may lose the star triple threat in the argument.

Above all, when in doubt, call a copl

This little article will have failed of its purpose if it has not carried

the conviction to the hearts of the sporting public that the interpeni-

tentiary football is from every point of view feasible and to be encouraged.

The suggestions made are after all only suggestions, and we should be

very sorry if by their adoption the grand old game should lose any

prestige in the eyes of those interested in clean manly sport. They
are intended only to obviate some of the difficulties that may occur to

the average reader who has not thoroughly studied the situation.

Howard Comjorl, '24.
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ARISTIDE VILLON joyously twirled the end of his beautifully

waxed moustache as he stepped to his place beside the hearth

piled high with blazing logs. The November wind was blowing

with a chilly whistle outside, but we, having enjoyed an excellent dinner

with our merry host in his bachelor apartment, settled ourselves com-
fortably to hear a long promised story.

"Ah, Messieurs," said he, with that laugh in his voice which always

makes us want to chuckle—Aristide is a joy-lover at all times but that

evening he was fairly bubbling over with the spirit of happiness
—"Ah,

Messieurs, you ask for the story which I promised you—and you shall

have much more than that. But yes—first the story.

"It was that day when I had just decided to purchase a car. It

also happened to be the day when my dear uncle paid me my accustomed

allowance." He laughed. "There had been a high fog in the morning

but the sun had drawn it away and now a light breeze blew from off

the bay and sweetened the odor of petrol and hot asphalt with a salt tang.

My nostrils inhaled the aroma," his own gave an aristocratic quiver

as he puffed at his cigarette
—

"but it was the odor of the petrol and

not the tang of the sea that made me laugh to myself. As I walked along

I gazed in at the handsome automobiles on exhibition in the windows and

I admired their fine lines and superb equipment. It is to be feared that

when a trick of the light gave me a glimpse of my own reflection in the

polished plate-glass, my glance was scarcely less admiring, for, to be

frank—for this all bears on the story, gentlemen—I considered that my
appearance was as nearly perfect as possible. From the elegant curve

of the soft gray hat to the gleam in the polish of the well fitting black

shoes with their pearl buttoned spats, I was a gem of the clo thiers' art.

So he was this evening and that little dark moustache completed the

effect which his dancing black eyes gave of almost elfin sprightliness.

He continued, "I paused now before one of the windows and my face

grew serious—more or less—in thought. The high trill from the traffic

gendarme s whistle at the next corner seemed to occasion a decision in

my mind and I gave my cane a twirl and set out at a rapid pace in the

direction from which I had come.

'"Nom d'un Men bleu!' I said to myself. 'None of them can

compare with that Aladdiloyce I saw yesterday.'

"A couple of blocks down the street there was a very handsome

building with some automobiles on exhibition in the great windows—as

have most of the establishments on Van Ness Avenue, you know. With

a glance at one of the cars to make sure, I entered the building through

the beautifully ornamented doors which a uniformed attendant drew

back for me. Five or ten well groomed salesmen sprang forward smiling,
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we could imagine the provocative twinkle in Aristide's eye
—"and begged

to be allowed to serve me. I demanded to see the custom-built Mad-
diloyce which I had looked at the day before. With a bow one of the

salesmen led me back to a large, well-lighted room in the center of which

stood an object which caused my eyes to take on an admiring gleam.

It was a Jladdiloyce, but with such a body on that mighty chassis as

one always imagines but rarely sees." Aristide loves cars and his laughing

eyes took on that admiring gleam again. "The long, broad, under-slung

body was beautifully finished in a soft blue, and the wheels and trimmings

were a dull gold. She had a wonderfully built top that could be either

opened or closed, and the upholstery was luxurious. The fittings were

in silver and she was completely outfitted in every way—gentlemen,

a perfect gem of the auto-builder's art!

"I nodded to the salesman and said I'd try her and then went into

the office to arrange the minor details of the purchase—mark that

closely, gentlemen. When all was completed, the salesman said that the

car was ready and I got in. I shifted the gears and let in the clutch and

with a soft whisper the car slid forward."

Just then a motor-horn sounded in the street outside. Aristide

smiled—at the coincidence, we thought.

"I made my way out into the traffic and as I went along people

turned to stare at the beautiful car. She went perfectly, sliding along

with scarcely a sound. At last I reached open country and a clear

stretch of road. Softly I stepped on the throttle and the powerful

engine made her leap forward with a soft sigh. Fifty, sixty, seventy,

eighty miles an hour—a wonderful experience. Messieurs!" Aristide

paused and his black eyes took on a far-away longing look. He is the

devil of a driver and I wouldn't ride with him at such a time for a cool

thousand.

"The car's speed was satisfactory," he continued, "and I thought

I would try her riding qualities. I slowed down and turned off onto a

quiet country road. It was a rough road, also, but I slid along as com-

fortable as my dear fat old Tony in his morris chair there." He was

laughing at me and I could not help smiling sheepishly, although he had

struck my sensitive spot. "It was a fine car, gentlemen, a wonderful

day, and after a little while a fairly good road; as you can easily imagine,

I was singing to myself as I went along:

"Ah! s'il esl dans voire village,

Une berghre sensible el charmanle.

"

"It was a long dirt road bordered with rows of eucalyptus trees,

running between plowed fields and pastures, with now and then a farm-
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house. I hadn't passed a soul for fifteen minutes and I was longing for

company—if it were only a barefooted lad whom I could please b3'

giving him a ride—when nom de nom! upon rounding a turn I saw a

little way ahead a young girl of eighteen or nineteen years. In the short

time it took for me to catch her a million thoughts shot through my head.

How I wanted to stop and speak to her! She was doubtless pretty and

would make delightful company! But my thick head refused to work
and I passed her without having thought of any suitable excuse. iMon

Dieu! what should I do? I felt that I had to stop.

"Suddenly, with a hollow splutter the engine coughed and slowed

and the car coasted slowly to a standstill. A glance at the dash told me,

fool that I was, that the fuel tank was empty and that, in fact, I had

been running on the reserve supply ever since I left town. The odometer

showed that I was fifteen miles from the city, and what I would have

to do I didn't like to contemplate. It was a warm day to walk and—

.

Just then I glanced up and saw that the young lady had caught up
with me. I accosted her. 'Pardon me, mademoiselle,' I said, 'but could

you tell me where I could obtain some petrol?'

'"Why, it's rather a long walk but if you will accompany me fo^

about half a mile down the road to our house you can telephone from

there.' Her voice was rich and wonderful and she was older than I had

thought, very pretty and when she smiled, which was frequently, she

became positively beautiful! Her eyes—two stars! and

—

sacre nom d'un

chien bleu!—beautiful entirely! By the time we had reached her home
we were well acquainted and during the wait for the petrol—a perfect

afternoon it was, remember!—and Messieurs, such cake! I leave you

to imagine for yourselves." He gave his moustache a twirl and we

smiled at his twinkling eyes. It was not a great task to imagine Aristide

in such a situation.

"I called there again, gentlemen, as you perhaps have guessed,

and a third time—and many times." Aristide's voice grew a little deeper

and softer and he did not look at us but into the shadows at the back of

the room. "And then one evening we took a drive and we found our

way up onto the hills, and we watched the sun go down into the sea.

When we returned her hand lay in mine and the gem on her finger

glowed in the twilight like a spot of fire—and we were happy for she

had promised to be mine forever.

"I have told you this story, mes chers amis,"—Aristide's voice

took on a joyous lilt and his eyes twinkled as he stood there by the

fire
—"and now I want to cap it with a fitting climax." He advanced

from the hearth and went back into the shadows of the other end of

the room. He came back leading by the hand a starry-eyed little woman
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whose other hand she extended to us and we were proud to take it as

Aristide said with something of a swagger, "Messieurs, permit me to

present you to my wife!"

D. H. Alden, '27.

Salt Sea Air

/ smell the smell oj the sail sea air, and it grips with the lure of the deep.

I would walk on a lonely windswept beach where only the sandcrabs creep,

And hear the crack and the swish oj the surj pierced with the sea-gulW cry,

And tramp underjoot the debris oj the tide swept up jrom ships passed by.

I would be on a boat with a good jull wind and hear the rush oj the sea,

And the click oj the blocks and the boom oj the sail as the call comes hard-

a-lee.

I can almos' jeel the heave oj the deck, and the tiller yanks away

As a puff comes along and knocks her down, and I shield my jace jrom

the spray.

Yet I'd be content with hardly a breeze, and the waves lapping under the

prow.

As she rises up on a long smooth swell and settles down in the bow.

It is all a part oj the ocean life, the lije that was meantjor me.

For I smell the smell oj the sail sea air and I'm going back to the sea.

W. M. Heilman, '24.



Book Reviews

THE Haverfordian takes very great pleasure in welcoming to

the Haverford community the new book store which has been
opened under the direction of Mr. E. S. McCawley. Haverford

has always been fortunate in books, and the college library has long been

a very genuine source of satisfaction to the neighborhood as well as to

the immediate college community.

At the same time, because the college library is primarily for the

purposes of education and research, contemporary literature neces-

sarily has had to take a back place among the shelves. If but on this

count alone, the new book store, which is so readily available, should

prove of very great value. A wide field of contemporary literature is to

be found on its shelves, and its lending library contains the latest and
best of the fiction unobtainable on the campus.

Through the courtesy of Mr. McCawley, the Haverfordian will

be able to bring to the attention of its readers books of timely interest

which mav be obtained from the librarv of the new store.

PARSONS' PLEASURE

By Chrislopher Jlorley, '10

IT
WAS with mingled feelings that we read and re-read Christopher

Morley's latest excursion into the realms of poetry; feelings perhaps

as mixed as the verse itself, for "Parsons' Pleasure" is a salura, a

melange of poetry good, bad, and indifferent. There is a threefold

division of material, the first of which, "Parsons and Pleasures," con-

tains the real mixture of serious and light; the other two are uniformally

light. Despite the title, this section does not deal as a whole with

theology, or at any rate with its professional representatives, except in

an occasional poem in which the author's credo finds expression. But

it most decidedly does deal with the pleasures of life, or perhaps we

should say the pleasures of living—that_/o/e de vivre which is Mr. Morley's

greatest asset, and which, combined with his gentle philosophy of

life, makes him, in the words of one commentator, "a modern, or twentieth

century Elizabethan."

Two ballades are especially noteworthy, the Ballade of Librolarceny

,

a humorous outcry upon the " bibliopilfering bibliophil" sung to the

refrain

Where are the books that I have lent?

and the Ballade oj the Lost Refrain where Morley's love of (and we may
say, knack for) coining new words—with reverence we remember his

180
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masterpiece, "kinsprit"—overreaches itself in such a monstrosity as
'

' dolorobiliously
."

There is an unbelievably tedious Memoranda Jor a Sonnet Sequence

which assailed the ears of the Phi Beta Kappa Society at Harvard last

June, reprinted here. An idea, neatly expressed in the first sonnet, is

worn tenuous and bare in the twelve that follow. We have but scant

praise for his religico-philosophic efforts, inspired mainly by reflections

upon the city of his labors, among which are An Allitudo al Five P.M.,

Alediatalions while Ascending the Park Place Escalator, and OJ a Vesey

Street Curb Orator. Somehow, he has missed here the delicate feeling

that characterized his reaction to New York in his prose masterpiece.

Where the Blue Begins. Here we have a clash of ideas in a jumble of

words, and the effect is discord. Perhaps it comes from living amidst an

uproar and feverishness, a jangle and tangle of traffic and people that

forms that

Earthly Paradox,

Our Canaanitish Promissory Land, where strong men, yipping jreedom,

gyve themselves.

The second division of the book continues the "Translations from

the Chinese" but with less success. Perhaps this is a fair sample:

Yes, the traffic problem is terrible.

Ifind it so in my mind, too.

Skippingjrom the swijt shining limousine oJ an Emotion,

I am spattered by the broad tires oJ a thundering Platitude;

Almost nipped by the clangorous ambulance bearing a swooning Certainty

I barely escape the rumbling trolley oJ Doubt.

And ever and again.

While my timid soul stands dubiously alert

The Fire ChieJ goes chiming up my medulla

In his little red racer.

In the third section which bears the rather formidable title of

"Epi-(sodes, grams, taphs)" we have Morley at his best in the hght

and airy trifles which are the recreation of his Muse. Especially felicitous

is his choice of titles which, in a majority of cases, set off or emphasize

the point of the epi-sode, -gram, or -taph, with a delicate wit: Mrs.

Dilemma, nee Malaprop; Scotch Mist; The Enemy Faints Not Nor
taileth; Solvitur Ambulando. Here is an Epitaph Jor Any New Yorker:
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/, who all my lije had hurried.

Came to Peler's crowded gale;

And, as usual, was worried

Fearing that I might be tale.

So, when I began lo Jostle

{IJorgot thai I was dead)

Patient smiled the old Aposlle:

"Take your eternity," he said.

And an Inscription Jor a Telephone Booth:

Jingle Jor nickels, twangle twice Jor dimes,

{The caller hearkens in his humid grot)

But, oh, the rich and grave cathedral chimes

OJ quarters tolling in their appointed sbU

To his almae malres, Haverford and Oxford, Christopher Morley

extends a truly dehghtful tribute in his poem. Parsons' :Pleasure, from

which the book takes its name. Though too long to quote, it is pleasant

to recognize the full-hearted payment of his debt of inspiration:

Haverjord, Oxjord, quietly

May make a poet out oJ me.

Quaker college! every tree.

Each slope and hollow oJ her lawn.

How inerasably is drawn

Upon my lender memory . . .

R. T. 0.

LUMMOX
By Fannie Hurst

FOR its author a departure from her accepted field of short stories'

for the modern novel a departure from the gilded muddiness

which usually attends psychological portraitures. Lummox is

undoubtedly more than equal to the shorter successes of Fannie Hurst

As a novel, telling a definite story with an expected beginning, middle
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and end, it proves bewildering and even disappointing. As an analysis

of human emotions, raw and vibrating beneath the unromantic exterior

of an illiterate servant girl, it is supreme.

We read Lummox with a persistent remembrance of George Moore's

Esther Waters. Here were the same sordid surroundings out of which

the girl's personality was to bloom; here was the same temptation bear-

ing upon her with the same result, motherhood. There the comparison

fortunately ends. Fannie Hurst takes a bolder, more logical conclusion.

Or maybe it is the more modern one. For Bertha, the clumsy-bodied

Scandinavian lummox of a kitchen maid, there are no hours of alleviating

luxury, no opportunity in which to discover for herself her true fineness

of character which the author so clearly shows her readers. There is

nothing but an endless series of kitchens differing only in degree of

domestic commonplace, periodically broken by weary pilgrimages,

carpet-bag in hand, from the squalor of Annie Wernberg's rooming

house along the river front to the squalor of Raussman's employment
agency.

There is a certain exhilaration in reading a story which never con-

clusively ends. "To live happily ever after" tolls ominously, and smacks

of the author's conscious interference. Perhaps Bertha is still mothering

the children of Meyerbogen, fat, babyish Meyerbogen; perhaps . . . the

river front and the women with draggled skirts.

It is not the glorious success that comes to the son Bertha never

knew which makes her life a success out of defeat. It is rather the fact

that she never missed the almost unnoticeable mole-hills which were

the only peaks in the general flatness of her life.

J. F. /?., '24.

SMOKE RINGS

Bi/ G. B. Stern

THE appropriateness of a title always enhances the appeal of a

book, and in this case Miss Stern chose wisely and well. Delicate,

fairy smoke rings which hint of familiar old-world nursery tales;

pathetic, little smoke rings which one would like to hold and play with

were they not so elusive; humorous smoke rings with grotesque figures

wreathing themselves in one's imagination; heavy, passionate smoke

rings writhing as if tormented; such are the two dozen or more stories

that comprise the volume.

Each "smoke ring" proves a frame to a different character. Inno-

country-bred maidens turn suddenly and strike with Lucretia
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Borgian venom; middle-aged ladies find romance in sleeping cars and

Italian villas; little town sparrows lose themselves to advantage in

inhospitable countrysides; cynical millionaires; poverty-struck younger

sons with rakish tendencies; all, and many other diversely interesting

persons, are limned for a fleeting moment in the compass of a cleanly

blown ring.

Old tales, Arthurian, Homeric, legendary, reappear under modern
guises. Elaine polishes a golden hunting flask for her absent Launcelot

and later sends him the pawn ticket. Dick Whittington turns again to

London by means of the "owl" train with the knowledge that a ledger

desk is softer than a rural roadside. Hugh Leys abandons his imaginary

Circe to find Penelope succumbed to the charms of her suitor from the

Foreign Office.

It would be difficult to discover the best story of the group. That
is for the reader, not for the reviewer. We, nevertheless, might choose

the last in which Uttle Dickie Maybury learned to understand the crime

of his wife through the crime he himself fortunately failed to accomplish;

but that would be unfair to so many others. There is "The Dynamo"
for instance.

Suffice it to say that Miss Stern proves herself a born story-teller,

with a most unfeminine appreciation for a well-turned ankle and a pair

of large grey eyes. Perhaps it is not a fault that several stories repeat

themselves in their plots. Who knows but what the author, who knows

a dramatic situation when she discovers it, realized all the time that a

good thing cannot be too often repeated?

J. F. R, '24.



Have You Ever Seen This

Chap

Before ?

^1^1^ -Mm

He's the origincJ of

the man or woman
whom you know that is

always " waiting for

something to turn up."

A great writer
named Charles Dickens

wrote a fine book en-

titled David Copperfield

and he said a good deal

about this chap named

"Mr. Micawber."

Mr. Micawber was a

man with the respon-

sibility of a family de-

pendent on him, but he

never seemed to get

anywhere.

When he was out of

work, he was like lots of

folks nowadays, "wait-

ing for something to

turn up," or he had
" tolerable prospects of

finding something."

He just simply didn't seem to worry about actually "making good,
'

left the worrying to his family.

He'd get all dressed up in his Sunday suit and walk about town on aimless

quests until his clothes got shabby and his shoes run down at the heels, and his

friends dodged him, and behind his back would say: "Oh there's that man
Micawber, waiting fo' something to turn up."

Sensible men ai»d women who want to get ahead in life emd better their own

condition and that of their families make it a daily habit to read the Help Wanted

Ads in The Bulletin.

They know that most Philadelphia's employers advertise their vacancies

in The Bulletin, and they know also that The Bulletin will not print doubtful or

misleading Help Wanted advertisements, nor those that do not offer legitimate

employment.

MB. MICAWBEB

but



Planet Jr.

HORSE HOES
AND

CULTIVATORS

Planet Jr. Horse Hoes and
Cultivators are in use in seventy
countries and throughout the
United States. They comprise a

complete line in which you will

certainly find the best tools

suited for your purpose. The
name "Planet Jr." guarantees
you quality and long years of

service.

S. L. ALLEN & CO., Inc.

Philadelphia

Henry B. Wallace

SUPPERS AND
LUNCHEONS

Caterer and Confectioner

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Phone Bryn Mawr 758

Compliments of

William Duncan

HICHELLS

PHILADELPHIA
Everything for Lawn, Farm anci
Garden. Get a CaUlag.

MICHELL'S HOUSE

Thomas J. Flaherty

TEAMSTER AND
CONTRACTOR

931 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR

Phone Bryn Mawr 6-10-\V

HARBAUGH'S
PHARMACY

Established 29 Years

GOOD DRUGS
Prompt Service

Phone, Ard. 122

Please mention The Haverfordian wlien patronizing adt'c/tisers



npHE HAVERFORDIAN is at your service as an adver-

tising medium and as your subscription agency for

any periodical published in the world.

Our discount will save you money.

Our service will save you trouble.

Let us hear from you at once.

^an ^orn and ^on
(Established 1852)

THEATRICAL COSTUMERS
919-921 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

We supply costumes, wigs and accessories to the

leading schools and colleges in America.

^*The Policy of One^s Independence^^

THE QUOTATION IS FROM RUDYARD KIPLING'S ADDRESS
AT ST. ANDREW'S UPON BECOMING LORD RECTOR.

IT IS AN APT DEFINITION OF THE PROVIDENT'S OLD
AGE ENDOWMENT POLICY. THIS IS NOT ONLY IMME-
DIATE INSURANCE PROTECTION BUT ALSO A PROVISION
FOR INDEPENDENCE IN OLD AGE.

'Provident Mutual
Lifehsumnce Compare

of 'Philadelphia

Fourth and Chestnut Streets

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing aduerliserj



Priced $30 and upward for

Suits, Top Coats, Overcoats.

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT ST

HAVERFORD
Has an

enviable reputation

lur' J^

So dc the

Hahnemann
Medical College

PHILADELPHIA

220-228 North Broad Street

Catalogue on request

ON THE BRIDGE

You will receive personal attention
to optical work of every descripion.

Prompt Service

MULLEN and WOLF
Broad Street Station Bridge

Commercial Trust Building

Films Philadelphia Printing

Developing Spruce 9355 Enlarging

College Graduates

WANTED
(or

Paying Teaching Positions

FREE ENROLLMENT

Modem Teachers' Bureau
1002 Market Street

Philadelphia

Gel blanksfrom C. Beoan Strayer, 1923

INSURANCE
Fire or Burglary Insurance on Students' per-
sonal effects while at College or elsewhere.

Tourists* Floating Insurance on personal
effects against all risks in transit, in hotels,

etc., both in this country and abroad.

Automobile Insurance covering damage to
car and liability for damage to property or
for injuries to persons.

LONGACRE & EWING
Bullitt Bldg., 141 9. 4th St.* FhUadelphta

PHOTOGRAPH hC SUPPLl e S

PHILA DELPHI A

FUiue mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adsfertiiers



GLASGOW IRON COMPANY
POTTSTOWN, PA.

IRON AND STEEL PLATES, MUCK BAR
AND FLANGED AND PRESSED WORK

Philadelphia Office ; 602 to 608 Harrison Building

Should you desire to teach

consult

The Fisk Teachers' Agency
1420 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia

School and College Diplomas a Specially

PECKHAM, LITTLE & CO.
School and College Supplies

Commercial Stationers
57-59 East 11th St., New York City

Telephone, Sluyvesanl 2453, 2454

ARTHUR LAWS
Caterer

lib S. Fortieth Street
Philadelphia

Teachers for Schools—Schools for Teachers

NATIONAL TEACHEES' AGENCY, Inc.

D. H. Cook, Manager
326-27-28 Perry Bldg.,1530 Chestnut St.,Phila.

BRANCHES:-Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Syracuse
Nortliampton. Teachers wanted every day.

KAPLAN BROTHERS
.-. TAILOBS AND CLOTHIERS .•.

CLEANING AND DYEING
Lancaster and Ardmore Aves., Ardmore
We Call and Deliver— Call Ardmore 2075

Pocono Manor
Winter Inn

American Plan Moderate Rates
References Required

The happy land of winter sports and
healthgiving rest. Skiing, skating,

tobogganing and snowshoeing. Brac-

ing climate, excellent food, comfortable

rooms, personal attention.

The Ideal Week-end Trip
Less than three hours from New

York via the D. L. & W. R. R. It is

suggested that reservations be made
at once.

GARRETT S. HOAG. Manager
Pocono Manor, Pa.

**PennsyIvan]a*s Most Healthful
Resort"

Bryn Mawr 252
CALLS

CONNELLY'S
The Main Line Florists

1226 Lancaster Avenue Rosemont. Pa.

W. B. Kerrigan & Sons

ICE
Ice Manufactured by
BRYN MAWR ICE CO.

Phone Bryn Mawr 29 R

Please mcnlioii The Havekfordian when patronizing aduciHsers



E. S. McCawley & Co.

BOOKS

Extends to Haverford Col-

lege a cordial invitation to

stop in and talk books.

We will do our best to

make you feel at home.

Out of stock books ob-

tained on short notice.

Station Avenue

Haverford, Pa.

College and School

Periodicals

OUR EXCLUSIVE PEODUCT

The Haverfordian Haverford ColUgt

The Southron. . . . South Phila. High School

The Norm .... Philadelphia Normal School

Blue and Gray Friends' Central, Phila.

Town Scientific Journal. . . Univ. of Penna.

The Princeton Tiger . . Princeton University

The Lyre Lafayette College

The Purple Book Wellesley College

The American Art Student New York

Horace Mann Quarterly New York

The Lantern University of Penna.

U. G. I. Circle Philadelphia

The best work and service, for the money,

obtainable.

WESTBROOK PUBLISHING CO.

R. G. BARNES & SONS

1217 Market St., Philadelphia

J^rinting Company

PRINTERS
and

PUBLISHERS

NEW LOCATION
26 ARDMORE AVENUE

Ardmore

'T'HERE is always a

balance between
beauty and service in both

printing and direct-adver-

tising that makes either

produce the returns de-

sired. Striking that bal-

ance is not guesswork, but

the result of careful plan-

ning.

THE HOLMES PRESS—Prmlcrj^

1315-29 Cherry St.

Philadelphia

Plea.re mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers



l^/i ORE college men every day

are appreciating the ex-

clusiveness of our "stuff" and

recognizing the advantages of

dealing with a shop that "caters"

to Haverford students.

Clothing, haberdashery, golf equipment, etc.

JFe Specialize in Sport Apparel

Golf Specialty Shop
40 S. 17th Street Philadelphia

eSTABLISHED tStS

•MADISON AVENUE COR. FORTY-FOURTH STREET, N. Y.

To correct an erroneous impression

that the ownership and management

of the business have undergone a

change, Brooks Brothers takes oc-

casion to publish the names of ita

Directors and Officers, and to state

that the business has been operated

continuously for more than one hun-

dred and five years, and is still in the

Control of the Direct Descendants

of the Founder

DIRECTORS
Frederick Brooks

Cliairmati

Walter Brooks

Harold Brooks

WiNTHROP H. Brooks

Eugene E. Mapes
Owen Winston

William B. Hardin

Albert E. Baeder

George H. Howard

OFFICERS

Eugene E. MapeS!

President

Owen Winstow
yice-PreiidenI

William B. Hardin
Treasurer

Winthrop H. Brook3
Secretary

.Albert E. Baeder
/}ss't. Treasurer

BOSTON
Trkmontcor BOTLSTON

N EWPORT
220 OELLCVUe AVENUS

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adi^erlisers



Haverford Tea Room
NEAR HAVERFORD STATION

Breakfasts, Lunches

and Dinners

MISS ELIZABETH NUNAN
Phone, Ardmore 1946

TjT SJv».simlh3 \\J
IjT Stotionar* •

PHILADELPHIA

THE GIFT SUGGESTION BOOK

Mailed Upon Request

Illustrates and prices Jewels,

Watches, Clocks, Silver, China,

Glass and Novelties. The dis-

tinctive productions and importa-

tions of this establishment.

ETIQUETTE OF WEDDING
STATIONERY

A book mailed upon request which

describes in detail the correct use

of Wedding Stationery and Visit-

ing Cards.

Montfort V . Melchior, '26

College Agent

The sturdy

Autocar
Wherever there's a road

The motor truck with

short wheelbase liandiness

mechanical superiority

economy
dependability

direct factory branch service

in 44 cities

A complete line of Autocar trucka

Capacities, I to 6 tons

Manufactured since 1897 by

The Autocar Company
Ardmore, Pa.

A friendly neighbor of Haverford College

Mehl & Latta

Lumber

Coal

and

Building Materials

Wall Board

ROSEMONT, PA.

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers



$c Crusit Co.

ARDMORE
NARBERTII BALA-CYNWYD

TOTAL RESOURCES:

$7,000,000

WICKHAM SHOES
For College Men

$8.50
THIRTY-FIVE STYLES AT ONE PRICE

The utmost in style, workman-
ship and quality at the price.

Sold exclusively at this store, and
already established as the shoe
for college men for eJl seeisons.

Thirty-five styles in a complete
assortment of both tan and black
high and low Shoes for every-day
wear and dress occasions, all

at $8.50.

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER
Eighth & Market Streets

Philadelphia

£#a £&

1S03 FILBERT STREET

Please mention The H.\VErfordi.\n when patronizing advertisers
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Provident Service

For HaverfordMen
Provident Trust Company has many men
associated with it who spent their student days
on the Haverford campus. In the halls and
classrooms that you are using today they pre-

pared themselves for their work with us.

These men retain a deep interest in the College,

and take real pleasure in being of service to

Haverford students and faculty members in

any financial matter.

Under our appointment as Financial Agent,

Haverford has enjoyed thirty-one years of

Provident service. Should not a connection

which has worked so well for the College work
equally well for you?

You are cordially invited to call on us.

PROVIDENT
TRUST COMPANY

OF PHILADELPHIA

Fourth
and

Chestnut
Streets

Capital.

Surplus,
and Reserves
$12,000,000.

(T

Printed by Westbrook Publishing Co., 1217 Market St., Phila., Pa.
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A CHAIN

,./ STORKS

lot- .N\KN
i

Men s Furnishings Hals Smart Clothes
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The Deserted Pagoda

The air hangs heavy on the glided lower;

The endless darkness oj Ihe coming night

Gathers relentlessly; thus puts lo flight

Diurnal shadows oj the ling'ring tight.

Subjected to the silent mystic Power—
The sceptre wielded by the passing hour.

Nocturnal herons circle up in jright;

The ominously sullen heaifens lower

And cast remorselessly their jated blight

On all things that are hopejul, that are bright

With lije on earth. Deserted is the night.

Was this, O heathen temple—this your dower?

"Ages ago each finely chiseled tile

Possessed a gilded gloss—a surjace lending

A glani rous sheen oj radiance sojlly blending

With all the brilliance oj the Sun-god sending

Hisflaming rays in sequence never-ending;

The Sun-god then gazed on me with a smile.

The worshippers in multitudes dejending

Their ancient jaith with jen'ency unbending

Came hither, trudging many a weary mile.

I knew these glories once; but all the while

An unseen Fate was destined to defile

The surjace lustre oj this worshiped pile

With its unerring hand; the ages rending

3ly heavy wooden beams, Ihe mould ascending—
Were joreordained."

The silvery moon climbs high.

And like thefiamesjrom oldjunereal torches,

Throws phantom lights upon thejretted porches
That rise into the darkness. Night winds sigh

And ring the broken bells. Then, with a cry,

The snow-owl stirs and swings into the sky.
|

Frederic Prokosck, '25.

I
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Living Tablets

IN CHRISTENDOM it would have been called bigamy and regarded

as an offense. But east of the Himalaya Mountains where civilization

had risen to so much as an embroidered silk robe and hand-made

satin slippers, they regarded it as an act of duty, and for a reason.

When a man contracts a second marriage without having first

severed marital relationships with his wife, his object is not to tell the

world how little he cares for one and how much for the other woman,

but so to inflame public sentiment that he will be prevented from making

another woman unhappy.

Li, of the village of the same name, had neither the love for other

women than his wife nor the desire to be ostracized by society. His

wife, Su, was a beautiful woman and a congenial companion. His

house was the largest in the village and the ancestral hall was always

lighted. The spirits of his forefathers must have been pleased with his

offerings, or he would not have been so prosperous and successful.

He possessed two teams of healthy black water-buffaloes, two teams

more than most of the villagers had, and twenty mows of fertile rice-

field. The barn was well-stocked and the ploughs in good condition.

Li had everything he needed to make himself happy. Health, wealth,

youth, social prominence, and a good wife. What more could a man
want? If he could not be happy under such circumstances, it would

be nobody's fault but his own.

But, to be sure, though through no fault of his own, Li was far

from being happy. And for this, also, there was a reason.

If a brown man wants to find out, as he usually does, whether his

neighbor is a righteous man, he pays that neighbor a visit and carefully

examines the tablets in the ancestral hall. The idea of these tablets is

that they represent the various generations from which you are descended;

and hence, the more tablets you can place on the family altar the more
conclusive is your evidence that the gods are pleased with your goodness.

For eight years since he married Li had looked forward to the day
when he could add another tablet to the old collection. It was his

duty. Besides, what would the ghosts of his ancestors, and that of

himself, too, do without someone to offer sacrifices? Furthermore, to

leave no posterity was to commit an act of utmost unfiliality.

His wife, Su, was equally concerned, if not more so. To her, mother-

hood, honor, and respect were the same thing. She had fulfilled ever

so many vows to Kuang-yin, goddess of mercy, till she had begun to

suspect the omnipotence of that deity. Finally, failing in her appeals,

she had even gone so far as to confide to Mrs. Hawes, wife of the mis-

sionary resident In the next village.
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188 The Haverfordian

It did not take Mrs. Hawes long to convince the anxious young
woman that the white man's gods were the only righteous ones.

"With Him everything is possible," she had heard the foreign woman
say more than once. It had sounded very convincing to her, too; because

Mrs. Hawes had two boys of her own. There was nothing left but to

accept the foreign gods and to trust them for the much desired boon.

Li had demurred when first approached with the proposition for

the salvation of his soul. But the possibility of an heir to perpetuate

his family coupled with the certainty of the punishment of a fiery nature

in the next world easily overwhelmed his already desperate state of mind.

Certainly, there could be no harm in appealing to the white man's gods

after all the other gods had failed. He had everything to gain and

nothing to lose.

However, months went by without any revelation from the mis

sionary's gods.

"Perhaps the white man has exaggerated the importance of his

gods," Li suggested to his wife one evening after his return from the

field. Su felt a sense of shame and made no reply.

So, after eight years of hopeless longing Li's nervous system suddenly

went to pieces. The ne.\t morning he called at the village match-maker's

and said calmly:

"The multiplicity of their heavenly engagements have prevented

the gods from answering my prayers."

The match-maker gravely nodded his head.

"Yes. And your wife?" he asked.

"My wife is a good wife," Li replied solemnly. "She remains

under my roof."

That same evening Su's face brightened as her husband related his

transaction with the match-maker.

"And you," he concluded, "You shall stay with me and be re-

spected by her and her children. For, after you die, your tablet, too,

shall be on the altar."

Li is dead. His ancestral hall is no longer lighted; for his house

is no more. But should you visit the village of Li which is the first on

the Yangtze, stop at the new Baptist Mission House and inquire of the

native pastor its history.

"My father sold his farm and built this on the site of his old house,"

pastor Li would reply.

Samuel Hiok Chang, '24.



The Torch Extinguished

My lord Lorenzo, your commands are done,

And old Gonzalo will not trouble you.

His books are burned and he himself will keep

From breaking any more your just decrees.

When first I entered his rebellious home

We found him cowering low beside the fire,

And piled behind him stood his musty books

Like traitorous monsters lurking row on row.

Shrilling with rage he offered us defy.

Peering with blind eyesfrom out the darkness

Asfrom his hole a mothy owl will glare.

My soldiers lore him from his dark retreat

And held him squalling while I did my task.

Ah! My lord, such soldiers! Warriors fit

To ferret out a crime as any band

That Alexander had, or mighty Charles!

When I command them they possess no eyes.

And know full well to keep a secret tale;

While they wouldjust as lief rip up a throat

As press their heels upon a squirming toad.

But when—Ifear I weary you, my lord—
/ lifted up his dark-stained tomes with fear

And one by one prepared to cast them forth

Into the blazing hell where they belong.

Each with its rich white vellum stained by use.

Andfairly blazoned with monastic art,

The agedfool leapedfrom my soldiers' grasp

Andflung himself upon me heedlessly.

Tearing at my eyes as if to tear me
Blind as himself, but from a different cause.

I struck the foolish dotard with my blade—
You will, my lord Lorenzo, grant me grace.

Since I was striving but to save myself—
And he fell prone beside his burning books,

Embracing them with soft caressing arms;

And, whispering to himself "'Tis better thus,"

So died. Lfinished your commands with haste.

The burning pages gave forth such a light

As enabled us to play a game at dice

Until the lastflame flickered low and ceased.

Showing that our work was rightly ended.
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IFe then retired, leaving the scrawny corpse

As much in ashes as the books themseii>es.

With your permission now, my lord, I will

Dismiss my men until the morrow's task.

So that .... But ah! Jly lord! You delight me
With your rewarding generosity!

From this gold chain I will have made a wreath

To twine with gems about the Jairy throat

OJ my sweet mistress! Good my lord, adieu.

Austin Wright, Jr., '25.

Serenade

Lightly, winds, blow ever lightly

Through the jasmines by her door,

Sojtly, thrush, sing ever sojtly

Wondrous tales of woodland lore.

Hither bear, ye winds, pale perfumes

From the Orient's treasure store.

Gold andjrankincense and myrrh,

Jllore precious than the Magi bore.

Gently tell, O thrush, tlie stories

OJ the misty southern shore

Where the songs oJ dusky boatmen

Swing in cadence with the oar.

Woo with me the lovely mistress.

She whom heaven and earth adore—
Lightly blow, and sojtly whisper,

Ihrough the twilight—evermore.

B. B. Warjield, '25.



The Transition

IT
WAS at the Coniedie that Duchemin saw her first—a performance

of "L'Aiglon." Perhaps the inferiority of the acting (a mental

comparison between it and that of Bernhardt resulted rather

unfavorably for it)—perhaps the inferiority of the acting was chiefly

responsible for a tendency on the part of Duchemin to pay attention

to objects in front of the proscenium,—and perhaps not. However
Uiat may have been, it is certain that he tried in vain to focus his mind

on "Le Due de Reichstadt" and "Marie-Louise"; he felt his mind

irresistibly drawn away from the dramatis personae, towards the audience

(and strangely enough, towards one particular part of the audience).

He finally gave up his unprofitable efforts and proceeded to a detailed

examination of the spectators, and in particular, of the female division.

Almost subconsciously his eyes wandered to one certain loge, and once

there, they stayed there. A pair of fluid black eyes met his, and then with-

drew in favor of the Duke. It would be as useless as it would be banal

to here enter into a lengthy tirade on that piquant chin! that porcelain

nose! those magically curved lips! which monopolized Duchemin for the

remainder of the play—we will leave that to your imagination—except,

of course, the hair, which was of pure white, and straight as threads of

Lyons silk. Poor Duchemin was destined to undergo within the next two

hours all the various stages of a complete metamorphosis into a lover.

Once or twice the objet looked away from the stage up to him;

strange and wonderful, thought Duchemin, that he should be the one

in the audience that she looks at whenever she is not watching the

play. And so it went on for the rest of the evening.

At the close of the play, when the lady in the box rose, Duchemin
rushed down into the midst of the crowd below standing in front of

the loges. In one or two minutes he saw her passing out with the old

gentleman whom he had noticed in the box (and against whom he

had conceived an explicable antipathy). He nudged an aged man
nearby who created the Impression of knowing at least the names of all

Parisians of importance, and the family histories in almost indecent

detail of all of great importance, and, pointing to the pair, inquired as

to their identity.

"Oh yes," replied the posted old worthy, "that is M. Bouclcault

with his widowed niece, Mme. de Chanville. She has just returned

from Jamaica, where her husband died—and she married him only

eight months ago at that. She is rarely seen In Paris."

That night Duchemin spent the hours In his little third-story

room opening its one window on the Rue St. H , pondering over

means to meet M. Boucicault and his niece. Just as the candle gave
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forth its dying flicker he finally, made up his mind to ask one of his

wealthier friends to try to obtain the desired introduction. He flung

himself on his bed and spent the remainder of a sleepless night in

elaborating on his scheme and in visualizing its final happy outcome.

At the close of the next day he returned home with the gratifying

prospect of an invitation to I'^lme. Vallehouin, a close friend of AL
Boucicault. Should he succeed in cutting a decent figure there, he would

experience httle difficulty in the next step—meeting his "lady of the

box."

And he did. Within a week after the theater night he found him-

self sitting in an elegant salon on the Rue Vaugirard, speaking to Mme.
de Chan^-ille. The conversation was of a curious sort. Instead of

experiencing considerable embarrassment, Duchemin talked with the

greatest ease and fluency-. She seemed to draw the words out of his

mouth precisely as she wanted them to come; she moulded the con-

versation (and for all that, our poor friend's heart) according to her

will. And of her will there could be little doubt. As the time went

on her vivacity- increased—her eyes sparkled with a new Hght and

borif mots flowed from her hps in a stream that was as briUiant as it

was continuous. Duchemin, however, felt fatigue coming over him.

Considerable demands, he surmised, had been made upon his energy

by the climactic novelty of the evening,— b\' the lengthy conversation

with the di^ine Chan\-iUe. She fascinated and soothed him—almost

seemed to lull him to sleep. Her white hair and her curiously wrinkled

and yellowish hands contrasting so strangely with her youthful figure,

absorbed him. He felt lonely and aimless when she had left him for

someone else, and when she finally departed with her uncle.

He left several minutes after.

After this he met her at varying inter^-als. One day he might see

her at the Bois, two weeks later, perhaps, at the Itahens.

One evening at the Opera—it happened to be "La Boheme"—he

walked into her loge and sat do^^-n beside her. She criticized the singing

—Traviagh, she explained, was much inferior to Lagnini. As she was

trying to drive home this point, she accidentally touched his wrist with

her queer hand, and it burned sharply for a fraction of a second. What
was the matter with those hands, anyway? And the rest of her so

beautiful! Inexphcable. But not dismissed. The hand followed him
around—when he sat at his desk, he might suddenly thriU to the thought

that her hand was there on the table, and it would be his chamois

blotter. Or waking up in the middle of the night, a corner of the sheet

lighted by a ray of the moon would seem to be her hand pressing on his

chest. Furthermore he noticed a trace, or thought he did, on his hand

where hers had touched. It was as if the skin there had dried momen-
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tarily. But then, perhaps this was his imagination. And he loved

her all the more, or possibly it would be more explicit to say that she

fascinated him, dominated his mind and heart all the more.

About a month later he received the news that his wealthy grand-

uncle Joachim had died at Rouen, leaving him seventy thousand francs.

This was something. There were one or two unpleasant little circum-

stances surrounding this inheritance, however: for one, Al. Joachim

and he had never gotten along very brilliantly, and it was whispered

that foreign influence had been responsible for the seventy thousand;

for another, certain evidences pointed to the fact that his granduncle

had been poisoned. At another time, perhaps, Duchemin's exaggerated

sense oifinesse might have prevented him from accepting the inheritance.

But it was a different matter now. The money would be of some use to him
A week later his engagement to Mme. de Chanville was announced.

The two saw each other quite frequently now. Duchemin became lost

in the sheer power which this passion had now acquired over him.

He was, one might say, a weakened or diluted individual. This was

deplorable, thought his friends. Duchemin had been an energetic

young fellow. What he was coming to now they didn't know.

"This affection of yours is really getting too strong a hold on 3'ou,

Leon," one ill-advised one said to him, "and, speaking frankly, I think

you are losing your worth. Some people would say that this woman
is acquiring a demon power over you."

Duchemin replied with a laugh. But a minute later he blurted out:

"Mon dieu! Can it be ," and he rushed up to his room.

The night after his engagement had been announced, Duchemin
felt ill. He was reading an old Nuremberg chronicle in the dim light

of his room, and rose to fetch a glass of water. As he passed by the old

cracked mirror, he happened to see something on his right cuff reflected

there. He brushed at it, still looking in the mirror. It wouldn't come
off. And when he looked at the cuff itself, nothing was there, though

the arm was icily cold. Again he looked into the mirror—Lord!—could

it be a . . . hand! He grew sick and turned away.

The next morning he did not look into the mirror—it was useless,

he thought, to encourage such fancies.

But as he was walking along the street, he saw it again—-there

in the window pane—-hanging on to his sleeve! It did look like a hand,

one hand he knew—He lifted his arm—there was nothing. He hurried on.

A sudden misgiving seized him: did others see it reflected? He
determined to find out. He walked into a haberdashery and tried on a

coat. He called a clerk.

"What is troubling the right sleeve here?" he asked, walking up to

a mirror. There it was, of course.
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"The fit is perfect. Monsieur."

Duchemin left.

During several days he avoided mirrors. But he felt his right

arm growing weak and cold. He also discovered that there was a hollow

in the sleeve where he had seen the hand.

But one evening at the Comedie, he saw himself in one of the

several mirrors that are to be found there. And there it was—but

more—an entire arm was clutching hisi He fainted.

Duchemin was really ill. The doctor ordered him to leave Paris.

He was unable to diagnose the case, but intimated that, judging from

one or two similar cases he had had previously, the patient was letting

something have too much effect on him. Perhaps he studied too much.

No? Something else, then. Duchemin might know himself. He did

not, but he felt that it might come, and it was that knowledge that he

feared most.

He went to Besangon, following the doctor's advice. He obtained

a very good room, with a large window looking out upon a charming

proven^al garden. Still, he disliked the room, for a large, expensively

framed mirror was hung on the wall opposite the bed. Of course a

curtain was hung over it immediately, but nevertheless, there it was,

underneath.

Besangon did not help. At first his condition had improved some-

what, but within the last several days, he had grown steadily weaker.

To put it concretely, he felt his vitahty being drawn out, almost as if

he were gradually ceasing to be himself—losing his identity. And
what was he to do if even Besangon did not help? But even this he

would not have minded, had it not been for the undercurrent in his

brain that whispered something into his ear, and made him daily more

anxious to remove the curtain from the mirror.

How ridiculous! M. Leon Duchemin was merely ill, feverish.

From time to time he received letters from his fiancee, written in

her quaint, old-fashioned script. They were strangely empty and

uninforming. Then too, they came less frequently as the time went on.

None had come for several days. But he received a letter from one

of his friends. Mme. de Chanville's health, he wrote, had suffered

somewhat after his departure from Paris, and she had left for the South

several days ago. Possibly she might surprise him pleasantly at Besangon.

One night he felt curiously restless. He stayed in his bed now,

opposite that curtain, which had remained untouched since his arrival.

It was after one o'clock, and he was fully awake. It was absolutely

black in the room. Suddenly a fury seized him. He jumped out of

his bed, lighted a candle, ran up to the mirror and snatched off the

curtain.

I
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He knew itl Of course, of course. . . .

Behind him stood a figure—an old, wrinkled figure, clad in yellow.

All it lacked now was a head. And it was coming. Duchemin fell

back on the bed. He sat there staring at the mirror. Now it sat behind

him, on the bed, with its terrible yellowness. Slowly, slowly, as he

watched it in the mirror, a neck came, and a chin, and a mouth, and

strands of light, strangly hair, and a thin, pointed nose; thus, httle by

little, the face revealed itself. It may have been seconds; it may have

been hours. But at last it was there—the whole head grinning out

from behind him on the bed ; and it was the head of Mme. de ChanviUe!
* * *

The candle grew dim. Duchemin heard a rustle at the window.

It was openl Hadn't he always closed his windows at nights?

Then a wrinkled hand appeared over its edge, slowly making its

way over the sill.

The candle went out. Duchemin lay back in the bed, and pulled a

cold cover over a cold body.

Frederic Prokosch, '25.

Amantium Irae

Be not downcast, Leonardo, there's no profit in dismay.

Lover's lies, like lover's anger, linger but a summer's day,

Dost remember the old proverb, bare as truth, but spoke in jest—
"In amore semper mendax iracundia est"?

Celia says her heart is broken, and her love extinguished tjuite,

Ihat is what she says this morning. Who knows what she'll say tonight?

Moonbeams ojten will do wonders, working in a woman's breast,

"In amore semper mendax iracundia est."

IJ it gives her so much pleasure, let her rave and rant awhile.

Let her call you what she pleases, I can scarce repress a smile

Seeing how so soon she shatters vows so ardently conjessed—
("In amore semper mendax iracundia est.")

Andjust so herfitful anger will be allforgotten soon.

Summer roses blossom brighter, following a stormy June.

Lover's anger is a liar, the old Roman knew it best,

"In amore semper mendax iracundia est."

B. B. Warfield. '25.



Dialogue

Caesar Calpurnia

Caes.: My dear, you aren't looking as well as you used to.

Cal. : Do you think so, hon? How should I fix it up?

Caes.: You know you ought to cut out those late parties. Now, take

the Calends Club, where you and all those tabbies get together

and swap scandal every Calends, and your sewing club, and your

late dinner parties, and all. Why, heaven only knows how you
ever get any sleep at all. I'm always home before you, and often

in bed. Sometimes you don't get home until the fourth watch, look-

ing too bedraggled for words.

Cal.: Well, dearest, you should stay home sometimes and keep me
company. Then I wouldn't go out so much.

Caes.: I don't know what you mean. I Just said I was home before

you always. That proves you lead the wilder life.

Cal.: I don't think it proves anything of the kind. With all this trape-

sing around the provinces, you're home little enough as it Is,

and I should think you'd want to see something of your wife while

you're here. Instead of running around with all these other women.
They aren't the nicest there are, you know.

Caes.: You misjudge me. I was at Cicero's last night and the night

before, straightening out the Republic's financial mess, and the

night before, the Triumvirate had an informal meeting to settle

one or two little problems, the evening before, Crassus gave the

boys a little dinner, and the evenings last week I spent up at the

Senate House cleaning up this proscription business.

Cal.: I don't so much mind your being out as your lying about It.

I saw TuUia this morning at the Temple of Jupiter, and she told

me the truth about your last night's party.

Caes.: Yes?

Cal.: She said you never went near her father's house, but went to

hers, and collected her husband, then went off to see some red-

cheeked, white-nosed, simpering courtesan.

Caes. : By all the Gods, I swear

—

Cal.: Don't bother; I know where my scarf you brought from Egypt

went, and all my scarab brooches.

Caes.: But listen, dear

—

Cal.: No, I won't listen. And speaking of Egypt, I've never mentioned

this before, but I've been positively disgusted at hearing all your

relations with Cleopatra being bandied about by every street
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gamin. By Hercules, it's bad enough to run with an Italian, but

when it comes to a plain ordinary black Ethiope provincial, I've

no use for it, and I don't mind saying so.

Caes.: She isn't black. She's descended from the best Greek families.

Cal.: Then you admit it!

Caes.: Don't cry, dear; wipe your eyes, darling. I know I've been

a beast sometimes, but when you're off on a campaign, well

—

you know how it is.

Cal.: Caius Caesar, don't you dare touch me! Take your nasty hand-

kerchief away! I'm in no mood for fooling!

Caes.: By all the Gods, I swear I love you. Kiss me, Calpurnia darling.

Cal.: Never, never. I hate you!

Caes.: Your eyes are all red, crying doesn't help your looks a bit.

Cal.: What do you care?

Caes.: If I didn't have a date with Pompey this evening to talk over

the Near East situation, I'd stay home with you, but I have to be

running along.

Cal.: You and Pompey! The Near East! I'll have to watch my shawls

and jewelry. Oh, this is too much.

Caes.: Now, my sweetness, don't let's quarrel. Before I go, are we
friends?

Cal.: Well, before you go, promise you won't look at a woman tonight.

Caes.: But my dear, suppose his wife and her friends are having a

little gathering. As for the wild chariot parties you mention, I

don't know what you mean, and I wouldn't anyway.

Cal.: No, absolutely nothing at all.

Caes.: Well, ... I suppose if I must ... to keep peace in the family.

I promise.

Cal. : Well, then, I'm going to bed, and mind your promise. I won't

take any more nonsense—and be back before the third watch.

Caes.: Yes, dear {Sotuj') I wonder who in hades has been telling!

Anthony Calpurnia

Ant.: Well dear, here I am.

Cal.: I got rid of him till midnight, darling, but you must leave

by then.

Howard Comjorl, '24.



On the Original Pennsylvania Dutch

The Exiles

THE rise, in the seventeenth century, of a reform in the Holy
Roman Empire similar to the English Methodist movement
caused a persecution of the dissenters to the established Lutheran

Church. The Lutherans, in their settled security, had been growing

perfunctory and dogmatic; the "Pietists," on the other hand, sought

to attain to a deeper and more heartfelt devotion, and the different

methods pursued towards this end led to the foundation of a multi-

plicity of sects and creeds. Many congregations, including Dutch and

Swiss, fled from persecution or were forcibly exiled; the few French

Swiss were eventually amalgamated with the Germans.

But this religious persistency and ambition was not the only motive

in the great exodus to Pennsylvania and Virginia. Many less con-

scientious souls were persuaded to follow the first bands of exiles by
published accounts setting forth the advantages and opportunities to

be found in the new land. Among these were translations of Penn's

description of the province and Falkner's Curieuse Nachrichl von Penn-

sylvania; but other influences, less honest and correct, soon arose in the

persons of shipmasters' agents, " newlanders," who traveled luxuriously

through the country, giving most exaggerated misinformation as to the

untouched splendor and wealth beyond the sea.

Thousands of emigrants were forced to leave because of the poverty

to which famine, oppression and other evils of the times had reduced

them, and such as were entirely without means were obliged to settle

their debts and pay for their passage by binding themselves, as re-

demptioners, for a number of years' gratuitous service after their arrival.

Those who had savings when they set out, were generally paupers

when they landed, for what was left after the trip overland would be

stolen or expended at sea.

The trials of the journey to the harbor, moreover, were slight

compared to those at sea, where rough weather often delayed the pas-

sage until the food spoiled or gave out entirely, so that there were

numerous cases of emigrants dying of starvation on the voyage. Falk-

ner wisely advised the passenger that "the crew must be left alone in

their ways and doings, neither must one fraternize with them, unless

it be that the Lord has made an especial enlightenment in one or another

of them. Females, in particular, have to be careful of themselves";

and not only were they subject to the violence of the crew, but of pri-

vateers and ships of war, hostile to the flag under which they sailed.

Kelpius, the mystic, tells of an encounter with the ship in which his

party was crossing.

198
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"About noon," he writes, "we could see by the telescope that they carried

white flags with lilies, enough to show that this day things would take a

French not a Christian turn. As soon as this was ascertained, everything was

made ready for battle. The passengers were given the choice to fight or not.

We, of course, abstained from carnal weapons and taking the shield of faith

sat down between decks behind boxes and cases, prayed and invoked the Lord,

every one for himself, as on account of the great noise and the report of the

cannon nothing could have been heard. We had hardly got down, when a

French frigate with twenty-four cannon and a merchant ship with six cannon

made straight for our ship and opened fire so vigorously that it was really time

to pray for averting great calamity. The merciful Father made the enemies'

balls drop into the water before our ship, only one cannon ball struck the ship

over our heads without doing harm to anybody, though the ship got a hole two

ells above the water line. In the meantime our cannon and ball were not idle,

but did great damage to the enemies' ships, which we inferred from their

retreat."

Often, when in danger, they would sing Luther's battle hymn
to keep their courage up. Wesley describes the conduct of the English

and German passengers during a storm, while on his trip to Georgia.

"In the midst of the psalm wherewith their service began, the sea

broke over, split the mainsail in pieces, covered the ship, and poured

in between the decks, as if the great deep had already swallowed us up.

A terrible screaming began among the English. The Germans calmly

sang on. I asked one of them afterward, 'Was you not afraid?' He
answered, 'I thank God, no.' I asked, 'But were not your women and
children afraid?' He replied mildly, 'No; our women and children

are not afraid to die.'"

The Settlement

In this manner they came, in small ship-loads, varying from two

hundred to seven thousand a year. The first German to arrive was
Francis Daniel Pastorius, who came in August, 1683, to make purchases

for the Frankfurt Land Company. He was followed by thirteen families,

who arrived in October on board the ship Concord. They were the

founders of Germantown; after a frugal winter, passed in cellars and

huts, houses were built and the community set upon a practical basis

under the able direction of Pastorius. Most of them had been Men-
nonites, but soon joined with the Society of Friends.

Among the groups which came to Germantown shortly thereafter

was the "Chapter of Perfection," composed of John Kelpius and his

disciples, exactly forty in all, who came for the novel purpose of pre-

paring for and meeting their millennium. They built an observatory

and tabernacle above the Wissahickon, and dwelt in huts and caves
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nearby, pursuing their theosophical studies and esoteric worship, while

death and marriage slowly diminished their numbers.

In 1710, there began an influx of Swiss Mennonites, who settled in

Lancaster County, where land was cheap; other Germans followed

them into this region, thus obtaining what is probably the best farm

land in the state. Berks County was soon being settled by Palatinates,

some of whom had first gone to England, and some coming through

New York, were restricted to ten acres per family. By 1750, some fifty

thousand Germans, Swiss, with a few Dutch had landed in the province.

The number of the immigrants was becoming so large that in 1727,

the Provincial Council required the oath of allegiance to Great Britain,

and restrictive legislation was proposed but never passed. Meanwhile

a steady stream continued to arrive, pushing West, across to Sus-

quehanna, southward into Virginia, and westward towards Ohio.

Among them was mixed an incongruous element of wild Scotch-

Irish, hostile, despising and as heartily despised. There were occasional

troubles with the Indians, all of which, however, were settled peace-

fully enough, until the wars broke out in the middle of the century.

On the whole, the Germans thrived and prospered remarkably well,

better than many of their "Yankee" neighbors, so that, far from being

a menace, as had been feared, they added greatly to the wealth of the

province.

The Farmer

Despite the fact that he occupied the rich limestone country, it

was chiefly by his own unflagging industry and agricultural skill that

the German farmer did so well. Set ashore in Philadelphia "with

no more worldly possessions than the clothes he had on his back, and the

few coins and the copy of the Heidelberg Catechism, or Luther's

catechism, or Arndt Wahre's Chrlstenthum, he had in his pockets, he

was at liberty to earn the best living he could, save a few pounds, buy ten

or twenty acres of forest land, make a clearing and begin to farm."

Instead of belting the trees and leaving them to rot as the English

farmers did, he cut them down and burned the stumps. With their

trunks burned into convenient lengths, "his neighbors came in to

drink brannt-wein and help him log roll." The house was little more

than a well constructed log cabin.

With his house built and his fields cleared, he set to work, again

with the co-operation of his neighbors, to erect an enormous "Swisser"

barn; this was first of logs, and later of stone. Later also, he built

a house of stone, sometimes German style, and sometimes showing the

English influence; a spiritual touch was often added in the form of a
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pious inscription set under a gable or in some other prominent position.

In housekeeping, old world economy and frugality were maintained.

Coming from a land where wood was scarce, he preferred his ten plate

stove, cast in quaint Biblical designs to the huge, and to him wasteful,

open fireplace. His food consisted chiefly of "pork and rye, onions

and sauerkraut, milk and cheese, turnips and Indian corn." Among
the cooking, spinning, and other duties of the women of the household

was the care of the vegetable patch. Sometimes fresh meat was indulged

in, for "when a farmer kills beef, mutton or veal, he advertises his

neighbors, who take what they choose, and he sells the remainder."

If he were rich enough to have servants in house or fields, they would

be German redemptioners.

Ne.\t to house and barn, the farmer's most important possession was

his great Conestoga wagon, with its massive running gear, painted red,

its gracefully curved body in blue, and the tall cover of white cloth

drawn over the top. In this, behind six sturdy horses of an especial

breed, whose hoofs pounded on the soft road to the music of the harness

bells, he brought to market the products of his farm, or still, for whisky

and cider making were among his most profitable labors.

"Where a German settles," says Schoepf, a contemporary traveler,

"there commonly are seen industry and economy more than with

others, all things equal-—his house is better built and warmer, his land

is better fenced, he has a better garden and his stabling is especially

superior; everything about his farm shows order and good management
in all that concerns the care of the land. . . . The greater part of the

German immigrants were originally of humble origin and meagre edu-

cation, nor have they or their descendants greatly changed in their

principles of action. On the whole they show little or no zeal to bring

themselves up in any way except by small trade or handicrafts or farm-

ing. To use their gains for allowable pleasures, augmenting the agree-

ableness of life, this very few of them have learned to do, and others with

a bad grace. The lucre is stuck away in old stockings or puncheon

chests until opportunity offers to buy more land which is the chief

object of their desires. In their houses, in the country especially, they

live thriftily, often badly. There is wanting among them the simple

unaffected neatness of the English settlers, who make it a point, as far

as they are able, to live seemly, in a well-furnished house, in every way
as comports with the gentleman."

In all things of his life, the early Pennsylvania German was guided

by a vast multitude of superstitious beliefs, which impress one with his

profound ignorance and rugged credulity. For further information

on this subject, I would refer the curious to Beliefs and Superslilions

of the Pennsyk'ania Germans, edited by E. M. Fogel, and to be found
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in the college Library. Religion of course, went hand in hand with

superstition.

It was late before schools were established in the western counties,

but large numbers, especially among the Pietists, were literate, and

taught their own children. Books in German, chiefly of a religious

nature, were written, printed and widely read among them. Schoepf

describing a typical interior, enumerates, "a great four-cornered stove,

a table in the corner with benches fastened to the wall, everything

daubed with red, and a shelf with the universal German farmer's library:

the almanac, and song-book, a small "Garden of Paradise," Habermann
[a popular prayer book] and the Bible." While other books were much
in demand, read, re-read and often committed to memory, the Bible

was always a cherished necessity, a constant source of strength and
comfort, a proven protection against Indians and disease, and a general

blessing to the household. Christopher Sauer, publisher of a newspaper

and almanac, brought out three editions of his Bible before the first

English Bible was printed in America, thus adding much "to the honor

of the German people."

Of pleasures in the midst of their life of toil, the farmer and his

family had little. Outstanding among their festivals were the weddings

and the funerals. These and the "Love Feasts" provided some light

entertainment despite their religious nature. Before a marriage the

"wedding folks" gathered in the morning, and rode in gay cavalcade

—

or procession of buggies—to the minister's, after which the bride and

groom would probably go to Philadelphia for their honeymoon. The
great celebration was the reception on their return, with plenty of

eating, drinking, and, where religion permitted, dancing in the evening.

A funeral was also an occasion for eating and drinking, especially

drinking, for many of the guests, coming from a distance, needed re-

freshment. The frequent truth should be mentioned, however, that,

as Schoepf puts it, "The highest delight of the German countryman
in Pennsylvania Is—drink"; a weakness which continued long In the

face of the efforts of various sects to stamp It out. As soon as the presence

of death was noised about, the nearest neighbors came in to relieve

the bereaved family of all household duties, particularly that of providing

entertainment for the guests, who Immediately poured In from far and

near, to attend the funeral. "While the people are coming in," says

another German visitor, "good cake cut Into pieces is handed around

on a large tin platter to those present; each person receives then. In a

goblet, a hot West India rum punch. Into which lemon, sugar and ;uniper

berries are put, which give it a delicious taste. After this, hot and

sweetened cider Is served. . . . When the people have nearly all

assembled and the time for the burial is come, the dead body Is carried

1
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to the general burial place, or, where that is too far away, the deceased

is buried in his own field. The assembled people ride all in silence and

sometimes one can count from one hundred to five hundred persons on

horseback. The coffins are made of fine walnut wood and stained

brown with a shining varnish."

After the interment, the guests would be served a generous meal,

possibly in the graveyard itself; the tables would often be set in a barn

and the people fed in relays. All things were directed that the friends

of the deceased might be entertained "on that great occasion with the

hospitality due to the memory of the departed."

The great "Winter Carnival" was butchering day, when family and

friends assembled to kill and prepare meat, to grind and pack the savory

sausages. The same method was used in the "frolics" for making fruit

butters and other delicacies in large quantities, as well as in the quilting

and husking parties. "Singings" later became a popular diversion,

and spelling bees in the local schoolhouse. Other forms of excitement

were to be found in country fairs, markets, vendues or the annual

"Battalion Day," when the militia men formed a drunken parade and
made a glorious day of it.

In politics, the influence of the Germans was small, because of the

overbearing attitude of the Scotch-Irish, of their ignorance of the Eng-

hsh language and of their own differences in opinion. They were,

nevertheless, careful of their political liberties. Yet even as early as

1785, their language was "a miserable, broken, fustian salmagundy of

English and German, with respect both to the words and their syntaxis,"

with which handicap, they often made "but dumb chair fillers

in blue stockings and yellow breeches, sleeping off boredom in the

Assembly."

Religious Aspects

No matter what their motives for emigration, the German settlers

were always of a deeply religious nature. Their superstitions were

withal an insufficient guide when they "hungered and thirsted for the

word of God." Many a congregation arranged for its transportation

intact, so that it settled together in one neighborhood and thus main-

tained its organization, but in other cases, as with the Lutherans, it was
not until the country was fairly thickly populated that churches were

founded. The few Catholics were largely absorbed by the various

Protestant sects. Moreover, old religious hostilities vanished in the

foreign wilderness, and in certain instances union churches were employed.

Muhlenburg was foremost in the organization of Lutheran congregations

and the Calvinists, the German Reformed Church, was not far behind.

The Moravian doctrines differed little from the Lutheran, but
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were marked by greater emphasis on religious feeling and the Christian

virtues, their service, by the beauty of its music. They had, however,

manners and dress peculiar to themselves, living, with sharp class

distinctions according to age and sex, in carefully organized com-

munities, chiefly around Bethlehem and Nazareth. Over their clergy

they set bishops of limited power, and for guidance in all important

matters trusted implicitly in decision by lot. Wesley and Methodism
were related to the "United Brethren," and the Methodist movement
itself eventually penetrated among the Pennsylvania Germans.

The Mennonites would claim to be the oldest of all these sects,

for they trace their descent from the Waldensian and Ana-baptist

movements of the Middle Ages. "Stress was laid upon discipUne

rather than dogma; abstinence from all the vanities of the world was
imposed and the principle of refusing to participate in civic duties,

bear arms and to take oaths was upheld." Their simple worship included

such quaint devices as the rite of foot washing. There were a number of

schisms among them, the best known in Pennsylvania being the Amish,

whose chief difl^erence was that "Dey vears puttons, unt ve vearsh hooks

oont eyes"; and the "River Brethren," so-called because they originated

near the Susquehanna.

Another important sect were the Dunkards, who, while agreeing

in many things with the Mennonite creed, including the doctrine of

antipedobaptism, insisted on baptism by immersion. In America they

split on the much-mooted question of the Sabbath. The Seventh-day

branch founded a monastic community at Ephrata, the successor, in

many ways, of the "Chapter of Perfection" on the Wissahickon, es-

pecially in their millenial hopes. This was a community, first of celi-

bates, both male and female, and later including married members,

who adopted clolsteral names and garb, the men wearing gowns and

cowls of unbleached wool or linen, going long-haired, bearded and with

only sandals on their feet, while the women wore a complete costume

of a similar material, a long dress, hood and apron. A perusal of the

Chronicon Ephratense, printed at the Ephrata press and written by

"Lamech and Agrippa," will show how, typical of these young and

unsettled religions, they were in a constant turmoil of petty quarrels

and divisions. Here there was alwaA'S a party which followed faithfully

the teaching of the Prior, Conrad Beissel, a man of great learning and

personal magnetism, whom some regarded with an affection akin to

worship, hardly doubting that here was a second Christ.

The Church of God, otherwise called the " Winebrennians" from

their founder, are classed with the Baptists because of their faith in

immersion, but were more nearly related to the Methodists in general

organization.
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Another interesting sect, the Schwenkfelders, took their name
from Casper Von Schwenkfeld, a contemporary of Luther, with whom
he disagreed on the Eucharist, baptism and certain other points. Their

own name for themselves was "The Confessors of the Glory of Christ."

After successive persecutions by Lutherans and Jesuits, about forty

families fled to Pennsylvania. In such tenets as their simplicity of

manners and dress and their peace-loving nature, they found, like

other of the German sects, a bond of sympathy with the Quakers in the

province.

Among other small creeds may be mentioned the Baumanites, or

"New Born," who reached, in their souls, unusual heights of purity

and holiness, who "deeply stirred the Germans of Montgomery County,"

who, owing to their aversion to marriage, died out with the founders;

the Neumondlers, who "are said to have certain ideas of the relationship

of the phases of the moon with the efficacy of prayer and the judgment
of souls"; and The Inspired, who added to other common Protestant

doctrines that of continual inspiration, whose worship consisted of

praying, singing, of reciting their twenty-four rules for godliness, and
of "holy walking with the utterance of any prophecies with which

some might be inspired."

From such strong beginnings the "Pennsylvania Dutch" have

risen to still higher prosperity and influence, as they became more
harmonized to the life about them, and to have the additional distinction

of Ancestors, Old Families and a History.

Charles Coleman Sellers, '25,

The Haverfordian takes pleasure in announcing the election of

Samuel Hiok Chang, of the class of 1924, to the Editorial Board.

The Haverfordian also takes pleasure in announcing the re-

election to the Editorial Board of Walter Ames Johnston of the Class

of 1925.



Katherine Mansfield's Poems

THERE is an air of familiarity about everything that a treasured

writer writes which is Uke sitting down with an old friend. K.

M.'s poems are "just like her"; but farther than that little

can be said of them. It is superfluous for one who writes such poetic

prose as she did to write verse too. The verse can add little to her

ideas and may even cramp them rather than express them better.

K. M. reserved herself for her prose, but that does not mean that her

verses are not excellent. Mr. John Middleton Murry adds nothing

to her fame by publishing them, but he does strengthen it, because they

give us more glimpses into her, and that is where her fame lies—in the

revelation of herself. These little verses give glimpses of a childhood

which shows the mind, that later wrote Bliss, working in miniature.

The texture of her mind probably changed very little in all the thirty-

four years of her life. She always had the eagerness, the delight and

grasp of the present moment that she had when she was a child. The
reason she wrote so truly of children was because she knew that she

was still one of them. She was consciously and gloriously a child.

Very little difference really exists between the two minds that

wrote these two poems that I am quoting. "The Candle Fairy" was

written in her childhood—some time before eighteen—and "Villa

Pauline" was written when she was twenty-seven or twenty-eight.

More than ten years' difference, and yet her mind was the same mind

in the second poem as in the first; it grew, of course, but it is better

to say it unfolded. There is no more striking example of an unfolding

mind, as opposed to a mind that grows by addition, than Katherine

Mansfield.

The Candle Fairy

The candle is a Jairy house

Thai's snioolh and round and white.

And Mother carries it about

JFhenei>er it is night.

Right at the lop a jairy lives,

A lovely yellow one,

And ij you blow a little bit

It has all sorts ofJun.

It bows and dances by itself

In such a clever way
And then it stretches very tall,

" jrell, it growsfast," you say.

Ihe little chimney oj the house

Is black and really sweet,

206
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And there the jairy stands

Though you can't see its Jeet.

And when the dark is very big

And you've been having dreams.

Then Mother brings the candle in;

How Jriendly-like it seems!

It's only justJor Alothers that

The candle Jairy comes;

And ij you play with it, it bites

Yourfingers and your thumbs.

But still you love it very much
This candle Jairy, dear,

Because, at night, it always means
That Mother's very near.

Villa Pauline

But, ah! bejore he came

You were only a name:

Four little rooms and a cupboard

Without a bone.

And I was alone!

Now with your windows wide

EverythingJrom outside

OJ sun andflower and loveliness

Comes in to hide,

To play, to laugh on the stairs,

To catch unawares

Our childish happiness.

And to glide

Through the Jour little rooms on tip-toe

With lijtedfinger,

Pretending we shall not know
When the shutters are shut

That they still linger

Long, long ajter.

Lying close in the dark.

He says to me: "Hark,

Isn't that laughter?"

The poems (there are sixty-nine of them) can be called like these*

They are valuable because they are parts of her and not imitations of

other poets or exercises in prosody. They are tiny views of her, even

as her short stories are great views of her. A. J., '25
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PIONEER-BRIGHTON
WIDE-WEBS

with the famous Brighton
comfort elastic, are the most
comfortable garter models.
They last, too, for every
strand of rubber is wrapped
and re-wrapped with soft
yarn to guard against the
deadening action of perspira-
tion and insure longer service.

PIONEER SPOUTS BELTS

Woven for style and comfort. Fabrics of

superfine quality with highly mercerized finish.

Rust-proof buckles of exclusive Pioneer design.
Colors in white, linen, and snappy striped
silk effects.

PIONEER LEATHER BELTS

The name is your guarantee of the highest
quality, best workmanship and the standard
of good taste. Pioneer Belts are the criterion
of the finest in leather belts.

PIONEER SUSPENDER COMPANY PHILADELPHIA, PA.

l\/\ ORE college men every day

are appreciating the ex-

clusiveness of our "stuff" and

recognizing the advantages of

dealing with a shop that "caters"

to Haverford students.

Clothing, haberdashery, golf equipment, etc.

IFe Specialize in Sport Apparel

Golf Specialty Shop
40 S. 17th Street Philadelphia

Please mcnlion The Haverfordian when patronizing ado'.rlisers



l^an ^orn and ^on
(Established 1852)

THEATRICAL COSTUMERS
919-921 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

We supply costumes, wigs and accessories to the

leading schools and colleges in America.

GLASGOW IRON COMPANY
POTTSTOWN, PA.

IRON AND STEEL PLATES. MUCK BAR
AND FLANGED AND PRESSED WORK

Philadelphia Office; 602 to 608 Harrison Building

Should you desire io teach

consult

The Fisk Teachers' Agency
1420 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia

School and College Diplomas a Specialty

PECKHAM, LITTLE & CO.
School and College Supplies

Commercial Stationers
57-59 East 11th St., New York City

Telephone, Sluyvesant 2-}S3, 2454

ARTHUR LAWS
Caterer

lib S. Fortieth Street
Philadelphia

Teachers for Schools—Schools for Teachers

NATIONAL TEACHERS' AGENCY, Inc.

D. H. Cook, Manager
326-27-28 Perry Bldg.,IS30 Chestnut St.,PhiIa.

BRANCHES;-Pittsburgh. Indianapolis, Syracuse
Northampton. Teachers wanted every day.

WHEN you have

your photo-
graph taken you want

it done right. You can

be sure of complete

satisfaction by coming

to the

Studio

1028 CHESTNUT ST.

Philadelphia

Special Students Rales Given

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing ad\>erliserf
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E. S. McCawley & Co.

BOOKS

Extends to Haverford Col-

lege a cordial invitation to

stop in and talk books.

We will do our best to

make you feel at home.

Out of stock books ob-

tained on short notice.

Station Avenue

Haverford, Pa.

r

College and School

Periodicals

OUE EXCLUSIVE PEODUCT

The Haverfordian Haverford College

The Southron. . . .South Phila. High School

The Norm. . . .Philadelphia Normal School

Blue and Gray Friends' Central, Phila.

Town Scientific Journal. . . Univ. oj Penna.

The Princeton Tiger. .Princeton University

The Lyre Lafayette College

The Purple Book Wellesley College

The American Art Student New York

Horace Mann Quarterly New York

The Lantern University of Penna.

U. G. \. Circle Philadelphia

The best work and service, for the money,

obtainable.

WESTBROOK PUBLISHING CO.

R. G. BARNES & SONS

1217 Makket St., Philadelphia

printing Company

PRINTERS
and

PUBLISHERS

NEW LOCATION
26 ARDMORE AVENUE

Ardmore

'T'HERE is always a

balance between
beauty and service in both

printing and direct-adver-

tising that makes either

produce the returns de-

sired. Striking that bal-

ance is not guesswork, but

the result of careful plan-

THE HOLMES PR^SS—PrcnUrs

1315-29 Cherry St.

Philadelphia

Gel acquainted with our aiU'crllsers

!



Pocono Manor
Winter Inn

American Plan Moderate Bates
References Required

The happy land of winter sports and
healthgiving rest. Skiing, skating,

tobogganing and snowshoeing. Brac-

ing climate, excellent food, comfortable

rooms, personal attention.

The Ideal Week-end Trip
Less than three hours from New
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at once.
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effects against all rislcs in transit, in hotels,
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car and liability for damage to property or
for injuries to persons.

LONGACRE & EWING
BuUttt BIdg., 141 8. 4tb St., PhUadelphia

College Graduates
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Paying Teaching Positions
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Modern Teachers' Bureau
1002 Market Street

Philadelphia
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Bundy Typewriter Co.
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TOOLS
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Row Seeders, Horse Hoes and
Cultivators, Spring Tooth Cul-
tivators, Orchard and Beet Cul-
tivators, Pivot Wheel Riding
Cultivators, Tractor Tools and

Attachments

L. ALLEN & CO., Inc.

Philadelphia

"TWEED'S Standard of

Tailoring" applied to

good quality fabrics assures
garments of character, serv-

ice, satisfaction.

Priced $30 and upward for

Suits, Top Coats, Overcoats.

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT ST

MICHELLS

MarketSi
PHILADELPHIA

Everything for Lawn, Farm and
Garden. Get a Catalog.

MICHELL'S HOUSE

HAVERFORD
Has an
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So does the

Hahnemann
Medical College

PHILADELPHIA

220-228 North Broad Street

Catalogue on request

Please mention The H.werfordian when patronizing ad^-ertiscrs
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Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Clothing Ready-made or to Measure
for Spring

Evening Clothes, Cutaways, Sack Suits
Sporting Clothes and Light-weight Overcoats
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Boots and Shoes for Dress, Street and Outdoor Sport
Trunks, Bags & Leather Goods

Send for "Historic American Buildings"

BOSTON NEWPORT
laO BSUCVUI AvnttfC

**The Policy of One^s Independence
'^

THE QUOTATION IS FROM RUDYARD KIPLING'S ADDRESS
AT ST. ANDREWS UPON BECOMING LORD RECTOR.

IT IS AN APT DEFINITION OF THE PROVIDENT'S OLD
AGE ENDOWMENT POLICY. THIS IS NOT ONLY IMME-
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FOR INDEPENDENCE IN OLD AGE.

Provident 'Mutual
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Autocar
Wherever there's a road

The motor truck with
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A complete line of Autocar trucks

Capacities, 1 to 6 tons

Manufactured since 1897 by
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THE GIFT SUGGESTION BOOK
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WICKHAM SHOES
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Philadelphia
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stocks in town, and are usually first to have the

newest novelties.
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their clothing and haber-

dashery of Guilford's.
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of the style and quality
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Be sure to visit Guil-

ford's when you are next

in town.
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•1225 Market Street
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Return

IN AMERICA, the land of promise, he had simply been an immigrant

from Central Europe. A Slav, from the peasantry of Hungary, he

had been bewildered, perplexed, confused and dazed by the unusual

scenes, the foreign peoples, and the different standards of living in this

strange country. Life had seemed ephemeral to him, a leaden unreality

in which he moved about with no set purpose, with no ideals, no future,

no anythmg. His consciousness had not been actively creative, it had

not dictated to his will, it had simply been a passive spectator of the

movements of its fleshy prison. But now everything was different. At

his first glimpse of the sparkling, blue waters of the Mediterranean, life

had stirred inside his breast. Responding to the harmony of some for-

gotten longing his dormant self had shuddered, quivered and awakened

from its trance, as a violin will shudder and quiver in response to the

transient vibrations of a fleeting chord.

He felt as if he had been asleep for fifteen years, asleep and dreaming.

But it had been a living dream, not a fanciful one, and for that reason

material evidences of its reality were not lacking. He had fine clothes,

he was traveling first-class like a nobleman, he had money—untold riches

for a peasant. But for this same reason, because it was a living dream,

it had seemed doubly unreal and horrible, for this reason it had the more

completely stunned his mind and led him a distorted, dazed and detached

life, preventing him a clear outlook on the world.

Since they had steamed into the Mediterranean, however, he had

been undergoing a transformation, his self had been gradually awakening

from its hypnotic slumber. Standing forward on the great ship, the better

to catch new vistas which each turn and revolution of the screw laid

before him, he experienced a surge of joy, a thrill of life course through

him. And as at the last he saw the mighty city of Fiume nestled in the

distance with the sun glinting on its wharves and bridges, and reflecting

from the government buildings on the hill, his peasant blood throbbed

In his veins and he found it hard to restrain himself from stamping and

jumping and shouting out the old songs of his home.

So phantasmal had seemed his dream life, so completely had he

lived—nay, not lived, existed—that he had never before even realized

the shallowness, the narrowness, the semi-bestialness of it, until now, as

if by magic, the tall, fairy spires and ancient towers of this beautiful old

city tore from his consciousness the veil of strangeness and bewilderment

which had enveloped it for so long, and the wooded hills sloping down to

Fiume thrilled his awakening soul as they seemed to call: "Welcome to

Hungary, son of the Magyars! Welcome home from your long journey!"

And after the mighty ship was shoved, and pulled, and shunted, and

210
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butted into its dock by the fleet of grunting, straining, fussy, little tugs,

and after the immigrant inspection was completed and the passengers

were allowed to land, and as he stepped off the gangplank on to his native

soil, as he left the ship and walked down into the bustling crowd of

relatives, friends and lovers waiting to welcome back some returning

passenger, some homing wanderer, he experienced a delicious, intoxicating

quiver play up and down his spine, a suffused emotion tingling through

his flesh

But, proportionally as returning life flooded every fibre of his being,

so a black wave of loneliness came to suffocate him in its stifling depths.

In America he had not been lonely, he had merely been detached—but

here, in his homeland, in the midst of compatriots and fellowmen, it

dawned upon him that in all this teeming life which surged and swept

around and past him he was an unrelated unit, among all the debarking

passengers, he was the only one for whom no famihar face smiled its

sudden recognition, its warm welcome. In his own country he was a

total stranger! This despairing sense of loneliness sucked him into a

bottomless sea of pessimism. Suppose he returned to find his old father

and mother dead? Suppose he got back to his little mountain village,

tucked away high in the ridges of the Carpathians, to find only new faces

and strange names, the youths and companions of his boyhood replaced

by unfamiliar, taciturn strangers? But just as these grey, foreboding

doubts threatened to engulf his newborn spirits, a pretty barefooted

flower-girl ran up to him crying out her wares, and they were dispelled

at the thrill of once more hearing the music of his native tongue.

In his anxiety to get back home, the night spent in waiting for the

early morning train, after the first thrill of being once more in his native

country had worn off, seemed interminable. And the small, rickety train

winding between the flat, level plains and the green-sloped, snow-capped

peaks of the Carpathians seemed to be intentionally aggravating as it

slowly ascended the gradual grade into the High Tatra. Perhaps it was

a result of his impatience, for it did not seem to bother the other passenger

in his compartment, or perhaps it really was the hope of that queer little

excuse for a steam train to make up for its evident antiquity, its general

appearance of debility, and its unconscious, but constant implication to

disobey the laws of cohesion and to disintegrate suddenly and completely,

by crawling along at a stately, dignified pace, never hurrying, never

grunting and puffmg with its wheels spinning and its smokestack vomit-

ing steam and black clouds of smoke, but always quiet and calm, as if

it would rather have one respect, than deride its old age. To Theodor,

however, its action was a deliberate personal insult. It halted at every

possible stopping place only because he wished it not to; it was slow

merely because it knew he wished it to hurry; it rolled along on the
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narrow track only because he wished it to fly. But if it had been a stream-

lined, high-powered, racing biplane, he would have grumbled at its

slowness. Nothing could have travelled as fast as his desire.

So, to speed the dragging hours, he began conversation with the

Englishman, his travelling companion, who was sitting silently admiring

the magnificent scenery. He spoke of each snowcapped peak, glistening

in the morning sun, by name, and told the legends woven around it by

folklore and superstition. He talked of the rushing torrents, falling and

crashing far below into the still broad rivers, as of old friends, always

pointing out some individual beauty, some bewitching harshness which

distinguished each from its neighbor. And so eloquent did he become,

so impassioned were his descriptions that the Englishman as he listened,

felt that he was seeing into a corner of this stranger's heart, that he

was being given a glimpse beyond the sacred veil of privacy into the

innermost yearnings of his soul.

"Yes," he replied to a question born of his intimacy with the country,

"I lived for fifteen years in this neighborhood. Until I was seven I was

with my parents, above Lake Proprad, where I'm headed for now. Then
I ran away from the mountains, and went down on the plains. Can you

see a town down there?" They were high in the mountains now, near

the summit of the High Tatra, and far below them, where he was point-

ing, lay the great central plain of Hungary. Far in the distance, so far

that it seemed a collection of concentrated specks surrounded by flat

meadowland, lay a little town, distinguishable only on account of the

clearness and the high visibility of the mountain air. "That is Kseged

which, although it might sound unbelievable, is eighty-three miles from

here. And ten miles from Kseged is the famous state stud farm, Mezo-

hegyes, where I worked for eight years before I went to America." And
so through the long morning and afternoon Theodor described the country

they passed, giving his companion intimate glimpses of its people and

their psychology which he could not have obtained in years of travel,

retelling their old legends and often boring him with reminiscences of

his own childhood. But his emerging self, having been pent up for fifteen

years, needed expression in words, and a sympathetic listener was all

that was necessary to complete the change in his inner being, and to

sunder the last chain of his fettered spirit.

It was late in the afternoon when they approached Lake Csorba,

where he was to exchange steam for horse power, and bidding good-bye to

his friend, the Englishman, he gathered his bags together and clambered

down to the platform of the unassuming little station. For a time he

stood there motionless, breathing in deep gulps the rare mountain air,

and viewing with conflicting emotions the familiar beauty of the lake.

It lay nestled in the purple shadows of the high peaks, so near their sum-
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mit that the overhanging, austere cliffs perpetually fed its waters with

trickling streams of melted snow. The green of its fir trees, the dull, red-

granite surface, sprinkled with chalk-white patches of snow of Tatra-

Havanitz rising from its deep, blue waters and the scarlet contrast of

the autumn foliage melded in a wealth and depth of color he had not

seen since his last glimpse of that familiar spot.

A hotel, put up for summer tourists and now practically empty,

had been recently built beside the station, and it was there that he carried

his luggage and made inquiries for a team to carry him to Lake Proprad,

some twelve miles distant. The clerk, possibly because he wished to fill

one of the vacant rooms, and possibly because he really wished to save

the gentleman from supposed discomforts, advised him against travelling

that evening. He presumed he was speaking with one unacquainted

with the local geography.

"You understand, sir," he said, when Theodor reiterated that he

desired to push on immediately, "that there are no hotel accommodations

at Proprad. With the exception of a native inn, which is so filthy and
uncomfortable that it is beyond supposition you would enjoy staying

there; there are only woodcutters' and goatherders' hovels where you
will find but scanty lodging at the best. And besides, sir, the barometer

has been falling all afternoon; it is very probable that within an hour

we shall have a storm and there isn't a place from here to Proprad where

you could put in for shelter. Well, sir, ifyou must go, just wait a moment
and I will call a team. Holloa there; Bela, go and tell Kutsera to bring

up a team to drive to Proprad! And tell him to put the storm curtains

up in case of rain! Will you take your luggage with you, sir?" he asked

turning to Theodor, "or do you wish to leave it here? The team will be

ready in a minute. All right, sir, I will send it up in the morning.

Thank you, sir."

For the first five minutes they drove in silence, Kutsera mute and

taciturn, searching the skies with eyes that noted the gray clouds piling

in huge, shadowy banks ahead, and Theodor, likewise silent, watching

him with sidelong glances, a smile in his breast and a twinkle in his eyes.

His heart pumped a joyous message, and the blood singing in his veins

chanted its chorus to him: "Your doubts and fears are over, your loneli-

ness is ended, beside you is a boyhood chum!" And he had not even

been recognized. Kutsera had thought him a stranger, had probably

even wondered why, in the face of an approaching storm, he wished to

travel to Proprad—that was the supreme joke!

"Don't you recognize me at all? Have I indeed changed so much?"
Kutsera turned with puzzled surprise, his mouth wide open, his

eyes bulging.

"You don't know me from Adam. Oh, Kutsera, it is I, I, Theodor
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Szentskiralyi, your old playmate! You haven't forgotten me, have
you?" A note of anxiety crept into his voice, "Kutsera, say you haven't

forgotten mel Don't look at me as if I were crazy; tell me, don't you
know me now?"

"But you can't be Theodor, he is dead."

"Dead! I'm not dead; he's still alive!"

"But no. They found his skeleton down at Mezohogyes four years

after he disappeared from there—they say a bull killed him—and Father
Benedik has buried him. Surely he is dead."

"Ah, you rascal, how unkind you are. You know me, but you pre-

tend you don't to tease me. Come now, confess; or must I prove I'm

not dead. For I'm Theodor."

"But, sir, you must be joking. I was at Theodor's burial myself;

-with my own hands I helped fill his grave. And I was with his poor

father and mother all evening. And, besides, Theodor was only a peasant

like me—and you are a gentleman. Oh, sir, you are joking with me
because I am poor."

"Don't be foolish, Kutsera. I was never killed, I ran away again.

They found someone else's skeleton, not mine. When I disappeared

from the farm I tramped to Fiume and got a job on a ship to America.

There I have been ever since—working, sweating, making money, always

money, money, money, and so lonely Kutsera, so homesick I have nearly

died."

And, loosed by the inspiration of a friend to whom he could unburden

himself, all the ingrown canker and bitterness of his loneliness, his hopeless

yearnings, and his stifled desires escaped in a mad, unchecked passion

of words, purging him of his pyrotic cancer, of his rankled heartburning,

and leaving his spirit cleansed of the venom, contented and at peace.

There was a long silence after he finished. Kutsera, his doubts

crushed by the overwhelming sincerity, the feeling that what he was

being told was true, was for the moment partially stunned. He could

scarcely grasp the significance of what he had heard.

But when Theodor looked at him, wondering why he said nothing,

he was staring ahead, a mist in his eyes. He laid a heavy, gnarled hand

on Theodor's knee, and began:

"It's good to have you back, Theodor," choked and stopped, unable

to say any more.

They drove on without any speech; each wrapped in his own
thoughts, each in harmony to the other's. Both had forgotten the im-

pending storm; unnoticed the gray clouds now piled overhead. The

reins hung loose in Kutsera's hands, as he sat in silence, and the horses,

unguided by their driver, trotted steadiK' on of their own will. Theodor

was thinking of his home, his parents. He wondered if they still lived.
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but, fearful of the answer, he dared not put his question into words. It

was Kutsera who again was the first to speak, as if he had read the other's

thoughts.
" I wonder if your folks will recognize you any sooner than I did,

he said. "Your old man "the sentence was cut short by a blinding

flash of lightning and a terrific peal of thunder as the storm suddenly

broke on them without warning. The horses, confused by the first roar

of the surging clouds and feeling no check on their bits, lost their heads

completely and leaped into a wild gallop, the wagon swaying and bounc-

ing behind them. The rain swept into them in tremendous sheets of

SoUd water, taking their breath and leaving them drenched and cold,

gasping for air. Everything was in chaos, and between the intermittent

flashes and thunders Theodor could hear trees snapping and cracking

as they fell, victims to the wind and thunderbolts. The brutality of the

storm, its primeval strength and force swept through his veins to his

head like a fiery intoxicant, and as they sped along dangerously swaying

from side to side he gripped the seat with whitened knuckles to hold him-

self secure and, like some madman, like some demon of the storm shouted

and yelled in deep resonance to the fierce exultation of the elements as

they clashed and battled in titan warfare. Then, as suddenly as it had

broken, the storm cleared, and in an instant the only traces left of its

passage were the drip, drip, drip of the forest leaves, and the sweet scent

of damp earth. And as it cleared, as if for a prearranged effect, a faint,

dim light flickered back in the woods, and they knew they were at the

end of their journey.

A stranger might have driven the entire thirty miles from Csorba

to Ypedin without ever suspecting he had passed through any village.

For the small shacks that answered as homes to the few families, with

scarcely an exception either woodcutters or goatherders, which made up
the population of Proprad were set too far back in the woods to be visible

during the day, and the dirty, crestfallen, little inn, whose besmeared

and illegible sign hung despondently above the door, was too similar

to the hundred and one other inns throughout the mountains to give

any indication that it was the center of a village. But after dark had

fallen, dim, flickering lights from the woods betrayed the invisible

shacks, and the inn filled with gruff", childish peasants who drank vodka

from large mugs and argued unceasingly about things of which they

knew little and understood less.

It was the light from the first of these cabins that let Theodor

know he was approaching his journey's end. At the cessation of the

storm the horses had quieted down, and, heaving and still a little nervous,

settled into their accustomed steady pace. They were in Proprad now,

and a few steps further on another light flickered through the trees.
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then another, and another—and then after a time came the inn itself.

But Theodor, within a stone's throw of his home, was too excited and

too anxious to concur with Kutsera's suggestion that they stop and

warm their bellies with a drink, and as they passed they could hear a

mumble and ;umble of voices, clinking mugs of the busy innkeeper, and

the last weird minors of a Magyar song. He left the wagon twenty yards

further on and turned up the path to his home. How familiar it was,

even in the dark! He remembered every tree, every bush, even the

very stones seemed to be the same, each twist and turn of the small

wood's path came back to him as if he had but left it that morning to

take his goats up the mountain. Nothing was changed, nothing was
altered . . . yes, he himself had changed, he had grown, expanded,

his horizon had been enlarged, his very manners of thinking, his habits

had imperceptibly become different. Perhaps his own mother, his own
father would fail to recognize him, as had Kutsera, his boyhood chum.

That was it! He would conceal his identity, he would play the part of a

stranger seeking shelter from the storm, he would surprise them in the

morning!
* * *

The cabin was half lighted by two smoky candles set on the rough

hewn table, and by a small blaze of logs almost lost in a huge fireplace.

A dirty bed of straw was piled in one corner and beside it, leading into

another inky, black room was a low doorway. Opposite this was the

door which opened to the outside, a thick, massive door with heavy oaken

latches and bolts which were broken and loose, as if the cabin no longer

contained anything worth guarding. And beside the fireplace, in the

corner opposite the bed was a large, well-built iron stove red with rust

and disuse. The door to its ample oven sagged on crooked hinges, the

grate was in pieces, the stove-pipe, hanging together in some miraculous

fashion, was broken off near the top, and the pipe-hole in the roof was

stuffed with rags and straw. The walls, except for a religious lithograph

over the bed, were bare and dirty, the floor was bare and dirty, and the

only furniture in the room was the table in the center, and two dilapi-

dated chairs. Its whole appearance conveyed an impression of poverty

and neglect come where comfort and stolid respectability had been

before.

A man, long past the prime of life, sat with his elbows on the table

and his head in his hands, an uneaten piece of black bread and a pewter

mug of goat's milk in front of him. In the other chair, staring fixedly

into the fire, was an old woman, unkempt and dirty like everything else

in the room, her straggly, yellowish-white hair caught up in a clumsy

knot at the nape of her neck. Both were emaciated. Heavy set, large

boned, rugged peasant types, they had not flesh enough to fill the con-
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tours of their faces. They wore ragged clothes long past the period of

decent usefulness, scarcely more than tatters; and a look of helpless

poverty, of stoic despair, of facing the inevitable, was graven on their

faces.

The old woman was mumbling in a dead, singsong voice, half to

herself as if she were thinking aloud.

"By the Holy Virgin," the man complained, "can't you stop mum-
bling of Theodor, he's been dead these fifteen years."

The woman's mumbling continued unbroken in that monotonous,

dreary singsong.

"But why think of what might have been," he said as if answering

her. "Isn't it enough to think of what is? Our last goat sold a week
ago, and the twelve crowns it brought us now used up. Facing starva-

tion and not a soul in the village who isn't tired of helping us. Damn
that cursed, rascally, ill-bred, thieving artist! Coming here to paint

peasant types! Eating our good bread and goatmeat, and sleeping here

for two ducats a week and then stealing our pot of money. Curse him!

God alone knows how he ever found it. And as if that weren't enough,"

his voice had been growing louder and shriller as he talked, "you sit

there and mumble about what would happen if a person who's been dead

for fifteen years were living, and that I'm too spineless to do anything.

By God, if I had that damned artist here you'd see whether I was spine-

less or not! I'd—Are you listening to me? Do you hear? I'd
—

" he

stopped suddenly, and he and his wife looked at each other in startled

surprise. Who could be coming to their place? But they had been mis-

taken, surely, no one could have knocked. Then the knock was repeated.

The man rose slowly, slowly went to the door, and slowly pulled it

open. Theodor stepped in, his clothes dripping, his eyes sparkling. But
his smile died on his lips; he instinctively shuddered. Was this what his

parents had come to since he had left! He had not imagined them any

younger than they were, but he had thought of them as being well off,

as having no cares, and their ostensible poverty, their apathetic despair

startled him. Then he remembered he was to play a part, he must act

like a stranger.

"Good evening," he said. "How far am I from Csorba?'

"Twelve miles."

"Twelve miles! Something must be wrong. Where am I now?'

"This is Proprad."

"Proprad?—ah—um—Oh, yes, I remember. They did say some-

thing about a village halfway to Csorba. You see, I'm an artist, and

I've come up here to sketch mountain peasants. I was at Ypedin this

morning and they told me there was some beautiful scenery at Csorba, so

I shipped my stuff ahead, and I thought I'd hike it myself. But this rain
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has soaked me to the skin and I don't intend to walk any twelve miles

with these clothes as wet as they are. Can you put me up for the night?"

"No. Get out of here! I wouldn't put up you, or any of your

thieving breed 1 There's an inn just fifty yards up the road. Why the

devil didn't you stop there in the first place; you must have seen it?"

"Yes, I saw it. That's why I came here. It was too noisy, and then

one always has so many bedmates in these country inns. I prefer to

stay here."

"Well, what the devil do I care what you prefer? If you don't get

out of here I'll throw you out."

"Oh, come, be reasonable, I'll pay you well for it. Besides, you're

just the type I want to sketch. Look here, I'll tell you what I'll do.

I'll send for my things at Csorba, and I'll stay here a week. See, here's

a week's payment in advance." He took a thick roll of bills from his

pocket and counted off eleven ducats. Eleven ducats! That was a

different matter. He grabbed the money.

"Come right in, sir. Take your coat off, and put it here before the

fire. Isn't it a terrible night out, sir? We don't have anything for you

to eat tonight, sir, but I'll get my lazy wife to have a good meal in the

morning. Come, Matilde, the gentleman will sleep in the next room;

fix it up for him."

The old woman, who had eyed the money with evident approval,

but who had listened to the change in the conversation with as evident

disapproval, took one of the candles, and with a malevolent look at the

stranger's back went off into the next room.

Theodor was tired both physically and mentally. Tired from the

many days of travel, and the effect of the storm; tired from the excite-

ment of the past few days, from the strain of constant new thoughts,

from the rejuvenation, the rebirth of his soul. And coupled with this

fatigue was the shock of finding his home, his parents in such straits.

He wanted to be alone to rest, to think. So as soon as his mother re-

turned and said the room was ready he bade good-night to his host, took

the candle, and retired. His room was as dirty and smaller than the

other, and the candle cast weird, grotesque, wavering shadows on the

walls, but his bed was of fresh, sweet smelling, clean straw, the best

blankets in the house had probably been put on it, and it was with more

of a feeling of "at-homeness", of familiarity with the place, and of

content than he had experienced in fifteen years, that he lay down,

every relaxing muscle giving him a delicious thrill of rest, of peace. He
had intended to lie awake and think, but he was fatigued more than he

knew, and in five minutes his deep, stertorous breathing betrayed his

sleep.

I ri the other room the old man was counting the money over and over.

I
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"One ducat-two ducats-three ducats-four-five-six-seven-eight—

nine—ten-eleven!" Then he would begin all over again. The woman
watched him half pityingly, half disgustedly, a fierce intensity in her eyes.

"Matilde, do you realize, we are no longer poor. God must have

sent us this stranger."

"Well, it's a wonder you don't disgust God enough to make Him
take him away, you poor fool. You spineless jellyfish."

"Spineless! Would you have me turn him out when he will bring

us money?"
"Yes, a spineless, nerveless jellyfish! What were you just saying

you'd do if that artist came back? And then another artist comes in

and you cringe and fawn for a few kronen."

"Not kronen, Matilde, ducats. You wouldn't have me turn him out

just to starve myself? That's foolish."

"Foolish? Bah! I spit at you! We could make ourselves rich,

rich I sav, if you weren't so wishy-washy, so nerveless."

"Rich? How?"
"Why, you poor fool, what were you making all that talk about

breakfast for? Ducats! What are twelve ducats to him? Did you see

the money he was carrying? He walked in here of himself, need he

walk out?" She made a motion across her throat, "Phsut—and it's

all ours. Now do you see?"

"Good God, Matilde, would you have me murder him? We would

be hung. We'd never be able to explain what happened to him. It

would be wrong."

"Explain! What would we explain? He hasn't seen a soul since

he left Ypedin, this is the first house he's stopped at. Nobody saw him

come in, and if you were half a man nobody would see him leave. Why
would it be wrong? Did the other artist think it was wrong to steal our

life? Would it be wrong for us to take it back? Wrong!—we would be

defying God if we didn't use the aid He has sent us."

Eleven ducats against eleven hundred, with a life in the balance.

What was a life compared to that? The man stared long at the dying

embers of the fire. Then he took a knife from the wall, ran his thumb
along the edge—threw it weakly on the table and hunched in the chair

staring at it. Eleven ducats to eleven hundred! No chance of discovery.

One artist had stolen his life, he would steal another's. He lurched to

his feet drunkenly, took the knife and tiptoed into the other room.

In a few moments he came back white and shaking. "I couldn't

do it, Matilde. Don't look at me like that! I know I'm weak, spineless;

but the moon shone on his face and somehow. . . . Here! I'll do it.

Give me some money to get a drink—then I'll do it properly." He
snatched some monev from the table and rushed out.
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For a while the woman sat at the table nearly motionless, fingering

the knife. Then she began to talk to herself. "I know him. He'll get

drunk and be more maudlin than ever. I'll have to do it myself anyway,

so I might as well do it now before he comes back. The coward! The
lazy weakling! Afraid to take what is given him! No one will ever miss

a crazy painter."

She went to the door, looked out, listened a moment and quietly

shut it. Then she picked up the knife, gave it a final pat, and tiptoed

into the dark room.
* * *

"My son! Who says he is my son?" If his face had been white when
he entered the inn, it was colorless now. Kutsera answered.

"I did. I drove him up from Csorba, where he left his baggage.

He must be going to surprise you in the morning, for even I didn't recog-

nize him at first."

As if in a trance, the old man stood up trembling like a leaf, colorless,

ghastly. Then with a stifled sob, he dropped his mug and ran through

the door. Everyone stared. Then somebody laughed, "He got drunk

quick enough tonight," and the tension was broken.

Up the hill he ran, two words ringing in his ears. "My son^my
son—my son." He screamed, "Matilde! MatUde!" Then he burst

open the door of his cabin. His wife sat at the table grinning, an enor-

mous pile of notes in front of her, a trail of blood on the floor.

Horatio C. Wood, '24.

A Sonnet
In solemn stale the royal monarch lies.

While Death's coldfingers close around his heart;

No longer pride andjealous anger dart

With piercing thrust from out those staring eyes,

JVilhout the palace stands the vulgar crowd.

And traders, merchants, beggars strive for place

With idle wish to gaze upon thatJace
Which, once so haughty, moulders in a shroud.

They strive—but now they cease at sight of one

In royal garb, with kingly diadem

And comely grace and many a dazzling gem—
The Jather's image vested tn the son.

And then, within, the gloomy rajters ring

The shout—" The Icing is dead! Long live the king!"

Austin Wright, Jr., '25.



"Le Chevalier Errant''

THE soft, mesh curtains of the Cafe "Le Chevalier Errant" movecl

lazily in the May air. The white tables with their dainty lily-of-

the-valley centerpieces, the silently moving waiters, and even the

clock, freshly painted and rejoicing in its new veneer of glory—all

seemed to exhale a breath of distinctly springtime coolness. It was

after the rush meal time, and only a few women who had both too

much money and leisure for their soul's welfare were languidly talking

scandal over their demi-tasses. At one corner table sat a young girl

who seemed to embody the essence of the spirit that was prevalent in

the room. In spite of the fact that she had reached her majority, she

looked no more than nineteen. A large white picture hat with an

ostrich plume in prominence almost concealed her sparkling black eyes.

A nose, the rather attractive upward turn of which damned it for any

beauty contest, and a cherub mouth in whose corners humor and

temper were ever at swordpoints gave to her face a decided appeal.

Her hair was black and had successfully defied all attempts of hairpins

ad infinitum and redoubtable hairnets to keep her curls from escaping.

She was dressed in a simple white voile with oval neck and short

sleeves, sprinkled here and there with a touch of embroidery. A string

of rather long white beads completed the picture.

She sat there in a pensive mood, resting her chin on her kid-gloved

hands and unconsciously tapping her French-heeled white slippers

against the newly polished foot of the table. Her thoughts indeed were

of the happiest. A cool afternoon, an easy conscience, an imaginative

romantic nature all helped.

Her train of thoughts was interrupted as a waiter ushered a young
man to her table. It would have been difficult for her imagination to

picture a more ideal youth than the one she saw before her now. Tall,

young, of course, bienforme, and not too intellectual, he fulfilled all the

proper requirements. He did not seem, however, to possess any super-

human traits, judging from the fact that he proceeded to order a chicken

dumer. Her romantic ideas suffered a blow, at his evident enjoyment

of the meal; she would have been better pleased if he had appeared a

trifle more preoccupied or restless. She managed to string out her meal

till after he had departed. She noticed him speaking to the waiter and

wondered that she didn't see him tip. If only they could have spoken!

She unconsciously heaved a little sigh. Hearing the clock assert the hour

of two in a tone which distinctly said, "You see I have been refixed.

For God's sake give me the attention proper for such an occasion!" she

hastened to depart. When the waiter came up, he handed her a bill for

two people.

221
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"But this is for two
—

" she questioned.

"Yes—he said Madame would pay
—

"

"HE?"
"Your husband said you would

—
" The waiter stopped, fearing

foul play, but anxious not to be beaten without a struggle.

"Do you mean that—that-creature
—

" She was down to earth

now and had her true Yankee love of money aroused, "that creature

claimed me as his wife and said I would pay? Why my dear sir, I don't

recall as much as ever having seen him before."

"I'm very sorry, ma'am, but I hain't got no witnesses. If you'll

kindly pay, and settle with him later. . .
."

"But I haven't any rings—I—

"

"Oh, yes, ma'am, we have many of your type here. As it is, if

you'll kindly pay
—

" The man did not mean to be insulting. He merely

wanted his money, and frankly did not believe her.

She blushed scarlet, took her pocketbook, and paid for two dinners.

"Well, before I return, that insolent waiter—Good Lord! Romance,

Romance!" she murmured as she left. Her mouth was having its eternal

struggle between humor and temper. It finally had a compromise and

formed the good anglican word, "Damn"—an expletive scarcely unique

to Vassar graduates. The expression it gave to her face proved almost

fatal to several impressionable young men who tried the almost impossible

task of crossing the street and looking at a pretty girl at the same time.

It was scarcely a week later that our Vassar graduate seemed quite

recovered from her affaire d'argent at the "Chevalier Errant." It was

now June, and a pretty sight it was to see her fixing her rebellious curls

before the large mirror in her boudoir. She was gowned in a creation of

pink and blue with hat to match. As she came downstairs, a stout

middle-aged gentleman in a large easy chair, sprinkled plenteously with

cigar ashes, looked at her admiringly.

"I thought the wedding wasn't till next Tuesday. Think of my
chick as a bridesmaid. You'll be the main attraction the next time that

you attend a wedding, I fear."

"You needn't worry. Father. The rehearsal is this evening, and

then the supper. All Princeton graduates."

"Well, anyway, be good. Don't let any knights errant
—

"

"You needn't remind me. At least I'm tolerant and
—

"

"Tolerance and goodness make a good combination.

"Yes, but it doesn't go."

"Why look at the present day
—

'

"The present day be hanged. The present day has all of the toler-

ance with none of the goodness."
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"Yes, chick. And the days of the Puritans had all of the goodness

without the toleration. Come home early. George has been waiting

about an hour. Give my love to Helen." ,

The young Vassar "chick" arrived at the home of her friend in a

state of great exaltation. It was a lovely night in which all nature com-

bined to set Romance hovering in the air. As the car stopped in front

of the large colonial house, she saw the gayly dressed company silhouetted

against the lightly draped French windows; her heart beat unevenly.

She was greeted with the usual outburst of feminine affectionate effusive-

ness. After this had subsided, the bride- to-be said:

"Now Mabel, let me introduce you to the best man. He is such a

good fellow. Harry's roommate at Prince
—

" She stopped short and

gazed at her friend. The humor corners of her mouth were gone, and

the temper ones were in prominence. Across the room, talking non-

chalantly with her friend's fianci was her man of the restaurant, the

shatterer of her visions, the recipient of a two dollar dinner.

"Why Mabel, what's the matter? Have you met him before?"

The object of Mabel's ire had turned and had recognized her. He
started to come forward, but paused with indecision.

"Yes, I think we have had the pleasure of meeting before, last week,

at the 'Chevalier Errant.' " The young man blushed.

"What a romantic place to meet at! Surely Mr. De Courcy looks

like a true—" Mabel's look was one which Juno might have thrown

after the falling Vulcan when he interfered in her breakfast quarrel with

her husband. The giggle was checked.

"Really, Mabel— " the hostess broke forth, but Mabel had turned

and fled.

The humor corners had, however, only a short period of disgrace.

Before long the temper ones gave up all hope, retired from the struggle,

and sulked all evening. To tell the truth, they never did get a fair deal,

and were always justified in feeling aggrieved.

The long porch covered with vines had a delightful cushioned ham-
mock in a secluded corner.

"Are you quite sure, Mabel, that you have forgiven your C. E. by
this time?" a young man's voice was heard.

"I don't know—^you might have picked some one else."

"Yes, but a bet's a bet. Getting a free meal from an unknown
woman. It's usually vice versa. Think of all the money! Besides you
did look so

—

"

"Quite. But really, a C. E. should have taken someone more, shall

I say passe, who would have been really pleased.
'

"Passe. For a college girl
—

" The rest was lost among the gentle
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rustling as the wind moved the leaves of the honeysuckle and clementine,

which climbed lovingly over the porch. They seemed to be listening in

a sympathetic mood, understanding the situation perfectly, and nodding

their hearty approval.

"Do you think your father will object?"

"Lord, no! He's just dying to meet you
said you must be the deuce of a good sport,

that—"
"Romantic place—the next time, my treat, deai

IS it yours;

"Yes, it's George. Cut along. Father's waiting for my C. E."

To use a vulgarism, he

The next time we go to

-but I hear a car.

Hugh Latimer WiUon, '25.

Forest- Night

The quivering poplar leaves are humming low

The little songs taught by the rustling wind,

A saintly owl, with paternosters slow.

Purrs out the summer night with all his kind.

My pathway points me up a steep ascent,

Pa.rl shadowy pools aglimmer 'neath the moon,

Reflecting rocks in weird disfigurement.

And echoing the raucus, jabbering loon.

On jar-off mountain tops the lightnings play.

And quaking aspen trees are stilled with jright

That hear the rolling thunderjar away.

Andjeel the throbbing answer oj the night.

But soon the clouds depart; the stars are free,

The milky way is turbulent with joam,

The ruffled owl that kept me company

Has spread his silent wings andfluttered home.

Go, grey ghost: the night is dark and still.

The silver-slippered moon has danced away,

Already, jaintly caught, the songbird's trill

Invites the peradventure oj the day.

B. B. WarfieU. '25.



Contributors Column

The following contribution was received from one of our alumni,

who is still a valued member of the college community in the capacity

of assistant coach of football. Mr. Macintosh won the Hibbard Garrett

Memorial Prize for verse in 1921. To be sure, we had to ask before the

contribution was obtained. We wish our friends were not so bashful.

A Mountain Evening

The mountains, dim against the twilight sfct/,

Are robed in blending purple, green and gold

As they like sleeping giants silent lie,

Scarred by the weather, through the years grown old.

A lake lies huddled in their massive arms,

Touched by the evening breeze's gentle sweep,

JFhich, lingering o'er the silent mountain farms,

Whispers and sighs, lulling the world to sleep.

A sheep-bell tinklesJainlly and grows still;

The distant rumble oj a speeding train

Shatters the silence over lake and hill

Linking the echoes in a mellow chain

That slowly Jails apart and melts away
As gathering twilight banishes the day.

A. Macintosh, '21.

The Haverfordian would greatly appreciate the discovery of un-

wanted copies of the issues of April and October, 1917 (Vol. 39). They
are needed to complete the files.
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Twenty Thousand Leagues

I
ALEXANDER TODD, one time Professor of Musical History

In the Yeobrlght Academ3' of Fine Arts, U. S. A., am herewith

7 taking the risk of setting down my experiences since my unfor-

tunate disappearance (from the point of view of the world at large)

from the U. S. D. Lincoln. It u a risk, for I feel sure that Captain Nemo
would not like It, but It may contribute something to my peace of mind.

Nothing of the kind would have happened if I had not been so

confoundedly absent-minded—I feel that the circumstances excuse such

strong language. I had gone on board the Lincoln with Custavus; he

was so proud of being sent on the trip by his paper that he was feeling

even more joyful than usual, and fairly insisted that I look over the

big dirigible which was to be his home for some weeks. It was all Indeed

very Interesting. The ship was fully outfitted for any emergency which

might arise In her famous search for that notorious bird or flying fish

—

as we all thought then—which was causing so much trouble. Custavus

showed me everything Interesting to one so unpractical as myself and

then left me to make my way down to the ground alone, while he wrote

his last copy—I think that is the technical term—for his paper. All

would have been well even then If I had not heard that peculiar humming
noise. It reminded me of one of those sixteenth century Organislra

{Vielle d manivelle or Lira ruslicd) and I wondered if someone could

possibly have such an Instrument aboard a naval dirigible. My in-

satiable curiosity led me to climb up through one of the passages In the

big gasbag Itself and I began prowling around in the storerooms and

corridors In the framework of the ship. I had always supposed that It

was filled entirely with gas, but Gustavus says that all the newer models

are built in that way—It has something to do with the speed, I don't

know just what.

Later I learned that the noise I was seeking was caused by the gas

passing from one compartment into another, which explains its resem-

blance to the sound of the Organistrum. But I must have spent two or

three hours in useless investigation before I met a sailor who took me
down to Captain Martins. Alas, I found that the Lincoln had left the

flying field and was already far out over the Pacific. I was worried on

account of my classes for I knew that my pupils would be troubled at

my absence, but Captain Martins very kindly sent a message by radio

to Mr. Leland, my assistant, with full assignments for some time. Mr.

Leland is a very competent teacher in most respects but I cannot and

will not agree with his theories on the development of musical conscious-

ness; they're entirely too revolutionary. He's probably using them with

all my classes now.
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The trip was quite pleasant but not very successful so far as finding

the creature which had been so destructive to our trading-airships. But

the pure air did me a great deal of good, and I spent some time quite

profitably each day in giving Lieutenant Tolda lessons on the violin.

Then one evening we had that interesting experience which so excited

us all. The Captain, Gustavus, Lieutenant Tolda, and myself were

strolling on the upper gun deck on top of the ship smoking our after-

dinner cigars when my nephew suddenly exclaimed in an awed tone,

"My God! Look there!" I was about to reprimand him for his language

when the Captain said something even worse, seized the phone and began

directing the dirigible, while the Lieutenant turned on a big searchlight

and pointed it. I then saw what was causing all the commotion; it

was apparently another smaller dirigible but it had an odd appearance

which I couldn't explain until Gustavus said, "Why, it has no cabins—

-

nor propellers!" Nor had it but yet we couldn't seem to catch it, and

when the Captain called for full speed—and the Lincoln is a speedy ship, so

Gustavus says—the Thing actually began to sail around us in circles—liter-

ally going right around us while the Zmco/rt was trembling with her speed.

I felt sorry for the poor ship; meanwhile the Captain was swearing and

Gustavus was laughing. Then suddenly the Thing appeared to burst

into flame; it became an incandescent oval of light, shot straight toward

us apparently, went over our heads nearly touching us, and flashed off

into the distance with such speed that it became a mere speck in one

moment and disappeared in two. I was much moved and so were the

others, for the Captain didn't swear nor did Gustavus laugh.

It would be useless to recount our wild speculations upon the mean-

ing of the strange phenomenon which we had observed. We spent the

whole night making them, or rather the others did and I listened. A
thousand wild explanations were advanced and talked over and dis-

missed, and the conversation grew louder and the speculations wilder

as the men grew more feverish. Finally to quiet them I took the Lieu-

tenant's violin and played for a while and then we all went silently to

bed. It was the last time that I saw any of them, for I alone was to

find the true explanation of the mystery.

In doing so I accomplished my second piece of utter foolishness. I

arose early the next morning and found the big dirigible plowing slowly

through a fog so dense as to cut off all view within a few yards. It

seemed as though we were in a white world of waste of our own, and for

some reason I decided to go up on the upper gun-deck and take a stroll

before breakfast. I was alone and as I walked the sound of my foot-

steps echoed shortly and seemed to inspire me a little. At any rate I felt

a subtle melody in the silent swirls of mist and I perfected it in my mind
as I slowly strolled along. Suddenly before I was aware of it I found my
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feet sliding over the rounded nose of the big ship. There was a coil of

rope there and I snatched at it desperately and caught hold of a piece,

but to my horror it ga\e slowly beneath my weight and I dropped over

the edge into the depths of the fog. The rope kept slipping unevenly,

holding for a moment and then dropping me down a distance with an
unsteady series of ;erks. I must have been down fifty or a hundred feet

or thereabouts—I have no head for figures—when I felt a jerk upward
on the rope and then it gave way and I fell and realized that I was lost

and that the Melody of the Fog which I had been composing must be

lost with me.

Hardly had the thought flashed through my mind when I landed

on a hard metal substance whose existence at that particular spot in the

air I could not have explained if I had tried; but I did not try, for, as

can easily be imagined, my strongest feeling was that of thankfulness

for the preservation of my song. I have always thought that such should

be the spirit of the true musician and I feel that I am justified.

From the shape of the object upon which I rested I guessed that it

must be the Thing which had aroused such mingled feelings in our breasts

the previous evening, and in order to arouse it, for it was apparently at

rest, I kicked and stamped upon it as enthusiastically as the dignity of

my years permitted. My astonishment can be imagined when after

several moments a trap-door opened in the back or roof of the Thing

and an entirely human looking being in a sailor's costume stared out at

me for a moment and then directed me by gestures to descend before

him. I did so and such was my first entrance into the life of Captain

Nemo and the crew of the Nautilus.

I am now so far as my personal knowledge goes, in a position to

solve the mystery which when the Lincoln returned must have burst

upon the world through the pen of my talented nephew. But cut off as

I am from communication with nearly all of my fellow men I am scarcely

able to take advantage of that position; nor have I yet penetrated to

the heart of that dark secret which makes this vessel the only home of

these mysterious beings and their swarthy chief. Captain Nemo. Nearly

four years have I now lived in this floating palace and many hundred

times have I talked with that mysterious man, and I believe he enjoys

my companionship, but never yet have I learned his secret and I believe

I never shall. My life here has been very enjoyable, for the freedom of

the ship is mine and Captain Nemo has taken the trouble to provide

for his companions and himself every luxury conceivable. At times he

has been so kind as to direct the course of the ship to suit some varying

whims of mine, and I believe that my nephew would give his right hand

for my opportunity to observe the workings of this strange vessel. We
have visited all parts of the globe and seen such sights as I never dreamed

of, and if some of the treasures I have collected could be sold a substantial
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endowment for the Yeobright Musical Academy would be obtained.

It is truly a floating palace in which we dwell, for every necessity

is provided, and the luxuries are too many to enumerate. The source of

power which so puzzled my nephew and Captain Martins upon first

sight of the Nautilus I do not understand myself, although Captain

Nemo explained it fully. By some means the power of gravity is cut off

so that the vessel is held up and moved. Power for the many devices

inside the airship is obtained by decomposing the atom. I don't under-

stand the significance of this— I suppose a mysterious putrefaction sets

in—but certainly the vessel within is a scene of many demonstrations

of remarkable power.

Since no gas is required to raise the Nautilus every particle of space

is most ingeniously made use of for other purposes. The galleys and

the sleeping quarters of the crew occupy the forward compartment,

while the power room, laboratories and officers' quarters are to the rear.

The central section consists of a suite of rooms, the luxurious equipment

of which does much to aid in whiling away tedious hours. The floors

are thick with rich woven rugs from Persia and the Orient. On the walls

a connoisseur will recognize a Titian, a Rubens, one of Reynold's por-

traits, two landscapes by Corot, and many other exquisitely beautiful

paintings and engravings. There is a magnificent library where the

collected works of the literati of all nations are so nicely bound and

printed as to lend the reader pleasure in his act by sense of touch and

sight as well as mind. And here also is a luxurious lounging room where

I often sit and gaze for hours at views the variety of which is limited at

the will of the observer by the direction of the ship, and the beauty of

which was limited only at the world's creation. Beyond the lounging room
is a wonderful music room where many rare and beautiful instruments

lie in their velvet cases awaiting the touch of the master. On one side is

a magnificant pipe-organ at which Captain Nemo spends hours in draw-

ing forth strange and varied music expressing every mood of his dark

temperament; some of his playing is like to heathen worship of secret

gods. He is a composer, too, and one of his oratorios is a very creditable

piece of work. On the shelves about are horns, reed and string instru-

ments, and drums, and all are often used for the crew are not far behind

their master in this, the greatest solace to a sorrowing soul. For me there

is a mellow old violin, sweeter than any I have ever touched, and many
hours I spend with it interpreting my moods in music. It sings for me
my Melody of the Fog, and weeps with the rain, and laughs with the

sun and the wind—horrible laughter sometimes. Captain Nemo loves

to hear me play but I have entertained him with but mournful melodies

of late, I fear. . . .

I wish I had a parachute. D. H. Alden, '27.



Rome

LIGHT fog clouds were drifting slowly over the English Channel,

hanging close to the pale, heaving surface of the water. The
low swells moved in, splashing and gurgling in the seaweed on

the rocky shore, and not far above, a corner of the great forest towered,

wet and shadowy through the mist. And savage people, dressed in skins

or ragged clothing, were waiting there; fierce, hairy men with swords,

javelins and bows, with coracles and piles of hides about them; idle,

unkempt women, and a crowd of naked children who played, squalling

noisily, in the long grass, on the rocks, or splashing in the water.

Most of the people were gathered about a sonorous old graybeard,

who sat on a bundle of pelts, talking in gruff, easy tones of the glories,

municipal and military, of Rome—of palaces and pleasures and sturdy

soldiers innumerable.

The people had lived here for almost a fortnight, some to sell their

furs, and some merely to see the Roman ship go by. They loved, more-

over, to hear the old hunter tell of fabulous wonders in Southern lands,

of the City of marble and gold and omnipotent gods. One man among
them, however, refused to believe these tales, laughing scornfully, for

he had fought against the conquering armies and knew only hate and fear

of Rome. His sons had been killed or enslaved in the wars, and he had

brought his daughter to help him sell his hides. The girl was slight and

dark, dressed in a blue Roman garment, and stood at her father's side,

with drops of water sparkling in her black tangled hair, listening eagerly

to the old man's talk; she shared the common interest in his theme, but

laughed at it derisively whenever her father voiced his incredulous

disgust.

While they were thus listening, a dull sound of splash and knock was

heard in the fog. The children screamed and danced, the women added

their shrill cries, and the men hurriedly lifted their coracles into the

water, gathered their bundles and paddled out, hollowing loudly through

their hands. Soon, above the fog clouds, appeared a tub-like crow's-

nest perched on the top of a mast, a man standing in it. A moment
later a bulky hull loomed through the mist, a broad gray sail, straining

easily, seven long oars slowly churning in the water as she slid forward.

There was a shout from the crow's-nest, and shouting from below, the

oars stopped, the sail was drawn up with a creaking of pulleys, and she

drifted slowly nearer. The little coracles slipped in beneath her oars,

and the barbarians climbed nimbly over her carven railing.

A large scale was hung in the rigging, the furs were quickly weighed

and the huntsmen paid from chests of clothing, weapons and goods of

various sorts. The crew, armed to insure safe bargaining, stood about,
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the master of the vessel leaned on the handle of the broad steering oar

nearby, and under the carved stern sat a man wrapped in a purple cloak

of soft wool, lazily watching the scene below him. Seeing the young

girl, who sat upon the rail looking curiously around her, he bent for-

ward and asked the helmsman to bring her to him. This was done, and

trembling with fright, she glanced into his kindly face. He addressed

her in a gentle, amused tone, and then sardonically observed that there

were lingual difficulties to forming an acquaintance.

Her father, seeing where she stood, ran forward with a fierce ex-

clamation, and she sank to the deck, cowering with fear. The sailors

seized the man and held him, struggling; some of the barbarians started

towards him, the shipmaster ran forward, the men drew their swords

and drove the whole savage mob over the side, hurling their prisoner

after them.

Orders were shouted, the water churned beneath the dipping oars,

the slaves below struck up a steady, swinging song, the sail was dropped

before the breeze, and the vessel moved on—to Rome. The girl on the

deck stood up, and gazed bewilderedly at the dim receding shore line,

at the angry men struggling in the water—but she did not see these

things; she saw a City of sunshine, marble and flashing gold, of all the

joys in life. Her young body thrilled, and she smiled at the smiling

Roman.
Charles Coleman Sellers, '25.

An Ivory Mlnature

A thin, pale jace thai smiled at you;

A uniform oj buff and blue;

The stiff, high-collared coal,

With epaulets; hair tied behind;

Thin nose; blue eyes, bright and kind;

A medal at his throat.

My host glanced round, and laughed, "That, sir,

Is our distinguished ancestor,

Who Jought against King George.

Don't look much like a rebel, he—
But heads ourJamily pedigree.

He died at Valley Forge."

Charles Coleman Sellers, '25.



Up at the Ranch

HE WHO is blessed with a pleasingly various habit of mind no

doubt occasionally idles away, dreaming at his desk, a lengthy

moment which could be more profitably spent in poring over

the pencil-scarred school-book that his elbow spurns. And he whose

temperament is sufEciently perverse will, in these winter days, some-

times turn in his dreams to thoughts of summer, and July days spent,

possibly, if he is fortunate, "up at the Ranch."

The ideal way to reach the Ranch—the one in my dreams, at

least—is to motor up, crossing the bay on the ferry just as the sun is

setting, out through the Golden Gate, and driving along perfect roads

in the cool night air for a pleasant four-hour trip. When you arrive

you are warmly welcomed to the funny little farmhouse (its capacity

for guests gives the adjective the lie), and after a midnight picnic and a

cool drink at the pump you go off to bed.

The best place to sleep is the "Tent" ; it isn't really one at all. There

used to be a tent there with a permanent floor, but the floor now supports

a little one-room shack, and as it has windows all around and is out in

the orchard it is the best place to sleep, by far; in obedience to the

unreasonable but immutable laws of custom, however, it is still spoken

of by all as the Tent. As you finally sink into bed the delicious feeling

invades your sleepy brain, like the fumy dream in the mind of the

opium addict, that you are now at the Ranch and time no longer matters.

And as the days go by, long but all too short, the clocks in the

foggy city no doubt mark the hours, but they slip along so softly in the

warm sleepy air of the valley that you mark them not nor miss them
either. For those who demand their ration of excitement, the gay

summer resorts along the winding Russian River are within a speedy

hour's drive; but for the truly appreciative guest at the Ranch, the

orchard is a field of Elysium, and the hammock swung between two

apple trees a grassy bank beside the Lethean stream.

As one swings, there in the orchard, the rounded back of Mount
Saint Helena trembles in the distance, blurred a little by the shim-

mering heat waves—Stevenson once watched the fog roll in from a

little valley high on its steep sides. Late in the warm sweet evening,

as the full moon rises from just behind this same black hulk of a moun-
tain, and the Man in the Moon leans forward to catch the strains from

the old-fashioned phonograph, the charm of the place is fastening

itself upon you never to be fully worn away. Day or night during the

long winter months your mind will always tend to wander, in its dreams,

to pictures of the Tent, and the orchard, and the moon—up at the

Ranch.

D. H. Alden. '27.
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The Plastic Age
By Percy Marks

WE HAVE noted with rather grim satisfaction that "the books a

college man should read" invariably are foredoomed to some
mouldy corner of the library stack room. It takes no unusual

degree of psychological insight, moreover, to realize that advice, be it

from who you may, will be ignored. The climax to our thesis is obvious:

have nothing to do with The Plastic Age, by Percy Marks, and by so

doing you will have the undeniable pleasure of severing your collegiate

noses from your collegiate faces.

The analysis of a college man's reaction to a thousand and one

questions, bound up in a realistic story of a college career, is the subject

of The Plastic Age. That was to be expected; the surprising element

about the novel is that the author knew his subject. The Plastic Age

is true, painfully true. We are all there, college leaders and college led.

Some are pickled in bootleg gin, some embalmed in tobacco smoke,

others crystalized in the sanctity of the Y. M. C. A., according to our

individual natures. She is there too; and Ardmore with its movie show;

the Sunken Garden. . . . Barclay bull-sessions rage. As for the Junior

Prom, well, we found it extremely gratifying to learn that our suspicions

were correct after all.

Percy Marks, himself a professor at Brown University, has un-

doubtedly told a true story. Sanford is typical of American colleges;

Hugh Carver is typical of the collegiate type. At the same time, we can-

not exactly appreciate the author's veracity. If we really are what he

says we are, it is high time that the Salt of the Earth be "cast forth".

But we are convinced, even as the author is, that we are not all that we
appear to be on the face of The Plastic Age and the Dean's records. It

is the old question of the Minority Rule that faces Sanford as elsewhere.

The reviewer of The Plastic Age in the Brown University magazine

points out a flaw in the otherwise accurate story which it might be well

to mention. Some time in life even a college man has to grow up. At
what period does that culminate? The Brown University commentator

thinks that by one's Junior year, the problems that faced Hugh Carver

at graduation should have been met and thrashed out. We are inclined

to agree. It seems rather futile to spend four 3'ears puzzling one's brains

only to graduate in a blinding flurry of doubt.

J. F. R.. '24.
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A Hind Let Loose
By C. E. Montague

CE. MONTAGUE'S recent novel is one of unusual character.

A Hind Lei Loose is the story of two editors of opposing

newspapers, who, having unwittingly hired the same writer for

editorials, sack him and find that their former venom is gone, and,

consequently, rapidly lose their public. Another journal springs up
and in the end all three publications are employing this conjurer of

words and ideas, the absence of which had been the cause of the former

newspaper slump.

Obviously it is not the plot which makes this book a success, for

it sounds strangely like a Saturday Evening Post tale. It is the biting,

humiliating irony of the situation that does the trick. The ease with

which a facile journalist can change his adjectives and make two fighting

public factions swallow his opinions is discouraging, because it strikes

so close to our own yellow journalism. In one notable instance, the

leader for one sheet is diverted to the front page of the rival paper

without alteration. What the public considers as admirable criticism

of an art exhibition is written beforehand, thus:

"The always sound and competent work of reminds us that some

fairly authoritative judges have perhaps dissociated the older school from that

of their ablest latter-day followers more widely than strict chronology

warrants."

" has evidently gone to headquarters for technique."

A Hind Let Loose shows that the author is no mere dabbler in the

art of writing. Himself connected with the Manchester Guardian, his

expressions abound in conciseness.

We open the book at random and find:

The man from the lift was no slug; Mercuries-in-ordinary to these places

seldom are. And Fay was no martinet either. But the man was not out of

the door, to show in Mrs. Fay, when a "Quick as you can, if you please,"

that propelled like a kick, turned his withdrawal into a flight. Nor did Fay

wait to be gnawed, sitting, by the love that feareth all things; at the first remote

swish of a skirt he was up and along the passage; then back, in a moment,

holding his wife by the hand, interrogating her looks with the scrutiny that

fears its own satisfaction.

It gives us the impression of being written by a man of great authority,

perhaps an erudite. The novel is one that cannot quickly be skimmed

over, and yet it commands interest to the very end.

(May we note, in parentheses, that the fly-leaf tells us that the late

Mr. Dixon Scott, in his Alen oj Letters, claims that there are only two

books for the worthy, Zuleika Dobson, by Max Beerbohm, and A Hind
Let Loose.)

"

F. C. H., '24.
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Plutarch Lied

{Plutarch a Alenli)

By Jean de Pierrejeu

Translated from the French by Jeffrey E. Jefifrey

INCITED by his "Familiar Demon," Pierrefeu has attempted in

Plutarch Lied to correct certain falsehoods which have been written

within the last few years concerning the "military geniuses" of

the World War. He starts off with an attack on "Patriotic" historians,

who, he claims, have grossly exaggerated the Importance of the French

victories and have blithely and cleverly skipped over the incidents

which might tend to lessen the glory of the French G. H. Q.

The chief contention is that the French Staff was an exclusive

clique whose fundamental idea of military warfare, that of the perpetual

offensive, was antiquated and inadequate to cope with modern military

methods. The persistency of Joffre's idee fixe was equalled only by his

good fortune. His victories were won by luck and force of numbers.

Ludendorff might have been regarded as a real soldier, but the national

war refused to enter the mould which he had forged for it so tyrannically,

because it had become an affair of peoples and no longer an exercise

for the warrior. Foch did not even have the military training of Joffre

and was successful through little virtue of his own. His breaks were

remarkable, so were his aides. The secret of the final victorious advance

lay in the fact that the corps commanders were administrative only,

giving the battalion commanders their objectives, and full control to

capture them any way possible.

Plutarch Lied is very convincing. Its interest has been widespread

in France and will probably remain as one of the source-books of the

Great War.

F. C. H., '24.
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Haverfordian adt'erlisers are best—try them!



PIONEER-BRIGHTON
WIDE-WEBS

with the famous Brighton
comfort elastic, are the most
comfortable garter models.
They last, too, for every
strand of rubber is wrapped
and re-wrapped with soft
yarn to guard against the
deadening action of perspira-
tion and insure longer service.

PIONEER SPORTS BELTS

Woven for style and comfort. Fabrics of
superfine quality with highly mercerized finish.

Rust-proof buckles of exclusive Pioneer design.
Colors in white, linen, and snappy striped
silk effects.

PIONEER LEATHER BELTS

The name is your guarantee of the highest
quality, best workmanship and the standard
of good taste. Pioneer Belts are the criterion
of the finest in leather belts.

PIONEER SUSPENDER COMPANY PHILADELPHIA, PA.

A/T ORE college men every day

are appreciating the ex-

clusiveness of our "stuff" and

recognizing the advantages of

dealing with a shop that "caters"

to Haverford students.

Clothing, haberdashery, golf equipment, etc.

JFe Specialize in Sport Apparel

Golf Specialty Shop
40 S. 17th Street Philadelphia

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers



CSTABUSNCe 1818

ADiaon AvinuK oor. forty-fourth strebt
NEW YORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Dress or Sporting Garments for Spring

Riding Suits and Odd Breeches

Norfolk Suits and Odd Knickers

English Hats, Shoes, Haberdashery & Leather Goods

Homespun Coats, Mackintoshes, Polo Ulsters

Liveries for House, Stable or Garage

Send for "Historic American Buildings"

BOSTON NEWPORT
TaiuoMTcOK.BOTkKTon 2aO BcukCvuc AvutuS

**The Policy of One^s Independence^^

THE OUOTATION IS FROM RUDYARD KIPLING'S ADDRESS
AT ST. ANDREW'S UPON BECOMING LORD RECTOR.

IT IS AN APT DEFINITION OF THE PROVIDENT'S OLD
AGE ENDOWMENT POLICY. THIS IS NOT ONLY IMME-
DIATE INSURANCE PROTECTION BUT ALSO A PROVISION

FOR INDEPENDENCE IN OLD AGE.

Provident 'Mutual
L^Insurance Compaity

of Philadelphia

Fourth and Chestnut Streets

Please mention The Haverfordian when palroniztng adiierliten



Haverford Tea Room
NEAR HAVERFORD STATION

Breakfasts, Lunches

and Dinners

MISS ELIZABETH NUNAN
Phone. Ardraore 1946

ON THE BRIDGE

You will receive personal attention

to optical work of every descripton.

Prompt Service

MULLEN and WOLF
Broad Street Station Bridge

Commercial Trust Building

Films Philadelphia Printing

Developing Spruce 9355 Enlarging

Henry B. Wallace

SUPPERS AND
LUNCHEONS

Caterer and Confectioner

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Phone Bryn Mawr 758

Thomas J. Flaherty

TEAMSTER AND
CONTRACTOR

931 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR

Phone Bryn Mawr 640-W

Compliments of

William Duncan

HARBAUGH'S
PHARMACY

Established 29 Years

GOOD DRUGS
Prompt Service

Phone, Ard. 122

Patronize our adi/erlisers



Pocono Manor
Winter Inn

American Plan Moderate Bates
Beferences Bequlred

The happy land of winter sports and

healthgiving rest. Skiing, skating,

tobogganing and snowshoeing. Brac-

ing climate, excellent food, comfortable

rooms, personal attention.

The Ideal Week-end Trip
Less than three hours from New

York via the D. L. & W. R. R. It is

suggested that reservations be made
at once.

GARRETT S. HOAG, Manager
Pocono Manor, Pa.

"Pennsylvania's Most Hesltbful

Besort"

Edw. K. Tryon Co.
Sporting Goods

912 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Represented by

Haverford Co-operative Store

Bryn Mawr 252
CALLS

CONNELLY'S
The Main Line Florists

1226 Lancaster Avenue Rosemont, Pa.

KAPLAN BROTHERS
.-. TAILOBS AND CLOTHIEBS .-.

CLEANING AND DYEING
Lancaster and Ardmore Avea., Ardmore
We Call and Deliver— Call Ardmore 2075

W. B. Kerrigan & Sons
ICE

Ice Manufactured by
BRYN MAWR ICE CO.

Phone Bryn Mawr 29 R

ARTISTS' MATERIALS
Oil, Water, Tempera, Pastel

Painting Materials
Modeling Clay and Tools

Pyrography and Brass Craft Outfits

DRAWING MATERIALS
Drawing Instruments in Sets, Boards,

T-Squares, Triangles, Scales
Fine Papers

F. WEBER CO.
1125 Chestnut St. Philadelphia

Established, 1854

INSURANCE
lire or Burglary Insurance on Students' per-
sonal effects while at College or elsewhere.

Tourists' Floating Insurance on personal
effects against all risks in transit, in hotels,

etc., both in this country and abroad.

Automobile Insurance covering damage to
car and liability for damage to property or
for injuries to persons.

LONGACRE & EWING
BuUItt BIdg., Ill S. 4th St., PhUadelpbls

College Graduates

WANTED
for

Paying Teaching Positions

FREE ENROLLMENT

Modem Teachers' Bureau
1002 Market Street

Philadelphia

Gtl hlan\sjrom C. Bevan Strayer, 1923

TYPEWRITERS
All Standard Makes Including

Portables, as low as

$15.00
10-day Free Trial, 1 Year Guarantee

1005 Chestnut St. Walnut 5874

Bundy Typewriter Co.

Aiherllsers help us—Help Ihem !



Planet Jr.
HAND, HORSE

AND
TRACTOR
TOOLS

Seeders and Wheel Hoes, Hill

and Drill Seeders, Multiple
Row Seeders, Horse Hoes and
Cultivators, Spring Tooth Cul-
tivators, Orchard and Beet Cul-
tivators, Pivot Wheel Riding
Cultivators, Tractor Tools and

Attachments

S. L, ALLEN & CO., Inc.

Philadelphia

"TWEED'S Slaindard of

Tailoring" applied to

good quality fabrics assures
garments of character, serv-

ice, satisfaction.

Priced $30 and upward for

Suits, Top Coats, Overcoats.

JACOB REED'S SONS
1424-26 CHESTNUT ST

HIGHELLS

MarketSi
PHILADELPHIA

Everytking for Lawn, Farm and
Cardan. Get a Catalog.

MICHELL S HOUSE

HAVERFORD
Has an

enviable reputation

So does the

Hahnemann
Medical College

PHILADELPHIA

220-228 North Broad Street

Catalogue on request

Please inenlion The HAVERFORDlAN'if/ien patronizing ad^'trliscrs



E. S. McCawIey & Co.

BOOKS
r

Extends to Haverford Col-

lege a cordial invitation to

stop in and talk books.

We will do our best to

make you feel at home.

Out of stock books ob-

tained on short notice.

Station Avenue

Haverford, Pa.

College and School

Periodicals

OWtt EXCLUSIVE PEODUCT

The Haverfordian Haverford Collegt

The Southron. . . .South Pkila. High School

The Norm. . . .Philadelphia Normal School

Blue and Gray Friends' Central, Phila.

Town Scientific Journal. . .Univ. of Penna.

The Princeton Tiger. .Princeton University

The Lyre Lafayette College

The Purple Boole Wellesley College

The American Art Student New York

Horace Mann Quarterly New York

The Lantern University of Penna.

U. G. L Circle Philadelphia

The best work and service, for the money,

obtainable.

VVESTBROOK PUBLISHING CO.

R. G. BilRNES & SONS

1217 Market St.. Philadelphia

^rbmore
printing Company

«^

PRINTERS
and

PUBLISHERS

NEW LOCATION
26 ARDMORE AVENUE

Ardmore

'T'HERE is always a

balance between
beauty and service in both

printing and direct-adver-

tising that makes either

produce the returns de-

sired. Striking that bal-

ance is not guesswork, but

the result of careful plan-

ning.

THE HOLMES PRESS—PnnUrj-
1315-29 Cherry St.

Philadelphia

Get acquainted with our adi^ertUers

!



l^an ^orn and ^on
(Established 1852)

THEATRICAL COSTUMERS
919-921 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

We supply costumes, wigs and accessories to the

leading schools and colleges in America.

GLASGOW IRON COMPANY
POTTSTOWN, PA.

IRON AND STEEL PLATES, MUCK BAR
AND FLANGED AND PRESSED WORK

Philadelphia Office; 602 to 608 Harrison Building

Should you desire to teach

consult

The Fisk Teachers' Agency
1420 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia

School and College Diplomas a Specialty

PECKHAM, LITTLE & CO.
School and College Supplies

Commercial Stationers

57-59 East 11th St., New York City
Tflcphont. Stuyvisant 2453. 2454

ARTHUR LAWS
Caterer

lib S. Fortieth Street
Philadelphia

Teachers for Schools—Schools for Teachers

NATIONAL TEACHERS' AGENCY, Inc.

D. H. Cook, Manager
326-27-28 Perry Bldg..l530 Chestnut St..Phila.

BRANCHES:-Pittsburgh. Indianapolis. Syracuse
Northampton. Teachers wanted every day.

WHEN you have

your photo-
graph taken you want

it done right. You can

be sure of complete

satisfaction by coming

to th.e

.^^^
I Studio

1028 CHESTNUT ST.

Philadelphia

Special SliiJfnl.! Unlet Clrtn

Pie,,.' nlion The Haverfordiav n'lien p/ilroni:ituj ttdirrli.ters



Skdlkrafters
Incorporated

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
Enprat'ers, Slalionerr, Jewelers

COMMENCEMENT & WEDDING
INVITATIONS, CLASS AND
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The Dilemma of Dislike

IT
IS said that once when Tom Brown was about to be "sent down"

from Christ Church for having violated a precious Oxford rule.

Dean Fell promised to allow him to remain in residence on condi-

tion that he extemporised a satisfactory version of Martial's epigram.

Whereupon "Great Tom" improvised the familiar quatrain:

"/ do not loi'e thee, Dr. Fell,

The reason whi/ I cannot tell,

But this I know, and knowjull well,

I do not loi'e thee, Dr. Fell."

Now, in point of fact, Tom had no reason for disliking Dr. Fell.

On the contrary, he had good cause to be grateful to the Dean for relent-

ing to mete out just punishment to which he was liable.

What, then, caused Tom's dislike for his "Head"? And why could

not he give the reason for it? If we could answer these questions we
would have the key to unlock the mystery of our own antipathies. For,

are we not, each one of us, pretty much of a Tom Brown in our daily

experience with other people? Do we not dislike one person or another

and yet find it impossible to explain uhy? Truly the problem of dis-

liking our fellowmen is worth our investigating for two reasons, if for

no other.

For one thing, we constantly find ourselves being disliked. It

would be a simple matter, indeed, if we could dislike others and let it go

at that. But the dilemma of our antipathy is that there are many
others who out-snub us. Then, in the second place, those whom we
dislike most usually turn out to be the ones whom we have to deal with,

and eventually we come to the painful realization that we are at a great

disadvantage in dealing with them. In other words, we are intermingled

with the rest and are part and parcel of society. Hence, it naturally

follows that to dislike others is to place ourselves out of harmony with

mankind and to set ourselves at odds with the world. To be sure, this

is a serious problem, very much worth our attention.

Let us, then, start at the beginning. What caused Tom's dislike

for Dr. Fell? Perhaps the best answer available is to be found in the

theory of the psycho-onalyst. The cause is not far to seek,

he would say. The matter with Tom was that he had an inferiority

complex. From having a feeling of inferiority Tom gradually developed

a dislike for him. Disliking him, he could not possibly love him. It's

all very simple, this problem of disliking the other fellow who is your

superior.

236
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But, it is notable, this is not explaining the cause of Tom's antipathy.

This is merely begging the question. For, how would one account for

the dislike often cherished by those who are above for those who are

below them? Does a superiority comple.x (granted, for argument's

sake, that there is such) also lead to dislike? Whichever way the psy-

chologist answers our question the antipathy still remains, for want
of a solution.

We come now to the second query: Why could not Tom give a

reason for his antipathy toward Dr. Fell? But, here, as before, we are

equally at a loss as to the correct answer. Aside from the fact that cer-

tain mental phenomena are inexplainable we are as much in the dark

as Tom himself. Like Tom we could, and often do, declare with great

emphasis that we dislike such and such a person. But when asked the

reason why we are dumbfounded. "Well, you know why," or some

such other meaningless remark would be our only reply. We become

just so many Tom Browns.

Are, then, our antipathies unreasonable? Must we blindly go on

disliking our fellowmen and face the serious consequences which we
know to be detrimental to our own welfare? Such apparently is the

case; for there can be no alternate course of action so long as our an-

tipathies are there and remain inexplainable.

However, it seems an insult to our intelligence and a challenge to

our rationality that we should willingly submit ourselves to the whimsi-

cality of our own minds and despair of our own helplessness. We should

know what underlies our antipathies and be able to give the reason for

having them.

All this is very puzzling; but it is to be acknowledged that we do

have Our antipathies and should know how to account for them, but do not.

Perhaps, however, if we attempt a classification of our antipathies,

we might be able to simplify the problem somewhat by acquainting our-

selves with the capriciousness of our minds. All our dislikes could be

conveniently grouped under three classes: namely, color, creed and class.

Antipathies of color are universally known as race-prejudice. It

exists wherever and whenever people of different races come together,

from the most primitive and uneducated to the, speaking arbitrarily,

most advanced and enlightened. It seems to be a natural instinct with

all humankind. It has been a stumbling block to far-sighted statesmen

who sacrificed their lives trying to bring about an international soli-

darity, and a hindrance to sincere social reformers who tried in vain to

establish the Kingdom of God on earth. It has been the cause of many
a war of reckless destruction, of pitiless massacre and cruel murders.

It has incited hatred between individuals. In short, it has blackened
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the annals of the race and poisoned the mind of man, all on account of

a difference that is merely skin-deep.

But the tragedy of it all is that such downright condemnation of an

entire branch of the race is often the result of unscrupulous exploitation

of its material resources by a few imperialistic agents of ch'ilizalion.

Practical politicians that they are, they are also master psychologists

of their own people. Being well aware that popular enthusiasm and

support can best be aroused by appealing to their imagination, they

rely upon the suggestibility of the human mind and play upon its caprice.

Having coined euphonistic and vivid expressions of the language, they

train them to regard such as sacred. Hence, Africa becomes the Dark

Continent, and its people, the Backward Races. The White Man's Burden,

therefore, is to send Ci^'ilizing Missions for the enhghtment of the people

and the development of their country. Unfortunately, the Culture

System so introduced produced forced slaver^' and fostered exploitation,

and Africa is still a dark continent, its people have not progressed much
and the white man's burden remains just as heavy.

Then, there is the Yellow Peril, the slow but sure doom that is

bound to fall pitilessly and dark on the white man's land, to be followed

by THE RISING TIDE OF COLOR AGAINST WHITE WORLD
SUPREMACY. (We strongly recommend Lothrop Stoddard's book,

not for whatever merit it might have, but rather as an example of what

a prejudiced mind can imagine.) No mental picture can be more fan-

tastic than that of the yellow man, closely followed by his brown and

red brothers, quietly but firmly inviting their white brother to jump off

God's green earth! Nor was poet ever so madly exalted as Kipling when

he wrote:

"Our Fathers in a wondrous age.

Ere yet the Earth was small,

Ensured to us an heritage,

And doubted not at all

That we, the children oj their heart.

Which then did beat so high.

In later time should play like part

For our posterity.

Then, Jretjul, murmur not they gave

So great a charge to keep.

Nor dream that awestruck Time shall save

Their labor while we sleep.

Dear-bought and clear, a thousand year

OurJathers' title runs.
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Make we likewise their sacrifice,

Dejrauding not our sons."

The heritage of the white man is his land which will be submersed by

the rising tide of color because a white man says so.

Passing from our racial to our creedal antipathies we find an even

deeper-seated hatred between the followers of organized religion of one

sect and those of another. It would be futile and out of place here to

touch upon even one of the numerous schisms within established Chris-

tianity itself; suffice it to say that almost all of the doctrinal contro-

versies are meaningless and often ridiculous. Its treatment of the

heretics may be cited as an example of its intense hatred for those who
found it impossible to subscribe to its principles as practiced by Christians

of the Later Middle Ages. A "heresy hunter" of that period finds

that:

Heretics are recognizable by their customs and speech, for they are modest

and well regulated. They take no pride in their garments which are neither

costly nor vile. They do not engage in trade, to avoid lies, and oaths, and

frauds, but live by their labours as mechanics—their teachers are cobblers.

They do not frequent taverns or dances or other vanities. They restrain them-

selves from anger. They are alwaN'S at work, they teach and learn and con-

sequently pray but little. They are to be known by their modesty and precision

of speech, avoiding scurrility and detraction, Ught words, lies and oaths.

They do not even say vere or eerie, regarding them as oaths.

Notwithstanding, they were heretics and were burned at stake. We have

often heard it queried: What is in a name? We are now inclined to ask:

What is not in a name?
Not long ago, a group of pious men moved out of a prosperous

Middle-Western city and established a community of their own; because

they wanted to worship freely the God they knew to be true. They
called their church THE TRUE CHURCH OF GOD and worshipped

therein happily. Before long, there was a difference of opinion and the

dissenting party built another church for themselves and called it THE
ONLY TRUE CHURCH OF GOD. Soon after, another flaw was dis-

covered in the second church and a third, called THE ONLY REAL
TRUE CHURCH OF GOD, was established. Here we have a small

community, founded on the principle of the brotherhood of men, with

no less than three churches each claiming to be the true church of God
and hating the other two like poison, all on account of a name.

What is not in a name when a Jlodernist will tell you that it makes
the deepest difference in the world whether one is a Jlodernist or a Fun-

damentalist, and vice versa, and when the Catholic priest will fight tooth
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and nail with his fellow Protestant clergyman and is sure that the latter

will go to hell after death?

Leaving the mutual antipathies entertained by various branches

within established Christian Church itself, it may not be amiss to call

the reader's attention to the antagonism between Christianity and other

religions such as Buddhism, Judaism, Mohammedism and Confucianism.

(Properly speaking, Confucianism is merely a code of ethics.) As Chris-

tians we are prone to belittle whatever virtue there is in them and are

readily cognizant of their defects and weaknesses. Unlike the poet,

we are not willing to forgive Buddha, Moses, Mohammed, Confucius,

and many others; because they all had their faults but Christ:

"But Thee, but Thee, so^'ereign Seer oj time,

But Thee, poets' Poet, wisdom's Tongue,

But Thee, man's t)est Alan, loi^e's best Love,

perjecl tije in perject labor writ,

all men's Comrade, Servant, King, or Priest—
JFhat IF or YET, what mole, whatflaw, what lapse.

What least deject or shadow oj deject.

What rumor, tattled by an enemy,

Oj injerence loose, what lack oj grace

Even in torture's grasp, or sleep's, or death's—
Oh, what amiss may Ijorgive in Thee,

Jesus, good Paragon, thou Crystal Christ?"

Indeed, what amiss may we forgive in Him? But what miserable failures

we have been, and still are, in trying to carry out His teaching] For

Christianity, as we practice it, instead of bringing about the brotherhood

of men, has barred us from it. By the very dynamic nature of our faith

we do not hesitate to dispose of the other creeds in a summary fashion

with the result that at various times in the last twenty centuries there

have been cruel persecution of the pagan, wasteful campaigns against

the infidel, and much impatient Christianization of the heathen as to

produce fearful suspicion and hatred on the part of those who have been

forced to accept or fight against Christianity.

In the eighteenth chapter of the Gospel of St. Luke, Jesus gives us

a most vivid illustration of the third type of our antipathies, namely,

class-prejudice. To use His own words:

"Two men went up into the temple to pray; the one a Pharisee, and the

other a publican. The Pharisee stood and prayed thus with himself, God,

I thank thee, that I am not as other men are, extortioners, unjust, adulterers,

or even as this publican."
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Or even as this selfish capitalist, this ignorant laborer, this despicable

criminal, this pitiful drunkard, and this corrupted politician. Here
we reach the acme of conceit and the worst of man's hatred for man.

In many ways, class-prejudice is the most elementary and most
contagious of all. It seems to be the innate nature of man to identify

himself with a certain class in society and to regard the rest with sus-

picion. Through contact and contrast we learn what our respective

interests and rights are and become so jealous of them that the slightest

provocation or resistance from the opposing classes often leads us into

serious strife with them. Thus the continuous struggle between capital

and labor, the manufacturer and the farmer, and so on throughout the

entire organ of society.

If these considerations are true, should not our conclusion be that

in displaying our prejudice against the other race we become gravely

apprehensive of the fact that we are equally vehemently prejudiced

against, that our race-prejudice is no more than a mental illusion but

we cherish it because deceptive political demagogues give it an airing

now and then and because society sanctifies it for its name; that while

we call ourselves Christians we are only occasionally Christians in spirit

and very seldom in practice; and finally, that in our daily relationships

with our fellowmen we assume a "holier-than-thou" attitude?

For all this, there is but one remedy. That remedy is toleration:

"For as, by discipline of Time made wise,

We learn to tolerate the Infirmities

Andjaults oj others—gently as he may,

So with our own the mild Instructor deals,

Teaching us to jorget them orJorglve."

Samuel Hlok Chang, '24.



For a Franc

^ ^ T~^ UT Paul, you know M. Theuriet has said we must leave at

\yi the end of the month if the rent is not paid."

"Yes, Mariane, I know it only too well. Oh, the rascal, if

he would only give us a little more time."

From the garret window Paul looked mournfully into the little

street of the Latin Quarter. Perhaps he had been a fool after all to come

to Paris and take up hterature as a profession. But no, he assured

himself, he could never have hoped to make a name in Albret, good-

sized town though it was.

And Mariane—had he been a fool to marry her? They were both

so young and inexperienced. No; no; a thousand times no. At the

very thought of giving up Mariane, Paul trembled. He had been en-

raptured, and could not Kve without her. She, too, was a young writer,

but as yet Paris had failed to appreciate either of them.

Now Mariane broke in upon Paul's reverie.

"Do you know dear, sometimes I think we are foolish to keep on

as we are doing. I just know if my name were a little better known
La Rei'ue des Deux Mondes would have accepted my last article."

Then with increased animation, "Jean LeVilliers—you remember him,

that tall, dark, handsome fellow we met at Mme. Raymond's soiree

several months ago—well, he writes now regularly for Lectures pour

Tous and two or three other magazines, and is he still in the Latin

Quarter? You may be sure he isn't. Only last week, just as I was

going in to Alice's to look at her last painting, M. LeVilliers was coming

out. I recognized him at once, but I don't believe he knew me. Alice

told me he is getting wealthier every day, and he has just bought a chateau

near Carcassonne."

Yes, Paul remembered him—a handsome dashing fellow to whom
women were always attracted, but who had few brains and little char-

acter. And yet he had got ahead. How did he do it? A sudden fit of

melancholy seized Paul. Here he was, an unsuccessful young fellow

with no prospect for anything better. But that was not the worst. He
was compelling Mariane to share his dismal lot, when she ought to be

enjoying herself like other young people. Perhaps, perhaps—Paul

hated the very thought—but perhaps it would be better for them both

if Mariane were free from him and the dreary Latin Quarter. Ought

they to separate? Oh, how hard a life it would be for him. Yet when
he thought of Mariane he remembered she had spoken rather petu-

lantly, and freedom from him would probably make her happy again.

Thinking these things, Paul seized his hat and went down the

rickety stairs out into the little street. His mind was in a state of tur-

242
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moil, yet he vaguely realized that he must soon come to a decision, and

that this decision might be a turning point in his life.

It was raining; a drizzly, gloomy wetness hung over the city. Paul

walked for an hour or more without knowing where he was going. It

was no use. After endlessly turning over the thoughts in his mind, he

could not quite decide to give up Mariane, though his conscience told

him he ought.

While he was in this brown study, a fat man suddenly came running

around the corner and bumped into him. This immediately brought

him to his senses, and he mumbled a reply to the corpulent gentleman's

apology. Then Paul realized that he was wet. The drizzling rain had

soaked through his clothes, and he was shivering with the cold. Dumbly
he turned towards home.

Through the mist shone the shop-light of old M. Livet's bookstore.

When he came up to it, Paul entered. The old man greeted him kindly;

he knew hundreds like Paul in the Latin Quarter. Often the young man
would drop in and hunt through the little old shop for interesting books.

Now he started to search the dingy cases and dark corners with the

hope of finding some consolation.

A dilapidated morocco-bound volume lay on the floor half under

one of the cases. Picking it up, he read these faded words on the first

page: "Mes Voyages dans le Midi de France," Par Raymond Dagnan.

It was a volume of neatly written manuscript dated 1858.

This title vaguely seemed to suggest something to Paul's mind.

All at once it dawned on him. Why, of course, here was the very thing

from which to get material to finish that article he had begun months
before, "Les Cathedrales des Villes du Midi de France." Inspired with

sudden hope, Paul thought perhaps he could finish the article and have

it accepted by one of the magazines. Looking hopefully through the

leaves of the old book, he saw among other things some fine sketches

and descriptions of the cathedrals in many of the southern towns.

He sought M. Livet and asked the price.

"Oh, you can have it for a franc."

A franc seems little enough, but to Paul it meant a good deal; with

the question of rent, clothes, and food, staring him in the face, he hesi-

tated. Once more he looked over the book, and now something urged

him to hand the money to M. Livet and go out of the door, clutching

the old book under his coat to protect it from the rain.

Paul climbed the stairs to the garret, determined to finish that

article and have it accepted. With true womanly perception, Mariane
at once noticed that he was hungry, and wet to the skin. But Paul was'

so absorbed in his idea, he brushed past her with a short "No matter,'
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and shut himself in his room. A few minutes later Mariana could hear

his pen scratching away busily.

Naturally Mariana was surprised at these actions. Paul had grabbed

his hat and gone out without saying a word to her of his intention.

Coming in much later, and soaking wet, he would not hear or even

speak to her. What could it all mean? She asked herself.

Darkness was fast coming, so she turned to prepare the scanty

supper. Suddenly a thought struck her, and she stopped her work to

listen. There was not a sound from Paul's room. She began to think

she might have been a little impetuous that afternoon. It was after

speaking of Jean LeVilliers, she recalled, that Paul had been so quiet

and thoughtful. Did he suppose she was in love with DeVilliers? Surely

he didn't think such a thing; but still, he had acted very strangely.

To see if there could be any trouble, Mariane resolved to have it out

with Paul.

Tiptoeing to the door of his room, she softly opened it. There he

was, reading and slowly turning the pages of an old volume; much too

interested in it to hear her. She stealthily came into the room, crept

up behind him, and put her hands over his eyes. Paul started, and the

book slipped to the floor. Laughing at his surprise, his wife picked it up
and put it on the table.

As the volume lay open, Paul noticed two of the yellow leaves

near the end of it tightly stuck together at the edges. With a penknife

he carefully cut them apart. Inside was a long sealed envelope which

contained five notes of one thousand francs each!

Between two of the notes was a folded piece of old notepaper. It

was with difficulty that Paul and Mariane held back their exultation as

they opened it. The following was written in the shaky hand of old age

:

To the one whom I have interested so much as to peruse my
book, I bequeath my whole fortune of five thousand francs. I

pray God it may relieve the wants of one, and make his way free

from sorrow and loneliness that an unsuccessful scholar has suffered.

I challenge the one who discovers this to carry on the great work

of an unfortunate old man.

Raymond Dagnan
December 12, 1858.

Paul looked at Mariane and saw tears of joy in her eyes.

Then all at once the sheer happiness of the whole thing came to him.

He could keep Mariane 1

Now she was in his arms and they were both weeping for joy.

Slansjeld Sargent, '27.



The Tonic Harmony

IT
WAS a glorious fall day. Looking out of the window, he, the faith-

ful student, could almost feel the sensation of the warm fingers of

sunshine on the grass as they stroked it in movement given them

by the leafy screen through which they had just broken glowing passage.

In imitation of the angels on Jacob's escalator, the squirrels busied

themselves on the tree trunks. Even the charms of Pythagorean doc-

trines failed to keep wandering eyes and still more errant mind indoors.

"Pythagoras probably considered numbers as entities of which the

universe was made up, the odd being the limiting form-giving element

and the even the unlimited capacity for form, or space, the two sometimes

being considered as male and female." This noble effort at concentra-

tion ended in a gentle closing of the eyes and a vision of a certain beloved

damsel gradually merging into the figure three only to lose itself by

hurtling away into a vast and stupendous blueness of infinity. In the

guise of the figure four his wandering personality pursued nothing in

boundless space, seeking in the illimitable to outline his object.

The sudden apparition on the mental horizon of a confused mass of

images: Italians, fruit, the Orpheum theatre at home, the girl again

with him sitting in the stalls, these and many more finally merged into

the waking realization that the insistent phonograph in the room below

was again perpetrating, "Yes, We Have No Bananas."

Here was the note-book again. "The world and universe is formed

merely of mathematical combinations; derange this ordered system

and the outlines of form would disappear from the boundless space

which had given them birth. The 'music of the spheres' is produced

by the spacing of the heavenly bodies at harmonious intervals mathe-

matically. In its natural state the human body is also in a harmonious

condition, said Pythagoras. ..."

A new record on the music-box downstairs insinuated itself into the

scholarly train of thought. Really extraordinary how that music did

seem part of existence . . . peculiar, very. . . .

Here and there a note gave promise of an impending laxity on the

part of the spring. Each one sent a chill of agony through the recumbent

frame above. Suddenly, with an anguished accent the leading lady of

the "Chocolate Soldier" failed to attain her expectations of altitude in

the closing bars of "My Hero," and—apparently discouraged—passed

into a rapid and excruciatingly discordant decline landing finally in

silence through the medium of a deep groan.

Above, the disciple of Pythagoras felt a most remarkable and

frightening sensation of dissolution. The harmony which bound his

being together was shattered. A mass of twos, fours, sixes, eights,
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and zeros rushed towards him from all directions with a maddening

burst of silence. Rotating madly, the zeros by tremendous centrifugal

force threw off great clusters of lesser circlets which strung out like

balance sheets of the Bank of England reported in kronen. Suddenly,

with a wild discord, everything faded into total blackness through which

shot beams of color uniting in certain planes into rich harmonies and
gradations.

This was terrible. His individuality had lost its pitch, its key, its

something, he didn't know what, but he was certain it was lost. He
needed something, that was evident, but what. It was something to do

with music, but again, what? What? WHAT?
Recalling earlier struggles with counterpoint, harmony, and musical

analysis a mocking company of subdominant, six-four, inverted triad,

dominant seventh and all the other lesser and greater chords thronged

his mental vision. But they were all wrong. Then like a falling star

on a dark night the image of an elevated advertisement flashed into

view, there it was—the mysterious writing on the wall—T-A-N-L-A-C

—

what did it signify? The idea flirted with the doorkeeper of his con-

sciousness, hovering on the threshold. Oh, that there was some way
to force its entrance—something tangible to seize it byl Just a fraction

more and it would be visible—almost—^yes—here it was—T-O-N

—

what was it—oh, yes—T-0-N-I-C—tonic.

That was it all right, but what to do about it, that was the question.

Suddenly the discovery came that whatever he thought of became at

first faintly outlined before him, and with longer concentration grew in

substantiality. Even now there appeared a bottle of what was evidently

some powerful tonic, but whether the right sort or not could only be

ascertained by experience. But how? How? HOW? He could not

even move towards it. He was mere space without form or outline,

just as well at the furthest boundary of the universe, or already inside

the bottle as before it!

This absolute impotence was terrible. If he could he would have

sworn aloud, but how could space produce sound? Sound, now he had

it, that was the key to the situation, it was the mathematical arrange-

ment of his constituent harmony which had been deranged. But even

so, what could be done?

Dwelling on this thought, suddenly he became aware of the faintly

appearing objectification of his idea. Music was coming from out of the

vast infinite. It grew louder. A suggestion of tingling reality in himself

began simultaneously to make itself known. . . . Louder, louder,

louder, until with a burst of melody and saxophonic sobs, "Way Down
Yonder in New Orleans" rushed into being at the bidding of a scratching

needle on the phonograph in the room below.
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Pins and needles too were attacking very sensibly the right leg

which was resting in an abandoned fashion over the arm of the chair.

A beam of sunlight was stealing round upon his face and outside the

nut-carrying squirrels still plied their trade. Last but not least a slight

contraction of the finger muscles revealed the tangible presence of a note-

book from whose pages stood out mockingly the sentence
—

"everything

being what it is, in the last analysis, because of mathematical facts,

it must be always possible to calculate recurrences."

"But not for me by a long shot," said the faithful student with a

prodigious yawn, as he rose and stretched himself.

Donald Messenger, G. S.

The Wisdom of Agar, the Oracle

Three things are stalely in their march, yea. Jour which stalely go,

The grey-hound running swijlly, and the gaunt he-goat also,

The lion, mightiest oj beasts, for none will turn away,

And a king amidst his army on the Jalal battle day.

Four things on earth are little, but they are exceeding wise,

The ant which lays in ample stores against the cold's surprise—
The conies though a feeble folk, build among the rocks,

The locusts have no king and yet then they travel all in flocks.

The lizard thou cans't easy grasp, and seize him with thy hand

Yet she is in king's palaces, the fairest in the land.

For three things earth doth tremble, andfour she cannot bear,

One of them is an handmaid that is her mistress' heir,

Afool when he isfull offood, a servant that is king,

And an odious woman married is indeed a dreadful thing.

Three things there are too greatfor me, andfour I have not known,

The way of an eagle in the air, and a serpent on a stone,

The way of a ship in the midst of the sea, when the clouds are wet and
grayed.

Yea, a fourth there is which I cannot know—The way of a man with

a maid.

(Proverbs, xxx.)

B. B. Warfield, '25.



A Matter of Personal Taste

A Flay in One Short Act

Characters

Peter Ouimby, Esq.

Miss Emma Quimby, his elder daughter, a schoolteacher.

Miss Hulda Quimby, his younger daughter, also a schoolteacher.

Mr. Heinrich Moeller, an artist oj a well established reputation.

Scene—The very comjortable "jront room" of Peter Quimby, Esq.

It is about seven o'clock in the evening. A fire in the large fire-place on the

rightjurnishes all the light that the room can pretend to at the present moment.

And even that bit oj light is selfishly monopolized by a heavy old cushioned

chair thatJaces the fire and basks in its warmth and light, letting but a Jew
indifferent rays creep around its corners into the middle of the room. There

is a door in back, and one on the lejl, in Jront. There are several old-jcush-

ioned chairs scattered about; the entire aspect oj the room is old-jashioned.

On the different walls are drawings and paintings—charcoals, water-colors,

and several oils hung especially prominently.

In the semi-darkness sit the Misses Quimby. Miss Emma is already

middle-aged, and when she speaks, you are hearing someone who speaksjrom

deep experience. Don't jorget this. She sees to it that her classes don't

Jorget it. Miss HuLDA, or I suppose we might as well call her Hulda now—
we would anyway later on—is possibly twenty-six {this is Just a guess, oj

course) and still has hopes oj escaping the terrors oj old-maidenhood as

exemplified in her sister. The sisters are probably knitting.

HuLDA: Don't you think father has been rather irritating of late? Fo""

instance, j'esterday when I forgot to soak his No. 7 brush he go"-

quite unreasonably gruff about it. Altogether too fussed up abou*-

such a little thing, I think.

Emma: Well, my dear, he is rather old, you know. We younger people

must make allowances for the others, indeed we must. And then

his nerves. Then too, you know as well as I do how particular he

is about his painting things.

HuLDA: And no wonder, when he's got such talent. Like De Morgan,

you know—he began writing when quite an old man.

Emma: Certainly. {A pause.)

HuLDA: By the way, you know little Dick Corrigan?

Emma: Yes; what about him?

HuLDA: Well, I was walking around in the classroom, and I came up

behind him, and there he sat drawing a ship on the ocean. It was

really fine for such a little chap. He colored it and I brought it
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home to show to father and ask him what he thinks about it. That

boy has talent, I think.

Emma: Father'll tell you what's the matter with it, don't you worry.

(Miss Emma's bitter experience tells her that it isn't as simple as all

that.)

Hulda: Here he's coming. Rather late.

{Enter Peter Quimby, a stout, big old man with a weak chin

and hanging cheeks, but very good-natured. He has let his hair grow

long and wears a velvet jacket under the impression that such things

make at least one-half oj the artist; Jor he's an artist, oj course. You
need only look at his "Daphne and Chloe" or "The Death oj Marie

Antoinette" to realize that. It is still cold outside and he rubs his

hands when he comes in.

Quimby: Well, well—and here are my two ducky-pigeons knitting in-

dustriously. {He's evidently jeeling pretty good.) I suppose you've

scraped my palette and cleaned my spatula, Hulda. {The true artist

always thinks oj his palettes and his spatulas, you see. He puts his

coat and hat on one arm oj the big chair.)

Hulda: You'll find them in the kitchen, on the table. You look pretty

well tonight. Father; what's up?

Quimby: Well, I suppose the truth must out. Heinrich Moeller is

coming to inspect my canvases this evening. {He dwells on the

word "canvases" with loving emphasis.) He ought to be here soon

{looking at his watch).

{He sits down in the big chair.)

Emma: Is it possible? The Mr. Moeller of the Academy? I'm sure he'll

recognize at once the latent talent that has at last come to the

surface in your work.

Quimby {obviously tickled): Eh, eh, not so strong, Emmie; but I have

my hopes that he'll select two or three of my things for the May
exhibition. I rather think he would also help me in the selling of

some of my productions. Even the lesser ones might command
an easy fifty dollars.

Hulda: Fifty dollars—^;ust think of it! As much as either of us would

earn in a couple of weeks. And that for the lesser ones.

Quimby: I'd hate to part with them though. Each one of them is a

part of me. Yes, each one of them is a part of me.

Emma: Each one.

Quimby': I may be too outspoken and I may be too generous and I may
be too broad-minded to be appreciated by the merely commercial

side of the proposition to the full of my merits, but at least I have
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put into my work, I think, the someOiing that can not but be detected

by the truly understanding connoisseur.

{His daughters are awed by the comprehensive way in which

Mr. Ouimby embodies his ideas.)

{The doorbell rings.)

QuiMBY: Hulda

—

HuLDA: Yes, just a second, father.

{She goes to the door, and announces Mr. HeinriCH Moeller.)

QuiMBY {with a tremor in his voice) : Bring him right in, Hulda dear-

{Enter Mr. Moeller, a small, bald-headed, rather nervous man.
He puts his hat on a chair.)

QuiMBY: Won't you have a seat, Mr. Moeller?

Moeller: No, thanks. I think I'll just begin looking around at some
of your—work. {He hesitates before the last word, having looked at

one or two oj the pictures.) If you don't mind.

QuiMBY: Certainly not, Mr. Moeller, certainly not.

(Moeller slowly walks around the room looking at the pictures.

Mr. Quimby sits on the arm oj the large armchair expectantly . The
Misses Quimby continue to knit silently, looking up now and then.

MoELtER does not take very long. He speaks—ssh!)

Moeller: And are these all your more important ones?

Quimby {weakly): Yes.

Moeller: Your most recent ones, I presume.

QuiMBY: All of my finished productions.

Moeller: Yes— "finished productions"—it depends on what one

means, of course. {He stands with his back to the others, looking at

"Sunset on the Nile".)

Moeller: Have you ever seen the Nile, Mr. Quimby?
Quimby: No, I haven't—the "Sunset" is a purely imaginative piece.

Moeller: I rather suspected as much. Well, Mr. Quimby, it may be

your old age or it may be your lack of training or it may be your

lack of talent or it may be all three, but your attempts are not,

indeed are far from, very far from being of the calibre that they

should possess to compete in the market of modern art. Further-

more they show an unfortunate old-fashioned amateurish medi-

ocrity. It will be impossible to sell any of these. I am afraid, Mr.

Quimby, that you have been flattering yourself. I am sorry that

I can do nothing for you. {He picks up his hat and goes to the door.)

Moeller: Good-bye, Mr. Quimby.

Quimby {very weakly) : Good-bye. {He sits perfectly still on the arm of

the chair, while Moeller goes out.)

Hulda : Well, that's a shame.
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Emma : All / can say is that Mr. Moeller has severely, I repeat severely^

disappointed me.

HuLDA: I think it was horrid the way he insisted again and again on
father's—well, lack of experience. I'd like to see him do any
better.

E2HMA: Then the way he stared at that Nile picture. Those shades of

red are very impressively harmonized I should say. And as if

father ever could have been at the Nile—foolish question.

HuLDA: A very tactless man.

Emma: It really all comes down to personal taste. Mr. Moeller's taste

differs considerably from ours. And his is probably very narrow,

because just look at the variety of subjects that father has chosen.

{This dialogue is carried on with the purpose oj getting some re-

action out of Quimby. But the reaction is obstinate, and won't come.

QuiMBY still sits motionless.)

HuLDA: Won't you have your pipe, father?

(QuiMBY mechanically gets up and walks to the back wall, taking

the meerschaum which has been hanging there. He returns and sits

down in the chair, then puts the pipe in his mouth without lighting it.

There he sits, staring at the fire. Miss Emma and YivuoA Jeel vaguely

uneasy.)

Emma: Oh, yes! I almost forgot the batch of compositions on "My
Earliest Ambition" upstairs. I'll have to return them tomorrow.

{She gets up and leaves.)

{You expect Hulda to leave too; just wait a minute or two, and
then—)

Hulda : Oh, what's that I smell burning now! I bet it's the cauliflower.

{She rushes out through the door in back.)

We are lejt with Mr. Quimby.

He still sits there.

After a minute or two he drops his meerschaum on the floor.

But he still sits there.

CURTAIN

Frederic Prokosch, '25.



The Gentle Art of Bumming

THE title, no doubt, is poor. For those who have bummed, "gentle"

is insulting. For those who have not, "art" is stretching the

point. New Yorkers would take offense at the use of the American

slanguage "bumming" instead of the New Yorkese—hitch-hiking.

Others might even object to "the" and "of" as being entirely too trite.

"The Gentle Art of Bumming" is, then, a well-balanced title, each word
being equally poor. But "art" being in the center, is the key word,

for bumming is an art, can be made a fine art—"and thereby hangs a

tale."

He who aspires to become a knight of the road must possess several

preliminary requisites. Chief among these are, a scarcity of funds, a

quantity of ambition, a poor appetite, a fluent command of a large

derogatory vocabulary, and a loud, raucous voice with which to use

this. A fire-arm of any type, or even a state officer's whistle and uniform

might aid materially in getting rides but would certainly remove the

element of chance which is the most fascinating (and exasperating)

feature of the art.

There are four accepted schools of bumming, all of which are founded

on the rather conservative motto, "Dishonesty is not the worst policy."

The followers of one system pretend not to notice the prospective picker-

up until, at the opportune moment, they turn with an expression of

mingled surprise and hopefulness as if to say, "It certainly is good of you

to ask us. I guess we might as well ride after all." The second method
of bumming is more Omar Khayyamish. Those who believe in it prefer

to He comfortably in the shade on the farther side of some sharp corner,

and set out eagerly ;ust as the approaching car rounds the curve. Another

system is to stride along determinedly, wearing on the back a Los Angeles

pennant or a placard with some such inscription as "Buffalo or Bust,"

"Walking to Washington" or "Topeka by Tuesday." The last set of

road knights need no such enlightening labels—it is always apparent

that they are just about finishing their third trip around the world.

They hmp or stagger along dejectedly, but spasmodically lose their

fatigue when an auto slows down several yards In front of them.

Pickers-up are of one kind only—demi-gods. Non-pickers-up are

of many and varied sizes, shapes and sorts. There is the man with the

full car who always turns up during the long walking stretches, and

must of course be excused. There Is the fellow with the empty back

seat but with a girl in the front one. His pardon or condemnation de-

pends entirely on the appearance of the girl. There Is the practical

joker who slows down to see how fast and how far the bummer will

chctse him. He will undoubtedly be eternally damned. Dozens of
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other types might be mentioned, as the aristocrat, the inexperienced

driver, the private chauffeur, and the man with a new car.

But of all the non-pickers-up, the most exasperating, the most

disconcerting, the most wrath-provoking is the pointer—the fellow who
points to the right or left or more probably straight ahead, and then

drives into the horizon just where the bummer wants to go. In such

cases, when the afore-mentioned derogatory vocabulary has been duly

exhausted the next move is to conjure up a sweet dream of revenge, in

which the tyrant, shipwrecked, flounders helplessly in the waves while

the dreamer rows by in an almost empty life-boat and points indefinitely

toward shore.

No discussion of pickers-up would be complete without some men-
tion of the female of the species. It has been claimed, and by experi-

enced knights of the road, that every word yelled at a woman driver

is a word wasted. However that may be there is a case on record of a

bummer whom, for the sake of secrecy, we will call the writer. Having

exhausted his stock of persuasive and damnatory phrases by first hailing

and then "heH"ing every car that had passed for about two hours, he

was finally rescued by a lady (she certainly was that) who had not even

been requested for aid. Perhaps, after all, it isn't necessary to "waste"

words on women drivers.

Due consideration having been given to both the bummer and the

bummee, next in order comes the result which might be called by strange

contradiction the "bum" itself. By arithmetic, when the bummer has

been added to his victim's car, the first step is to calculate the two routes,

subtract the difference and thus find the ultimate point of division.

When the "bum" is under way, conversation will invariably revert

to two stock subjects. The rider will be prevailed upon to give a brief

and concise history of his life—past, present and future. In return for

this the driver will accurately describe every accident that has ever

occurred at every crossing, telegraph pole and fence post along the route,

with a few of his own pet smash-ups mixed in for variety. If the bummer
does not carry notes on the subject, it will be of tremendous value to him
to memorize a short outline of his life. Since the benefactor will no doubt

know his accidents by heart, no infringement of rules will take place.

It has been proven that the title of this essay is poor. That the

essay itself is poor needs no proof. From which it is obvious that it at

least has reached the heart of the matter, for being poor is the cause,

the essence, and the result of the gentle art of bumming.

Fred Roedelheim, '26.



• My Friend the Skeleton

FEW people realize the value, even necessity of a thorough, all-

around, comprehensive education in the life of a missionary,

and those who do never talk about it, for fear of discouraging the

younger workers and prospective victims. Those who have grown gray

in the service will tell that a man who goes through college specializing

in English, History and Biblical Literature, and finishes his education

by spending two or three years in a Theological Seminary has left himself

quite a good deal to learn from the hard school of experience. In fact,

I have even heard it insinuated by my uncle, to whom I am indebted for

my pious inclinations, thatanM.D. is more practicable than a D.D. But

here again we have a theory which few veterans in the service expound

for fear of being misinterpreted by the more godly and narrow-minded

and accused of impiety. This much merely to explain why it was that

I had included in my course of study at the University of Pekin several

lectures on the subject of osteology. And now to proceed with my story.

Returning late one evening to my rooms in the home of the American

Consul, my mind was in a strange state of unrest. The day had been a

particularly uneventful one, and had furnished little food for reflection.

As a result, my thoughts seemed to be running wild from one subject

to another with very little reason governing their course. I had never

felt less like sleeping in my life, but as I anticipated a hard day on the

morrow, I decided to retire immediately in the hope that the warmth
and comfort of my bed would help my mind to relax and thus pave the

way for sleep. But try as I would, sleep would not come. I twisted and

tossed like a habitual insomniac (which, thank Heaven, I'm not) while

my brain seemed to be racing around at a gallop, heading for nowhere

in particular and arriving there without any difficulty. I tried to con-

centrate on my work, but it was impossible. However, this was not so

strange, for of late there had been many times when, try as I would,

I could neither do any real studying, nor make any plans for the future.

And all this was the result of an insidious struggle which for months

had been marring my efficiency; a struggle which had tonight resulted

in the condition of mental chaos in which I now found myself. And so

the night wore on, while the wind howled mournfully through the bam-

boos in the garden, and from time to time the shrill wail of a preying

mantis echoed eerily through the darkness. A bloodred moon, obscured

occasionally by black clouds, bathed everything within the room in a

weird glow and created a most uncanny atmosphere.

Finally, when the night was about half spent, I was startled by a

strange noise which seemed to resemble the scraping together of human
bones. At first I thought that my imagination was running away with
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me but as the sound p>ersisted, I decided that it was caused by the scrap-

ing of a bamboo Hmb against the window sill. However, the sound served

to turn my thoughts to the subject of bones. I thought of the previous

day's lecture in osteology, of the skeleton hanging by the lecture table

and began to wonder how its former owner had met her end. While I

was trying to imagine what the body which had clothed it had been like,

it suddenly seemed to me that someone was pacing to and fro at the foot

of my bed, stopping to look at me at every turn as if uncertain whether

to speak to me or not. I felt certain that this could be nothing but a

mere fancy of my sleepless and excited brain, but even this thought did

not serve to check the cold shivers which began to travel up and down
my spine. At last, more to help get rid of the supposed hallucination

than because I expected an answer, I called out, "Who's there?" in as

firm a voice as I could command.
The footsteps approached the side of the bed and halted. Presently

the visitor answered in a small, almost pleading voice, "Please don't

be afraid. It is only I, your friend the skeleton."

"But why have you come here?" I said, frightened in spite of my-
self, although I tried my best not to show it.

" I came here because you are the only one who has seemed to show
any interest in me since I died," replied the spirit (for such I had decided

it must be). "I have been very lonely, wandering around in the burning

places of the dead, and moaning in the wind for fifty years. And tonight,

when you seemed so restless and uneasy, I thought maybe you wouldn't

mind if I came in to keep you company. Would you? I do so want to

talk to a real man again."

"Of course," said I, with as much cordiality as I could summon,
"If it will really give you any pleasure. But at least let the topic of

conversation be cheerful."

"Cheerful or not," the voice responded, "there is one thing that I

would like to talk to you about, and I think perhaps you might find it

funny. You might even find it profitable. One can often profit from the

lives of others, you know, and that is just what I intend to talk about

—

my own life."

I resigned myself to the inevitable, interested in spite of my fear.

I felt the foot of the bed move as though someone were sitting down
upon it. Clutching my pillow more tightly, I finally gained courage

enough to look at the person whom I had a few minutes before tried to

visualize. But at that moment, the moon was under a cloud, and all

I could see was the dim outline of a woman's form which was further

obscured by a heavy bluish haze which seemed to encircle it.

"I'm sure that whatever you may have to talk about will be very

interesting," I managed to say finally. "Pray do go on."
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"Well," said my friend the skeleton. "There isn't much to tell of

my early life. My father was Kai LI Kung, the scholar, and we lived

in the town of Fengsiang, in the Province of Singang. I was my father's

only daughter and he was very proud of me because even at the age of

seventeen, I was what you might call the pride of the village. I could

not fail to realize that I was endowed with a rare and radiant beauty

such as you never could have dreamed of from that rattling mass of

bones which you examined today. How can I ever make you believe that

those two cavernous hollows contained the brightest of languishing eyes

or that where you saw those grinning teeth there was once a ruby-lipped

smile which could have melted the heart of a stone. The mere attempt

to give you an idea of the graceful form which once covered those dry

old bones makes me feel like laughing—the first time I have felt like it

in fifty years. But it also makes me angry. You do believe I was beau-

tiful, don't you?"
"I have not the least doubt of it," I replied, somewhat amused that

even a woman so long dead had not lost the vanity of her sex. "I give

you my word that all memories of skeletons and osteology are banished

from my mind. I can now picture you as one whose beauty might have

been the subject for a poet's pen."

"Thank you," she replied. "That will make my visit much more

pleasant. But to go on with the story. One spring morning, when I was

in my eighteenth year, the whole town was set gossiping by the coming

of a tall young missionary, who established his headquarters on the out-

skirts of the village near the bank of the Wei River. His personality

soon gained him great attention; his unselfish kindness endeared him
to the poor, and his vast knowledge and the soundness of his philosophy

won for him the respect and admiration of the learned and the rich. His

fame spread rapidly throughout the surrounding country and as time

passed, crowds came from near and far to listen to his wonderful sermons

on the Christian God and His teachings. Many came for medicines,

many for advice, and still others asked merely to receive his blessings.

"And so the summer came and passed, and then the autumn. One
night, late in the month of the Seven Winds, I walked down to the bank

of the beautiful river Wei, where I sat down to dream for awhile, and

watch for the rising of the moon. There was no sound to interrupt my
thoughts, save the chirping of the crickets, and the occasional hooting

of an owl, while from overhead a myriad of stars cast down their soft

silvery glow upon the river, and were reflected on its quiet surface.

Presently my reflections were interrupted by the sound of footsteps,

and looking around, I saw approaching that tall erect form which I had

come to know so well. Even in the darkness I could not fail to recognize

him. When he saw me sitting there alone, he stopped and was about
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to retrace his steps, but as I turned and spoke a respectful word of greet-

ing, he came forward, and gave me his blessing. Then he asked me my
name, and I told him, but no other word was spoken that night. I

returned home in a thoughtful mood, and left him standing there alone,

for I felt that he, too, had come to the river for the purpose of reflection.

"Henceforth I came daily to listen to him speak, drawn by an irre-

sistible force which I could not at first understand. I helped him about

the mission in every way I could, and accompanied him on his visits

to the sick. We seemed to find a certain indefinable something in each

other's company which filled a great emptiness in both our lives, and

the great work became the dearest joy of my life, because it was his work

and kept me constantly in his company. We met again and again on the

river bank where he had first given me his blessing; and there we would

sit for hours while he talked to me of his wonderful religion and the work

he hoped to do. But never once did he speak of the one subject which

had come to be uppermost in my thoughts, and as the months passed,

and he began to speak of the time when the work at Fengsiang would be

completed, and of his plans for the future, a great sadness came into my
life, for I realized that for me there was no place in those plans, and that

soon our ways must part. As the time for his departure drew near, I

began to avoid him as much as possible, fearing that he would read my
story in my eyes, and that the truth would make his heart sad too.

"At last came the eve of his departure and we were together for

the last time. We had met there as of old, on the bank of the River Wei,

only this night he did not talk to me of his religion. We did not speak at

all, but just sat there side by side, gazing out into the dark waters. It

seemed that their black depths reflected the great sorrow which was seer-

ing its way into my very soul. For an hour we remained thus, and then

at last, he spoke:

'Tell me,' he said, gravely, 'why you have not come lately to the

mission, and why you have not accompanied me on my visits? Is it

that you have grown tired of the work?'

"I could not speak, for there was a lump in my throat, and the

tears began to stream down my cheeks. In a moment he continued:

'Come now, can't you tell me what burden you have been carry-

ing so that I may share it with you? I know that you have been hiding

something from me, and it grieves me greatly to think that you will not

have faith in me, after the many times we have confided in each other

during these past few months.'

"And then I could stand it no longer. I laid my head upon his

shoulder and bit by bit I managed to tell him everything—how I had

admired him since the first day he came to Fengsiang; how that first

night when we had met on the bank, that admiration had turned to
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love; how this love had grown day by day as we had worked together;

how I had come to realize that I had no place in his life, and why I had
avoided him. Oh, I know I should not have told him, and I hated

myself for the weakness I was showing. I knew that I was doing wrong,

but well—nothing seemed to matter any more. It would not have been

so bad if I had not known that he loved me too, but this made it even

harder. For he did love me. If I had not recognized it before in his

words—in his looks, I could not fail to see it now.

"But in his life, there was one thing which meant even more to him
than love, and that was his duty to his God and his Church. He did

love me, but he loved his work even more, and he did not realize that

these two loves could be reconciled and exist in the same man at the

same time. His Bible said 'a man can not serve two masters; for either

he will love the one and hate the other, or else he will hold to the one and

despise the other.' But he forgot the passage that said that man cannot

live alone, and it never seemed to occur to him that my love could be an

inspiration to aid him in his work, just as it had been during the past

few months.

"But I did not try to argue. After that one outburst we sat there

without a word for many hours. Sat there until the morning star was

towards the western horizon. And then, at last, he rose and as he took

my hand in farewell, I could see that he, too, had suffered, for his face

was ashen white, and there was a look of anguish in his eyes. For just

one second he took me in his arms, and then without uttering a word he

turned and strode away into the darkness.

"For several minutes, I remained motionless where he had left me,

unable to realize the full significance of what had happened. And then,

as my mind became clearer, there came over me a terrible feeling of utter

hopelessness and black despair. It seemed that life without him could

be nothing but a horrible nightmare. I felt that the future could hold

nothing for me, and that my days would be spent in aimless misery, such

as that experienced by a lost soul wandering through the land of shadows.

I looked out into the black waters before me, and a tremor ran over me
as I thought of the relief which their depths seemed to offer me. But

for a moment one thought restrained me. I remembered that he had told

me that God would punish those who wantonly destroyed the life which

He had given. I thought of the tortures of Hell as I had heard them de-

scribed, but these terrors seemed far away and insignificant as compared

to the life which I saw looming up before me. And with this last thought

I cast myself from the bank, and as the icy waters of the Wei closed over

my head, I prayed to his God to help him in his work.

"That was the end of my life in this world, and for fifty years I

have burned for mv sin."

I
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Here the voice ceased, and I stared, stunned and fascinated at the

dim shape which was still seated at the foot of my bed. Suddenly the

form arose and glided noiselessly to the bureau, whose sole object of

adornment was a large photograph in a silver frame. Here it remained

motionless for a second, and then, slowly lifting an arm, pointed with a

bony finger to the smiling young face in the picture.

"And this," continued the phantom, "is the fate which you through

your bhndness would bring upon her. You would risk shattering her

life, and damning her soul, all because of a mistaken notion that the

realization of your love for her must necessitate failure in your duty

to the church. May God remove the scales from your eyesl"

At this juncture, I started from my bed, and as I did so, the form

before me seemed to melt into a thin vapor, and then vanish completely,

and nothing remained to prove it had e.xisted but a faint odor of burnt

brimstone. I reached for the photograph in the silver frame, and as I

stood gazing at it for several minutes by the light of the setting moon, I

realized that the long struggle was at last at an end, and from that

moment the face in front of me took on a new significance—the fulfill-

ment of my dreams.

H. D. Greenwell, '24.

The Bird and the Pool
A Dream

Last night I dreamt about a bird—
A strange and sunlight-aureoled bird:

He lived upon a golden tree

That blossomed in a distant land;

And there he sang deliriously

Unto a thousand waves aquiver

Upon an emeraldine river.

While southern breezesfloated past

Like moving camels on the vast

And simmering wastes oj sand.

And while he sang, this wond'rous bird,

Flying through the woodlands, heard

The silver whisperings oj the cool

And crystal waters oj a pool—
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A pool unruffled, shadowless,

Bordered by the tangled cress—
A hidden, sleeping pool that lay

Unrippled on the windiest day.

Hither, through the forests ringing

With hisJoy-impassioned singing.

Came the sunlight-aureoled bird

And lighted on the dark pool's edge.

Shadowed by the cress and sedge.

To him did the pool impart

Secret whisperings that stirred

The sleeping depths within his heart.

He flew through regions ne'er before

Crossed by mortal—regions where

Cliffs rose summilless and bare

Into grayness: where the roar

Of torrents endless as the night

Filled the aged rocks with fright.

At last he found a Jewel rare,

Invaluable—who knows where?—
The sunlight's and the ocean's daughter.

And brought it to the pool's dark water.

Lighting softly on its edge

{Shadowed by the cress and sedge);

And there from off the dark-green brink.

He let the Jewelfall and sink—
// sank, without a sound or trace,

Butfor a single watery ring

Slowly, slowly widening

Upon the pool's unruffledface.

And the Sun-bird, songless, soundless.

Gazes down into the groundless

Depth; the pool lies motionless.

Bordered by the tangled cress.

This I dreamt about a bird—
Strange, oh sunlight-aureoled bird!

Frederic Prokosch, '25.

1



A Damsel in Distress

WE WERE walking down Artillery Lane, gentlemen, towards the

Iron Ball, there to meet the Gloucestershire stage. I had felt

greatly honored at Mr. Lackington's accepting an invitation

to lodge at my house during his stay in London, pleased that after

his so violent return to the new religion, he should still remember an

old friend. I was scarcely pleased, however, in the change that had

taken place in his character; for the shrewd and companionable fellow,

so full of wit, rare anecdotes and sound atheism, was now become once

more the mournful, psalm-singing Methodist of his youthful days,

whose every sentence contained some sly hint or suggestion, intended

to move my latent piety. Nevertheless, I retained sufficient respect

for past memories and my friend's unusual parts, to rise at the early

hour of five, in order to accompany him to the coaching house and bid

(for so it will probably prove to be) a last adieu.

The morning was slightly misty, but withal fresh and invigorating,

so that, while we had plenty of time, we walked with considerable celer-

ity. Turning a corner, there appeared before us a melancholy spectacle,

yet one not extraordinary, I regret to say, in the town. At the far end

of the lane (which is narrow) a young female, clothed only in the most

miserable rags, sat in the gutter, her back against one of the posts, her

bare feet in a puddle of water. Near her lay a dead cat and a small

collection of offal, which, with the degenerate appearance of this neigh-

borhood, completed the picture of abject squalor thus presented before

us. The most notable feature of the scene, however, was the peculiar

beauty of her face, which, framed in a mass of tangled ringlets, was

unpainted, tolerably clean and bore an undeniable expression of youth

and innocence; it seemed impossible that this could be an ordinary

w-oman of the town.

The sound of footsteps on the cobbles awakened this object of our

attention, and she rose, stiffly, from the humble position in which she

had passed the night, and, as if embarrassed by the presence of gentle-

men, tried to brush away some of the dirt from her torn and maculated

garments. Her large blue eyes and the tender expression of her mouth
were enough to excite pity in the most casual breast.

"The public is aware, sir, of your tenets on the female education,'

I observed, "and yet I should like to know what means you would

advise to bring this girl into a state of physical and moral welfare."

"Mr. Crevel," my friend replied, "I w-ould employ such means
as lie in my power. Let us speak with her, and perhaps we may learn

something of her character. My girl," he said (for we had now come up
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to her), "what misfortune could have brought you into this wretched

state?"

She blushed, and dropping her glance, shyly stroked the dewy fur

of the dead cat with her toes. Mr. Lackington fixed his deep, command-
ing eyes upon her, and pursed his thin lips.

"Do you believe in God?" he inquired. She was silent.

"Horror of horrors!" he exclaimed. "Of all the most terrifying

ideas this is to me the most frightful! To be without a God in the world!

'A soul in coiwerse with her God i\r Heai''n;

Feels not the tumults and the shocks— '"

Mr. Lackington was beginning to quote Young again (some of you
are familiar with his peculiar manner of preaching) but the girl inter-

rupted his recitation.

"You needn't spout like that," says she. "Indeed, I do believe in

God, sir."

"But have you ever reflected on the truth of the heart-improving,

soul-cheering doctrines of Christianity? Doctrines which have been the

means" (he did not turn, but he was speaking to me now) "of reclaim-

ing and civilizing many ignorant, hardened and notorious wretches, in

whom it were hard to say whether the devil or brute were most predomi-

nant; yet such as these have by them been Induced ever after to live

pious, sober. Industrious members of society."

Our young friend seemed to take this upon herself, and blushed

scarlet, so that I must confess, I felt strongly for her.

"My dear child," continued Mr. Lackington In a milder tone,

"you must not be allowed to wander forlorn upon the public streets.

If you have no respectable family, you shall be provided for. It Is not

Impossible In this city for a person, of no very extraordinary endow-

ments, to rise to wealth and station; but you shall have assistance.

"I myself came, a journeyman shoemaker, with no more wealth

than a few farthings and my class and band tickets, by which latter I

was established in religious comfort. But it was several weeks before

I could firmly resolve to continue In London; as I really was struck with

horror for the fate of it; more particularly on Sundays for I found so

few went to church, and so many were walking and riding about for

pleasure, and the lower class getting drunk, quarreling, fighting, working,

buying, selling, and so on. I had seen so much of the same kind In

Bristol that I wondered how God permitted it to stand; but London
I found infinitely worse, and seriously trembled for fear that the measure

of inquity was full, and that every hour would be its last."

"Allow me to Introduce," I interrupted, "James Lackington, Esq.,

late bookseller at the Temple of the Muses."
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"Mr. Lackingtonl" she cried. He was about to begin again when
she stopped him.

"'Tis all true, sir," she said, "but I scarcely can believe
—

"

" I trust that you, my dear, are not one of those ungodly pretenders

to Christianity who are so very ignorant of its doctrines as to think

that because Christ died for sinners (which is the only part of the gospel

they ever attended to), God will, however wicked their lives may have

been, pardon them, provided they do but repent, as they call it, on their

death-bed. Old Baxter tells us of a shockingly wicked man who persisted

in a very profligate way of life, because he was sure that if he could say

but three words, 'God pardon me' before he died, he was sure to be for-

given. It seems he even forgot these three words, for his horse leaping

over a bridge with him, he said, 'Devil take all.'

"And what are the carnal pleasures of life? They lead to horror,

disease, insanity and death. 'O thou blasphemed yet most indulgent

Lord God!' cries out the dying profligate, 'Hell itself is a refuge if it

hides me from thy frown!' Girl, can you picture the torment of the

damned? There the poor sinner writhes
—

"

"Like a bull baited with fireworks," I suggested.

"My father," said the young woman, "is a gentleman of repute,

and a friend of Mr. Wesley's; and, sirs, distressed and misfortunate

as I am, I won't be thus insulted and made sport of." And she started

to walk away from us, who stood astonished at the cultured dignity of

her language.

"Stop!" I cried. She sank against the wall, sobbing piteously;

we bent over her. "O my father," she wept, "where art thou. Papa.

I am lost. They have robbed me of jewels, clothing, virtue. I am mocked
by these godless men—

"

"Come, come," said Mr. Lackington, gently, endeavoring to raise

her. But she broke away from us, and ran farther down the street.

"Won't you come with us?" I said.

"I would rather die!" Upon my honor, gentlemen, the poor

wench's voice was as fine and clear as a queen's.

But it was getting late, and it seemed neither decorous nor practical

that two old men should run chasing through the streets after a woman
so disreputable in outward appearance; yet something must be attempted.

"Who is your father?" I inquired.

"Mr. Hervey Ecclestone, of Marylebone."

"Why, Mr. Ecclestone is a friend of mine," says Lackington, lying

most glibly for a Methodist, "and if you will take this purse to pay

your expenses home, he will repay me; I am now residing at Alveston.

If you will follow us, you will come to an inn where a chaise may be

hired."
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She very unwillingly took the money at arm's length, and followed

at a distance behind us.

We had almost arrived at the gate of the Iron Ball, when we were

startled by a piercing scream. We turned, and beheld this unfortunate

female standing in the middle of the road. Her delicate form seemed to

be quivering—with laughter; then, with a vulgar gesture familiar to

the streets of London, she vanished in an alley. At that moment we
heard the shrill bugle notes strike up, "The Lass of Richmond Hill."

"The stage!" I said. "You must hurry." He felt for his fob.

"My watch is gone completely!" he exclaimed, bewildered. He
might then have run after the slut, but I dragged him into the inn-yard,

for to me it was merely a good joke to relate before the club, and I would

have felt sorry to see Mr. Ecclestone's daughter taken up.

You, of course, will relish the tale the more when you learn that

the coach had no sooner rattled away than I found both of my own fobs

to be as empty—well, as empty as Mr. Lackington's spiritual aspirations.

Charles Coleman Sellers, '25.

Tuscarora

Six Nations now shall sing the songs oj war.

But you, My Father, Southward, sing alone.

Where silent, lurks, to guard your cavern door,

A Bird with claws oj ice and eyes oJ stone.

Your dark woods stir and shiver with the breeze;

On high, the dripping mosses creep and hang;

And you must hide, andjear, jor those tall trees

Conceal a flint-gray Bird, that never sang.

The thunder grows, and storm-lights break the mass

OJ clouds. (My Father, you will sing no more!)

Like tongues oj hungry fire, the red snakes pass,

And wild birds drijt around your cavern door.

But none may see you shake, or hear you moan.

Guarded by the Night Bird, with eyes oj stone.

Charles Coleman Sellers, '25.



An Outland Piper

"I heard slrange pipes when I was young,

Piping songs of an outland tongue.

I heard, and was agape to see

How like that piper was to me."

It is strange for a poet to write without a mistress. But here is the

book of a poet without a sonnet to his mistress' eyebrow; unless, perhaps,

the Tiger Woman Is his mistress. Can the queen of the Faeries be a

poet's mistress? She rides a tiger's velvet back and shakes a million

stars from her loosened hair. She gives him her ring and notes begin

to flow from his pipe. So he sings of Beauty and God that the tiger had

found for him.

The Outland Piper made pictures and dreams from what he saw and

piped them out in flowing rhythms. He saw Corymba with flowing

hair, an amulet of woven gold, a dryad at a gingham counter, a

green paradise, the wolf, Phineas out for a walk. And he heard an
old harp, lads crying out against the clock's dismissal, drums and brass,

a ditty throbbing in the back of his head, thin lips making music,

Ecclesiasticus the sinner. He felt twilight warm as a woman's flesh.

He smelled Hell, hearths' thin smoke, a sudatorium, vine leaves in his

hair. He tasted the joy of the earth. But they all flowed out of his pipe.

Most young poets write from themselves outward and use the

objects of their experience to explain their inward restlessness and

longings. It is not so with the Outland Piper. He Hves in a crowd of

living suggestions that set going inside his mind wonderful thoughts

and fancies which come out again through his verse. He shapes the

facts of his experience as though everything were plastic and ready to

be shaped into striking curves—whether beautiful or ghastly it does not

matter. He shapes most of them in forms of beauty. His touch must be

swift and sure, like Chatterton's, for the verses seem to have slipped

from his pen semi-consciously.

Instead of embodying his ideals in the things of the earth, the things

of the earth embody his ideals for him without the trouble of digging

around for suitable similes. That is how Donald Davidson is a poet;

just how much a poet he is, the little book called "An Outland Piper"

does not tell. Perhaps he is more a poet than these verses show; at

least they give some of the Joie de vivre that he has felt. What more
can a poet do? A. J. '25.

[An Outland Piper, by Donald Davidson. Hughton Mifflin Com-
pany. $1.25.]
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PIONEER-BRIGHTON
WIDE-WEBS

with the famous Brighton
comfort elastic, are the most
comfortable garter models.
They last, too, for every
strand of rubber is wrapped
and re-wrapped with soft
yarn to guard against the
deadening action of perspira-
tion and insure longer service.

PIONEER SPORTS BELTS

Woven for style and comfort. Fabrics of

superfine quality with highly mercerized finish.

Rust-proof buckles of exclusive Pioneer design.
Colors in white, linen, and snappy striped
silk effects.

PIONEER LEATHER BELTS

The name is your guarantee of the highest
quality, best workmanship and the standard
of good taste. Pioneer Belts are the criterion

of the finest in leather belts.

PIONEER SUSPENDER COMPANY PHILADELPHIA. PA.

A/T ORE college men every day

are appreciating the ex-

clusiveness of our "stuff" and

recognizing the advantages of

dealing with a shop that "caters"

to Haverford students.

Clothing, haberdashery, golf equipment, etc.

We Specialize in Sport Apparel

Golf Speclaity Shop
40 S. 17th Street Philadelphia

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers



Haverford Tea Room
NEAR HAVERFORD STATION

Breakfasts, Lunches

and Dinners

MISS ELIZABETH NUNAN
Phone, Ardmore 1946

Henry B. Wallace

SUPPERS AND
LUNCHEONS

Caterer and Confectioner

BRYN MAWR, PA.

Phone Bryn Mawr 758

Compliments of

William Duncan

ON THE BRIDGE
You will receive personal attention
to optical work of every descripion.

Prompt Service

MULLEN and WOLF
Broad Street Station Bridge

Commercial Trust BnlldlnE

Films Philadelphia Printing

Developing Spruce 9355 Enlarging

I

1

Cgi^ PMOTOGRAPMiC SUPPLIES

#
=>M I L A OtLPM I A

Thomas J. Flaherty

TEAMSTER AND
CONTRACTOR

931 Lancaster Avenue

BRYN MAWR

Phone Bryn Mawr 640-W

HARBAUGH'S
PHARMACY

Established 29 Years

GOOD DRUGS
Prompt Service

Phone, Ard. 122

Patronise our advertisers



MADISON AVIHUK COR. FORTV'FOURTH STRICT
NEW VORK

Telephone Murray Hill 8800

Clothing for the Tennis Player

and the Golfer
Flannel Trousers, Knickers, Special

Shirts, Hosiery, Shoes
Hats, Caps

Shetland Sweaters, Personal Luggage
Men's and Boys' Garments for

Every requirement of Dress or Sporting Wear
Ready made or to Measure

Send for "Historic American Buildings"

BOSTON NEWPORT
TMKMOWTCOD.BO^LETOm £30 SCIU.CVUK AVKMUa

"The Policy of One^s Independence"

THE QUOTATION IS FROM RUDYARD KIPLING'S ADDRESS
AT ST. ANDREW'S UPON BECOMING LORD RECTOR.

IT IS AN APT DEFINITION OF THE PROVIDENT'S OLD
AGE ENDOWMENT POLICY. THIS IS NOT ONLY IMME-
DIATE INSURANCE PROTECTION BUT ALSO A PROVISION
FOR INDEPENDENCE IN OLD AGE.

Provident "Mutual
LifkInsurance Company

of fhUadelphia

Fourth and Chestnut Streets

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adverlijert



Pocono Manor
Winter Inn

American Plan Moderate Bates
References Bequlred

The happy land of winter sports and

healthgiving rest. Skiing, skating,

tobogganing and snowshoeing. Brac-

ing climate, excellent food, comfortable

rooms, personal attention.

The Ideal Week-end Trip

Less than three hours from New
York via the D. L. & W. R. R. It is

suggested that reservations be made
at once.

GARRETT S. HOAG. Manager
Pocono Manor, Pa.

"Pennsylvania's Most Healthful

Kesort"

Edw. K. Tryon Co.
Sporting Goods

912 Chestnut St.. PhUadelphia, Pa.
Represented by

Baverford Co-operative Store

Bryn Mawr 252
CALLS

CONNELLY'S
The Main Line Florists

1226 Lancaster Avenue Rosemont, Pa.

KAPLAN BROTHERS
.-. TAILORS AND CLOTHIERS .-.

CLEANING AND DYEING
Lancaster and Ardmore Aves., Ardmore
We Call and Deliver— Call Ardmore 2075

W. B. Kerrigan & Sons
ICE

Ice Manufactured by
BRYN MAWR ICE CO.

Phone Bryn Mawr 29 R

ARTISTS' MATERIALS
Oil, Water. Tempera. Pastel

Painting Materials
Modeling Clay and Tools

Pyrography and Brass Craft Outfits

DRAWING MATERIALS
Drawing Instruments in Sets, Boards,

T-Squares, Triangles, Scales
Fine Papers

F. WEBER CO.
1125 Chestnut St. Philadelphia

Established, 1854

INSURANCE
Fire or Bnrglary Insurance on Students' per-
sonal effects while at College or elsewhere.

Tourists' Floating Insurance on personal
effects against all risks in transit. In hotels,

etc., tx>th in this country and abroad.

Automobile Insurance covering damage to

car and liability for damage to property or
for injuries to persons.

LONGACRE & EWING
BulUtt Bldg., 141 S. 4th St., PhUadelpbIa

College Graduates

WANTED
for

Paying Teaching Positions

FREE ENROLLMENT

Modem Teachers' Bureau
1002 Market Street

Philadelphia

Gel blanksfrom W. D. Benlley. 1925

TYPEWRITERS
All Standard Makes Including

Portables, as low as

$15.00
10-day Free Trial, 1 Year Guarantee

1005 Chestnut St. Walnut 5874

Bundy Typewriter Co.

^Advertisers help us—Help them !



Planet Jr.
SEED DRILLS

and
WHEEL HOES

No. 4 Planet Jr. Hill and Drill Seeder
and Single Wheel Hoe.

The most useful combination of Hill

and Drill Seeder and Single Wheel

Hoe on the market today. More of

them in use than any other. Sows in

drills at the proper thickness and

depth; drops in hills. 4. 6. 8, 12 or

24 inches apart. Cultivating attach-

ments for plowing, hoeing, furrow-

ing and all garden cultivation.

S. L. ALLEN & CO., Inc.
PHILADELPHIA

MIGHELLS

PHILADELPHIA
EverTtliing for Lawn, Farm and
Cardan. Get a Catalog.

MICHELL'S HOUSE

HAVERFORD
Has an

enviable reputation

So does the

Hahnemann
Medical College

PHILADELPHIA

220-228 North Broad Street

Catalogue on request

street

J
PUtue mention The Haverfordian when patronizing adverli/ers



13an ^orn and ^on
(Established 1852)

THEATRICAL COSTUMERS
919-921 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

We supply costumes, wigs and accessories to the

leading schools and colleges in America.

GLASGOW IRON COMPANY
POTTSTOWN, PA.

IRON AND STEEL PLATES. MUCK BAR
AND FLANGED AND PRESSED WORK

Philadelphia Office; 602 to 608 Harrison Building

Should you desire lo teach

consult

The Fisk Teachers' Agency
1420 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

School and College Diplomas a Specialty

PECKHAM, LITTLE & CO.
School and College Supplies

Commercial Stationers
57-59 East 11th St., New York City

TeUfhone, Sluyvemnt 2453. 2454

ARTHUR LAWS
Caterer

236 S. Fortieth Street
Philadelphia

Teachers for Schools—Schools for Teachers

NATIONAL TEACHERS' AGENCY, Inc.

D. B. Cook, Manager
326-27-28 Perry Bldg..l530 Chestnut St.,Phila.

BRANCHES:-Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, Syracuse
Northampton. Teachers wanted every day.

Summer Positions

for

Students

Students to work in the

interest of Religious Edu-
cation in the Home and to

Distribute Rehgious Litera-

ture.

Definite guarantee of a
liberal amount with oppor-

tunity of earning several

times as much. Last summer
several students earned over
$1000.00 during vacation.

No capital nor experience

necessary. Also opportunity
to travel and appoint repre-

sentatives. Write for full

particulars and organization

plan at once.

UNIVERSAL BIBLE HOUSE
College Department

1010 ARCH ST. : PHILADELPHIA

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertlsert



E. S. McCawIey & Co.

BOOKS

Extends to Haverford Col-

lege a cordial invitation to

stop in and talk books.

We will do our best to

make you feel at home.

Out of stock books ob-

tained on short notice.

Station Avenue

Haverford, Pa.

College and School

Periodicals

OUR EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT

The Haverfordian Haverford Collegt

The Southron. . . .South Phila. High School

The Norm. . . .Philadelphia Normal School

Blue and Gray Friends' Central, Phila.

Town Scientific Journal. . . Univ. of Penna.

The Princeton Tiger. .Princeton University

The Lyre Lafayette College

The Purple Book Wellesley College

The American Art Student New York

Horace Mann Quarterly New York

The Lantern University of Penna.

U. G. L Circle PhUadelphia

The best work and service, for the money,

obtainable.

WESTBROOK PUBLISHING CO.

R. G. BARNES & SONS

1217 Market St., Philadelphia

^rbmore
Printing Company

PRINTERS
and

PUBLISHERS

NEW LOCATION
26 ARDMORE AVENUE

Ardmore

'X'HERE is always a

balance between
beauty and service in both

printing and direct-adver-

tising that makes either

produce the returns de-

sired. Striking that bal-

ance is not guesswork, but

the result of careful plan-

ning.

THE HOLMES PRESS—Pnn/<:rj-

1315-29 Cherry St.

Philadelphia

Gel acquainted with our advertisers I



Skdlkrafters
Incorporated

SCHOOL AND COLLEGE
Engravers, Slalioners, Jewelers

COMMENCEMENT & WEDDING
INVITATIONS, CLASS AND
FRATERNITY PINS AND RINGS
DANCE PROGRAMS, MENUS
AND FAVORS, DIE STAMPEDSTATIONERY

See
Schuyler F. Baldwin

College Agenl

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

The sturdy

Autocar
Wherever there^s a road

The motor truck with

short wheelbase handiness
mechanical superiority

economy
dependability

direct factory branch service

in 44 cities

A complete line of Autocar trucks

Capacities, 1 to 6 ton*

Manufactured since 1897 by

The Autocar Company
Ardmore, Pa.

A friendly neighbor of Haverford College

^III Jcwu-Urs
5ktvarsinilKs

^olionara

PHILADELPHIA
Q)

THE GIFT SUGGESTION BOOK

AIailed Upon Request

Illustrates and prices Jewels,

Watches, Clocks, Silver, China,

Glass and Novelties. The dis-

tinctive productions and importa-

tions of this establishment.

ETIQUETTE OF WEDDING
STATIONERY

A book mailed upon request which

describes in detail the correct use

of Wedding Stationery and Visit-

ing Cards.

Montfort V. Melchior, '26

College Agent

Mehl & Latta

Lumber

Coal

and

Builduig Materials

Wall Board

ROSEMONT, PA.

Read the ads—it pays I



$c ^xmt Co.

ARDMORE
NARBERTH BALA-CYNWYD

TOTAL RESOURCES:

$7,000,000

WICKHAM SHOES
For College Men

$8.50
THIRTY-FIVE STYLES AT ONE PRICE

The utmost in 8tyle. workman-
ship and quality at the price.

Sold exclusively at this store, and
already established as the shoe
for college men for all seasons.

TTiirty-five styles in a complete
assortment of both tan and black
high and low Shoes for every-day
wear and dress occeisions, all

at $8.50.

STRAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER
Eighth & Market Streets

Philadelphia

. D. REESE
MEATS

t203 Fn.BSRT STREET

PaiLADEl^PniA

Please mention The Haverfordian when patronizing advertisers
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For Haverford and

Haverford Men

This is a friendly financial institution

for Haverford and Haverford men. Many
of our officers and staff members are

Haverford graduates and retain a deep

interest in the welfare of the college and

its student body.

Here we can serve you intelligently and

helpfully in all matters financial. A
connection established with us now may
prove to be not only of immediate benefit,

but also of lasting value.

PROVIDENT
TRUST COMPANY

OF PHILADELPHIA

Capital, Surplut,

and

Reserves U2,000,000

Printed by Westbrook Publishing Co., 1217 Market St., Phila., Pa.










